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THE FEDERAL PROGAM FOR THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED
-HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. ANALYSIS, AND OVERVIEW

R. Paul Thompton
Office of Speekil Education

Barbara Wilcox .
University of Oregon

Robert York
University of Illinois

Although severe handicaps have existed as long as mankind has

'existed, it has been largely within thepast terryears that society

has gained a real Awareness of the basic human rights and needs-of

Severely handicapped people. A national cOmmitment,to support

these rights and meet these needs began to develop during the past

'decade and is,still evoliring.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Initiated by unselfish.individual-efforts, this commitment

was also joined by ciVic, religious, and community groups whose

combined work has generated a concern that is truly national in

scope. A manifestation of this concern was the enactment in the

recent past of substantive educational laws and other legislation

providing assistance to -this population. When the Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped (now the Office ofEpecial Education)

was.established in January 1968, a national agency assumed an

advocacy role in behalf of this population, with resPonsibilities

-for the development and evaluation of programs addressing the

variety and complexity of their needs. It was in keeping with the

Bureau's national directive to provide services to the

handicapped, and with its assigned responsibilitir rfor

administration of sPecial federal programs designed to meet the-

needs of this group, ,that its leadership in education of the

severely handicapped emerged. -An April 17, 1973,.memorandum from

Robert B, Herman, Acting Deputy Associate' ComMissioner of

Education, announced the Bureau's thrust into his challenging

field (Herman, 1973). This memo referred to.adoption of a new

Bureau-wide objective in the 1974-1978 Five Year Plan: to enable

the most severely.handicapped children and youth to become as

independent as possible, thereby .reducing their requirements for

institutional care*and providing opportUnity for self-development.

The memo also announced that:
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A task force has been appointed to develop 1974 objectives for
achieving the long-range goal and to outline a BEH operating
plan for 1974 which includes appropriate milestones. Task
force members are: Paul Thompson, chairman; Bob Dantona, Bill
Johnston, Larry Lieberman, Herman-Saettler, Ed Sontag, and
Ernie Hairston. (p. 1)

-

N
The task force met officially

C

or the first time on May 1,
1973, to review,its objectivea and pla for their accemplishment.
A position paper developed by the task orce and released on July
31, 1974, made painfully clear the educational condition of
severely handicapped individuals at that time, e.g.:

We estimate that nearly one million severely handicapped
children and youth are totally excluded from the educational
system,of our nation. At least 300,000 others, are not
receiving adequate services. One of the principal causes for
this lack of service benefits to the handicapped appears to be
,the lack.of appropriate legislation making educational and
related services to such persons mandatory or at least highly

suggested. Currently, onlY five states (Maryland, Missouri,

Montana, North Carolina, and Tennessee) have mandated service
to severely handicapped children and youth. laitadditional 23
states have adopted legislation which implies support for
such services, while 13 states have legislation which implies
lack of support, and six states .do not allow for state
reimbursement to such efforts (Alabama, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, New Jersey, New York s- with the exception
of New York City itself). The 'states of Louisiana,
Mississippi, and Pennsylvania have no mandatory special
eduation laws.

The principal'problems delimiting the delivery of effective
educational/training services to severely handicapped
children and youth, in those areas where such serviceS are
mandated or supported, include: (a) extensive deficiencies
in personnel with expertise and experience; (b) lack of
adequate functional facilities; (.0 general void of appro-
priate curricula, methodologies, and education/ training
programs; (c) scarcity of specialized materials and equip-
ment; (e) limited child and youth identification, diagnostic,
prescriptive, and placement services; and (f) a general
aPathy'or lack of concern for the needs of such persons, as
well as the near nonexistence of advocate groups organized and
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functioning On'their behalf": (BEH Task Force on Severely

Handicapped Children, p. 4) -

This paper further indicated that, despite_programs administered

-under such legislation as Public Law 89-313 (an amendment to Title

I of the Elementary and .Secondary :Education Act which providee

services' to children in atate-operated and state-supported

educational programs) and Part-B, Education of the Handicapped Act

(which provides servicee tO children in local school district),'

many thousinde of severely handicapped children were being denied

their rightful educational privileges. The specific-strategy

proposed.for implementation by BEH during fiscal year 1975 as an

initial step toward meeting the educational needs of these children

was to develop and refine a national compact between BEH and ten

selected states on educational and training for the severely

handicapped. This action envitioned active dialogue with the

selected states to develop baseline data to be used tentatively in

a preliminary assessment of the scope, quality, and breadtA Of

viable planning for the severely handicapped. .The task force was

given the responsibility of initiating discussion with various

state officials and4mplementinq the strategy.

Early in the work of the task force, estimates of the number

and types of severely handicapped children were developed .on the

basis of information provided to the Bureau by states in their

Annual Projected Activities DocuMents (OE 9016) mandated by the

Education of the Handicapped Act (Public Law 91-230). These data

reported the existence of approximately 460,000 severely and

profoundly mentally retarded, 5,064 deaf-blind, 40,900 multiply

handicapped, and 900,000 seriously emotionally distUrbed -- a

total of 1,405,964 children aged 0 to 19 years. It was estimated

that, of these children, only 352,142 were raceiving some services

and among these serVices were many deemed inadequate in.relation to

real-needs. Even more serious, the remaining 1,05,822 were

reported unserved.

Another eariy endeavor of the task force was the development

of a working definition of severely handicapped children, a

definition that would more sharply focus Bureau efforts on those

minimally functioning children and youth who appeared to be.most

often neglected in the development of educational programs. After

considerable deliberation, the task force proposed a potpourri

definition which included 'references to service needs, to

traditional,categories of handicapping conditions, and'to behavior

characteristics. This definition was later to appear as part of

the Program Regulations:
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"Severely handicapped Children" are those whqllecause of the

intnsity Of their physical, mental, or emotional problems,

or.e combination'of much problems, need-educational, social,

psychological, and'medical services beyond those which are

traditionally offered y regular and special.educational

programs, in order tormaximize their full potential for useful

and meaningful participation in society and for self-.

fUlfillment.

(a) The term includes those children who are classified as

seriously emotionally disturbed lincluding children who
are schizophrenic or autistic),' profoundly and severely

mentally ,retarded, and those _with 'two or more serious.

.handicapping conditions, such as the mentally retarded

blind and the cerebral palsied deaf.

(b) "severely handicapped children" (1) may possesi severe
language and/or perceptual-cognitive deprivations, and
evidence abnormal behaviors such as: (i) failure to respond
to pronounced social stimuli, (ii) self-mutilation, (iii)

self-stimulation, (iv) manifestation of:intense and prolonged

temper tantrums, and (v) the absencoof rudimentary forms Of

verbal control, and (2) may also have extremely fragile

physiological conditions. (21 U.S. Code 1401 17); 45 Code of

Federal Regulations 121.1)

.The task force next set about developing a Request for

Proposal (REP) which would provide funding for demonstrations of

eervices to the severely handicapped. By October 3, 1973, 'Draft
ivo. 1 of the proposed REP had been developed and,'in January 1874,

it was issued in final form and officially annoUnced to the field.

This Request for Proposal was followed in the same.month with
development of a. second 'REP concentrating on the provision of
educational services to the homebound severely handicapped
'child/youth-through telecommunications. Funding for the first of

these procurements (totalling $3.8 million) came from monies
assigned to the Regional Resource Centers Program and the

Handicapped Childen's Early Education Program. Funding for the

telecommunications models ($2.247 million) came entirely.from the

Media Services and Captioned Film Program.

ReqUest for Proposal 74-5, "Telecommunications for Severely

Handicapped Children and Youth," sought to explore the effec-

tiveness of modern telecommunications technology in-the provision

of education and, training serviCes to those severely handicapped
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childrenend youth who were homebound dna to restricted mobility or

to other aspects of social performanCe or physical involvement. In

responst to this RFP, nineteen applications were receiVed and five

wake selected and funded as of July 1; 1974. Included in these

early projects were"

Videotaped presentatiOns for,z,assisting pavents of

severely-handicapped. tnfanteiTandsmall,,fdtaldten.;

Counselini and inatructional .packets for' parents

living in rural areas, distant from project headquar-

ters, with telephone service available at n6 expense

to parents from the home to 'the- master teacher;

Closed-circuit television prOgrams for -children of

slightly higher functioning who become captivated with

,the teaching antics of puppets;

Stimulation programs for severely handicapped children

'end infants in Appalachia; and

Closed-circuit, 'computerized home instruction for

severely emotionally disturbed children.

"Programs for Severely Handicepped Children and Youth," RFP

74-10, designated funding for projects which would provide; in

conjunction with relevant public and private agencies and or-

ganizations within a state, (a) a plan for comprehensive services

designed to meet identified developmental needs of severely

hahdicapped children and youth; (b) a model demonstration prdgram

providing direct educational and/or training services for these

children and youth which coufd ultimately be replicated staitewide

and throughout the nation; and (c) a dissemination strategy whereby:

information aboUt exemplary program activities or elements would

be made widely known to both professional and nonprofessional

personnel working with or interested in the education and training

of severely handicappea children and Youth. Of the. forty-two

proposals that resPonded to ,this 'REP, ten were seleCted for

funding,,beginning on July 1, 1974.

Soon after the announcement of these RFP's, U.S. Commissioner

of Education, T. H. Bell, prepared a memorandum to Chief state

School Officers indicating the priority statue assigned bythe U.S.

Office of Education to the initiation, expansiOn, and improvement

of training and educational services for severely handicapped

children and youth. In the memorandum, Dr. Bell indicated that he

had asked the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to develop

management objectives in this area so that he might be personally

informed of the progress being achieved natignAlly toward

provision of adequate and appropriate services to this population.
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He &leo artiCUlated the objectives against Which the Office would

be assessing progress in thie area of nationel concern:

I. Reaffirmation, as eVide ced by enactment of.permissive

and mandatory nationar and state legislatfve action

supported by the appropriation of Adequate funding for

service' implementation, of the right of all handicapped.,

inoluding the 'severely handicappe&-to & taiXeupported

-and appropriate public edUcation.

2. Establishment of effective programs for identification,'

testing, asseeement, and appropriate placement of such

children. Such -activities shall be free of racial,

cultural, sex, or other discriminatory practices.

3. Establishment of appropriate and effective educational

environments, i.e., neighborhood echoole, ,hospital
schools, and classes and' intensive educational care

units for severely handicapped children.

4. Provision for and' encourageMent of participation of

parents, families, handicapped youth and adults, as well

as other citizens from the community at large, in

activities supportive to the central thrust of educa-

tional services to eeverely.handicappedirldren and
youth. (Bell, 1974, pp. 1-2)

Dr. Bell assigned the Bureau the 'responsibility of monitoring

progress in this netional initiative and invited participation

from the states in a coordinated effort. The content of this

historic memorandum was communicated to states at several national
and regional conferences.

: Having stimulated some national response throughthe issuance

'of RFP's 74-5 and 74-10 and the subsequent award of fifteen new

jects,,,,tesk force T .repreeent a watsvited?,to., the/Itocky .

ountain Regional Resource Center's topical conference, "The

Severely, Multiply Handicapped -- What Are the Issues?". The .

conference convened in Salt Lake City, with addresses by Dr. Edwin
W. Martin, representing the Bureau of Education for/ the

Handicapped, and Paul Thompson speaking on behalf of the task force

in particular. .Participants at this early conference included A

number of professionals who were soon to become Increasingly

id ntified nationally in the field of.the severely handicapped:
omas Bellamy, University 'of 'Oregon; Albert Berkowitz,

Massachusetts Department of Mental Health; Lou BroWn, University

of Wiaconsin-Madison; James Crosson, Northwest Regional Resource

Center; Elsie Helsel, United Cerebral Palsy Asiociation; Fred

1
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Krause, President's Committee On Mental Retardation; Francis'

LYnch, 0.8.. Division of Developmental Disabilities: Philip Roos.,

National" Association for Roterded Citizens; Richard Scherr,

Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit. of Lancaater,,Pennsylvania;

and Bob York, University.of Wisc nein-Madison.

The.next step was taken by tie Nstiónal Association of State

Directors of Special Education; In ., which sponeored (with.a grant

from .the'Bureau of. Education kfor the Handicapped) a triining

session on "Strategies of P*ning for the Severely, Multiply

Handicapped," at Tampa,_Florida July 8-9, 1974. Representatives

from 29 states, the.Virgin Islan s, and Washington, DC. were in

attendance'to plan eteps for imple enting the strategies discpssed

at the Salt Lake City meeting. paul ThomPson ind Ed Wilson

represented "the Bureau at thit ev t, takiftg the opportunity to

explain further the Bureau's new na ional emphasis on educational

needs of the severely handicapped.

In October 1974 the Bureau gave or anizational status to its

efforts for the severely handicapped-by a cuncihg the initiative

for their education as an official progam.of the e.gency.and

assigning its administration to the wily created Special Services

Srench in the Diviaion of Assistance to States. rhin designation

ascribed to the program the importance Of othe'r federal activities

serving the severely handicapped in state operated and supported

programs under Public Law 89-313, and to locally administered,

ppagrams receiying funding under the Education of the Handicapped

ict, Part B. -

-That interest in severely handicipped children was growing

nationally becaMe evident in January 1975 when the Bureau invited

the submission of proposals in response to six RFP's (75-14 through

75-19) designed to direct attention to specific types ofseVerely

handicapped children. More than 1,200 requests for copies Of the

RFP's were received, leading to the submission of 69 formal

proposals. Their collective focus was on specialized services-for

the severely or multiply handicapped child with auditory, visual,

orthopedic, or emotional impairment :le one of the primary

handicapping conditions, and on the profoundly retarded child or

youth. SeVen new contracts were.awarded. .

Requests for Proposals. lssued.during the next two years

continued to direct attention to the learning needs of'severely

handicapped children for whom primary handicapping cenditions had

been identified in the: fiscal. 1975 procurement requests. In

continuing the focus on such childrely, the Bureau was not seeking

to further perpetuate the ConCept of caiegorization among the

severely handicapped but, rather, through provision of federal

7



assistance, to encOurage the active participation of many ongoing
_service prograMe throughout the nation both residential and
public school based to conceptualize and develop exemplary
"model" approaches to the education of, their children.. During
these years, contracts were awarded to 'three .model efforts
stressing services to the auditorially impaired (severely
handicapped), to seven projects' addressing the education of
,emotionally disturbed children, to six whose concerns were with
orthopedic impairment, to five in the area of visual handicaps, and
to twelve serving the severely/profoundly mentally retarded.

Several significant changes were incorporated -into the
fiscal 1978. First, it was moved to the Special Needs

Section in the Division of Innovation and Development. At that
'point, the 'affiliation with Innovation and Development more
accurately reflected the purpose of the model program design and .
development with which the program was soon to beCome more'
identified. The model program concept-was to .become a strategy

intended to change both service delivery and knowledge in the-
field.

Second; the Requests-for Proposals were dramatically changt
ed-- from the reinforcement of service programs to the engineering
of innovative, forward-Teaching efforts to demonstrate new, more
effectiVe methods of reaching, the severely handicapped.' The

essence of this new thrust was incorporated in RFP's 78-9 and 78-

10,.under which six awarda were made:.

A third major change, in the current fiacal year, was the
initiation of a federal .effort to support'innovative eduCational
programs for the deaf-blind. Since 1969, the Bureau had funded the
Centers and Services Program for Deaf-BIind Children. This:
educational support.program, begun in 1969 with a $1 million
funding base, had by this time increased to a $16 million federal
effort to serve the deaf-7blind. The deSignation by the Bureau of

set-aside monies for this program, for purposes of launching a new
plan to.support innovation in education for this population, was a
major endorsement of themoder-building concept..

The distinguishing element of the :federal Program for the

Severely Handicapped, as it emerged with the RFP'..rs Initiated in

fiscal 1974 and 1980, *was the concerted attention to large,
systematic issues related to the education of the severely
handicapped. Of particular concern had been the problem of
facilitating the integration of severelyhandicapped students into

attendance centers which else serve non-handicapped students, Of

deinstitutionalizing these children intq least restrictive
environments, 'and of promoting their acceptance into noraalized



community settings. An additional area of attention was the'

development of a procurement reqUest to fund model educational

projects serving the autistic-like child.

Still another set of endeavors bridged the years from 1974 to

1980: the annual project directors' meetings, the development of

conferences, and the subsequent publication of conference reports

and other documents. The annual meeting of project directors was a

mechanism utilized early in the history of this program for the,

sharing of information between p"rojects, and also for tlie

instruction of project personnel in contracts management and

procedures. The first such-session, called "Interchange Session

I," was convened in Kansas City', Missouri, November 11 and 12, .75

(peeceding the first meeting of the American Association for the

Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped). Other suCh

meetings followed: October 12 and 13, 1976, in Kansas City,

Missouri (again preceding the annual meeting of AAESPH); August 11

and 12, 1977, in Washington, D.C. (following the toPical

conference, "Developing Effective Individualized Education

Programs for SeVerely Handicapped Children and Youth"); and others

on October.4 through 6, 1978, in Washington, D.C., and No'vember 25

through 28, 1979, also in Washington.

Conference documents and other'Publications were limited in

numbers but significant in content. In cooperation with the

Coordinating Office of the Regional Resource Centers, the document

Early Childhood Programs for the Severely Handicapped (Coor-

dinating .Office for the Regional Resource Centers, 1976) was

produced in-April 1976. This publiCation contained abstracts

'and specific data'on instruments and methodology _for assess-

ment, encompassing identification and screening; diagnostic,

prescriptive, and child-progress evaluation; data on inservice

training programs; and a section on books,,articles, and other

publications generated by the individual projects. Eight of the

first fifteen projects funded for severely handicapped children

under this program addressed, at.least in part, servicei to

preschool severely handicapped children and were included'in the

publication.

h second major publication, Developing Effective Indivi-

dualizedEducation Programs for Severely Handicapped Children'

and Youth (Haring, 1977) was produced as a report of'the special

topical conference addressing this theme in August 1977. This

document consisted of chaOters by twelve prominent -educators

and researchers in the field of education for the severely

handicapped.
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The-National.Conferonce on Innovation in Education for Deaf-
Blind Children.and Youth in December 1978 also provided substance.
for 'conference proceedings (National Conference on Innovation in.'
Education fof Deaf-Blind Children and 'Youth, 1978). Authors of
articles appearing in this publication came from the -fields of
education for the severely handicapped and education of.the deaf-
blind. Mosi recently, the Conference on Critical Issues in
Educating Autistic-Children and Youth, heid on February 6, 7, and
a, 1980, generated &contribution to literature in the field of
autism (Wilcox and Thompson, 19:80).

'ANALYSIS

Between 1974 and 1978, the Special Needs Section issued 24
separate REP's (sete Table 1). Six additional RFP's issued-in 1979,
but encumbered by a set-aside provision 'from the Department of'
Labor, were reiseued,in 1980. At the close of 1979, a total of 64

projects had been funde&in 32 states (see Figure 1 and Appendix'A).

The activity of the Office.of Special Education's Progrim for

Severely Handicapped Children and Youth is probably best reflected'
in the nature of the RFP's over time. Federal level policy changes,
the increasing capabilities of' the field, and the relative
importance of various problems at different points in time are all
represented in the REP workscopes. In retrospect,-both the focus
and the etandards of the procurements have changed dramatically.

Change in Focus o

The goal of the early proOurements (1974-1977) was the
provision of basic educational !services to severely handicapped

children and yoeth. Contractors were funded to provide direct'

services and to collect and disseminate information regarding the

learning potential of these children,--as-well as-to disseminate

effective teaching techniques and procedUres. The Special Needs
Section used.the powers of a:contract program to bring attention to

a group of students who had ICI-1g been ignored by the public schools

and the educational system in general. 'The request made Of

contractors-was, in a very literal sense, to show and tell:" show

that severely handicapped students could learn and tell that:to

others. With the passage of PUblic Law 94-142 width& guarantees of

a free appropriate public education to all.children, regardless of .

their degree of handicap, it was neither necessary nor aPpropriate
for the Special Needs Section to continue the basic educatioh

focus. The-comprehensive services identified in early REP'S were,
as of October 1, 1978, the responsibility of state and local



Table 1
History of Procurements Related To

Severely flanclicepped Children end Youth

RFP Tnig
7441 Telecommunications for severely habdicepped children end youth who ere

homebound.

74-10 Prbgrems for severely handicapped ellikken ind youth.

7644 Program for .severely handicapped children end.youth with auditory impair
mem es one of their primary handicapping Conditions. ,;

7645 Programs for severely handicapped Chikiwn and youth with amoboMll dir0141-.
once as ono of their primary handiaapping conditions.

7546 Programs for merely handioPPod children end youth with orthopedic imp*.
mint as one of their prknery handicapping conditions.

Programs for severely handicepped children end vial* with visuel impairment
as one of their Primary handicapping winditions.

Proarems for profOundly/severely retarded children -birth th4oulh early chid.
hood.

Programs for profoundly/severely retarded youth.

71-17 Proarems for merely handicapped children gild youth with auditorV Wink'
me nt i one of the pririciple handicapping conditions.

711-111 Programs fOr *merely henclIcspped children and youth with emotional disturb.
woe as one of their principie handicapping conditions.

7141 Proarem for seventy handicapped children end youth with Orthopedia impairment
as one of their principle handicapping conditions.

76-20 Programs for 'slimly handicapped children ind youth with visual impairment
as one of their principle handicapping conditions.

74-21 Programs for severeli/profoundly retarded children birth through early child.
hood.

711-22 Program for severely/profoundly retarded youth.

Program for severely. multiplY handicapped chlkiren and yMith With auditory
impairment as one of their primary handicapping conditions:"

77.11 Programs for severely. multiply handicapped children and youth with emotion.
al disturbance as one of their primery handicapping conditions:

7742 Programs for 'evenly, multiply handicepeed children and youth with ortho.
a/odic impairment es one of their primacy handicapping conditions.

2743 Progrems for ceverely, multi* hertdicepped.children and youth with visual
impairment es one of their primary handicapping todditions.

7744 Programs for severely/profoundly mentally retarded children and youth.



Table 1 Continuid

77-29 fragrant, for lamely multiply handleapped children and youth:: Demon-
ekationsuereselt Ow.

784 Prorate foreavrairely handkaPpod youth.

78.40 Prohnile for eavorely handiappad children and youth: Demonaration.out.
ramdtphosc

7/140 Model Proi ate for dakblind youth.

78-31 Midst Prolcole }or ded4ilind Oildren. .

7944 Innovative vomphomil modele for deot.blkal youth.

innovative educational pianism for dealcbilnd childion and youth.

7942 haegratod unite delivery models -tor serif* handicapped (Andrei, and

7943 ntitvtlonsll.atlon models tor-severely handicapped children and youth.

7944 einstitutionelizatimeilotegratiOn models for deaf blind children and youth:

7940 reltaloi miumalopal swims for autistic children and youth. '- o' 4
t .4

1104 !amnesia, vorationd models for deaf blind youth.

104 Insegkied oducotionral. WOW &they models tor deaf-blind children and
youth. e

..

104 Deinstilutionlization modals for door .blind youth.

90.7 Innovative educational practlaufortimf.blind youth.

. 804 Modei programs tor hurls*: Chikiron arrd youth.

. 11012 implementation of quality educational service systems tor severely handicap.
pod children end youth. .

9043 EvalustIon of tie' i Impact of integrated educational services for seemly hendi.
capped Wiliam and youth.

11360 lillograted service delivery models for savontly handicapped children and youth.

1061 Delnseitutionalization models tor merely handicapped children and youth.

8047 Model edudational programs for autistic children and youth (8FP 904, re. -
haled).
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FIGURE 1.

DIstrihutfon of programs for the mit* handlcepped funded In fiscal 1979.



education agencies. Beginning with 1978, the Enos for Model

Program! for Severely Handicapped Children and Youth began to focus

on quality educational services. Nov that'access-to an education

was Mandated, the discretionary funds of the Special Needs Section

could be directed to the design of 'innoVative educational

-practiCes.. Such practices would have the effect of stretching best

practice efforts to imprOve the impact.of the newly mandeted

educational services. An extension of the "innovativepractices"

focus was obvioue in the procureMents for 1979.. These. REE'i (for

integrated educetioneY _services, for deinstitutionaneatien

models, and for'comprehensive 'classroom modeli to serve.students

labeled "Autistie) demanded that project activities extend beyond

design and implementation of Isolated techniques to address larger

systems issues in. the provision of services to the severely

handicapped. In the relatively brief period of six years, REP's,,

have moved from isolated demonstrations of student learning -- to

Concern for innovative practices -- to procurements that focus on

the design of overall systems change.

Correleted with this shift.has.been the inpreasing content

focus-of the REP'S. Early procurements eupported the broad

curriculum focus that accompanied the notion of comprehensive

-serviCes. Later REPs.(1978 and 1979) reflected udicious use of

the Special Needs .Section'e contract program and specifically

-charged offerors with developing materialsto teach communication,

social and vOcational skills, domestic living,. Or leisure/recre-.

ational skills. -These content domains are those that had been

relatively ignored by the earlier broad band efforts to develop

appropriate educational programN

Two additional curriculum feetures have accomPaniedthe trend'

to target specific curriculum domains. One is the stipulation that

the curridulum be functional; .that.is, that the curriculum deal

those behaviore that occur frequently and are important in

4tudents' natural environments. The'second is the emphasis on age-

appropriate tasks and materials. While early 11RP'e might call for

general training in the basic cognitive and affective domains,
essential motoric and-communicatiVe skills, and soCiel adjustment,

more recent:procurements Would request vocational,..training to

reflect "specific work demands" in the most integrated vocational

placement or a curriculum which traified social akiIls necessary to

interact with peers in integrated educational settings.

The earlier REP's (1975-1977) focused on categoric/al sub-

groups (retarded, visually impaired, orthopedically impaired, and

so on) of the larger severely- handicapped population.. .The

categorical approach refleFted less the Bureau's eclectic defi-

2 0
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ration than the organization of regular special education. More

recent BHP'. (1978 snd 1979) were, by contrast, basicallif non-

categerical, inviting offerors to approach the design of innova-

tive practices for severely handicapped students in general.

Against the general trend to .noncategorical procurements, the

Special Needs Section did target two apecific'subpOpulations: the

deaf-blind and the autistic...The former were the focus of separate

procurements becuse of funding requirements: the contracts were

supported by the Centers and Services Program for Deaf-Blind

Children and Youth. Despite the nominal separation, thetitles and

content of the RFP's for the deaf-blind were identical incontent

and, spirit to- those designed to benefit severely ilandicapped

children'and youth in general. A separate procurement for autistic

children and yoUthwas.designed because of the federal realization

that' classroom service delivery models for educating autistiC

students-wera not generally available in regular public school

programs. The short-term USe of categorical funding was, in

effect, intended to develop public school prog4ams that would

facilitate the eventual integration of students with autism into

the schools and the community. Thus, the long-range goal of these

categorical RFP's.was the design of noncategorical services.

Dramatic changes are apparent in the Special Needs Section's

prosutementa over the last six years. In large part, these changes

reflect (a) an .increased.experience in the field in educating

students with severe handicapping conditione, (b) increasingly

sophiaticated technology, and (c) the support of.demonstrations of

values inherent in Public Law 94-142. These changes in program

focus have 'been matched by changes in standards for funOed

projects.

Changes in Standards
From'inception to the present day, the federal Program for

Severely Handicapped Children and Youthhas developed increasingly

rigorous project standards. In the first.RFP's, offerors were.

guided only by the general alission that all severely handicapped

children and youth shouldllaenefit from a full range of comOre-

hensive services to assure their appropriate growth and develop-

ment. The means by which one wasto evaluate-the existence of

this "benefit" were similarly vagU'e., Recent RFP's, by contrast,

specifically direct offerors to explain not only the mechanics

of project activity but also how those activities relate to a

set of quality standards that include integration, interagency

cooperation and coordination,, applied research, and the demands

of adult independent functioning. Value statements that were

15.
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initially vague became quite )xplicit ..as the model prograMs
developed. (See Appendix A for a review of projects.)

-

Perhaps nowhere is the increased demanclfor sophistication

more appareht than in the evaluatiOn sections of the RFP`s. Early

°offerors were directed to employ standardized teat measures to
evaluate the impact of project activities on the children served.'

Later procurements requested offerors to delineattk instruments,

the evaluation schedulei and procedures for data analysis. The .

moat recent RFP's go further still in 'setting evaluation standards.

Respondents must describe instrumentation.for specific evaluation

questionsposed in the workocope, evaluate each project component,

provide cost-effectivenees data, utilize design procedures that
.

permit the attribUtion of change to project aCtivity, and evaluate

project impict on the overall servide system not only on the
children served. -

While dissemination has been a component of_all Special Needs

Section procurements, there has -been a subtle shift in the
standards for project dissemination. This shift supports.die
effort to engage in true mOdel devel'opment, .rather than good
services alone. The early direCtive to "show and tell" included
dissemination as a major component throughout the life of the
project. Recent RFP's, however, limit broad dissemination etWorta

to the final funding year after project components-and-their

eValuation have been carefully reviewed.

THE FUTURE

Historians tell us that, to predict where we are-going, it is

useful:to know where we have -been. Regrettably, but under-

standably, funding programs Are ever looking into the future,

drawing next year's plans and programs, often withOut. careful
consideration of the nature'and impact of their current effort.

.

The need for pause and reflection is especially great when there is

rapid growth and a growing sophistication in the prograM field.'

The circumstances in which original plans.were made And directions

aet tor programs for severely handicapped children and*youth have

'changed dramatically in the past six years (see, for example,'
Sailor, Wilcox, and Brown', 1980). In light otthose changes -- many

of which were.effected by the Special Needs Section itself -- it

seemed appropriate to review the program history before charting

the course for a neW decade.:

Toward this end, on November 1 and 2, 1979, in Restoll,

Virginia, the- Bureah of Education for the Handicapped and Inter-

national Business Services, tnc., sponaored'an invieible college

22
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to addrees the state of the art in educational services.for

severely 'handicapped children and youth. The conference, ini-

tiated by the Special Needs Section, hadthreeinterrelated

The first wis to review projects _funded by the Special Needs

Section since its inception. The second was to use this history to-

define current "best practice" in educational services to severely

handicapped students. The third and final goal was to use past and

present practice to anticipate future program issues and set new

-directions. In short, the conference was to be both retrospective

and prospective.

This volume represents the coMpendium of papers presented at

that conference-. .Topics were chosen to reflect the full range of

elements and issues in the design and delivery of, educational

services to 'severely handicapped children and youth. Conference

presenters and participants Were selected so that eaCh.had special

expertise in one of.the designated areas. Prioi to the conference,-

authors were forwarded project reports from a sample of the Special

Needs SeCtion's demonstration projects, each author receiving a

different sets of materials. Because of the interest in a

comprehensive and systematic appraisal of both the projects and the

general state of the art related to each issue, authors were

requested to atructure their presentations around a generic

outline. The analysis section of these chapters provides an

introduction and the authors general conceptnelizatiOn of their

topics. In the section on appraisal, authors establish their

.quality standards for.the particular topic and eValuate the sample

project materials agaiAst thbse quality features: From there, the

'chapters move to describe the state of the art and extend their

discussions beyond the stimulus materials provided for reView.. The

summary reviews trends, makes general recommendations, and

identifies directions for future work.

As a whole, this volume has realised the goals of the Reston

conference. It represents one of the rare iristances of voluntary

self-review by a federal program. Each chapter establishes current,

beat practice standards. As a whole, they present a clear

definition of quality services to severely.handicapped students.

In a sense, these materials provide a eneral prescription for a

truly exemplary program. The last goal-of the conference -- to

identifyboth promising new directions and issues in need of still

more attention-, is accomplished by the chapters individually and,

in summary, in the final chapter.

It id-our hope that these papers will give the.reader a sense

of history and a gliMpse into the future. More important, however,

we hope that.they present the standards against which one might

fudge the programs of:today.

17.
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAMS FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND.YOUTH

REP 74.1. "FelosommunieetIons for Severely Renditions., Chi Niemand Youth"

Robert Cum/D.1M** MANN
Projesit MATT
Pardon Weer*/ AMievenwat

ONO, for Chilton
Meet Ledaystt. Whim

ATM TIMM, PrOject Brimelor
University of Keertudry

Restereh Foundation
Lammon, Kentucky

Aram Mertilo, Project Dkemor
Regents of the tholverKtV

ef the Stab of New York
N.Y. Sem DOR of Education
Meow, Ns" York

Paid SLAM, Project DireCtor
Research Foundation
City University of NOV/ York
New York, New York

Alan HohnehM, Project Director
Exceptional Chid Center
Utah State University
Logan, Utah

An instructimol prim= for parent' of sererely/hincli.
capped, hombOund children, utilizing dosed circuit
wievidon peopaenmkM: Produeed.110 vkleotepes ad.
dressing gilded Seeming needs of preochool severely
hendieepped Aileen aged 0:3.

An electronicallY programmed environment for educa-
tion of preechool, sayarely/profoundly mentally re .
herded ehildren aged 0:21 through the use of a tele:
phonic linkage mown in remota Appalachia.

A somputer-bned moron of indlykkial instruction
ale closed circuit television which utilized rammer-
deny amiable Kamm, for severely handicapped
children aged 4-21 whose physical knpairments went
so mere itan they were amebic to attend public
schools.

An interactive response sy otem employing mble tele-
vision oiupied with video-tepid, compute:riled educe:
timid progrernmIng featuring puppet characters, for
instructing severely emotionally disturbed Children
aged 3.21.

A training progrant utilizing drill area teaching packets
and a teleithonic communications system to train par-
ants in rural, remote areas to educes, their merely
handicapped, homebound children aged 3-21.

REP 74-10, "Promons for Severely Handicapped Children and Youth"

ilobbi Palk, Project Director
University of Alabama
University, Alabama

Don Ashurst, Project Director am
Diagnostic School for NIurotpTdally

Handicapped Children
Los Amiens,. California .

Dennis 11. Knapczyk, Project Director
Indlona.Univenity Foundation
Bloomingion, Indiana

A model sem
illation of my
HOC Develop
modulee, provla

delivery program for a TH-Mod pop-
handicapped children In a rural

and field tooted pocketed curricular
individualized parent services.

A psycho-educatIonel model which developed inter-
vention *armies and In awelminent battery of ordinal
scales for evaluation of severely emotionally disturbed
children aged 3-11.

A comprehensive seevice delivery maim for achool
aged severely emotionally dirturbed children in a col:
lem-besed demonstration school setting for pupils
ages 142 years, Devaitped relevent curriculum, ae.
sesenent procedures, pirsfltal servicek and techniques
for inter-agency lnvolvem.ryn !EP planning.
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PROGRAMS POR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREHAND YOUTH (Continued)

RFP 74- 20 Cont'd

Cherie. Spellman. Project Director
Project MESH
Parsons Stara Hospital and Training Center
Persons, Ruins

Lawrence Turt.on, Project Director
Unitersity of Michigan
Ann Arbor,Michioen

Ruby Lune, Project Director
Esperanto Pere Nuestros Ninos
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Victor Baldwin, Project Dkactor
Teaching Research Division
Oreeon Sane System of

Hither Education
Monmouth, Oregon .

Barbara Futuna, Project Director
Meeting Street School
Providence, Rhode Island

Norris Haring, Project Director
University of Washington
Seettle, Washington

Tim Crownar, Project Director
Madison PS. District S
Madison, Wisconsin

A demonstration language trebling, survival and domes.
tic grills training, and pupil assessment for severely
mentally reterded children ages 441 yens. Coordina-
ted wid, local public and private ethoole in development
of a oommunity-bued model.

A deMonitratIon _project of educational and asugament
services for nverely mentally retarded children, aged
3.11. IncorPorated home prOgrams in the curriculum
of the classroom.

A model program for -bilingual multIculturad, severely
hendicapped children and youth. aged 0-21 years. Fee.
trued staff and parent training end their anise knobs.
mint In implementing project activities and in advocacy
for severely handicapped children.

A comprehensive service delivery program for *rarely
motionally disturbed end /Id-handicapped children
aged 5-111 years with empire s on curriculum develop-
ment, nether preparation, parent involvement, end
group home development. A .1DRP.velidated model.

A nodes delivery Model for crippled multi.henclIcap.
pod children aged 2-12 years which included child di.
agnostic evaluation cuiriculum -development, parent
consultation envies, interring staff training and coor-
dination with related agencies.

A demonstration service project providing screening,
diagnostic end prescriptive services for severely/pro-
foundly retarded, emotionally disturbed and multiply
handicapped children and youth aged 0.21 years. Ern.
phasized- curriculum development and staff Warrior
training.

A public school.university cooperative preservice/in-
service training program providing direct services to
severely/profoundly handicepped children aged 0.19
years. Developed assessment procedures and curricu-
lum based on indivkluel child needs.

RFP 75.14, "Seventh, Handicapped Children with Auditory Impairment"

Dorothy Coleman, Project Director An interagency coalition of educational. Medical and
Baltimore City Public Schools social agencies providing a community school.based,
Deltimore, Maryland

interdisciplinary training project for suditorielly im
paired, multi.handicapped children aged 0-21 years.
Developed strategies for deinstitutionalization.
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PROGRAMS FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH (Condemn)

R FP 75.11, "merely Handiapped Childron with Severe Emotional Disturbance"

RMIsard Wmpson, Project Director A' Public school dinonaration mita 'for moonily
Uninenin of Kama emotionally disturbed children eyed 11.111 years. De.
1411111111 City, 'Kam yenned curriblium, asseennent procaine's and Woo.

.. mentation, and technicages for inagrating 'merely
emotionally dIsturbid children Ma horns environ
masts. . .

RFP 76.11, "Severely Handiseppsd Children with Orthoprnie Impakmant"

Wayne S. Sailor and . A demonstration project utilizing a biofeedback ap.
Ray Foam, Projest Directors proash to motor training for aversly handiappad chil.
Unieemityof Kama . don with orthopedic illmakmagt, aged 3.19 years.
Neurologleal lending) Produced asinanent, furter:Mum, staff and parent ma.
Lemma, Kansas terielo. .

RFP 7S17, "Sews* Handicepan Children with Vim' Impaimant"

Stanley L %urgent and A diagnostichvaktative and aduatiegnel anglieodalvery
Randall Harley, Project Direcwrs moda which providsd a recreational, provreptithal and
George Pabody College vocational training progrim for' seventy handimPPed
Hanyllo, Tennessee children with clonal imparmont, aged 0-19 yeas. De. .-

nipped curriculum, annermt, paint and gaff training
materiels.

RFP TEAS, "SeverslylProfoundly Retsrded Children"

Diani BMus, ProMet Director
Mailman Caner for Child

Devalopmem.Debble School
Mind,

A model program of amisament curriailum
mint, end ancillary services for Infants and young dn.
dm aged 0.11 yews. Danonstrased afficacy of early in.
tavention with leversedprofonndly retarded children.
A project validated by the Department of Education's
Joint Oiseemination Rsview Pant,.

RFP 75,19, "Severely/Profoundly Hitarded Youth"

Jousting, Dotson, Projact Director
Maryland Sim Department of

Education.laer School 301
Baltimore, Maryland

Floyd Dennis, Project Director
George Peobody Collets.
Nashville, Tennessee

1

2fc,

A 'public day whool program which provided wrinkle
and diagnostic services and proscriptive innruction
for NverelWprofoundly. retardsd youth wed 11.21
nor*. Featured delestitutionalintion and inter.egency
coordination.

A Wreonanation project dosignid to move wyway/pro.
foundly 'retarded childron and youth aped. 0.21 year
from a reddest'sl to a public whoa letting. Developed
and rained a curriculum of Mdapendent and group lb.
mg skills.
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PROGRAM* FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED commEN AND YOUTH iConlimuoli

RFP 711-17ievondy Hendiapped POW* with AudillorY MillanF.14"

Aroma fehebt,ProlowDbeetor *. A model public day saborit proerof providkip a Maple-
NeW York HolvoroitY . Masks, pr000riptIve, whoestlwil wpm for tnithi-
New York, Now York kandisappod howls' bombed straiten Mit 3-111 yaws.

Formsod on mai Noming, edweetierwl her* prowams
and mid family involvement.

R FF 744 R.."Sevaroly Handkoppad Children witk Emotional Dissuroww."

John Raroar,Preimt Rkmmt
Pro* nEaroNO
Dept. of Hesidi & Cerroetions
Aumwas, Wee _

Donald hamar, PMHee Meow
Sabool
bluskopn Public Salmis
klusisegen, Mishima

Plata Medwww. Paler* Orme
PrelestREAL
Dept. of aftwid Retardation
Whitten Vibes
Clinton, South Caroline

Peter Kimble*. Preiest Director
The UllrAil Pies
S wamis Univenity
Symms, New York

A sommtmity bond NM'S proloot dosigooletto
Naa ismitionat Pineements broom wastrels! trest-
mini Plisinonts. Provided haw*
the swims for 'Ow* ammionally disturbed ablidren
amid 11-1 years.

A model of eomprehensive anises: diegnattl*, PitY*-
eat and Prishistrie evaluation, and odusetional pro,;
granwning to overtly amotirmeily disturbed Akre%
aged 341 yews. Develop.* eurriOultw, Wolff and parent
training matorib.

A reality therapy model whisk provided sperriallaed
phydeni; ornsupetionaL splash and hearing thoropy;
vomtional inkting; reareation; sornmunity stakes;
and perohologiod ant **rational sondem to moonily
omotiimally.disombed children noes 1.21 yews.

A. paythowdueadonol mod.' school program foy prone-
ly smotionolly disturbed children aped 3-10 years,
%ducky, knownrom of variously disturbed and typioel
children.. Utilized obrenationa approaches to study
interesHon of -handisepped with non hand flopped.

R FP 71-111, "fever* Hendiapped Childron with Orth.Proia

Pailei. Montgomery. Proirot Meow
Project VIP
Independent School Markt 1125
Special Education Deportmont
IL Paul, Wow%

An Mom*. prow* of preschool end honwbound ear-
vies far nonverbaL non-motillashildren insludkig those
who cannot 'stand school for complex inodkel rearm%
Provided kilividualked prdpramming *mph a multi.
disciplinary swamis for severely haadkappsd, ortho-
pedically km** ehildran aged 0.11yows.

. .

RFP 711,20; "Severely Handicapped Childron witiiiiisual Impairment".
. . .

f Mosely, Project Direotor A Modal presehool intenontiOn orogram to visually
Project HAND impaired severely handiapped Andean god 0.11 years.
Lafayette Perish Meal Board Focused on mainstrowning of handisapped with non- .

Lafayette, Louisiana handicapped man and development of stagy living,
soeiel, and mobility skills.

. .

Guru P. Pawn% Prolest Director A kidIviduollood, soquontel, odumilitnal program pra-
line* Day Salto* far Mind Children riding idenifkation, swooning. Cawood* and pre-
Philadslphlo, Pennsylvania scrimlve write far Homily WOW, saverely Ninth-

rapped shildreet aged 3-111 years. ,Doveroped medal
low *don education snottily:him mmorisis and well-
n iquee. .
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PROGRAMS FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH (Continued)

RFP 711-21,"Severely/Profoundly Retarded Children WI WOW"

Undo Lake, Project Dino*
Probing CHAIN
Dept. of Child Development '
Tempe, Moons

Carol Peacson, Project Direetor
University of Illinfls at Chleago Circle
Chkago, Illinois

A comprehensive edueetional program to meet dif-
fering needs of children during infantry and the pre-

, school period. Provided dlesnostic end prencriptive
seroknen for severely, profoundly rebrded children aged
04 years and training for their pilots.

A multldielplittary monies delivery model for Infants
Ind Preschool Mad OrrefelWisrofoundly roarded
dren, aped 04 pan, and their timings who were con-
fronbd veith somplieetions of poverty, multiOngualiml

send multiculturallem.

RFP 711-22, "Sewrely/Profoundly Retarded Youth II 21 Torn?' .

Ed Boucher and
. Richard Lyon, PrOjeet Directors

Multi-Handicapped Coot of
Penobseent Valley

Bangor. Maine -

A project for developing normalisation in institution-
Mixed severely/profoundly retarded youths aged 141
years. Dendoinni a nunkulum hi mit .1selp, !anemic.,
motor, soelal; and irtiellectuel developMent..

RFP 77-10, "Serially Hairdkamped Audliorlally Impaired"

Thames Could.% Project Director
booty School of the Dad
Severely, Masesehusatts

R Mari Nowell, Project Motor
. Jhumsylverde Stets University

University Park, Pennsylvania

in established model myehoodriebonal rioter to
provide cooperative we plus treatment and edutation
no audliorially impaired, muld-hondkappid children
h 1-12 years.

Provld. rod services to aaditorIalty Impugned, multi-handi-
capped thildren and.youth, aged 1-21 yea% Unfit the
Child-bled informetion Room, a oonosptol, mend-
* Mixed proesdure for recording 'ardent progress whiter
was mod in designing instruction on an Individual basis:

R FP 7741, "Severely Handicapped Emotionally Disturbed"

Patricia Williams, Project Direcnor
Project EDUCATE
IndiencUnivenity Foundation
Developmental Training Center
Bloomington, Indlena

Mark Stewart, Probing Diremor
Dirlion of ChildPsychiatry
University of Iowa
lowa City, rowa

Serum Ruttenberg, Project Director
DevelcOMental Center for Austin!

. Children
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Orminstrateil that severely emotionally disturbed dill-
don aged Er21 cen be edueetedihrough developmental .

ssessment and curricular strategies; parents of then
children onbe trained as active pertielpents, and nodal
. workers are ebie to moist families in en edusetional ca.
PINNY.

A model' program to determine theethicationaletraininl
sysorm which ten beet oolong, Webb Youngsters aged
1-21 and coordinate the home and school objectives..
Services included systematic *oblation and a behavior:al

. approach to bartruction of each child.

Utilind auxiliary NOSCIIIS:13.11111Xilllial the mainstream,
Ing of woo* emotionslly disturbed multihendicapped
children and youth aged 1411 years.
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PIWWW411 FOR SEVERELY HANOICArtgoCHILDRgN AND YOUTH lContlwaidi

RFP17.12,"Semmly Handrepped Orhopedimity Impaired'

Patricia Lantx, Project Dimwit
Holly Censor
Sallibury; Merylosal

Philippa CamMaill, Proleet Diremor
The Children's Hospital Medical Comm
Akron, Ohio

rbura Fuano,froiest Dirictor.
!tiler PROMISE
Meeting SumrSchool, Eagle SisI

Sociaty of Rhode Island
Eatt Pim idioms, Rhode Wand

.

. .

.loym Sehaffir, Prolict 014itiOr
Cipitot Arai Rattabllititation Center
Austin, Texas

ikenda 0. Maws, Project Director
!brawn.. Hills Resdonal Center
Moto! Monad Hid*
Institute, Weit Virginia

A rural 'herd *Wei delivery syssm foe Wryly handl,
=Peed litherndleilly Witched dditiren "psi 5.21.
Trandeted edssiatianol goals into quality Miner in the
expielenees within a residential beaky Mgt faollitilost
the anntitlent of students inpo community seniors.

An inflit-orneY model whisk provided hrividuat Medi-
na/Munitions! nor smint/Planning, end trainingWithin
a sontinuom of Bimini( Utilised medirkedureational
Input in drelopmortt of *Ms Anatomy let proletarian

of seriously handimppedlartimptilioally Inspired dill.
eIrso Rood 1.21 mitt *more normal planimmts.

Developed an initturlonal model -to asppirnint the

body akiational Kora% for biter* fddidirdidsd. or.
thopsdisolly hominid shadten aged 11-111 at horns that
wilt load to optimal self -puffleirmay, Foamed on tom- t
munieetion, indipondent EOM. end timilnir

Und bnOlemental a training and piloted sr.
vies model whisk Winded: rimming end retinal
orrice, in depth maluaticin end drone*, Individualised
"donation rogransafor rim* hendlomrsd/orthoPi-
diceity Impaired ebildten aged IMP,, monolith', for
parents, and pteserre end rumba trifling for riff,

A home-kassd -training program fix orthopidiCally ,

Piked childrin wind 11.21 yews who were virtually Ins.
mobile and unabio to portielpre In any centmbesed
services. The project attempted to reduce institutionall.
'ration and marlin child development In normal life

envitonMents,

RFP 7743, "Savirely Handicappid Visually Impaired"

Jorphine Pall, Project Director
Oak Hid School
Hartford, Connecticut

Paul Yaeger, Project Diroctor
Warne InteMadiate Unit
Kingron, Peonsylvanie

A modd classroom to serve sorrily handicapped, vit.
ualiy invoked youngstirs add 6-15 years by modify-
log their traditional full.time educetiorsal/trainIng pro.

graM. Includod imphatis on pitsonel living and vacs-
clonal powntialk a comprihensive arismant and diag-
nostic procodunk end p Prescriptivir, Individualized Wu- ;

cation and training program.

A program ar providi individualized idurtirmal sir.
virs to children red 641 yeervthrouth intindm,
Itinerant prograMmIng. Included training formaximum

use of residual Orlon, and effendi. tne of unimadred
anus; spielsl training in rims end fine motor, ooncep.
tor, lengure. and oommunicition, off .help, social,

. and emotional skills; orlintetIon, mobility, perorational
ond vocational training.



!AMAMI Fon SEVERELY HANDICAPPEDIFW11.DREN AND YOUTH(Condoned
. -

PPP 77.13 Coned

MerthaMurral, Probing Director
MHYl Prato
TWO $11h001 for the blind -

Meta, Ton

.k point So prevent andlor rosediele
velopmentol and Woodard &lays in visually
paired, overay *miaowed rodents sod 1130 yore
through field aomuladon perticipethoddldran and
staff oneurront with proant *HMV of 110/8, In'
eluded trebling of oeff, eurtiolunt ouldertek, Coo*
and evaluation. impresario of ilthwatuney efforts;

soN went **Mint. ,

RFT 7-714,"1 oway/profoundly Mantally NeardedDladren and Youth"
. .

Moron Frown, Project Director Ari oodneleal Insavintion model goordiniting. home ,.. Northern Illinois Union-Shy and sehool awironemna of 'greenly rinsed-al young-Dot. of Nasal Education eters aped 148 years, Indbidualired shad and honieDaralb, IMnoit . Woman end management programs workload upon.. adepts roologiad moments develared fm NIA Par.'Moot with the objective to oboes bush oudenr a
dolly Hying, sommunleationi end riwoOtionsi Watt... ..-

Chades SpeilMO,PTOilla Director A peal. reboot .danonaration MOW' for sorely
. Polon PRIDE . - handicapped ehlidion aged $.21 yerttlidne id 0 rural,

.Pomo Ifesaarch Comer Randy populated ma. Provided *dialed sawed toParsontlaspitar& Triakte Coto nod Wools, state depertments, and Osivothies de.Poona, Kenos drag aseistano in dr *doping eareetiond prognins for .
severely and profoundly handle,* students a rural
ow. . .. . .

MOHO lender,. Projeci Director Developed I 'alesstoom mown for 'Onfoundly retarded
John F. Kennedy Institute students hard 121 yearn for replicetion in the 'aver- .%Ninon, Maryland ear publia Wool tiling only "svereartUDIM111. Ths

students wore provided In-depth Maroneof and- CO*
- : nosis upon which individual oldectIves and wawa .

bons were hoed. The model- licludad loodifisation
. of daercant Whin to mart Individind laming. . KYleA

. .
-Keith Larson, Project Director DOVIROPIld II 111041 for trailing moray hendiespord . .Speeial Eduardo Department individuals 'aped 141 pore to acquire. proftetionalPortland Simi University and voartioaal ddils whith would ado* them to. be- PordenkOragon plead on jobs in thar **flunky. Ineluded a preiarip.

fivs POPO bead upon individual assaament, hobo;
for Modificationjob *saki and fob plasament.. De.
yapped an assownent instrument.* voationd wariew.-
Iona isIreinfor pullet forisreasionele and st mood

..for heithIll Procaine. ..
. .

. . .

Nation Fama, Project Director A project which soured eothmunityplesaments for se
Project for Insatutionsibed Sootily verily mentally. retarded. Aileen aged 421 yore andMornay Retarded developed a model .fisi replication. Offered residents

- Philadelphia,Pannsylvenia evelnatiOnAreinkel *the Kees of talf.haposeroweani.. .

Galan, and -:behavioral complienee al irrararoarY
measure for exploring alternothe livki Orangernents.
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PNOCIRAMS FON swan of HANDKAPPE D 'CHILDREN AND YOUTH iCendnann

DPP 7744 Cmatil

O ath Wenherat, Project Director
Ethridge Pmerme

linivenity of Tetanal Degas
Illehmthen, Tem

Selma% IMMO, Prelim Direst*,
. Exemtheel Child Canter,

Uldt SMW tkentreitY
Levan, Web

Daveloned a ionise delkety nem withal am/heeled
appreprime, alf-initiMid intemetion between the
sawiratrArrafeundk mentally retarded ahild wed 441
years end blierwirenment. Indudedpreasnice and in
ionise intanotien training for miff and parents, and
Reprised Meant knereetion.

*A Model program of idmetion/training for severely/
profoundly melded *Siren ond youth aged 11411
%ex Instated encoder*, for determining eligibility,
ammeing mid diagnosing ASA, etwienre physlial pnd
monad funetioning *MC Iffelitita flPatla
plane 4416 Sam parts: end an indiridual education
plan, Indisklual Width plan, and Individual pal
vice plan.

''--

Jon Gendrom, ProMet Okemor fivivIslod an knetdbeiplinery mem to seam wenn and
Prelim APT Wuhan to develop an individual Manakin program

fmtCounty Publie Salinas for nodose peed II41 yew; after latherkig Informs.
Slew CenW tion about eels muslenTs kvel of performance, and

Vienna, Virginia . weaning web Partleipent fir probleins ki hearing,
vision, behavior Physical and oral }um-donee.

Al Lynch, Pieject Director Pricked systernatiAmorocationdteducationel eervices
%Mangles Slaw Department to %Wenn aged 13-21 years with attention to sten-

o. Publis Instruation level behaviors -for vdeationol -and Mrs Pitlammal:
OlympistMethemon provided evaluation and Aping miesement of student

immemorial's; sootdinmed a continuum of minims to
home, Ovals, Ind related comMunity agencin.

DEP 7740, "Outreach Programs for Severely Handicapped Children and Youth"

Donald Allure, ProMW.Director
Mom% %hoot for the

Neurologisally Handimpped
Les Myles, California

Vicer Iteldwin, Project Dinette
Teaching %search ()Melon
Manitouth, Organ

Velede Drees, Project Director .

Experimental Education Unit
linlitersity of Washineson

An outreach project replicating components of a dif-
ferential, pew:he-educational assesenent pro:Sari
through statewide demonetration and training -of pro,
Met and other personnel.

An outreech project providing. Winkel assistance In
the education of severely handicapped chidren and re-
plicating micenful componentsof the original demon-
aration model which included eirescriptive programs,
individualized inetrunion for behevior, self -help, lan-
guage, motor, MI cognitive ells.

An outreach project providing technical asoistance to
selected state and locaily funded programa for the se-
wady handicapped within public whools settings in
the state of Washington; through systematic Insuuction
and an interdliciplinery teem approach.



mammal FOR WANLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH (Continuo' )

RIM 73.9, "Model PrMeeta for Covertly Handhuppad Youth"
. .Bern* Wsirah.Ptelailt DIIMot Developing.. laliure tkoceetivitios currieukint somito-

Oaken*/ of Hawaii at Meese mai widah ean boused within the skuroom to topple -
Honolulu, Hawaii mot mad% educations* prOgraminkip for tho swore.

ly hondieepped adolement aged13-111 yews.

. Awes DeLeon. MOM Muter ' Montifyinc and owessing the work Imenictins and ,
14111014 ot *Ad Romer* twooesting Mb Web we essinnial to the acquisition
Wawa* of Karim : of now Milli end thi productive ow Of a "normalised"

Pomace Remo* Cooler 4swironment, 'for maw* handiespped youth aged
PAWNOR. Kona/ 14.111 yews. -

smart AMM, Pr** Dimon PrivIding vocational balk/Mon sender* to wordy
01113- +IMO *Mold Eshwertion hendkopped yanh. aged 13-1111 yews inaludki as-
Unites. i a Miuseud.Cokantbk *Won and ineknenanee of vomtionel drills, trans.
CoMmida,Miesouri ... for of Men Mills of work toning. and ildainnahdddi

skillandated tonsemasfuthaidlitation.

Tom Meows Proloct Diniamr Providing wale's to muldoly- hardiemPedhavarely
Univonity of Mow ranirdad ednimaints- Med 13.111 thus,* direct as-
Eugene, 0110, sistartee to teeelwrs; dovoloPment. WON and dn.

nuninetion 9f 4 Moeda vooadond domain of Me .

Oregon Statewide StudentProgress Rowed. .

Loulkown and DesiloOkili nrablilim lot &Mining age aPProPriala
Lae Gruwwweld, Project Directors eurrieuler amen In publid school-14race &limy

i University of WIneondo .. models to wince a wide -rings of swerely handl-
Willem Wimomin awned mmienta epos 1341 yews to function as

indepandendy and _ as productkaly as posaible in
poW4chool community; wiritionel, domestic, -

Teccestional etvironmards.
.,

RFP 73.10, 'Priserams frywiledifltandicapp. ed Chaim and Youth

Randall lisdaY. Prolog. t Director
Orsorge Peabody Collet.
Nashville, Tinnoses:

model vision demonstration urgent

Providing teehnimi Haldane In staff training, wows-
lion and coordination with community @omits, and
-parent tandem, In the replication of the organization's

FiFP 7340, Ilaodel Prolmts for OmfOlind Youth"

Dedd Temploman, Profane Director
Teaching Research
Monmouth, Ormon

Damonstrating that deaf-blind students, ag4d 13-21,
can be oduoated In a non.oategorkal classroom. Plans
tO idontlfy piacticsi, functional training mathods, pro-
cedures and materiels . for prevocational- training of
dad-. blind studonts specific to work settings. .
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RPP 7$41,14edel Pro**, fir Dtrildind chilian"

Lad ceets.Prohret Dire/nor :
Say Area Sew* ifwellaapperit

Deaf -Stind
Ewald* MA Foultdothrs
awl natsdh* California

.16,11/16 S. SSW% inieet Dim*
Deafness Rum& and Trelningtorner
New Writ; NI" York. .

Provklbs nen-airtintsd smiles for ded.hilnd Ad-
dean toed C..12 vw Refers student* to thek orielnal
merely. wolti-hordiospPedMoef -NW Unlearns tot-
lowing refonneletion of IEPs SW two werat inowire
sahib. 'Worm id Est Offset site,

Providine tandeot Odr1111 who prosody are at
home or In rantedId.Intthations without suitabit ode.
motional proems. ,Ilte Widen powidna tonntrehtn.
ds add tonthsehlt atswernent of the OfsaMolind Wu-
dent and inaorpondes loll fwelly Ineolvenint to as.
sist %raise In the dtielopmant of their hsndicapped
children, seed 3.1t yews.
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. ANALYSIS

According to the Encyclopedia of Educational Evaluation Anderson,
Ball, and Murphy, 1975):

.... s s ss sment-, used precisely, has-a nerrower meaning than
evaluation but a broadr meaning than measurement. In its
derivation, the word " ss s s Ss" means to "sat beside" dr "to
assist the judge." It therefore seems appropriate... to limit
the terra *ass. sssssss to the process of gathering data and
fashioning them into am intrpretable form... (p.27).

In contrast, measurement is held by moilt People to be the simple act
of quantification (.g., Cooley.and Lohnes,,1976; Sax, 1974), and
valuation ie generally believed to xtend directly into decision-
making (e.g., Anderson, Ball, and 'Murphy, 1975; Stuff/abeam,
Foley, Gephart, Cuba, Hammond, Merriman, and Provus, 1971r White,
Note 1). That is not to say that ass:moment is divorced from
deciiion-making, for, as Anderson, Ball, and Murphy (1975) are
careful' tci point out: "...the entire sssss sment process may be
planned in light of plausible alternative decisions" (p.18). The
difference between sssss sraent. and evaluation lies not so much in
their orientation toward decision-making, but in the degree to
which the deciSion itself is actually a part of ,the process..
Assessmint leads up to the decision, but only "assists the judge,"

e who nay or may-not base the final decilion polely on the information
provided by the sssssssssss In evaluation, since the decision is
part of the predetermined process, the decision must follow
directly from the information provided.

Educators who hav studied sssss iment and elialuation in some
depth would generally tend to agree with the distinctions made
above (.g., Salvia and Ysseldyke, 1978; Stufflebeam, Foley,
Gophart, Guba, Hammon, Merriman, and'Provue, 1971) laut, if one
examines the commonplace usags of the terms, interesting
problem arises. By saying "child assessment" one implies a
somewhat imperfect relationship between the process a collecting
information and arriving 'at a final decision. By referring to



"program valuation," .on the Other hand, one- implies that the

finil decision Will be .a direct and predictable outcome Of-the

information:Collected. Are decisions concerning children so

muCh less Predictable than those involving program.? Perhaps,

and, indeed, the differential application of those terms may say

iomething very' profound about.-our traditional: perceptions -of.

individuel pupil-oriented education.-

Histor.idally, educatiorg- has been perceived as more of a.

privilege- thania right (White and Ziberty, 1976). Programs were

generally inflexible irytheir approach to instruction and the only

decision, concerning individual-Children of any import waswhether

or not a. giveq child would be allOwed to participate in a progrard-at

all: Up to a certain point, that decision could.bet made much more

profitably on the basis of economic factOrS, politiCal influence*,

and social status .than _through any. . condern.'for the pupil's ..

characteristids per-se. .When interest in pupil- performince did

begin to materialize on e large Beale, it still took en elitist.

form -- norm-referenced teats were deVeloped se children couldlm.

identified (and excluded) on the'basis of their presumed inability

to benefit from:the educational zystem as it then ekisted .(Binet

and Simon, 1916; Colvin, -1921; Waodrow, 1921). Althougti.

educational practice did become more child-oriente&and flexible

over-the. next-half-century, a basic exclusionary/segregationist

attitude continued to dominate. ,Concern still fOcused 'oh the

.development of "generally better" .programs capable- of serving

"most children." Those children who fell too far outside the

established norms Were grouped together in special, classes,

eeparate schools, or .residential facilities. -If. educational:

services were provided at all, they still tended to be "class-

oriented" with each "type" of pupil receiVing a basidaily uniform

program. /n 1971 the Congrese.of.the United States attempted to.

deal with that problem by providing economic incentives for the

imProvement and expansion of spediti education- and related

services (P.L. 91-230, the Education -of. the Handicapped Act).

Incentives alone did not seem to-bweffective, hOwever, so-the

Congress bedame more directive in 1974 by mandating the

identification and evaluation of all handicapped children and the

establishment of full educational opportunities for those children .

no later than 1981 (r.L. 93-380). Finally, in 1975, the Education

for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142) was passed with even

stronger edmonitions and regulatiorm. to "insure -that- all

handicapped children have available, to them a free appropriate'

public education which emphasizes special education and related

services designed to meet their unique needs:N
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The 10911Oetions for child assessment of the latest fedoial,

law ArenUaitOUS. Most importantly, the law str $$ s $$ theneed for

designing individualized odUcationaltirograms tO meet individual

needs.. P.L. 94-142 not only forbids exclusion from education; it

also disparages the'use of "standard" programs for pupils with"

"standard" handicapping' comditiOns. Each Childmust be aSsessedee

an- indWiduafand.treated educationally as e4ch. Three points in

the law are aepecielly., relevant to this chapter; First,

assessments .must be non-r*Cially and nqn-culturally d1s. .

criminatory. That is, tests or procedurei cannot beoused irtheir

results will place a pupil at a disadvantage simply because of bis..

or her-.racial or cultural background. Second, the-Individualized

Educational Plan (UP) must include a Statement of- the:pupil's,

present levels of educational perfOrmance. Thir0..there must be an

explicit statement of ach pupil's annual.goals,and intermediate'

objeCtives, 'including-criteria and .evaluation procedures for

determining, at least annually, whether those goals and objectives

are being met., Those..three _provisions imply'that an individual

pupil'e Meads will actually be taken into account when developing

and , impledenting -special programs to- meet. those needs.

Unfortunately, implications might not translatelnto reality,-

While the law says that discriminations cannot be made on the

basis of culture or race, it doesn't.really say that educators Must

discriMinate pupils on the baeis of true educational need, either.

A. etatement of the pupil's present levels of ..educational

performance il required, but the law does not really say how that

information must be used in actually .developing a program.

Similarly, while; thelaw says that the progress of the puOilinust be

monitored,-it does not require.thar the program be.changed if

,progress is found to be less than satisfactory. -In short, the.law'

is quite explicit in defining how information must be -col acted and

treated (assessment), but *leaves the issue.of decisio -making -

(evaluation) open to question, Why? There seems to b aneral

Concensus of opinion that, for the.most part, w, are still in e

procesis of learning how to use the information we collect and treat .

so precisely to:make equally'precise and effective decisions. One'.

cannot mandate what we:all too infxequently know how to :do. -For

that reason, I am resigned to the hopefully temporary necessity of .

using the term child assessment rather than child evaluation. tam

not .resigned,.howeVer, to the exclusion.of decision-making- from

consideration altogether-and so ;shall include thatelement in the

deffnition of child assessment as it will-be addressed in this

chapter:



Chitd asseismont, as it will he used in'this chapter, refers
tO th proósim Of gathering, organizing and analyZing infor-
..matiOn in a manner which will'facilitate timely and eppro.
priaie decisions poncarning'programe deeigned to meat the
needs of an individual puOil.

In tho remainder of this,plection, eadhelementoZthe den-
provided ebove will be discuesed in some detail, eepecially

es 4tpertains to model pregrams. In the remainirmsections of this
chapter, attention mIll turn- to specific aseessment istues,
Current ass.aain.nt practices' in Model programs4 and apparent
trendain the state of the art.

"...Individual Pupil"

4Udging froM the descriptione.prepared by many'lmodel pro-
grams, educators are prone to.confuse child asissMent and program
evaluation or to-seaone as an extension of the other. The purpos,
of the two iystems'really :do not lend themselvet to such'an:
isomorphiC interdependency.

TrograM .evaluation decisions involve the deVelppment,
.iMplementation, refinementandfor.termination:of general programs
.designed to serve whole groups of children. For example, program
evaluations. Might be set up.to help decide which-buildings and
facilitie5 need to bo constrUcted, what staff *Jet:be hired, how-
the staff hould be trained; or.what general curriculuM materials
should..be purchased (e.g., Stufflebeam, Foley, Gephart, Ohba,
HamMond, Merriman, and Provus, 1971).. /n domecasei, the decisTon
will effect all children in a program (e.g.,'all children might be
placed in.the same facility), while in other cases decision* Will
affect ohly subgroups of Children (e.g., not all children' will
reguire ail of the special service options a program offers). In
eadh case, however, the overall purpose of program. evaiUatioh Is to .'

help the aducaior make informed choices while deciding hoe tp set
up a general 'framework for Meeting the needs of some target
population.

In child .assesement, the focus shifts from the overall
effectiveneis of a general program to the specific needs of each
individual.child. Perhaps, for'eximple, a certain approach to
teaching selZ-help skills works with most childreno.but one child-
may need something aifferent. Most children in i particular
programmight progress well with onlY a half-hour of spedial help,
but one particular pupil may need considerably more tiMe. Within
the. 'general frameWork established through 'careful program

.r . evaluation, it is.the purpose of child assessment to help in
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dOcidicQ whieh.Opecific options thould,be employed for-each

indiVidnei child end, when none Of the general Option* appear

adequateuto guide in the development a neW programs which will

meet the child't individual needs.'

Some of the elements of it system,designed to facilitate. 41.1

overell program evaluation might be borrowed from an existing child

aseessmenteyetem br vice Versa. Perhaps a test used tO.Ovaluate.

overall prOgram success le.also -useful for deciding which pupilt

shouldbe transferred to another program. Planned overlap between

systems should be encouraged.bUt, for atleast two reasons, it.ie

unlikely thtt a child essessmentsystemwOuld adeqUately meet all

program evalutticn needs or vice versa. First, in most'prograt--

evaluations 4t is desirable to Collect comparable data on All

children.within the progrtm so'a comprehensive and meiningfui

pictute of overall program success can be formUlated.-When making
4,

decisibns concerning individual pupi.ls, on the other hand, the

tystemmust be flexible enough to allow the collection of whttever

information'is of most use in that individual case eVen if some

or all of that information would be of little or-no uee in making

decisions for other children. 'Secondly, . appropriate .child

$$$$$$ Ment.will frequently lead to rapid program changes and

modifications, whereas meaningful program evaluation often

tequiree that the program be consistently-applied over some .

predetermined period. If a pupil appeared to be having

difficulties during the first few days of a new vocational program,

child assessment might prompt a change in the program. If the focus'

'were on tne evaluation of the program itself, the program might be

continued without change in order to.give it every opportunity to

work. In short, even 'if the, same besic infortation is being

collected, the functional outComee of child assedsment and program

evaluation cin ttill Be in virtual opposition to one another. The

role which each system plays in the development and conduct of *

proirem is entirely different from that of the other.

Since the purpose of child asseesment is to help the educator'

make decisions about individual pupil ptograms, the developmefi t, of

a child assessment eystem must begin with the epecificatiOn of4he

actual decisiAs that.n;edtc; be made. 'Some care ie required, for,

if this-step in the process of system development io.ot propprly

completed, the whole system will be directionless or, perhaps

worse, misdirected. For example, one model program reported-that

-1617,;i: developing a system to help,educators decide which of a

pupil's prevocationtl skill deVelopment needs was greatest,



That souls reaiOnab.ls, hut on closer inspection, knowing: a
pupil's', performance deficits will not necessarily result, in any
partieular action concerning his or her program. Instruction
might begin with skills which relate to those needs', but- work

.sight just as easily proceed with other, seemingly "less impor:
tant skil:s prerequisite ekills, skiAla of immediate concern
tO the parents,aMr eien skills which ma obviously unimpiirtant.
but Which can serve am' simple. instructionel targets during a
period wIten the !licher and pupil "get to know one aeother."

. . .

"Deciding" which of a pupil's 'piled* are greatest mounti to
lit 1.0 'more than arriving it some conclueionifdiscoverIng moms fact
*or bit of information, or making some *statement. of- belief. Many.of
the presumed purposes of child assessment fall into that.type. of'.
category. Whilmsuch information may have tremendous impact on the
pupil's -.'program; then again it might. not. It. is .i.nportant,,
therefore. to -make,* -distinction between "determinations" '.(the -.
process of documenting. 'or discovering gomething) and "true.
decisions" (the process ofrmaking a choice among possible actions
which will directly.affect the future course of a.child' a plogram)-..
One may lead.to the- other,.. but, in the long 'run, it is the
decision -- the ection -- that countis. A few exampleM might
illustrate the point more' clearly:

One might try to determine a child's skill development needs
as one iiiece of information wistful in' deciding where in-
struction should begin.

If we could determine whether a child haxi a hearing deficit,
`it might be easier to decide .which of several .communication
programs we. should try with the pupil first.

By determining whether a ISupil is having trouble in a regular
class, we can begin the process necessary for deciding whether
the ptpil should be admitted into a special education program.

In other words, when describing the decisions which an assessment
system is designed to facilitate, care ehould be taken to make
explicit .reference to the actions which should reault from the
decision.



Appreptat,

The.queatiOn Of-Whether * decision is "APpropriate" is ter-

ribly complex andstihjiedt..to a number of qUolifications. It is

simple enough, for example, to say that a programmatic deciaioni*.

eppropriets to the extent that it results in an improvSnent in the

pupil's life (Stufflebeam, Foley, Oepilart,' Gnha, Hammond,

Merriaan, and Provus, 1971). Defining "improvement" andWvighing

the-relative merits of'different sorts ot imprdvelent era tom-

pletelydifferentteattars. P.L. 94.142 attempts to deal with those

Problems: hy at least distributingthe responsibility ter major

-decisions° among. everal ,peopli, including, :teachers, lopal

administrators, relevant speciallits, parents and, When',.possible,

the Oupil himself or-herself. Still', the group dynamici of that

prOcess are frequently less than satistadtory and often .subject to.

clearly inapprePriate. influinces like personal pressure,

;availability of programs and resources, the puipil'S sex .or race,

and the vested interests,of social agencies and advodacy groupiv

(Holland; 1980). Clearly, the resolution of all thode,problems im

imilond the scope of this chapter, It may be poseible, however, to

outline at least-a few consideratiOns which might be made when

trying to determine whether an assessment prodese has led to an

appropriate decision.

Borrowing from,traditional testing theory, one might assume

that a.decision is valid'to the extent that it accomplishes what it

was 'intended to accomplish (Anderoon, Ball, and Murphy, 1975;

Englieh and English, 1958). 'Before an' asseeement process is im-

plemented, 'therefore, it would seem wise; to obtain .a clear.con-

sensus of opinion concerning the desired.outcome and to test the,

validity ,of the process through'an examination of the actual

outcome. If, for example, the purpose of i screening and referral

'procelsis toidentify those children.who have a high probability

of needing the types of _services A program offers, one might

examine the results of more detailed follow-up assessments to see

just hdw many referred pupils.actually turned out to need the

services in question. If placement in the program is flund to be

appropriate for only 30% of,the pupils, the screening process is

obviously not a valid predictor of need. Of course, even if all

referrals appearsd to be approOriete, one would *till have to.

, examine at least a sampling of pupils who Were not referred to make

sure that pupils in need were not being overlooked.



The (MUM of i decision-miking'process Might also be vali-'

dated at. an Avon More basic level. Since, as defined above;

decisiOns Must relate to clear-cut actions, one might 'simply ask

:whether the action adtually took place. if, for example, a child
study teem decided that a programmust 1iè developed in a particular

curricular area, it.should be safe to assume that the program wat,

'in fact, developed and implemented. According to Alper (Note 2),-

that may not be a safe assusIption at all. In A study of tha-IEP

process in ,californie, Alper discovered that a lergtpercentage of

the programs deecribed on individual pupil IEI were not
implemented at any observable -.level in theclaseroom.. While.such.

pOrgr correspondence between the IEP and classroom actiVitieeMight.

'be attributed io a simple lack of skill or professionalism on the.

part of theteadhers involved, it Might juet as eaelly be leid.at

tha feet of the decision-miking process itself -- the decision
reached by the group :may have been uninterpretable, vague,
inappropriate, .or impossible' to implement! .0ne ehould ask,
therutore, whether. additional information should have been
considered7by the group or treated in a different-manner to arrive

at e more realistic and appropriate decition in the first place.

.Ths.:.relisibility of the.decision,Making process can 'also in-

-' flue:lee the validity of a decision. What Salvia and .Yiteldyke
. (1978).say about teits should Cleo be true Of decisions: "Re-

iitbility in a necessary bUt not a:sufficient condition for valid

measurement...the reliability of s test limits its potential
validity (p.104)." Ai applied to assessment decisions, that might

be transaated to mean; that if the. same basic asstetsment

inforeation, treated in the same basic way, does not /ead con.7

sistently to the same decision, then the decision itselfmay. be

invalid... The word mey needs to be emphasiied, however. The
.relationship of cteet to a teat score is contiderablymore direct
than the relationship beiween :a, Nody ofinfprmatioh 'end an
educational decision. While we might assume that the saMe test,

given to the same pupil, should Always yield the sameJnformation

. regardless .of the Person administering the.tett, we cannot as

easily divorce the role of the Person in the total decision,making

process. Different people will 'have different.backgrounds and.

experiendes with the pupil And may,'guite legitimately, arrive at"
.

different conclusiont. Still, to the degree that an aisessment

prOcesa does actually guide decisions-in 1.clear-cut, xepliceble

fashion, tomeconfidence in the basic validity of the proceis might
be gained..
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Many educator* IlMit their concern for- formal', well docu-
: aebted child assessment AlYstams tO area* WherMconeistently ap-

propriate decision* are difficult to reach. if, fez. example,the

'staff in * particular program seem tohave efte -difficulty in
.

deOidiOg OXaCtly where a pupil's- inatructtOh Should begin in A

cUrricUlar sequenCe, some attempt might be made tO develop axiom

precise APPrOaCh for making those decisions.. If an*inforgil

apprOachAPpears to be Working in some other area of the prograM,

trying:to-imp:leo additional etrUcturimight doreire'harmthan good.

Even if aneW eystemviouId not disrupt.the estiblished Pattern of

*succeit, the resources,used to develop thatsysteM might be *pent
more profitably lsewhere.. Still, when adopting a laiseez faire

attitude, it is importent to realiZmthat the. decision not to -'

develoP a more formal systerC.ii almoit ertainly going to 'be

influenced.by individual skills* and competencies. Other,people
eignt not enjoy the eaiemuccess es. current stAffsand previously

unnoticed problem* may come to light when eomeone leaves or i new

persOn in hired. That may be bf Only limited concern with. some ,

programs, -but it *hould be pf paramount importance to model
programs., ,

Modal programs are not funded simPly to serve the pupils in a
given ..locality. They mrs funded to demonstrate an exemplary

approach to the:education of some grouP of handicapped pupils and

to encourage the adoption.and*replication of that approach by other

programs working with similar children. Even if the model
program'aMtaff-does not appear tO be having any problems With a

particular type of decision, a careful analysis should still be

completed Of the competencies and 'skills which mighttstesponsible

for that success. If the analyeis.reveals the need for skills and

coMpetencies that Are unlikely to be shared by the staffMr.
programs adopting the model, then the development Of formal
as ssss ment systems to offset those deficiencies should be
seriouely considered. .The role of Ohild absessment syptems in

model programs is not limited to the tesk.of facilitating timely

and* appropriate decisions concerning individual pupils. It

,extends to a concern for making the basic program itself more

easily and efficiently replicable by providing explicitgUidelines

.formaking.the day-to-day decisions 'requited to implement-the
program. .

Process..,"

*Despitethe fact that many decisions "semi obvieue or are

made on the' betas of "snap judgments," the process Of reaching

virtually any decision can be'analyzed in tares of several dim-



crots OtiliCs.(4n4erion, Ball, And MUrPhy, 1975; Cooley and Lohnes,

19.76; Iriekson; .19-761_ 0/14, 1974), Stufflebeam, roley Cepbart,

.Guba, Hammond, Merriman, And Prolins, 1971): information gather-'.

ing,'IorganizAtion.,, analysis, and chooping among alternatiVes.

Each step in the process is importarit and, es with the case of the

weak link in a chain, a failure to consider Carefully the best

method for completing each step can result in unpredictable bi"'

inappropriate eutcomei.

Information:gathering.. Before any'velid decision can

reacheciconterning a pupii's-program, information'muit be gathered

to describe the pupil.and Other factors that might influence the

outcome of the decision. Because the need for precise and'.
Meaningful informttipn isso obvious, this steP inthe decision7.

making processfhaa.received Ample attention'in%ths literature.

Literally Volumes of' material..have been'compilecildiscusaing:the

types of inforMation that should be sought and how it should be
collected. Indeed, so.euch attention hat bee# conCentrated

this step in-the precess that.educators aro prone to reduce

their concernfor child aSseisment to the question of "which

test should / uSe7".. Even if we ignore the fact thatsuch a. ,

'question grOssly OVersimplifies'the overall assesament process,

the answer ii still not simple. The-selection pf a test depends

on thedecision one Wishes to Make (a test that proVet useful:in.

child Screening may prove worthless in developing an instruc;-.

tional plan), the types of pupils involved (Methods for assess-,

ing objeCt permanence ina.sighted child we inappropriate for:

mse-with a blind child); and Olost of other situational factore

-(whoiS aVailable to cellect the information, when the informa-

tion must be collectted, hew damaging small errors in aSsessment

results will be: etc..; talVia 'and Yerieldyks, 1978)... formal

test may not even be necessary or appropriate. Perhap6 a gues-
.

tionnaire, a formal interview procedure, or even casual observa-

tion will serve as well or better'in some situations. There is

net pahscea, no single type of information or procedure whiqh
will meet all of one's needs. Moat important, one must bear in

mind that while the information w$:collect can have a tremendous

impact on the decisions we make, infoi'mation lathering-is stilt

only the first,step in the complete decision-Making process.' If

the informhtion we gather is not-amenable to systematic orgini

.zetion and analysis; or does not have a direet 'relationship-to

the program options among which we must choose, .all of our ep-

forts will have beeo wasted. It will help, therefore; to get a

more complete picture of ,the entire decision-making process be-

fore trying to Teach.anifirm Conclusiont About the types'of

formation whiCh Might be momtuseful.



9400,04L4lin ojr_sp_ition: "Reif data," as it comes from a
teate'robeeryation, 4.4 frequently too detailed or complex to use

directly. 'The important features of that information must. be
transformed and/or reduced to make it store easily understood and
interPretable. ror example, daily behavior counts and obaerVation.
time* Might be translated into staterents.of "rate per minut" to
place them U. in a common perspective...Thoie rates )night thenbe
charted or graphed in some way to Make Overall trends and daily ups.
and-downs in .the ptipil.'s performance more obvious (White and
Beringt 1980). S'imilarly, the .itee scores front a .standardized
achievement test might be. sUMMerized' according to 'Means,

percentiles, or grade-level equivalents. (tallmadgel 1977),, and
related items on an aptitude scale might be plotted together on a
Profile to make certain' areas of specill interest more apperent
(Benerion, Morris, and- ritz-Gibbon, 197E). Many commercially
prepared aasessment instruments inclUde deacriptions of .how
information can be transformed Or displayed to Mike interpretation.
of relults easier, but care ehould .be taken to use only those-
procedures; which are truly related to the decision one wishes to
mak.. /f, for example, the-decision concerns acceppince of a child
inta'aome general program; percentile data which show the pupil's
(ware]l standing in major -developmental areas may be useful. The

same summariee might obscure the pecific item perfprmances of
greatest value to a 'teacher trYing to decide where a pupil's
instruction Should begin.

Analyzing the information, Analysis, for all intents and
purposes, amounts to little more than placing information into some
meeningful perspective -- comparing it to some preset standard or
level o,f expectancy. Without a âomparisont. most information will
be. meaningless: For example, if soneone were to say a particular
pupil got a "12," we Would not .know what to make of it. Even if we
learned that the "12" represented "12. digits per minute written
correctly to angaer math-faCts," most of uis would still be in the
dark as to whether that were good or bad: lf, on the other.hanch we
learned that most of, the pupil's peers were able to complete at
least 45 digits per minute' on the same nnnnnn ment probe, we.might
begin to reach a point where we could make a decision about the

. a
possible need for a change in instruction.

. ;The standard of comparison used in an analysis 'is likely to
have a tremendous' imPact on the eventuil decision reechel. In the
'example provided above, the pUpil's peers ware used as .thef
tandird, and the results of the comparison would lead someone to
conclude that a change in tha pro4rara is advisable. A comparison,
might also have been made, however, between the pupil's .



current leve1 qf ptorformance and his or. her average performance
last Week. That COMparition might indicate that the pupil is
actually 'improving very quickly and the program should be left
alone. Neither comparison- is necessarily better than the other.
It depends solely on .the decisio.zn one wishes to make , and the
assumptions upon which that decision will be formuleted, . If thecra

deciskon concerns the integration'of the pupil into .a regular math
Program. -and'one make* the assumption that the pupil should be able
to compete with.his Or her peers after .integration, then the peer-.
referenneci compariso'n makes sense. If, on the other hand, the
decision concerned only the puPil's ctwrent program and its ability
to facilitate continued progress, uSing.previotts performances as
the .standard of comparison is Most. defensible. Despite .the fact
that.numerous articles haye.been. written attacking norm-referenced
instruments (e.g. , Wilcbx, 1979; Jones, -1973; White and 'Haring,
1978) and even the use or misuse of -standardized criterion-
referenced or ,achievement ests, (Tallmadge, 1977; Jenkins and
Pany, 1978) ,. the poilt remains that such discussions in the absence .

of na clearly defined decision-objective are meaningless.
Choosing among alternatives. The final step, in a .decision-

making process amounts to a choice autong-altedtativest Will the
pupil be integrated into a regular math program or continued in a
special program? Will a pupil's special -education math program be
changed or left intact? At least two -factors 'will *influence the
Outcome of this step and the overall, success of the assessment
system per se.

First, the actual alternatives available to -the decision-
maker mist be clear (Stufflebeam, Foley, ,Cephart, Cuba, Hammond,
Merriman,. and Provus, 1971). Information gathering, organization,
and analysia designed to clarify whether * pupil is making
reasonable progress in hie current math program implies that an
option exists to change that-program. -. Is that really the case? -

Dpon close inspection, many model programs are so tightly defined
_that Virtitally no oPtione exist, .concerning the way in which inr
struction proceeds. 'In order to Change instruction, therefore, a
complete transfer of the pupil to another placement would need to-
be arranged,. That decision is likely to require information and
authority not typically afforded to a teacher simply seeking a way

. to improve instruction within his :or her own class...Even in a case'
where options do exist, care must ,be taken to enetwe that the
decision rules, for example, Liberty (Note 3). found that a common
excuse for ignoring a rule designed to prompt- program changes was,
"I didn't }mow what else- I cotrid try, so I left- the program alone."

%



SeCond, oneetyst.considerwhet1zer the aecision-inekingprOcess

is relatiVely "CIOSed"'pr "OpOn.". A explained earlier, the very

term *Child as ssss ment" is usually appropriate because no explicit

rule* **1st to define exactlyhow the information that is gathered',

organized, axid-analyked anoula be ueed to arrive at a definite;

risplicable decision.. While that need not be the case.(e.g. White

and Hiring; 1980; Hiring and Liberty, Note4), it is commoh.. Even

where decision =lee Appear to:exist, theymaybe quite open-ended.

EorexaMple, a group may staie that a decision tointegreteepupiL.-

into a regular math. program wOuld not be made until he or she could

complete work about AS rapidly and as accurately as the normal

peers in that.program., Dose that meane level of'performance equal :

to the natanpeer performance? The median peer-performance? Within

one standard deviation of the mean? At a level equal to or higher

than the 25th percentile of the peer group? Without getting more

specific, there i obViouslye great deal of leewaY in the final.

decision that might be reached. That leeway may,simply mean that.

alt.of the relevant variables cannot be specified in advance. It

might , also mean, however, that decisions will be Capricious,

pottponed indefinitely, or inappropriate. Whenever possible,

every effort 'should be made to provide specific guiaelines for

choosing among various program alternatives. If that seems

inadvisable, the need for "clinical judgment" should at least bsot

recognized and justified.

Additional factors. There are essentially.five fact:ire to

consider in the design of each step in a decision-making process:

(1)the general outcome to be achieved, (2)the person or persons %..tho

will be.involved, (3)the timetine for completing the step, .(4)the

specific procedures that will be employed to complete each step

and, (5)the overall balance and efficiency of the process. As with

the steps themselves, each factor represents a critical element in

the overall process and must be considered carefully.

Each step in the decision-making process should produce some

-definite outcome: information gathering shouldresult in a precise

statement of some one or more characteristics of the pupil.or

situational.variables .which must be constdered in:making the

dacisibn; organization should:help to clarify the important

elements and features of that information; analysis should place

the information.into some,meaningful context and result in an

appropriatecomparison with a standard or expectancy; and the

choices madeat the end of the proceasehouldresult in'eome direct

action being taken to influence the, pupil.'s program. Before

getting too ;pacific about those outcomes, however, it' is'
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Usually Will Us Ingin with general. itatements of what one Winks. to
sectSaptiah. Tor skampli, before stating that information-Witrbe
gathered Usingthe WISC (and then trying to determine.whether the
tam Di an appropriate test for use with the pupil involved), it
might be better to conaider whether Ira sort of informxtion'
conCerning general cognitiVe functioning ix desired., Similarly,
before trying to determine whether a mean level .of performance or a
median levet Of performance might bO more appropriate :for
aummarizing the data, the need for soma sort of average (ax opposed
to olte* scores) ahould. be considered. Many debatei COncerning

. details will be avoided isf general issUes are`resolved first.
'Me greatest mingle limiting factor in any deciition=making

proCeso is likely to be. the people involved. How many are there?
Is communication. a problem? How much time do th4, halls?! -Viliat
expertiSe or. experience do they have? Before thoee questions are
resolved, eny serious consideration of Specific prdCedurea wilT be
premiture. Perham for example, information is clearly needed
concerning a puP4' a. overall development. If test "X" will provide
the most precise and reliable measure ..of that development, one
would certainly be tempted to list its uae in ths, procedures for
information gathering. If, on the other hand, that test were so
complicated that only speciallli trained personnel could administer
it, and no such people were evaileb/e, alternatiVes would have to

_be sought'. Problems in experience and expertise are most likely to
.crop up when more than one person is inNolved in the process.
Schematic profiles of hearing impairment expressed in decibela on a
log chart of the auditory spectrum may be fine for meeting of
audiologists, but in a meeting with teachers arid parents some
additional "organizational" Or "analysis" efforts May be required
to make the implications of the lossee clear (e.g., the functional
impact of the hearing losormight be demonstrated by speaking at the
levels which the pupil can or cannot hear). Time factors may also
place severe restraints on the viability of various options. For
example, teal:criers found it difficult to emPloy one decision rule 'in
their classrooms that only took 20 seconds to apply (White, 1971),
but had no difficulty im applying a similar rule that toOk only 2 or.
3 seconds (Liberty, 1975; White and Haring, 1980). The difference
in time may seem rather small, but, when one considers that the
decision ruler would have to be applied to as many as four or five '.

programs on each of 20 or 30 children each day, the difference
between 20 seconds and 2 or 3 secOnds for each application is
substantial.
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Asids.from the tie,* t'equired to cOmplete ally given initance

of the ssesSeInt prOCete, timing a:hroader sense lo often

critical.-- eXactly whiin and how often,must the assessment be

conducted. FOr examine, pupil performance on.any of Several

-Standardized AtchieVement tests .might prove useful for making

deci440ne concerning referral tO special prOgrams, but such in-

formation is most likely to be interpretable only at certain

itimes during tfie, year (Tiumadge,_ 190). Similarly, decisions .

. involving major curriculum changes are 'fraquentleloost.

Cientiy made at the end of a seho81 quarter or year', while de-

cisions -involving .the Modiffcation of jnetructional strategies

may have to' be made daily o; weekly (White and Herin976

Haring and Liberty, Note. 4). .Sroad temporal constrainto will

have a tremendous .influence on 'the usefulness and'eppropriate-

nese of specific pioceduree and should be'considered early in

the development of.any assessMent system.

After the basic paraMeters of ilia system have.been outlined

(i.e., the "whet, who, and when"), it should be possible to iden-

tify and select specific, procedures for completing each step in

the sssss sment process. The level of detail actually neceseary,

'will depend in large meaeure on the degree to which the procedures ,

represent "standard practice" and.are commonly known. For example;

it might be sufficient to state that "teachers will test each.pupil

during the last two weeks of October, using the Iowa Test of Basic

Skills and following the precedures as outlined in the test

manual," but it would not be sufficient to say that "teachers will ,

summarize the salient features of the pupil's sOcialdevelOpment:"

The best way of determining whether procedures have-been edequately

apedified, of course, ia to:have 'several people attempt to

implement the procedures and then to examine the results. 'Edwin

(Note 5) has suggested that the steps teken by an individual during

the process be recorded (perhaps via!videotape) and then analYzed

by "experts" to identify whtch of the operationi used were

definitely part of the prescribed proceduree, which were "neutral"

(notpart of the prescribed procedures, but still acceptable),_end

which were actually contrary or antithetical to the prescribed

process.' If moet of the prescribed operations were followed, it

might be assumed.that the process is relatively well-defined. Asa

further test.of that assumption;. however, Edwin (Note 5) advisee'

that the person whose behavior was recorded also be asked to

analyze the record. If that person accurately identifies which

operations were part of the presCribed process and which were not,

. then t might.be assumed that the process waa trulit well defined

(even if the'perSon chooses not'to employ those operations in all

cases); but, ff the person involved identifies operations as part

of the preecribed procedures when they were not (Or.vice,'ssrsa),



then it Mult be eieUmod that the process was not clearly defined or
xplainedi vn if the person just "happened" to follow the pro-

ceduree relatively well.

Finally, the overall balance and efficiency qf the ppert-

iions must be coniidered. While it is important that the overall

outcome of -each step end the entire decision-makiAg procees be

valid (accomplish what it is- supposed, to AccOmplish) and re4able

(accOmplish reaults in a consiitent manner), it ix aloe imPortant.

that the ment be conducted for .the least.possible cost:in,

,terms of dollars and time. At least two rrors are common. First,

the'ovarall cost of tho lystem mak be so grat that ii cannot (I

Will not) be widely replicated. In,ons case, for exaMple, a model

program developed a pUpil-trackinq system that allowed teachers to

,Make very precise 'predictions about pupil progress and,, there-

fore, proved to facilitate appropriate decisions concerning

pupil placements. and prograkuaing. The system depended 'upon a

very complex computer program tO realize' its full benefit, how-

ever, and could not be tranialated into languages used by other

computers for less.than tens orthousands of dollars. Obviouti-

ly, the ueefulness of that system in many situations is severely

limited.- 'A related, but more subtle, problem can arise when

Miere Is an inherent imbalance"in the cost, effort', or sophisti-

catIon of the yerious eteps within a sinvle assestment process.

It is.often said of computerse,"Garbage in, garbage Out" -- re-

*erring to .the foolishness of developing sophisticated analytic

procedures for information of questionable value. The reverse may

also be true. One Model program actually Used 41 different
a sssss ment instrumentawith eVery referred pupil. Aside from the

Possibility that a system might have been developed to choose a

smaller number of instruments for use with any giVen pupil (thereby

reducing the cost _of the overall sylatem), there .was still a,

fundamental problem of actually uaing all the information

collected. While the information-gathering step in the processyss

clearly defined, :.tkie. organization and, analysie' steps were

desCribed only as "getting all the testers together to discuss the

results." -As.Holland (1980) points oirt, a ieuatIon as looseiy
defined' as that it very unlikely to produce rePlicable, or eveh

meaningful; results. If the information-gathering Phase.

decision-making was of such great concern to warrant 41 tests, the

organization and analysis phases should ..have received equally

extensive attention.

;Summary

ahild assessment should lead to decisions that have a direct,

impact on the future Course of an indiVidusl pupil's program.

Assetsment systems are important for every educational program',

"..



butt *inc. tozsal 4 **op* *ant Spites" can inctsase the replica-
bllity of a.ptograik. they are of 00104 concern to model programe.

In. devising- Child aaa eX aaaaa systems, Cars should be tit/onto,

Cloarly_define. desired diutcomes,'the people who nust 0r . ahould be

InVOlved timalines:and temporal :constraints, and the specific

procedures to bX employed,: In. SOMe Case*, 'general procedural

'statements may suffice for the. ontir0 doicision7making proceps,bUt

it Will..frequently be necessary to coniider :the. :steps of

informatiowgethering, otganitation';:analysim; and choolingamonq

alternatives separately. In either eVent, the ovxrall proceed.:

and/o; individual :steps in the process. should be Valuated in-

tern: of.their validity (ability to -accompiiih the desired
outcome), reliability (consistendy . of lmitcome), and oVerall

balance.andefficiency(lbSolnts and relative costs)

.APPRAISAL

In this section, attention turns to specific child assessment

issues of special interest to model programs. Generally, each

issue is analYzed in terms of the factcrs described eailier. It

,Woiaci.not- be possible to completely-exhaust all of the possi-

bilities in the space available, however, so the reader is advised

to treat the:discuseions only as general outline', rather than as

definitive treaties. Since.child assessment should be decision-

oriented, Xach discussion will focus on some dedision which model

programs would generally wish'to make regarding individual pupile.

Before beginning, it might be Eilpful.to revieW the Criteria which

. caneexpplied for identifying those decisions wirranting formal

child asiessment systems and to.pre-review the specific decisions

selected for discussion.

Which Decision?
0

Educators arecontinuously making one decision or anothet

which :coUld have a direct imiact on a pupil's program. Some of,

those decisions obviously deserve the support of a formal, well-

defined assessment system; and some are obViously best left to

Whatever infordlal-system seems easiest.at the time. For example,'

the Education for All Handicapped Children Aci(P.L. 94-142) makes

it pretty clear that decisions concerning the.pupil's placement and

overall program ioals do warrant a formal ssssss ment.proceXs, but

=no one is likely to really care how a parent decides whether' the
0

upholstery.for a child'" wheelchair Will be blue or green. There

are some decisions in the middle where _the need tor formal

assessment is less certain. The following pOints Might be
considered when trYing to make.that.choice. .

Thi law. Obviously,- any assessments required by state or

federa,1 law should be conducted.as systematically as possible.,



When examining legal reguiremente, howoWer, it:might be:wise to

remember the .distinctioq, between determinations and decisions,

Many-laws govern'only the types of ingereation. that Omit b.

collecteciconcerning eaCh Child and; PerhaPs, the.people who ehoUld

be involved in reeking the decieion. 'As mentinned:earlier, for

example, P.L. 9.11-142 Atates.thatHan Individual, iducetional Plan.

US# contain a deseription of. hew. proguess-towarci- intermediate

objectives will be measUre4. It does not say.that anything,has to

be done With thai:informatiOn. While there is an implica-

tion that a prograht will be modified if the pupil does not appear to

bemaking adequate progreas,.:it will be necessary7to;go beYbndthe

basic.regnirenwnits of the.law and develop- a syetem.which leads

_directly to-somemeaningfUl point:,of decision in order to.ensure

thit the intent of the lewis truly fulfilled,

.fttione...'Inorder.to make *decision, st.me one orinore.optione

...need to exist. if, for examplea particular program invOlVis only

one class and. one teacher/therapiet, no "placement decision".

aystee.will be reguired beyond the.initial step of deciding that

the general program wonld ba appropriate. for 'a pupil.. With i

program' involvingpeveval different service/placeMent options, a-

system which only foWized,the process of initial acceptance-

might not be. enough. ' eimilarly, a model which' required that

instructional.f.programsobe condUcted-for a minimum.Of twil Weeks'

before any modifications arecnnoidered might find little use for

en aesesement ayetem cliesigned to .proMpt'and, facilitate daily'
.program,change deciefons,- but e.program which emphasized* rapidly'

changing approach.to instructiOn might find such a itystemftvery

useful.

It is best to.thi k beyond the immediate rarvAa Of the model

program per Be when con idering options. Perhaps, fot example, I

particular model larogr m. offers only one approach to physical

therapy. 'That woultipee to obviate the need for a 'formal approach-

selection aiseisment ey tem. If other sites ate likely to offer

several options, howeve , it might be wise to delineate.thosi

factore which might be coneidered when selecting Leong those

optians relati riShip to the nverall model,. pupil

chsracteristice most often aesociated With success). EVen if that

selection process is never 'actually implemented at the original

model program'site,.the outline of' auch a system would.Make it'

easier for other sites to integrate the programinto their exieting

structures,

Probable impact. Decisions which have the higheat probabil.

ity of hiving a profound impact On a pupil's eventUal success or

feilure should be given the greatest attention when developing

. assessment systems. Major program decisions,.like trinsferring



.t.hpupAltO .0 41411fponfromi Comettost4Uinkly'to Mind and'aro4M006*'

coway consWered a. gond/dates:for fOrmel isseestiont Atet4s.

,Care should be taken,:however, not to oVerlook the cumulatiVe'

effeCts, of ,tialler, more froguently made decieions, 'Formal

eleePttent syoemm,r4ove provirt.of iittntiWnint.-.Wortb oven when

apptied ,io daily *clexproot instrUctional .deciiiona (0.g.,

Bohahnon; Note 6; Haring end Liberty, Note 4; Mirkin, Motel; White

And Haring, 1960). -- .

. 'Relationto aodeI. Each model,programis,:prOsumably, based,

gn tome coherent, Iogicel; and well-formulated-let.of essumptions

,or 1Philomoigly;..
Decimion,pointt which are-critical. to the maint.:,

:Oriance -of .a progrtm in accord, with- those :assumptions or. that

philotophy should be 'formalized tOwlaatatr.r-,Ftent posmible. For

exampli,.a program based on the assumption that 'each minute of A ..

child's dey thould be highly structured and carefully planned.Wil/

probablY need..a-ralativelyformal system, for deCiding when each

instructional intervention should-be conducted,' Withbut evformil

system for making thote decislons,.it would be-Ilifficult to ensUre.

-that people attempting to replicate the prOgram would behavt.in a,'

manne r. consistent with its astUmptions. :Another prograt On the

other hand, based on the, assumptionthat children should be allowed

to provide "their own structure," would.fineno use fore'formal

syttem for deciding when instructional intervention should take

place.

Confidence, If on. ix not reklly Confident that tbe roce-,

dures which will lead .to timely and appropriate decis oni can be

specified, the development of a-truly formalized attessment system

.thould probably be postponed. Prematurely formaliting a,deci!Xion-

making- prodess will. only reduce ihe role of clinical -Sudgmeni

:("iniormed opinion") and, thereby, run the risk of.creating,at

Joist two- problems-.(a) decisions, while consistent, pay4urn Out

tbbe Consistently wrong -.- or atleast."less right" than they migfit

otherwise be, and (b) chances for-discovering better wtys of Making

decisipns may be loit by reducing the natural variation .in the

types of decisions made and the, way in whiCh they are made. Of

course, sinde children aro. 86 "Unigue,". it is unlikely that we

could ever be entirely:confident of'any decision.' Some allowances

for clinical judgment shbuld probably always be mode. The amount

,of clinical judgment encouraged .(or, conversely,: the.degree to

which the decision process is pre-specified) should depend.r. the

confidence one hat'in the outcome; .
,

ComMon Decisions': .

Although the specificthild assessmemt needs of JaprogramWill.

: del:4nd 'upon a. number. 'ofdifferent factors, like those. outlined._

aboVe, there are still at least three general area* 'of. concern.

0



Which fee. Virtually every program: (a) deceding whiCh pladement
and serVifeil will best mast the needs of each pupil; (b) deciding
exactly how initruction or therapy should proceed; and (c) deciding
when and how a pupil's general program andior placement should be
changed. Each type of decision may, in turn, require severala
smaller decisions to be made. Following a brief overview of
those decisions, attention will turn to the factors that should
be considered when developing systems to make tho'se decisions.

Which specific programs and services 'should b*e offered to a
pupil? Pupil placement and -the arraniftent of support services are%
considered.by.many to be the most important set ot decisions that
can be made for a pupil. More ,laws, court rulings, and regulations
have centered on this aspect of child assessment than any'other. At
least three general areas of concern seem most common:

1. Referral; Should a pupil be consilered for possible
placement in a special*education program or service? The
purpose here is to find the pupils who might be in need of
special education programs or serviced and to raker them
for closer. inspeetron. Examples would include child-
find and creening prognros currently conducted in most
district Even in cases .where a pupil is obviously
handicap ci, the questiod of referral to the programs or
services most likely to meet the pupil's need stillexists.

Initial assessment: Should a pupil be provide
special education Program or service? Following initial

, referral, most programs undertake a detailed examination
the.pupil's talents and needs to determine whether the.

,1-eferral was appropriate. If the pupil does not appear
to require special services, the decision to leave the
pupil in his or her present program (Nith or .without some
special support) will be made. If 'the pupil is found to
require special services, a decision may be made to
accept the pupil into the model program and develop an
IEP or to refer the pupil to some. other program better
qualified la meet those needs.

.

How should instruction or therapy Proceed? Once an IEP has
been developed and the Child has7 been placed in a program or
services have been arranged, there is a tendency for many people to
assume that the formal child assessment proCeiss has been completed
(with, of course, the exception of regular.annual reviews). E'rom
the standpoint of the teacher or therapist; however, the burden of
making' precise and timely decisions has just begun. At least two
broad areas of decision-making have receivedattention:

48
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PçoqrM ficn; Where and how ehould inetruction: oz

therapy hiSqln?_ Most programs seising. hindiCapped puid

do not assUie that *11 pupils- Should begin .instruction in

exactly:thissOmateriale and at eXectly the Same point

.4n the ourricultua.. .Some series Of : "Pratoste, Or

"Invontories" ere 'usually, planned to deCide 'which

specific curricular targsts should be selected' for

initiat ).strtiction or therapy. Similerly; Imlay

programs allow for a *dd.:variety of instructional

and/ormotiVational etrategili; and special * sssss might*.

maybe Conducted to seleCt those proceduas which.will

hsve the greatest probability of' slices's with tach

'

2. Program modification: When and how should an instruct7

ionil or,therapeutic program be'modified? Moat du-
cators ere of the opinion that no single approach, to

..instruction.or therapy will always work, even if that

apprdach was selected tor the individtial pupil on the

basis of extensivapretests or inventories. Therefore,

increasing nutbers of prograMs*are beginning to .empha-

site procedures for monitoring pupil progress on a

regular basis tO identify,when andhow instruction might

be modified to improVe the chances of success.

When and how shoOld a pupil's placement be changed? Each

.pupil's program must be reviewed at least annually to determine

whether his or her current placement and services are still ap-

propriate. If the program, is found to be inappropriate, presumably

idecision will be made to Chang&that placement. The process used

tO reach that decision will be similar to the one described above

for making initial placement decisions, but the aystem should be

expanded (to include information collected during the previous

year) end, in some respects, reversed. Rather than beginning with

the suspicion of a handicap, for example, the revi.;w-would begin

with a* careful enalysis of the degree to which the child's

previously documented problem has been corrected., Alternative

placements would also be investigated, not only with respect to

original conditions which led to their previous inability'to meet

the needs of the pupil, but for the purPose of determining whether

conditions have in any way changed which might alter 'their

desirability.

In the sections which follow, assessment systems designed to

facilitate each of the decisiOns outlined above will be discussed.

Since* apace will, not permit a complete analysis of all
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tbo Victont 14.00.4.404er in this Chapter, major concern* willbe

coveradundOrAlpHigeneral headings: thecverall purpose of each
glysteml major evaluative criteria for ach' sistem; and special

concerns in the develoOrnent or,cperation of each system. (In

preparing this chapter, 'the author was provided with reports

concerning fiipeAtodel progrims .;and was asked to make specific

reference to those programs whernOer poSsibla; As.the names of

some of the' project. involved ere quite. lengthy,:ihei will-be

abbreviated in the text tijolleVs: PRIDE Project PRIDE (Pro-

gremming RegiOnal Intervention fOr Difficult Children), Univerlity
of Kansa*: IgARN-ProdectLEARNA UniVOrsity of Kansas;..EAY Bay

Area Severely HandicapprniDhaf/Blind Project,.San Francisco State

University; CALIF '-- Celifornia State Plan to Establiih

Demonatration Outreach Services:for Autistic Children and Youth

Under the Waiter plan .for'Special Education, Celifornia Stat

Department of'Education; PROMISE -- Programs-for Orthopedically

Multiply Impaired in Self Realization EdUcation, Meeting Street

School, WastProvidencik Rhodejsland)..

When ShoUld ePumil be Referred?

erall murpoie of the system: The overall purpose of:a,
child-find, screening, and'yeferral system is to identify those

pupils who might.be in need Cf,special (or at least different)

serVices or programs. The question is not so mUCH whether a pupil

is handicapped, but, rither, whather_thert is sufficient-reason

to inveatigaie the ,possibiaty Of a psoblem more Closely.

Presumably; virtually every program would be concerned with

the early identification of pupils who might benefit from their..

services. Of those reviewed, however, only pRIDE stilted am actual.

objective concerning child-find and, upon close .inepectiOn"the

procedures outlined for reacHing that objective werp Other Vague

or more appropyiate for detailed initial diagnosis (see irelow).

Still, as all of the programs revieWed seeved severely,in,volved

children with relatively welL-defined handicaPPing-conditione,

they might reasonably expect appropriate referrals to be mide

without recourse to a formal child assessment screening system. In:

such a situation, a program would only have to provide clear

descriptions of the population they intend to serve and make sure

that those descriptions get into the hands of people-in a position

to find and refer appropriate pupils. All of the programs reviewed

met.those criteria.

Overall test of the system. There are two primary criteria

for an effective child-find-system: (a) all of the pupils who ate

referred should be referred (i.e., they meet the qualifica-

SO
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tions for icceptanos into:the prOgrim)4..ang (b).411 of thepupile

Who should be referred are roferred.00:, no pUpil Who WOUld

qualify,forthe.proq4miA overlooked).

The Emit cOmmon method of establishing the degree to which a

ystem Mete thefiret Criterion tell referred-Pupils should hags'

beenreferredl.is terCoMpare the results Of initiailmcreeningwith

the. rePWIts Of A mOre- in-depth miessment Of pupil performance

conducted after referral. If a1/ referred children turn ont to:be'

accepted, into, the program, the referral system' IA tormidered

Adequate., Although all. prograMedid conduct rather xtensive

ents of every.reforred pupil, only one.prOgraM.(BAY)

,indicated that one or more pupilswere found not to be qualified for

acceptance into thelprogrem. It:might.be Mourned, therefore, that

current referral systems for th programa _reviewed are generally

adequate, at least-with respect to the tirst criterion outlined

above.' .

A Mrs stringent analysie of the degree to Which A system

Meets the first triterion would involve a comparison of pupil

response to varioue program. That is, instead of relying on

concurrAnt validation, of the screening process by coMparing

acreening results with a mote detailed examination of.the'Child

(i.e., an examination that might alio yieldmisleading results), an

analysis could be conducted of the predictive relationship between

screening varlibles whicholed to referral and aCtual pupil succesi"

or failure after being admitted to *program. A complete analysis

would necessitate random assignment col pupils to programs

raising a nuMber of serious ethical concerns. Partial analYsea

might.be completed, however., by examining detailed pupil ,progreSs

records for children who were placed on waiting lists pr in other

programs for extended periods before admission,to the model

Program. Norm of the.revidtwed programs undertook such an analynis.

Addressing the second criterion of system adequacy.(i.e., all

children who should be referred ate referred) ip considerably more

difficult than addressing the first criterion. ,To resplvethat

issue quickly, virtually all children.in a given catchment area (or

a random sampling of these children) would have to be provided with

detailed follo4-up exaMinations. -If children are identified who

qualify for services, but were not identified by the screening

,..procedtret, the screening procedures would have tb be adjusted to

make sure such children were-not overlooked inthe future. A.second

method of ing the degree to which ell children inMeed are

identified as. early 'As possible involves .the longitudinal

screening andIollow-up of a large group of children.: For example,

if a district were to employ the same screening,methods for ten .



yeere and keep reCOrds for all the 'children involved, it is

. likely that children with handicap' who are not referred during

the arly- grades Will eventually be referred dwring .later

grades. Their records. from the earlier grade* could then be

reviewed to determine-Whether different itapdards or eethode of

analysis would have led to!their referral earlier. .

Despite the fict that:finding_all qualified children im

Chviouily more- important then avoiding Unnecessary follow-up

asseacments with inappropriately referred children, none Of the

reviewed programs atteipted a iset'of their referral syltem...- At

least three reasons might be'given for that omisision: Fibst, sudh

analyses. are clearly very expensive and/or would take longer to

complete than the period_for which model programs-Are funded.

Second, .most of the:prograTi were serving children who might pa

considered. Tat* easy to identify, so there was no reison to

.sumpaci that-ill.qualificid children:were not being referred..

TbIrd,.mott of the programs revieWed were already serving as many

Children is theyhad been prepared to serve. Finding additional

qualified childrenmight, therefore, aerve no weeful purpose. This

Author sympathizeswith the first ratiOnale (anakwouldsuggest.that

appropriate fimcal resOurces.bamadaaVailable in the future); is-

willing to concede the Possibility-of the sedond rationale (for the

program. reviewed', but certainly not for kll model programs); but

patently diiiegrees With the third rationale. Even if a given model

prove* is .already serving as many children as it is designed to

serve, it would seem that there is still an obligation to identify a

more extenaive need if And when that need exists. If nothing else,

finding idditional childreh in need should act es an-effective

stimdlui for program rePlication.

Special considerations for system design. Special consid-

erations for the dasign of child-find/referral systems fall into

three major categories: coverage, cost;'Ind discrimination. .*

If a child-find system is tope effective, it-must be employed

with virtually every child who haS anY poesibility of requiring

special cervices. 'When dealing with relatively'aubtle handicaps

(e.g., learning disabilities in young children), every effort must

be made to institute a regular !screening prodess in all classes

within the catchmeir6 area. 'For programs 'serving Severely

handicapped children -(i.e., children who should be easily

identified), .concern should focus on establishing working

relationships with peoplaand agendies who are most likely tO come

into early. contact .With qualified children (e.g., parents,

hospittla,, preschools). All f 'the reviewed programs fell into
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the lAter Category (iie. o OrVing levorelY hendiCappod Children)

ana had, indeed, altibliShed Ongoing workinsi relAtionshipe With A

number of appropriate agencis* And persons..

ThecoVeregs of a child assessment system Sillbe.dotermihed,

tn part, by costs. The lower the cost of-implementing the sYSteMo

the greater the likelihood of its being used, If system coots are

rOdUCOd sn Much AS tO iepalr itsability tO dt0CriMinate children .

in, need hi:levier,. the coit for operiting o.ther Axatims is likely

to increase in one of two-Vey*. First if tO0 Many children'are

referred for consideration, the.costm for 'conducting in:depth

..initialfdiagnoses with those children are likely to outWeigh ihe

. savings in screening costs. Secondly, if children are overlooked

for severalyears (until thekr needs ere eo great they can no lringer

be ignored), costs for.providing service arMlikely to be greater'

'-(let alone.the imMeasurAble loss to the child in-tiMe). Increased

coats in screening- must be balanced, therefore, againist the

possibility of false.positives (too many children referred) and

false negatives (tap few children referred). Finally, when

considering cost, the time of the individuals involved must be-

considered. Moet referral systems involve a nuMber of people

outside of the project's stiff per se. Overlooking the time and

effort expended by those people to employ the system cah be

disastrous. Asiessment prOcedures should be as simple and es

direct as possible; the need fOr.special equipment or experience

should be avoided; and, above all, it _should.be as simple as

Possible fora referring agency.or person to actually.complete the

referral (i.e., reach an.appropriate party by phone or mail with

some reasonable expectancy of a rapid response). None:of the

reviewed pro3ects described its system in sufficient detail to
9

a
determine their feasibility with respect to costs.

Discrimination is a two-edged sword. On the one hand, 'the law

forbidsthe use of assessment instrUments.(for 'screening or.other

purposes) which discriminate against any child on the basis of race

or cuiture. On the Other hand, a.screening system shouldbe aible to

.discriminate Children in prObable need of assistance. In a recent

review of,those issues, Bailey and Harbin (1980) paint a rather

bleak picture. They conclude that while traditional approaches to

norm-referenced tests are almosi Without exception clearly biased

with respect to race or culture, criterion-referenced measures and

local or special norm group. approaches (e.g.,. the Black

Intelligence Test of CulturaI.:Homogeneitfl.sey esVe their oWn,

Albeit different, biases. Most of the inherent bies in such

instruments :might be attributed to the fact that performanCs is

measured at onlY one point in time and that the conteht of:the
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qUeltiOne pined and/ur the conditions under which the test As

Condt$Oted saacis certain culture* 'or races at a disadvantage

. (Kunielman and Kosnig, 1976; White end Haring, 19110).,. Screening

instruments which assess a pupil's actual ability to leern .or

profit from experienee oveetime haye been del/eloped (e.g-,-

BUdoff and Friedman, 1969; Feurstein, 19797.Kunzelmatin and

Koenig, 1976) and'have 'shown a marked decreale in ieneitiVity to

cultUral or racial differences, but s Baily and Harbin (1980)

point out, there is little.evidonce *that such learning measure's

accurately identify children with truM handicapping conditione.

To mike things eVen More COmplicated,.they state that "bias; is not

limited to the tests themselves, but is a problem with the entire

decision-making process (p. 594)" -- a view held in common with

Holland (1980... One cannot divorce oneaelf front the problem by

simply lamenting the condition of testa. The possibility of

discrimination at ill lavels of ths decimioa.,making procss muit be

xamined. unfortunately, but perhaps udersitandably in light of .

the populations served, none Of the reviewed programs addrested ithy

of those issue'.

Where Should the Pupil be Placed?

Overall; purport: of ihmt system. The main objective at this

stage in the A sssss ment process is to.decido which ef the eeveral

program options.should be provided to best meet the needs of the

pupil. That process. is Usually diVided into three steps: (e) the

verification that tho pupil, dose,. indeed, require some form of

special education Or related service, as opposed to continuation in ,

the regular:education program alone; (b) if a general need has been '.

verified, the.idehtification of the specific needs whiCh must be

. met Omitting individual goali end objectivesyr and '(c) the

selection of actual placements: and services to meet those needs.

Thos. ..steps are usually called, respectively, "initial

assessment," "diagnosis,'" and "placement in the least restrictive, w

environment,." Together they constitute the foundation of IEP

developmentes.specified by P.L. 947142. .

Overall test of the sVstem. Two baeic criteria canbe apt

plied to the validation of the.systentesiswhole (a) the pupil will

Make,meaningful.PrOgress in theplacement selected; and 0:0 the

pupil wili make greater progress in .64 selected placement tharile

or she would have made in any other possible placement. -

According to proposted 'guidelines in the State of Cilifornia

(plerk, Not. 8): .

In order to decide whether a pupil's progress in reasonable,

it is necessary to determine whether (1) a pupil is :demon-
,
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Orating grOWth in thOsa-skilIs of greatett importance

relatiOn prement end fUtdre degelopment and (2) tau*.

.Mkilla are being learned Ai rapidly es On, might reemonably-

eApeCt. 1):

:Although guidefines for asseseingmaill impOrtancehaVe.hmen

..suggested (e.g., Brown, NietWOeki,. and Hmari-Wiethpiskil 1976;

'Whits; PM); White and Harlog, 1980), the-matter still.appear. to

.
entail, * Considerable amount og "clinical judgMerit."

approaches that problem by distribUting thqk hurden of those

deterainetiona oVer all the-people Oho might be-conCerned (the

pupili ,the parent, teachers, ,sUpport pereommel, and

administrator.) and by prOviding for due prOceis in the event that

disagreements _among those people arise. California. in .its

expanded guideline. (Clark, Note 8), goes:one step further hy

utlining in greater detail he steps through which child itudy
. .

-team participant, must go in order to reach -consenSuA-(w!'W,,,.

obtaining ingormation concerning a .wide range og educational

objectives, making tura the information is current, forming a

diredt link between assesament.results and long-term goals). Other

states and distriCts: have established . pupil tracking systems

Wheriby actual pupil progress can be monitored over time tO

facilitate thmdevelopment of expectancies (e.g., Oregon's Student

Progress Record; Note gi the-System for.Monitoring the Educational

Performance of Students used in Oreat Falls, Montana,lgote 10); and

at least some educators'have attempted .to develop 'procedures for

assassing the functional relevance of potential instructional or

therapeutic'iargets (e.g., AAESPH, Note 11; Brown, Nietupeki,:and

Hamre-Nietupski, 1976; White, 1980).

No single approach tO the assessment of skill importance has

yet met with full acceptance, and perhaps none ever will. The

determination of absolUte criteria gor making such decisions may

remain a moral/ethical issue beyond the scope Cf empirical'

validation. Even if that is the case,: however, it isolear that the

persons most closely associated with the pupiVs program muet reach

agreement concerning the relative iMportance of various neederthe

Way in which those neede ehould bp translated into objective goals

and objeotives, the criteria for.assessing the degree to which

thoMe goals and objectives are met. Moreover, as a check on the

appropriateness of those determinations, regular assessments of-.

the child's overall development must- be scheduled. If progress

toward the pupil's indifidual. goals and objectives appear!, to

result in a slackening of progress or regression in other non-
. .

targeted areas of development, the relatiVe impOrtance of targeted

toncerns must- be re-evaluated (Tailmadge, 1977). .0f course, any .

assemsments conducted to determine a child's specific needs or
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overall development Muet COneider the problems of discrimination

outlined eirlior in this chapter. None of those- conditions is

likely to be met without Careful planning and consideration, yet

none of the reviewed programs made explicit reference to a sys-

teMatic apprOach for identifying a pupil's greatest needs or for

setting- individUal progrest aims. Mott'programs did,however,
monitor pupil progress on -both targeted skills and overall de7

velopaent.after placeient (implying 5ome2Ooncern fOr the criter-

ion of "meaningful gains") and at lehst tworprOgrams (BRIDE and

BAY) had.explicit decision rules for determining when placements

should be changed (implying that a priori itandards.fOr progresi

'had been set).

Determining whether a pupil' s. Progress in any one placement is

adequate is a difficult task', but determining whither the pupil

might progress better in.an alternative Placement can be even more

difficult. Ideally, pupils wouldbe exposed to a wide variety of

program options in some systematic faahion and rates of progress

Obtained in each placement would be.compared to ascertain whidh

program appeared to be mott) appropriate.. Aside from 'ethical_

concern* however, practicalities obviate any serious

coneideration of such a system as an ongoing practice. .As an.,

alternative, pupil-progress in existing programs,(i.e., prior to

referral) might be.documented over a short period of time and then'

compared with.progrets Obtained in the new Placement. That would

,at least demonstrate the sUperiority of the new placement over the

old. A few tracking systems have been develophd which-would
facilitate such analyses (Note 9,. Note 10), but they still
repretent more the exception than the rule. Initial screening and

referral systemsvhich assess pupils over *more than one day might

alto be of assistance (e.g., Kunzelmann and Koenig, 1976), but they

too are only infrequently employed. More commonly, information

concerning various program optionvis analyzed to determine which

placements are alrehdy serving similar children. ,Einal placement

is then made on a."berit, match" basis, presumably on the assumption

that "homogeneous" grouping will:lead to the greatest progrets. .

Despite the fact that such an approach could run counter: to

mainstreaming and integration moVements, the only program making

reference to explicit criteria for program placement (LEARN)

appeared to do just that.. Three of the other programs made obliqUe

reference to placement criteria, but none were stated clearly

enough to permit a definite opinion concerning their validity.

SpeCial consideratiOns for syttem design. As.more work has

been done in the area of initial assessment than in any other type

of assessment, more can be .said abOui the manner in' which
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*Uoh eysteM0' should be. deilimed. ConCerns center on four basid .

arsees (il the selection Ot Saleeseent .targets, (b) a a **** !pent

etandatds, (c) instthment chatecterietics, and (d). 'the ,.Wie of

explicit deciaion rales,

Th. selectiOn.of I ssss &sent targets- is. liftely to- Anfluence

the- odtcome of initiel sssss (Anent -.dedisions more than any . other'

single factOr. If the rangs of targets is too parrow. the Child.

study tea* =ins t1.14! 'risk. Of oVeriboking important factor*. which:may

influence. the appropriateness -of:a Placement. 'The proposed

California guidelines. (Clark; Note '8) offer one ...of the longest

lists of poaaibla target*, suggesting thit each pupil be asiessed

With respect to: .physical health, motor skille,. sensory ,abilit

:conceptual or cognitive .develppmert,. prevocational or vecationil

skills. preacademic .:or academic skills, comMcnication

..eocial skills, Self-care or independent living skills, sidtibnai

-- development, learning modality, and information prodsiesing skills.

Although the degree to which tht il)f.55itaiion gathering- process in

. 'each are& is formalized might7"diifer considerably in accord with

the perceived nlesie of the. pupil'. (e.g. , a Child witli no apparent !

problepitheethan a speech impairment might not be formally teated

'in &II the aiSas listed above), each. -erea. Should at leant be

considered by the ohild study. team; Whenever any doubt existe as to

a possible need, formal assessments ehould be arranged It id

becoming all too apparent that many children have been misplaced or

improperly served because relatively subtle handicapping

conditions were overiooked (e:g. , Hayden, Note 12; Heyden snd

Haring, .1974; :McGee, Note 13; Patrusky, 1980). Most of the

.reviewed programs were suitabiy 6orivrehensive in their approaches

to initial assessments. PRIDE, in particular, formalized the

assessment of a broad range of concerns. One program, on the other

hand, despite the fact that it included a total of 41 different

tents in its standard- assessment battery, was notably unbalanced in

. its apparent. cOncerns. 'Although the physical developient of each

. pupil Was assessed independently by a neurologist, a physical

theiapist, an occupational therapist and an "orthopedic special-

ist," there Was no mention of :any auditory or vision assessments

whatsoever! Lengthy assessments are not- necessarily comprehen-

sive,
.

When dealing with the more severely handicapped, a truly

comprehensive assessment might also need -to be adaptiVe. Two basic

forms of idaptations have been suggested. First, in Cases where 'a 1.

pupil May not understand the directions' used in traditional

ssssss mentp, training can be Provided to increase the 'probability

of appropriate responding. Examples include operant audiology



and Vision Oiselseenti in which pUpils vere trained to respond to
a yarietY of relevant stimuli (light or sound)': Pupils thCught
to be functionally brind or deaf have, in many Cases, demonstra-
ted Surprising Capabilities with such approaches (e.g., Decker
and Wilson, 1477; Fulton and Spradlin, 1971; Stolz and Wolf,
1969).. Of ths reviewed programs, BAY provided an excellent exempla
of operant audiology and Nrision teating, and PRIDE indicated their
use in at least some setting.. Hone of the other programs reported
the Ulm of such approaches, despite.the fact that in eeveral cases
the types of children involved would be likely to benefit.

The second fora o'f adaptive silent involves the rede-
finition of response modes, For example, the development of space-
object relationship concepts ie typidally sssss sed by asking
child to put together a puzzle. If a pupil be, no arms or legs, some
alternative response made would be sought to allow the expression
of the same basic cOnCept (e.g., staring to indicate which pieoe
will fit into a particular part' of the puzzle). The notion of
adaptive, "critical function," atseaements i not exactly new
(c.f., Skinner, 1938), but it has only recently been explored in
some depth (e.g., AAESPH, Note 11;. Whit:, 1980) and has only been .

incorporated ift a fei; sssss sment instrumenti (.g.,' The Uniform
Performance, A sssss Mont System, Note 14; The Adaptive Performance
Inventory, Rota 1S); It is not surprising, therefore, that none of
t'lle reviewed programs had, as yet, incorporated stich procedures in
their initial assessments. Many programs did make attempts to use
assessment instruments.whiCh, %dale not adaptable Elr se, were at
least already adapted for use with epacial populations (e.g., the
Callier-Azuza, the AAMD Scales of Adaptive Behavior, the TARO
A sss s ;sent Inventory for Retarded Children,. and the Behavioral
Characteristic;Progression).

Once the basic assessment targets have been selected, at-
tention should turn to a consideration of the; standards( one %sill
use in eviluating the results. of assessment. A great deal has
already been written concerning ,the advisability of norm-
referenced standards versus criterion-referenced standards (e.g.,
Jenkins and Pany, 1970; Salvia .and Ysseldyke, 1974; Tallmidge,
1977; White and Haring, 1978; White and Haring, 1980), and any
attempt to expand upon those discussions here would be redundant.
Suffice it to say that the further away, from any given norm a pupil
moves, the less likely it is that'a norm-referenced standard of
expectancy will be appropriate. Norm-refereneed tests are also
likely to be more culturally or racially hissed (Bailey and Harbin,
1980) and less useful than other forms of" tests in identifying



fpproptiots tpotructionAl targetS (White and Hiring, 197(1),

ptspitik thels drawl:mai, three Of the fiV* roVieWed projecta.

Used 4ni. Or more teSti.norled'on Um general .IXTUlation-(044f

the Peabody Picture VOCahulary tolt)- 4nd two of the fiVe pro-

jeCta Used tests noised on special pOpulations TARC40the.

AAMD'Adaptive behavior bcales). Portnnately-J:perhaps, all

projects also used one or more- criterion-referenced 4tIndarde,

het moit.;Of those Were noi WithOut fault*: of their own (da'.,'

White and baring, 19781 Ta11eadge,:1977).

Asie :freak the felection'of-* norm..or criterion...referenced

standard of:comParison.per se, special educators are beginning to '

employe wide range of qualifiers that place assessment restate in

a more meaningful context and:provide additional Information of

value in actual program development. Wilcox (1979) provides an

overview of procedures designed notenlY to isolate the

specific behaviors an indkiVidual pupil is able toeMit4 but the

'coriditionsUnderwhich 'those behaviors are most likely'to occur:am

well (o.g, the types of instructional cues which are most

effective, the materials.moat likely to evoke a xesponse, the

people who' appear most effective,'the types.of-consequences or

reinforcers 'which are most likely ko maintain appropriate

performances and learning,-arid the general-setting or:situation in

wHictiresponding is most likelY to be ApproprAate). She concludes, .

however,that, "while iinswerirr'te these questions have Obvious

instructional and "PrO41ammaticf importance, :they are rarely

systematically elialulted (p. ,167):" Only one of thd reViewed

prglramli did, n fact, make explicit reference to the use of that

tyPet of qualifier in their own assessment's (PRIDE), but at least

' one other program implied an interest in them by providing training

to others in how to conduct such assessments (CALIF), and two other

programs expressed a concern for those :variables" at the

instrtictional level, if not at the initial asseesMent levelfof

decision-making (BAY andLEARN).

.Another type of qualifier beginning to gain some iitentfon in

ment systems amounts. to a specification of the degree.,to

which a behavior appears to be * functional. part of.the pupil'e

'repertoire. -For example,. 'White (1990) distinguishes amOng

behaviors which a child "Can do" Under ideal ,conditions the,

pupil will .disp4ay the behavior), "will do" (if . specifically

'requested),- and "does do" (whenever it is 4ppropriate duridg the

natural course of events). :Other approaches note,the "level of

astistance" reqUired to eVoke a- response (e.g., full-physical

assistance, physical prompts, extra verbal cues, no special

.aesistande) (AAESPH, Note 11). Or the proportion:Of timee-,4

pupil ie able to respond" correctly to repeeted opportunities
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14.g.4 201, 404 As with the type of Oalifiers disCuseed'

by Wilcox WM, level Of performance qualifiers can be invalu-r-

able in Meking..the types of distinctions necessary for formula-

ting meaningful goals and objectives and for deCiding which '

: placement will be most helpful* in meeting those needs. Of the

PrOgrams:reviewed, four of the five did have some system .to- make'.

.Use of perforiance qualifiers, but most were:fairly gross and-

subjective "performs task Some of.Alet time"). It might

be, argued Chat If qualifiete cannOt be applied objectively, "all

or'nothing":criCeria. would be-better.

In practice, the selectión of ment targets and stah-

dards.uaually, follows blindly from the Selection of, specific
initruients. If, for eXample, i program staff happens to like the

Peabedy Picture Vocabulary Test because it is midely known and easy

to upei_the content of that test detereines..at least sortie of the

ant targets, And the score-convorsiOn tables of that teet-

daterilne the standards of compariton. Ideally, however; the

development of, the systeziwould Imoceed the other,wiy around --

inatrument selection or development would follow a more detailed

analysis of desirable assessment targets and standards of
comparison. If that order of events is followed, the range,of

Options iso likely to be narrowed considerably and only a:few-

raeaining Criteria need to be applied .t.0 decide exactlY which:

instillment Will best meet the needs of the prjgram and pupil.

.-The first criterion of interest-is the relatienship between

the astrumentand the attumptiOns underlying the medal program
itself If, for exampie, theprogram.is based on Piagetian theory,

the aa aaa ment instruments used for program pladement should be

defensible with respect to that theory. -Similarly, if the:program

folloWs a developmental model, deVeiopmental scales should be

used; and if the program emphasizes ecological instruction, an

instrument that Attends to the ecology of the.pupil's environment

ahould be employed. The most nottble example.of model-instrument

matching was provided by the CALIF, PR/DE, and LEARN projects, in

whfch entire sCales were developed in accordance with' program

.philosophies. Instruments also appeared Co )3e tppropriately

selected by the BAY project: Only One model program failed:to*

provide clear rationales for inttrument telection or development.

If in instrument aPpeart to hAve a legitimate relationship to

the assumptions upon which the model is based, attention should

turn to a review 'Of its basic metric qualities. Can it le'
administered reliably by the people who Will conduCt the as-

serisment? Do the results of the astessment prove to be predic-
.'
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tively Valid in sitiMating how 4.pdpil performs aid uider what

condition, beOr Sh0...Might:be ebisroyMako the best provese?-

Reliability,andeelidity information should alreadY be aveilable

for pUblishOd ilIstrumoite.:. It is% ieportant:to'reemaber, however;

'that the ectiiiability and validity of' an instrument will

depend oh:.how. well it Ass. ueed. Whenever possible, therefore,

reliability checks and follow-Up predictiVe validity check* should

be conducted by the prOjeOt Itself OP's resit:11st basis.. That ie of

special concern when 4 project develops% itS .own teat,: Of t,he

Programs; reviewed, two (LEARN aid PRIDE) rOPOrted the-restilt0 of
eliability checks; one (BAY) stited 'that such. chocks -Were

cOnducted,-but did not rePort the resdlts; and One relied eolely
y

on-

prepublished reliability figures..The last project was apparentlY

'.uncOncerned with reliability checkS, eyen though they developed

many of their own instruMents and could not "rely' on prepublished

infOrmation.

In contrast to the'general cOncern for reliability, only one

project (PRIDE) provided any data to'sdggest that one of their

proceddree was predictively valid. They checked the reletionship

between reaching criterion on individual tasks and the probabijity,

that the pupil wouldmaintain or improve hie. or her Performance

after instruction was terminated. Al1 remaining projects

expressed an interest in predictive validity, but none provided'any

information which might address that coneern.

Finally, lnstrumente should be ielected ansi'dsed in a way.

which will increase the effiCiency of the assessment process

whenever possible. It is general.ly best to'begin with instruments-

which assess a rather broad Collection of assessment targets at a

relatively superficial level. The results of .thosse first

assessments can then be deed to eelect other instruments for more

highly focused and detailed assessments in areas of special

concern. Only one of the reviewed programs carefully detailed such

a procedure (PRIDE). Many instruments were listed as poseible

choices% in the assessment processosand specific decision rules were

outlined for selecting 'the particular insiruments which would be

usedwith any given pupil. PRpn aleo aPPeared to take.the g(reateet

care in dealing with redundancy or overlap *tong various ssssss ment

procedures and instruments. Some Overlap' in deeireble (as a

double-check on the accuracy of results), but too much overlap will

greatly increase the costa of the Assessment and needlessly delay

decisions concerning the.pdpil. Only one project (again, PRIDE)

provided actdal data conCerning the time required Of any given

person to conduct an initial assessment (20 minutes), but the

procedures of)nost projeCti appeared to be quite reaionable. The

one exception listed a.total of 41 instruments, 19 of which were



'developed by the proje0t. many of which..appeared.to overlap

coneiderablyt end Without ptovieion of guidelines to suggeit hoW

g Specific instruments might be selected for use with, any given

Noectual pate were:provided by that pi0j4t COncerning

.the time teqUirellto coMPlste.mn assessment. bUt it muot have,
been conisiderable.

The last consideration:in the develnpment of an,initiel

allematTent'system is Aether explicitfdacieion,rules will Tbe

emplOyed for choosing amoh%placement alternatiVes. $04.e rules are

likely:to be imPoeedlby etate.guidelines:concerning the quali-.

ficitions-pupile must-msei to be placed in various types of pio-

grams,: Ropefully, however, P-iogiamS would stilve to iMprove uPOn
*

:.7those guidelines by develOping procedures fgr predicting; on the

Wein 0i-initial]. assessment information, .exectly which prdgrem

optiolis will best Setve- the 'Seeds of .,the- pupil. The beeic°
etrategies.bywhich those guidelines might be developed and tested

Were discUssed earlier in the ActioniCreening., Only...three

programs.amonithome reviewed had apparently Attempted any auch
kanaliple. Moat notahlewere the LEARN project (whichdeveloped a

.".critrion teMplete fqr matching ih'e needs..of pupils'with the

needs vario*piogreme....Were.prAlfred to serve), and the PRIDE

project (whichtested-4e validiti of its performance 'criterion"

through follow:gip maintenance. checks). Neither of those sYatems

has been adequately velidfted, however, and there seems to. be I

paucity of well designed research in the literature toncerning

otherimssible approaches. . t

le

Where and How Should Instryetion and Therapy" Begin?

OVerall purpose of the isystem. Taking the broad goals and

objectives established buthe child itudy team during the de-

velopment of the pupil's IEP:itis the purpose:Of this phase-in the

leisessmenk,procese to aid, the'teach4r or therapist in deciding

exactly wheie and how in'Structionshould begin. A goal might be

established, for example, tovincrease a pupil's self-help skilli by

teaching him dr her to dress.. Decisions still need tn be made
4 40.

concerning the specific skill to he taught first (e.g., *hoe-tying
./
br buttoning); wheie within the sequence of skills to begin

inetruction (e.g., lacing or'bow-Making), and what types of cues

,and consequences to,use (e.g., phyelcal prompts versus extra Verbal

dues; praise versus small bits Of food). '

Overill test of tbse svetem. If the syetemlOrmaking initial

instructions./ decisionsis$ working, two...,Friteria should be set:

s, (a) the pupil ,will.make meaningftif .rogress,..during the
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initiai pbeaeS On AnStrUctiOn, and (b) the PuPil will make -moreo

OregrOSS With ths Selected inStrudtional
plan than ha or she-would

hayeimmiewith-anyother plan. :

If.Ompil, performances are monitored on, a .freqUont basis, it

should. berelatively.simple to ascertain whethetany progress in

occurring. It may be somewhat more difficult, however, to deter.

mine whether that progress is."reasonable." In response to that

probles6a; number ofeducators haVe suggested
the.use of a pride-.

tormined "progress-line," usually drawn right on the pupil's

chart, which shows how much the pupil must improve from dayfto,day

in order'to master a.gpal or objective within the time available.

,Aa.long as the pupil's performances remain, above that line,

progress is deemed appropkiate (chriitie and MdKenzie, 1974; Herm

and Mirkin, 1977; White and Haring, 1980).:

Determining whether a pupil night have made better progress if

instructionhad begun with another instructional target and/or if

another instructional plan had been used *is difficult. Ohe can

only 'guess, of course, what might actually have happened if

instruction had begun.differently; but there are ways in which data

might be gathered to suggest at least whether rules for formulating

initial idstructional plans are valid. The simpldit'approach (but

in some ways; the most time-consuming) is tu,analyza existing

records retrospectively. All of-the performance recordstollected

'during the previous yearin a particular sdhool could, for example,

be analyzedto determine whether a relationship exists between

Initial assessment (or baseline) dais and the successor failure of

various types of programs. Uslng that procedure, rather detailed

rules for selecting initial instructional strategies have been

worked out with learning disabled children (e.g. / White and Haring,

1980; White and Liberty, 1976) and severely handicapped children

1 (e.g., Haring and Liberty, Note 4). In the latter case, Haring end

Liberty (Note 4) were able to improve the probability of successful

plan development from roughly 0.50 (i.e., only.50% of the:plans

worked when first tried) to over 0.1:13 (83% of the plans worked).

Alternative approaches include the conduct of two or,more programs

concurrently, each with a slightly different plan (e.g., using

different instructional cues or consequences) and then selecting

the plan which' produced the greatest progreas for use in all

curricular areas; or the multiple-prdbe techni (Horner and

Baer, 1978), in which a pupil is tested-on all steps ii a program

alter achieving mastery at each step in the eeqenCe. The

multiple-probe technique provides information concerning the.trUo

need to provide.instruction on all the steps originally specified

for a task. Regardlesi of the approach used, the overall
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Validation of 4ny sit Of decision:tulle/I for the foreulatidn of

instruttional or therapeutic plans rests in the demonstration
that fewer initial plans.fail -when the rules ate followed than
When they are not followed.

Special considerations in system design'. Due to the fact
that; this step in the ment process represents A bridge
between the work'of the child study team and the classroom teacher
or therapist, it presents several rather interesting concerns. Eor
all intents and purposes, those concerns fall into two major areas
utilization Of initial assessment resulte, and discrimination of'
actual programaxing needs.

.. There it little doubt that many teachers do not utilize the
results of initial assessments while formulating inetructional
plans :(Alper, Hots 2). That may be due to'probleme in the,initial

assessment itself 9r in the way teachers aro trained or prepared to
accept and interpret the results of those aseessments.

Regardless of the-cause, however, it is clearly an unacceptable
0

condition. The ISE:, which in itself should be a direct wesult of
initial assessment, -represents the ,collective opinion of all .

people directly concerned with the education Of the pupil. By
disregarding that opinion, the teacher certainly runs the risk of
duplicating efforts (assuming that any assessments the teacher
conducts yield the same results) ori mg:Improbably, Of making basic
decisions that are beyond his or her authority.

Several suggestions have already been reviewed for ensuring
that-the results of initial aseessments are usable to the teacher,
including the use .of sitUational qualifieri (Wilcox, ;1979),
functional-level qualifiers (White, 1980) anemultiple-day as-
sessments to shoarates of progress, as well as oyerall performance .
level in key .areas of concern, (Kunfelmann and Koenig, 1976).
Holland (1980) al6 suggests the need for better communication
among team memborm(see.the discussion under "Who" in the first
aection of thia chapter)

4and appropriate inservice training for
classroom staff. That is .especially important in casea where
information most be integrated across several disciplines. If, for
exiaple, a physical therapist truly expects a teacher to take into
account certain of the pupil'a physical disabilities, then, the

instructional implicatione of those disabilities must be specified
in a clear and unambiguous manner. Regardless of how it is
accOmplished, it seems of paramount importance for the model
program to demonstrate a clear and precise relationship between the
results of initial asseeements and the development of initial
instructional plans. Two of the programs'reviewed did specify

procedures for facilitating that relationship (PRIDE and CALIF);



tWO Other* (RAY and TAM) deSonetrated,that the:relationship

eraiSted'in preeehting-Amaple
initial Assessments and plant (but

failed to explain hOw that relatiOnehig was achieved).; and only

Ono of the model program* failed to show any-systematic relit.-

tionShip, 'simply -saying that
instructional plans were formulated

alla result of "multiple inputs, -- implying, in fact, that the,

aightor might not be the goVerning factor.

The discrimination of instructional need is usually classi-

fied into two-parts:
(a) idantifying,the specific pant in any

given CUrriculum whore inetruction should begin; and.(b) sa)ecting

the particular instructiOnal strategies (s.4., cues, materials,

consequences) which Will best 'facilitate, pupil learning and

progress.

The most common- methtd for 'identifying the point where

instruction should begin is to pretest the pupil on all (or at.least

a wide range) of steps in the task 'sequence. Instruction then,

begins at thA,point where the pupil stops passing items. At-least

three of'sthe reviewed model programs used some veraion of that

approach ICALIF, LEARN,,and PRIDE). In order for suCh assessments

to he meaningful-, some assurance must be provided that the sequence

of items is hierarchical, 'i.e., arrandedsfrem least to most

difficUlt (White and Haring, 1978). Most commercially published

tests have carefully analyzed their °scales to ensure this property,

but many programs choose to develop their own scalas by simply

ordering items in what appearrto be a "logical" sequence. In one

such case, for example, the item "puts rings on stick" Vas placed

before "strings beads." That seems reasonable. When actual pupil

data were analyzed, however, more cflildren missed the "stick" item

than the "string" item! On -closer inspection, it was determined

that the sticks being used were of the tapered variety, so that if a

pupil put,.the wrong ring on'first, hp or she could not correttly

place the rest of the Fings. Consequently, more pupils failed what

vas assumed to be the simpler item,', When developing one's own

scale, therefore, it is highly recommended that as much data be

collected as possible and then subjected to some formal analysis

(e.g., a Guttman Scalability Analysis or a Risch Analysis).

A second method of identifying thespoint where instruction

shorild begin is to select a.smaller range of potential target areas

and collect information concerning the pupil's performance in each

area over a period of five to ten days, The resulting records will

not only show the pupil'A overall-level-of performance in each

area, but his or her ability to learn each skill as yell.
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Instructiorr la Olen Centered on the Moat Advanced skill area in
whichthe.pupil was ablet0 delenstrate reesenabliprogress (White
eieitteriag, 1980). A siMilar approach involve* the esseasment Of*
-wide rang* of Skill *remit on only a, singlieday and then the
selection of that area inyhich the -greatest deficit was.,noted.
With ssssssssssss howeVer, one frequently find. that
a pupil may perform very poorly ina given area on the first day,
but ahow:rapidgains froaday to day (White And Haring, 1980). One
of the reviewed pflograms used the "greateat deficit" rule for
inetructional target seleCtion (381);..none of the programs
apfmared .to base their initial instructional decisions on
multioleadey ents.

The ;selection of\specific dnstruCtional strategies on the
.basis of performance d*ta is somewhat less common'than date-based
selection Of initial instruOtional. targets. Noverthel*ss, at
least two approaches to the problem appear to he gaining some
popularity. The first approach, alreedy reviewed in this chapter,
attempts to .identify'those instructional variables (people,e.
settings, cues, consequences, etc.) -which appear generally more
effective with any given pupil (Wilcox, 1970). The second approach
trie* to identify theipasticular "phase. of learning" in which a
pUpil iecurrently developing.and than to predict which types of
instructinnal ariables will 4e most important (Haring and
-Liberty, Note 4; White and Haring, 1980). tor eXample, if a pupil
is just beginhing to acquire a skill, cues,- prompta end extra
instructions are likely to be more 'effective inpromoting continued
learning than more powerful reinforcers giving a child a "bigger
NH& M" is not likely to Work all by itselfif he Or she simply does
not know.what.to do. If a pupil has acquireamost Or all of a skill,

on the other hand, and is simply trying to build fluency, dril/ is
likely to be the most effective instructional strategy. Drill can
be very boring, though, so the need for more powerful reinforcer!
nay increase (White and. Haring, 1980). Either approach (or,
indeed, the combination of both) appear to be very pOwerful kids in
the design of effective instructional programs, but only one of the
model programs reviewed appeared to utilize such assessments in the
development of initial instructional plans (PRIDE). The
alternatives are the application of one set of procedures for all
children, or a,reliance on the "clinical judgment" ot the teacher.
The former might be justified if themodel were highly directive in
the teaching strategies allowed, but the latter approach (teacher
judgment) is very likely to reduce.the replicability of the pro-;
gram. It is suggested, therefore, that instructional options be



identified ee clear31 as poeisibl.e and that every attempt be made to

find or develop rules for deciding which options should be tried

first in any given situation.

Deciding When and How a Program Should Be Changed

Overall nurnose_of the system. egardless of the care with

whiohinitial programs Are designed and implemented, it is unlikely

that any single instructional plan will remein effective or

appropriate throughout the entire yeaL rt is the purpose:of this

system, therefor*, to monitor each pUpil's performances to

determine exactly when and hoW hi s. or ber,program should be modi-

fied to facilitate continuadprogress.

. Overall tests of the system. The criteria bywhich this step

.in thi process might be evaluated are essentially the

same as those presented for developing initial instructional plans

(i.e., reasoneble rgtes.of progress in the selected programs;

higher .ratee of progress:than would be achieved with other 0

programs), Rather than being concerned solely with the initial

response ofithe pupil to an instructionil plan, however, attention

must now turn to ssssss ment.proceduree which Will allow-the teacher

to detect the need for &ranges in programs Which might have at one

time been effective and appropriate, butwhich no,longer are. .Two

questions in particular need to be answered: (a) are problems in

prevrously ffectiVe programs being detected endremediated in a

timely end fficient manner; and (b). is the Pupil giVen the

opportunity to move as rapidly through the curriculum as he or she

'is capeble of moving?

Possible methods for identifying the initial success of an

instructional program were discussed in the section on "where end

how instruction should begin." In order to determine the time-,

lines of program modifications, however, it will be necessary to

esteblish criteria for determining when instructional programs

cease to be affective and then ascertain the number of times thOse

criteria were met or exceeded (i.e., the need for program

modification Arose) without appropriate intervention by the

teachet. Several criteria have- been suggested, including4hat

point t which the pupil'has been miking nO progress for three

successive days; that point at which the median performance for a

given weak is lower than the preceding week; gettingflseven

incorrect responses in a row; or whenever a pupil has gonemore than

a prespecified number of days without.- reaching hie or her

performance aim. There are At least two possible problems with

many of those criteria: however.

First, criteria for deciding When a program has ceased to be

effective are often selected for, purely.arbitrary reasons and
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may hay* little or no.barincj on whether.: pupil would or wOuld not

have aCtuelly *et his or her ultimate performance aim on time if the

prograelhadt been left alone. Ideally, criteria would be difived by

comparing and contrasting various patterns of pupil'periormance

associated With ventual prograwsuccess or failure; and(then the

resultant rules would be applied to other prograMs to se whether

they can actually predict eventual outcome. Examples Of such ,

analyaes can be found in White and Liberty (1970 and'White and

Raring (1980). ,

Secondly, many criteria do not represent "closearsystems,"

that'is, it,:silght, be possible for a pupil neverto reach hie

performance aim and still not meet the criteria foMprogram fail=

um. For example, a pupil might never get better thi,5.0:4 correct

on a program (well below his performance aim) but also never get

seven errors in A row (the criterion for program failure). For

program-failure criteria to be effective', there Muot only be two

possible outcomes -- the pupil must eventually teach his or her

performance,aim, or eventually fulfill the criteria for program

failure.

There are at least two approaches for determining whether a

pupil la being given the opportunity to progress through the

curriculum as. rapidly as -possible (i.e., the second question

concerning system effectiveness which must be answered). First, if

the curriculum in question can be broken down into a reasonably

small- number of steps, the multiple-probe technique sugdested by

,Horner and Baer (1978) can be employed.. After reachingmastery on* -

any given step in the curriculum, the pupil is tested on all

remaining steps to determine.whether they all actually stillmeed

to be taught, In order for that technique to.b. appropriate, it

must be possible .to complete the assessment of all steps in the

curriculum (or task of interest) within a reasonably short
period. A second approadh,.employed in the Great Falls School

District of Montana. (Note 10), involves the specification of

annual goals in a manner which allows for their direct'assess-

sant on a monthly basis. For example, if a fifth grade learning

disabled pupil is reading at the third grade level, an annual

goal might be established to have him or her reading at the

fifth grade level before the end of the yeai. Progress tOward

that goal can be measured directly each month by assessing his

or her performance in an actual fifth grade reader. At finst

the performance may be poor (e.g., many words maybe skipped),

but it islikely that some measurable performanceuill result.

Actual instruction can then be directed at any one or more
subskills which the: teacher feels will help the pupil (e.g.,

reading in a third grade reader, practicing vocabulary lists)
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and the impiot Of thost.Offotts gen be Maeprod directly An

titre* Of improved onthly perfOrManctS AO the annual,goal 0111.

(reading from a fifth grade reader); It, at soMe Pdint, the

pupil is able to begin progressing rapidly on the Ammual goal

Skill Without further work on the.intermediate.Stells, that

should become apparent. If, on the.other hand, work on inter..

mediate stepM is not really Moving the pupil closer to attaining

the eventual goai, that too shOuid becOme Apparent.

Other methods for determining whether.' pupil 1s progressing

at a reasonable rate. through the curriculum 'hive boob devised

(e..g.,.Clark, Note 84 White and garing, 1876). Regardless of the

method employed, howeve, several conditipne must be mot. If the

multiple-probe,technique oi some related approach is Used, there
MUst be a clear Mnderstanding of the steps-comprising the

curriculum (i.e., interMediate.objectives). /f the terminal-goal-

probe approach is used, there must be a.clear.understanding of what

that terminal goal actually entails. /n either case, specific and
objective performance. criteria must be established .for

ascertaining when a goal or objective has been "mastered,"

Ideally, such criteria would be empirically derived by finding the

level of performance which a pupil must reach in order to maintain

and utilize a skill without further instruction (White and Haribg,

1980). Unfortunately, such analyees are quite rare. One of the

reviewed model programs (PRIDE) did conduct follow-up studie5 to

determine whether pupils who had Met criteria on various skills'

maintained .their performances, but, of the remaining four

programs,- only two (BAY and LEARN) expressed concern for the

functional relevance of their criteria, .

Special considerations in system design. Most of, the basic

considerations flit' the design of systems to aid teachers in making

timely program improvement decisions were actually covered ln the

preceding discussion. In devising a system-to check whether timely

program improvement decisions are being made, one is Very likely to

establish the guidelines which teachers cah employ to make those

decisions. There are, however, a few additional points which might

benumb' and a few which could bear repeating.

First, virtually all of the formal systems deisigned to assist

teachers in making timelY and appropriate program improvement

deciaions require a- frequent and:objective assessment of pupil

performances'. Without such assessments, programming errors are

not likely tO be detected until they.reach major proportions or,

conversely, teachers may react prematurely to schill setbacks in,

pupil progress that would best be ignored.. The actual fre-
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quenCy with which ment should be conducted is, still a.matter
.

of debate. Most aysteee are baled on the assumption of'daily

assessments (.4.. Baldwin, Fredericks, and Brodsky, 1973; White

andBaring, 1980) while others may recommend formal asseesment On a

weekly basis.(Sailor, Note 16) and still others have recommended

ssss ssnents as infrequent as once every !ix months (e.g., Adams,

1975). Within the constraints outlined below, this author would

suggest that assessments be made as frequently as possible.

Second, it has been Suggested (Lindsley, Note 17) that a major

determinant of the efficiency with which decisions can be made is

the uniformity of the procedures one employs. If, for example, one

collects t4e tame basic type of data with every instructional

program, graphs pupil progress on the same basic type of .chart, and

uses the same tragic strategies'for analyzing all Owta, it.will be

far easier.to build a history of experience and expectancies than

if different procedures are used riith eaCh indiVidual program.

That history will, in turn, help the teacher to detect patterns of

acceptable and unacceptable programa .fartore eamily than WoUld

'otherwise be possible. Although; to my knowledge, no definitive

study has ever been completed oh the advantages of Uniformityi my

personal experience Would tend to support those motions: It ds

suggested, therefOre, that any' procedures employed in the

classroom be selected or devised in a manner that facilitates their

uniform application across a widerange of programs.

Third, if teachers'ere to be effective in making timely and

appropriate program improvement decibions, it .is vital that the

procedures,they employ be as efficient ai possible. A cesewas

discussed earfier in this chapter where teacherewere not able to

effectively employ-a procedure that took 20 seconds per program,

'but were'able to empiby a procedure that took only 2 or 3 seconds.

'Seemingly small differences in the timerequired to make decisions

can make a big difference. Ideally, of course,.the application of

useful prograt decision rules will actually reduce .the,time a

teacher must spend with any given program; and, fortunately, at

least a few procedures have demonstrated the,ability to do just

that (e.g., Bohannon, Note 6).

Finally, evidence is slowly accumulating to support the

notion_that precise, 'closed-system program improvement decieion

rules will dramatically improve the probability of eventual pro-

gram success (e.g, Bohannon., Note 6;. Deno and Mirkin, 1977; Haring,

and Liberty, Note 4; Mirkin,.Note 7). Indeed, simply collecting

precise pupil performance information, without explicit rules for

actually using those data, may bea detriment in at least some
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-.c440a (Markin' NOte 7). tt s strongly:recommended, thetefors,

that the pOSeibility Of aUch rules be cerifully investigated in

every model program.

-01-t#IF-rovtammed-projeotsi- vat-kept-two, (BNY. and PEiDE) de-

pended heavilY on daily ssssss mental. of Pupil progress. BAY, PRIDE,

and tEhRN also expressed'criteria for Skill !eatery in.fairly

clear, Objective terms. Of those three, however, only PRIDE

attempted to verify the validity of .its performance alms

empiriCally. BAY aodTRIDE also thared.rathet eXplicit decision

rules for determining when a pupil should advance from one step in

the curriculumto the next, but:none of the programs reported rule!

Which teachers might use for deciding if and when, a progranahoUld

be remediated to improve pupil.progress.

Should the Pupil's Placement Be Changed?

'The decision to change a pupil's plecement is essentially,*

reinvestigation of the question discussed earlier.in this chapter

concerning the pupil's initial acceptance into a program.. It is

presented here as a separate question only to emphasize three

points,.

first, the process of assesement is e never-ending cycle.

Each part of the aseessment process should lead directly into

another -- acreening into general need's assessment, general needs

assessment into placement, placement into program development,

program deVelopment into program refinement, and program refine-

ment back into general needs assessment. It is true, of course,

that program development in the classroom should be directly

related to-the pupil's IEP. But it Ss also true that each step in

the sequence should be related to every other step, which brings us

to the next point I wish to make.

The first annual review of a pupil's program by the child

study team should not be a simple replay of the initial.IEP de-

velopment meeting. At the very least, more experience -will have

been gained,with the pupil and, hopefully, a great deal more

information will be available concerning the conditions under

which the pupil ip able to learn and progress. Special arrange-.

ments must be made to organize and analyze that information_in a

systematic way.

Finally, while the first child study team may have been

convened to decidewhetheethelpnpilahould be placed in especial

education program, all subsequent meeting! should be convened to

determine whether it is now possible to move the pupil back into a

less restrictive program or out 'of epecial education altbgether.

The criteria for making that move,should certainly be as explicit

as any established for an annual goal or intermediate objective,
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'and While it May be necessary to reanalyse thoae criteria.to
deterising Whether they Are still appropriate (i.e.,,to ensure
that condition* in Other poseible,placements have hot changed
radicall4 since the ctiteria

were,originally,set), the fOcua of
a/1 our efforta"Should he to Schieve those ends.

Unfortunately, only two of the reviewed programs spedified
guidelines for making reintegration

decisions (BAY and 1,11116E).
mr, quite admirably, also had specific proceduresfor assessing
the eventual success of pupils after they left their program and
for correcting any problems which might haVe arisen. Due to the
nature of the.other programs and.the eerviCet

they were designed to
provide,one,might argue that reintegration decisions were beyond
their immediate concern or 'scope. It would 'have been far
preferred, however, thit any such rationale be expliCitly ex-
preesed, tether than implied.

STATE' O*.THE ART

"State of the art" is, unfortunately, an ill too apt title to
be using for. a summative analysis of assessment .in special'
education today. Asseesment, at least as practiced in the majority
of model programs', ia indeed an art. There are thoee that do it
veryWell, and those that do it very poorly. There is even a fairly
large number who do not do it at all, at least as definedin the
beginning of this chapter, Virtually all of the factore reviewed
in the "first section of this chapter have been considered 'bir
someone -- the various steps involVed.in

assesamentr a concern for
the "what's, who's; when's, , and how's"; analyses of sisters
reliabilities and validities with respect to..vatious decision-
making processes. Several examples of those efforts have alreedY
been referenced; and, indeed, quite a few of the..concerns raised in
this chapter wore adequately addressed by the model programs
reviewed. Still, there remain several major problems in assessment
as it is most commonly practiced.

. First, most programs have adopted an orientation toward
objective pupil perfOrmance data of sOme ;sort, but only a few
:programs have truly tried to relate those data to some meaningful
decision-making ptocess. /n some cases,.perhaps,111 program May be
forced by antiquated laws to gather information which is of
essentially no use; but, for the most part, it is strongly sug-.

geeted that programs collect only that information for which they
have a very definite use. Erbm the standpoint Of child assessment,
Of course, that means that it should be possible to describe
exactly how the information will be used to.make action-otiented
decisions concerning individual pupil,programa.
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sow:* theta stoma t be a baiic imhalancs in the child

assolisallat.syatemotaploy byVarioUsprOgrarms. Irk tome cages the

imbaIance*is-reflecte n an over..eMphasis on one or a gew 'Aspects

of pupil development e.g., uSing 41 testa of physical deyelopment
and none for conce or academic skill development), while in other

cases' the imbalance lies in the particular type of wises:silent

decisions emphasized (e.g., 41 tests for initial assessnent, but no-

procedures,for monitoring pupil progress after a progiam has been

implemented). A model program may have.been funded to concentrate,.

on only ono or. a few aspects of a pupil's program, but the".

responeibility to'meet all of the pupil'snoeds.still exists. Even

if certain types of child assessment are of only periph,ral

interest to a mOdel program, it shotild still bemide clear how those

needs are being met.

Third, inIpart because of the imbalance in asseesment concerns

detonstrated by many programs, the procedures employed for child

astesament frequently appear-unwieldy and impractical, They May

not actually be impractical, but without evidence tothecontrarY,

there is often no other conclusion One can draw. It would be wisp,

therefOre, if more model programs began to gather data concerning

the time actually required'to implement various procedures, and to

describe the skills or training required to implement the

procedures successfully.

Fourth, there seems to be an explosion of activity in the,area

of test development. Virtually every program ever reviewed by this

author has at least one' instrument' which it cieveloped

independently. In lany cases, due to the unique approaCh being

explored by the model.program, the need- for a more appropriate

instrument can be justified. 'At least one oftwo problems ie likely

to arise, however: First, the most common, the program staff may

have little or no appreciatiOn for the procedures one should apply

when developing a new aseessment instrument. As a tesu/t, many

programs end up using some procedure or instrumentwhich appears to

answer the questions they wish to address but, in fact,:,may be

systematically distorting reality. The same may be-saicUof any

other part of the aseessment process as well --.other forms of

inforeation gathering, ways..of organizing information,'tqaysof

analyzing information, endways of formulating data-,based decision

rules. On the other side of the coin, thie author haa frequently

had the unsettling experience of encountering program personnel

who have an extenaive background in' formal test construction

methodology,.but who have had little or no experience'with the

types of pupils or,phenomena they wish to test. Therules w4oh may

apply for developing a good norm-referenced test may not Apply to

the development of an instrument to be used with multiply handi-
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cilpped.chiidven. tor examplo, it is tommon in formaltest con-

AtructiOn tO diliOard any item that does not discriminate between

ext;smeS in overall scofe. One test-builder applied that proce-

dure'sand discarded.the item 'eats with A Spoon"' because it.did

not discriminate between high7functioning and, low-lunctionlng

children in the proqram .(equal numbers of each pissed the.item).

Looking at the target popUlation,a little more carefully re-

vealed that the high-functioning childrcCwho failed the item

happened to be crlppled,while the low-functioning.children who

passed the item tended ta be severefY mentally Fethrded but not

cripOled. More tothe point; the purpdae of the asseesment

inStkusint was supposedly to measure 'overall level of indepen7

dent functioning,' and.One might well argue that eating 'with 4

!Won is an important skill to tonsider. In short, it seems

that many of the instruments being developed by model programs

ire either content-valid (they make sense), but construction

poor (they do not work), or vice versa. It is hoped that,some

way to combine the best of both worlds can be found.

SUMMARY

,The role of child aasesament in the conduct of any educational

prolfham cannot be.under4Istimaed. For model programs, however;

child sssss iment systems do more than provide a meafit

ins timely and appropriate manner to the individual needs of each

pupil. They facilitate model replication by providing an explicit

frameVork for makinq the deCisions critical to .the faithful

implementation of the model.

in orderto be assured of reliable and valid results in child

Assessment, several factors need to betontidered: .(a) the general

purpose of the assessment, (b) the people who must be involvad, (c)

time-lines for completing each assessment, and (d).the specific

procedures to be used for gathering information, organizing it in

an interpretable form, analyzing it, and using it to Make tpecific

choices.

The-specific decisions mhich will warrant formal child as-

sessment systems in anY given program wilI depend upon legal

constraints or mandstes, the existence of options among which

choices must or can be made, the probable impact of decisions on the .

success or failure of a pupil's program, the assutptions upon whiCh

the modelwas developed, and the confidence one has that procedures

,for consistently retching appropriate decisions can actnally be

apecified. For most programs, child assessment systems shOuld st

least be considered for deciding whether a-pupil should be
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referred tO 'special dUcetion;,Whether supupil ehohld be accep-.

ted.inte special education, Where to ectualiy plade 'the pupil,

how Os:traction should begin, when and hOW instruction: clould )3,6

modified, and when and* how the pUpil 'It %placement should te

Changed.
The trend, over the pest feW decades, has been encoUragingly

.toward more frogUent4 more. precise, and'more syetematic child

a ** ex * wont, Probleea do remain to he solved before. the goal of

appropriate chIld. a ** 0 a ement systems ih every prograM can be

achieved, but tho technology to roxolve those problem' Waste'. It .

"isms now to be morea'matter. of applying the technolOgy vs haVe,

integrating results more systematically across specific program

areas, and expanding our abilities to trinslate the reaUlts",of our

fforts intopractiOal, dissemineble packages.
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In an effort to ystematite, qualify, and quantify the development

Of curricula, the U.S. Office of sileCial Education has funded

approximately 59.projects to' develop and demonstrate ffective

curricula for aeverely/profOundlY handicapped (SPH) learners

1979), The:most critical question one must aniwer .in

selection'of a curriculum, is invariably one of effectiveness. This

chapter add factors that should be incorporateCi into a .

curriculum if it is to be effective in meeting the needs of SPH

_learners: This chapter also describes important educational

considerations for severely handicapped persons, criteria and

questions that should be conaidered in the formulation of an

instrument to eValuate purricula, and'finally an illustration of

the application of an instrument to avnluatieekeCted curricula.

The initial challenge in writing a chapter on curriculum is

definition. Essentially, a curriculum defines""what" is taught arid-k

may organize content behaviors into unite of inspection. For

example, math.curricuIum may be aefined as encompassing quantity-.

related concepts and canbe organized into instructional units such

as one-to-one correspondence, counting, addition, subtraction, and

division. Curricula for SPH (severely/profoundly handicapped)

ehould delineate specific skills to teach. Those'skills should

encompass areas that: (a) increase the aearner's functional

interactions with their environments, and.(b) lead to increased

independent functioning in integrated community, vocational,

recreational, and/or.domestic living environments.

As delineated by Burke and Cohen (1977), .curricula for SPH

learners should encompass skill domains such as motor, sensori-

motor/cognitiue, communication, socialization, recreation/lei-

sure, functional academics, vocational, cognitive, self-help,

domestic living, community living,.and sex education. For each
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instructional Unit there should ba a predist articulation of the

enompaiWied. Curricula for SPH learners can be all-oncom-

passing and articulate all the skill* that should be taught, or

theymay only coVer one or two of the skill domains listed aboVe.

reWiew of readily available' curricUla .reveals that, in

addition to artiCulating what skill.* to teach. the vast majority of

curricula delicriba how to carry out ono or more of the following

educationally relevant function:: (a) learners' skill

levels; (b) sequence skill instruction; (c) select-long and short

term objectives; (d) select inetructional tasks and materials;*(el

teach the Wale; (f) monitor learner progreaa; and (g)'aummirize

over.11 learner functioning level. uch curricula attempt to make

educational programIng more efficient through integrating

aseaament objeotive'selection, instructional procedures, and

measurement into one organized package that stakes it unnecessary

for the ducator to um. one instrument for a sssss intent, a econd
instrument (e.g., the curriculum) for determining appropriate

objectives, and then search a variety of reaources to derive

appropriate task* and materials, measurement procedures, and

instructional procedureo.

Subsequent sections of this chapter will indicate that'cur-
,

riculum ehould be designed to facilitate the TEP process. Thetis,

curriculum ahould fgrm the basis of ssssss ment to determine overall

learner functioning levels. The curriculum-based ssssss ment

should lead directly to long-and short-term objectives that are

contained in the curriculum. In addition, the*curriculum should

suggest instructional procedures, tasks, and materials; ways to

adapt the curriculum to alternative learner input and output modes;

summative formative evaluation procedures. Curricula that provide

such procedures will more ra'adily mept.the current needs of the

field. However, an instrument does not have to meet all these

criteria to be considered a curriculum. In fact, some educators)

argue that curriculum which meet all the above criteria are tdo

specific and cookbookish. Factors that should be considered when

developing, selecting, or evaluating curricula are discussed

below, and the readers should select the curriculum factors which

best meet their needs.

SCOPE.AND VALIDITY CONSIDERATIONS IN CURRICULUM

DEVELOPMENTANDEVALUATION

When developing, selecting,'or evaluating any curriculum, its

scope and validity must be addressed. Scope generally defines the

usej population and content.areaa for which the curriculum is

in nded, While validity refers to how well the curriculum does

wh& it purports to do.
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Curriculumge
Scope refer. tO the range of skills a curriculum encompasses. .

There are at!least four dimenaions which should be consideied when

attending to curriculum scope: (a), variety of skill domains; (b)

range of skills within each domain; (c) handicapping conditions

encempassed; and (d) chronological age range of learners.

Variety of akill domains. Some zurricula for SPE learner;

cover only one skill domain, such as motor, communication, self-.

care, or vocatiaRal. Other curricula cover many but not All

assontial skill doakins, while others attempt to Cover all relevant

skill domains: The scope of akill domains covered byA curriculum

is of paramount Importance becau:e the grouping of skills into

domains is relatively arbitrary and skill domaini are

significantly intertwined. For instance,,some curricula'cIassify

such skills as dressing and grooming as social skills, yet others

clarosi.fy themes self-care or self-help skills. Poor understanding

of how sHills are grouped in a curriculum can lead to the selection.

of inappropriate curriculum or to difficulties in locating skills

within a given Cdrriculum.

Curricula that do not encompais all easential domaini and/or

do not cross-reference dodaina can present at least two problems: ..

(a)-only the skills covered by the domains of the curriculum will be

attended to and.other essential 'kills will be neglected; and (b)

in order to cover all essential skills, several curricula have tp

ba patched together. For example, a communication, motor, and

saif-care curriculum May have t:e. be patched together. Problems

occur in combining various curricula: (a) the curricula may have

incompatible formats,and terminologyll and (b) some skills from

various curriculum domains may not readily relate to skill

interrelationships. For example, when acqurring * self-care task

such as brushing teeth, the Iearner-should also be acquiring such

interielated'.skills as communication (e.g.., comprehending and

expressing the labels for toothpaste, brush, sink, etc.) and motor

(e.g., grasp, 'release, directed teaching). One coordinated And

cross-referenced curriculum would identify related skills to

facilitate teaching and assessing skills .from various domains

concurrently. The use of isolated domeins from several Curricula

or iven.,from one curriculum makes such natural and concurrent

'teaching of skilla across domains difficult. It appear's that one

curricUlum that includes, coordinates, and cross-references the

assessment ad Instruction of all skill domains woula be more

efficient.
. -

Range ot handicapping conditions covered. Programs and

classes for SPH learners often emcompass learners who are motor-

ically, visually., and/or auditorially handicapped. often,
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howev r curricula tither do not make provisions for.motoricellY.

visually, and/or auditerially handicapped learners, or are cate-

gorimed and attend only to one type of handicap. Thus, the edu-

cator may hove to select different curricula or substantially

adept curricula for various handicapping conditions. Because of

the limited scope of handicapping conditions encompaased by one
4

curriculum, .the educator may again have to use three to. four

different curricula for orie program or classroom.

Age range of learnrs covered. Som curricula ''for SPH

learners ire developed for young learners (0-6) as well as older

learners (6-21), although such age ranges do not necessarily eXist

io actual programior Classrooms. Again, the educatormuat combine

several curricula to meet learner needs ind to ensure i coherent

program, across age-range and handicapping conditions.

Curriculum Validity

Curriculum validity is concerned with what the curriculum

purports to.do and how well it does it. Validity ,can also be

concerned with how, well the curriculum meets cOnsumer.heede A

curriculum may do whet it purports to do well -- without meeting

conSumer needs. Validity in terms of meeting consumer needs

mandates that the curriculum developer assess these needs during

the curriculum development process and then construct the curri-

culum to meet them. (In addition, the curriculum developerehould

review available curricula to determine.whether curricula that do

meet consumer needs are already available, and, if so, shOuld

justify the need to expend the time and resources necessary to

continue with.the curriculum development effort). Three basic

types of validity ate: (a) construct, (b) content, and (c)

criterion-related. 0

Construct validity. Curricula should provide a rationale for

the selection and sequencing of eurriculum content-. C6nstruct

validity refers to how consistent the content of a curriCulum is

with this rationale. For instance, a curriculum *developed and

sequenced on the basis of Piagetian constructs can be evaluated in

relation to how consistent the content is with Piagetian theoeY.

Existing skill sequences or curricula .for the severely han-

dicapped generally use either a "normal" developmental approach or

a remedial approach. A developmental approach typically assumes

that the best way to order instruction for SPH learners is to use

the sequenCe in which "normal" children learn. Such sequences'are

usually considered to be relatively.invariant across children and

to be a universal ccnstant underlying a learner's development.
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Practitioners trained in the developmental approach often arnsume

that learners Move through variout developmental levels, and

that each level is prerequisite for achievement of skilla at the-

next higher level.

Within a remedial (Guess, Horner, Utley, HOlvoet, Maxon,

Tucker, and-Wareen,. 1978) of an 'ecological analysis-task

analytic approach, skill sequences are derived from.an analysis

of the skills individuals should acquire to function as indepen-

dentry as possible in out-of-school and post-school environ-

ments. Praciitioners.whO use a remidial approach do not elect

skills to teach SPH learners on the basis of the.order of skills

in.a developmental sequence but, rather, on the bargis of skills

that will improve tbe learner!s ability to interact with the

environment (Guese, et al., 1978).

When using a remedial approach, the practitioner may ini-

tialiyanelyze.the skills learners should perform to function4more

independently in selected integrated community, home, .

recreational, and vocational envirOnments. These skills are then

eparated into component skills which-are ordered from simple to

complex in a skill seqUence* 'Within this iipproach, the analysis of

the skills necessary to function within aelected.environmente is

labeled ecological analysis and the derivation of skill sequences

is called task analysis. The remedial approach thue concentrates

on identifying the order in which certain skills will lead to rapid

improvement in SPH learners' ability to interact within the

environment, rather than the order in which nonhandicapped

learners acquire skills. York and Williamp (1977) deperibed

relative advantages and" disadvantages of these 'curriculum

approaches (Table 1).

The- primary advantages of the.remedial approach are that it is

longitudinal and nsures that training activities are not

misdirected. However, developmental data should not be ignored

when using this approach. For xample, an ecological analysis may

tndicate that a learner should be able to imitate, walk, swallow,

atom, etc., .to function more independently in community

environments. Developmenal data are extremely.useful in deter-

mining the componeneskills involved in such behaviors, and the

sequence in which the skills ari typically acquired should be

considered when deriving a task analysis or skills sequence for

teaching the Skills. The utilization of developmental and remedial

approaches to maximile the admantages and minimize the

disadvantages of ach is not a naw idea (Bricker, Dennison, and

Bricker, 1976). Currently, there is no .strong knowledge base to

determine whether one basic form of curriculum is better than°

another. However, curricula can be evaluated in telation to how
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Table 1

Meted Advantage* and Dleadvatitapee of Developmental
, end Rentediel APProlichol

Ildelopenineed Ames* awned* Apeemell

1.

2.

3.

Eery ***in and cold* maselled

Iluseretkiel bess fer the sequenee

Extend* liturabare en normal dettendims41 I.
eveiblele

4. Normal aquaneee of deeeleinnent Mein
at nutty nres (0)*111 layell and ammo
to *dependent ***lining

5. A 11111M11 development* bete la moat
often the only model thet putt mous*
expertise kw** * develop compile-,
bend* sena* delivery

I. A leamer's propose through 4
n*mal devekspeuentil swim May Suva
so diagnose moor end Imam knpakentsn*

7. Generally it recognise* the WW1** Of
leeching interrahltid *Ms

1. Easy 1rn =ph&

2. Insures that preuenesa are dime* band
upen sesamencies rsquksd by indleiduela
le am** withinieleeled Wakes

atli aro anehored at the upp*
endwise* required and f unetionel skill

4. ION neuenees re readily menlined
functional Menwitlyin aueb as wheidebelea
and sorninuntattlan boar*

5. Mumma that a fearner's fail*** progress
through a soquenes le due* the instructing*
preen* andlor eurrieula *gumming *thee
than the leerner's few development* function.
Ins level

1. Than lo sparsity of normal developmental
data In a variety of curricula areas

2. Variability in nonnal development often
preptuded the formulation of systematic
easy tes hard Skill sequences

3. The approprisienese of sequencel based
upon normal development for SPH Is
often quettioned sines time learner, haw
abeady failed toppers* through them

4. Normal development doel not necesartly
leg,resenti teaching sequence

Basing *NI sequences upon normal develop.
mint does not provide f or Instructipn on
functional altematives suds as wheelchairs and
communication hoard,

5.

G. Sequences bead on normal development
may not sand 10 the age appropriateness
of tasks

7. Often 111111111111111 that a leumes.'s failure to pro-
gress is due *low development* function*,
level or lack of readiness skills

a
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well they adhere to and apply the constructs upon WhiCh they are

based. Usually, construct Validity can be determined through

review of the cUrriculum by t panel of experis.

Content validity. As used here, content validity inVolves

the systematic examination of the curriculum to determine Whether

it eneomp the appropriate skills, instructional procedures,

measurement procedures, etc., for the intended population. For

example, a communication curricurum for.SPH learners could be

examined to determine whether it encompasaes appropriate communi-

cation skills.

A curriculum developer\could use two basic .procedures to

evaluate content validity:

l. A panel ofexpertscould review the curriculum4

2. An empirical study could be conducted. Conducting an

empirical study usually involves field-testing the

curriculum. ,During the field-test, data ere systema-

,tically colleCted on such dimensions Of the curriculum

as range of skills covered and the ippropriateness of

the suggested instructional procedures, measurement

procedures, etc. The field-test data are then used to

revise the curriculum before a final product is

produced.

CriterionTrelated Validity. As used here, this type of

validity indicates whether a'learner's acquisition ,of selected

curriculum skills can be used to predict the learner's performanCe

in other environmente. The ultimate goal in the education of SE%

learners should be to increase their independent functioning in

integrated community, domestic living, recreational, and

vocational environments. Curricula should reflect this goal. For

example, a self-care curriculum would have criterion-relited

validity if, as a resuIt of using it, learners demonstrated.in-

creased independence in self7care skills such es eating and

dressing at home and in restauxiants. Similarly, for vocational'

curriculum,to have criterion-related validity, their USA should

result in an increase in the learner's abilities to engage in

significantly remunerative work in competitive or sheltered

employment..

Three primary considerations in selecting, developing, or

using curricula are: (a) curricula should be based upon:longitu-

dinal skill sequences; (b) they should not misdirect training

activities by either focusing upon tasks that are not directly
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'related to *Ors independent functioning in community, recreation.

al. home, and v004tional iettinqs orlbynot training tasks that are

essential; and (c) they should tilake no assumptionS.about the

learner's potential tb acquire more independent living skiila.

.Issuas raised in this section that.address scope and validity

considerations lead to the following criteri; ior elialuating
curricula:

1. .Who ie. the intended user population?

. Intended age level?.

. Handicapping conditions addressed?

2. What curricular areas are included?

How many different skill domains are includea?

4. How are.skills'cross-referenced across Multiple

domains? .

5. Are functional.applications of skills assessed/trained?

6. Isa theoretical basis for the program addressed?

7. Are field-test data supplied with the curriculum?

SKI/L SEQUENCES AS A BASIS OF CURRICULA

what Are skill sequences?

Learners with severe handiCaps typically do notreadily learn'

from casual and unplanned exposure to instructional materials. One

way to organize and systematize instruction for the SPH learner is

to delineate skill sequences that lead from current functioning

level to.the acquisition,of selected behavior objectives. Skill

sequences usually involve cumulative skill-building, that is,

early skills in the sequence usually facilitate the acquisition'of

later skills. For example, a skill sequence for teaching a learner

to count to 10 could be:

1. Teach learner to count to 1

2. Teach learner to count to 2

3. Teach learner to count to 3
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4. Teach learner to,count to 4

S. Teach learner to count to 5

6. 'Teach learner to count.to 6

7. Teach learner to count to 7

8. Teach learner to cdunt to 8

9. Teach learner to count to 9

10. Teach learner to count t 10

A skill sequence for teaching roll g could be:

Jur

1. Irurns from side to back.

2. Turns from back to side

3. Rolls from stomach to back

4. Rolls from back to stomach

The practitioner who uses a cumulative skill-building approach

demi not arbitrarily choose to teacha skill, such as counting to

or rolling back to stomach, but selects it because the learner has

mastered preceding skills that facilitate learning of the.next

skill in the sequence.

Longitudinal skill sequences Should forM the.basis of all

curricula.. They are.hierarchies or progressions of behaviors that

advance from, zero or very limited skills to independent functioning

in skill areas such is motor, communication, self-care, mobility,

recreation, and so on.

Similar to the mathematical concept of a number line, skills

are ordered along a continuum of.. increasing coMplexity.

However, skill'sequences are comprised of chains of behaviors

instead of numbers. Just as a_number line can be infinitely

divided to find another number hetween two numbers, a skill

sequence can be divided to find another skill or subskill.

(York and Williams,.1977, p. 19).

1/
Assessing and placing each learner-within such a skill sequence-

allows the formation of a basic map o4 where learners are and where

they.should,go. Skill sequences provide a framework for assess-
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snt 4114 Ordering,inatruction 8ut ere not recipes. That.is, the

exact esquenc. in Which Skills are taught.must'be adapted. to
'Meet indiVidual learner needs.

Soave of the advantages of a skill sequnde approach as
delineated by York and Williams (1977) are listed below.

1. A sssss manta based, upon skill sequences identify
w41!,

skills learners do and do not perform and what skills may
be taught next. Such descriptions provide mere

instructionally relevant information fOr purposes of
delineating instructional objectives and grouping
learners then such labels as severely handicapped,

autistic, and profoundly retarded or deScilb1ng learners
'in terms of IQ or development age.

-2, -,,The use of skill sequences eliminates the need for t
concept of "readiness.' The teacher never wai.ts for a

learner to be ready to learn a given skill, but begins to

teach the prerequisite skills sPecified in the skill
sequence.

3. 9se of skill sequences faOilitates the individualization
of instruction. Instructional programs are individually

tailored for each learner based upon his or her placement

within the skill sequencee. Learners are then allowed to

progress through these sequences based upon their
individual.rates of achievement.

4. The use of skill sequences facilitates the coordination

of assessment,,tbe selection of instructional objec-

tives, and program evaluation.: -These fu

;

ctions can be
viewed as separate uses IA one common :kill sequence.

Instead of using one system for screening, another for

determining instructional objectives, and a third for

program evaluation, these particular functions can be

tied together into a well-integrated and coordinated

system. That is, determining learner's functioning

levels in a skill sequence screens those in need of
services, delineates instructional objectives, and

evaluates the effectiVeness of a program based upon tbe

learner's progress through the sequence.

5. Vile -use of akill sequences helps to minimiie the
deleterious effects of learner transfers to other
classrooms and .personnei turnover. Programs based
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qUpon longitudinal skill sequences have a continuity,

independent Of the people who ire currently involved .es

instructors or -'adelpistrators. Teachers receiving

,learners or replacing Other teachers know exactly where

the learner was and Where.instrUction shOuId begin. In t
I

addition, the use of long-term skili sequences gives the

progisam stability and direction, and it is not neCevary

for teachers to haphazardly pick skills for instruction
...

based upon some prevailing fad or subjective opinion.

tikv.. The use of shill sequences can facilitate the develop-.

ment of more efficient curricula. That is, if instruc-

tora monitor learner performance., they can:obtain data'

which indicates the order in which 'skills are Most

readily acquired and which skills Must be.broken into

finer sequences .qf component, skills. A cycle ,of

constructing the skill sequence, .Monitoring learner'.

performance, revising the sequence., etc., should lead to
"more efficient and yalid curricula. Itis oply through

sUch efforts that we can progress from "normal"

developmental sequences, logically derived, notions of

eequences and laboratory research to empirically valiA

curricula., A,1ugh skill sequences forst a cominon basis

for curriculum, there are diverse siethods for generating

skill sequences and each has advantages and

disadvantages. (pp. 19-20)

Vertical and Horizontal Approaches to'Skill SeqUencing.

Many curricula for SPH learners use a yertical Skill set

quencing approach ,within each, skill domain encompassed.by the

curriculum. A vertical skill sequencing approach ia,tikcally

based upon the assumption that skills can be divtded into domains

such as motor, communication; social, function4

academics, etc. A separate simple-to-complex/easy-to-hard skill

sequence is then derived for each domain.. Instructipa pregresses

through each domain and no attempt is made to coordinate.instruc-

tion across domains. Such an approach is 4depicted in Table 2.
Vit However, it has been well documented; that skills within and

across Skill domains are usually learned concurrently by the

haedicapped learner's normally developing peers Por eicappls,

withIn the motor or sensorimotor domains, the,skills of visual

tracking, palmai grasp, and rolling may be learned concurrently,

At the same time, related skills from other domains may be
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learned, Such ae ap0On-feeding (self-care °domain), eye contact

(Social domain), and matching to sample (communication or cog-

nitive 'doMain). Horizontal Sequencing as used here involves

concurrently'teaching skills within and across domains and in-

troducing new skills only after facilitator skills within and

across'domains have been acquired. Table 3 illustrates how the

scope and sequence of-a curriculum which.attends to horizontal

sequencing may be depicted.

Each number in the chart represents a skill in one'of the

subdomains. The chart indicates that the first twp skills from the

viaual, heed control, and grasping sub-domains may be taught

concurrently. It also indicates that the fiist skill of each of

these sub-domains is typically acquired before the first reaching

skill is introduced. In addition, the chart indicates which Skills

across domains may be'taught concurrently and which skills across

domains are typicallyracquired prior to introducing anew skill.

A manffestation of using a pure vertical sequencing approach'
4

in curriculum design Is that educators may end up implementing

programs-to teach isolated skills and often not attend to teaching

coordinated .skills through tasks.which require the use of

functionally related skills. For example, a separate program may

be designed to teach grasping (e.g., picking up blocks), reaching

(e.g., reaching for blocks), and still another program may be

designed to teach eating With a spoon and taking off an overhead

pullover shirt'. However, eating with a spoon andeaking off a

pullover shirt both involve reaching and grasping. Thus, two self-

care programs could be implemented to'teach the five skills. In

addition, comprehension and expression of the labels for eating

utensils, clothing itema, and following basic directions (e.g.,

picking.up spoon, pick up the shirt) could be introduced in the

spoon eating and undressing tasks to concnrrently teach

'communication/language skills (for further discussion, see'

Somerton-Fair and Turner, 1978)., The horizontal sequencing

approach can result in the learner's acquiring many'skills through

limited number of functional tasks and ensures that the learner

can coordinate the use of isolated skills such as grasping,

reaching, and visually tracking in the performance of functional

tasks.

Typically, curricula for 'SPE 'learners delineate one task

through which skills should be assessed and taught. Once learners

haVe mastered the-task, they are moved on vertically to instruction

on the next skill in'the. sequence. This approach is 'problematic

because SPH learners should demonstrate skills across many

functional tasks before mastery can be assumed. In addition, a



Tab'. 3
Horizontal Sequencing Within and

Across DM Domains

Domains Stills

MOTOR
Visual

1 2 3 4 5 6

Rolling
1 2 3 4

Road control 1 2 3 4'
Rusching

1 2 3 4 5 5

Grasping
1 2 '3 4

Sitting
1 2 4

.

(Etc.)

COMMUNICATION

'

Responds to Munds
1 2 3 4

Match to semPle 1 2 3 4 5

Concepts
1 2 5

Comprehends labels
1 2 3

Expresses obisct

labels .

1 2

SELFCARE

a

.
Eating

2 3 4 5
.

Undressing
1 2 3 4 5

Dressing
1 2 5 4

(Etc.)
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few learnsro may be unable to prOgreaa to the hezt higher.Skill

in the Sequence due to phyiical, -sensory, oecognitiVe deficits.

Independent functioning may be inCroased by t*aching such

learners to apply the learned skill acroSs & gteater number of

functional task*. For instance, concentration may been taching

the learner to indicate "want more across different activitTes in

addition to er prior to teachipg higher level skills.

In addition to assessing and teaching skill* within- and

iicross"doMains concUrrently, horizontal programming can involve

teaching learneis to apply skills across many functional tasks

before progressing to the next higher :skill in the sequohce.

Table 4 illustrates this concept.

In summary, horizontal programming is an important dimension

of curricula and 'programming for SPH learners. It is a common

construct in curriculum design and ehould be attended to in the

selection and development of curricula for the SPH.

SKILL FUNCTIONALITY AND SEQUENCING

Skill FunctionalitY

As defined herein, a 811111 or responne is functional when it:

1. Produces an immediate consequence for the learner;

2. Le reinforcing;

3. Is natural to the learner'e interaction with socioeco-

logical or prosthetic environments;

4. Has long-range benefits and extended use during the life

span of the learner.

The skills that Comprise curricula should be selected and/or

adapted to meet these criteria. Table 5 delineates skills, as well

Aie functional and nonfunctional teaks through which the skills

could be assessed and taught.

Table 5 illustratee that one skill can be taught or assessed

through many tasks. Often curricula delineate a few tasks through

which skills can be eisessed and taught witheut attending to the

task functionality.or age=appropriateness. A key principle is that

skills are not functional until learners can apply the skills in

the performance of daily:living activities.
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Table 4

Horizontal Programming: Teaching the Application
of Skills ACK= Many Functional Tasks-

. .
SKILL TASKS

Pincher
PIM

Picks up
raisin

Picks up
lain

Picks up
smell candies

Grans biltion.
ponies wasp.

Indicates
'Vents mom"
by posturing

Indiana
wants more
milk

indicates
wants TOM
musk

Indiana'
mots more
ride

Indicates
wants TIM
rocking

Siam olden
MIMI

Signs "ball" Signs
"nude"

Signs
"spoon"

Sim

"
Radon Reaclws toe

food
Radios tor
toys

Roaches tor
self-are
lams

lleaches tor
pito*
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Table 5

Selected Rola** Functional and Notdunctional Tasks
tor Assessing and Toddling Selected aidlis

akills Nenfunetienel Teaks Funstional Tasks

I. Pulls up pants 1. Fulisup plats when sued by
the health in siehmem

la. Pulls up pans after weknming

b. Pulls op panic aftsrhilet

e. Pulk up penal whits dressing
in the moraine -

2. Labels "bate 2. Labels balls whop asked "hluit's
thls" In Pas Ilasaroom

2a.. Mu for "bail" at raises .

b. MOM a bell at bane

3. Mulles *nth

,

3. Omahas sloth at the @legroom
work table when sued by timber

3a. linsthes teeth after sneak

b. finishes hogs after lunch

st. Brushes loath before tied

d. Brushes heth befot. pains
out on a heavy**,

4. Sorts objects/micas seas
of objects

4. Sorts triathlon and egusrsi k110
seperms sets

4O. Sorts silierhare wid dkins
Into Overate bins affor wishing

b. Sorts clothing into saperate
dtawers when puttaway

5. One-to-ons coirespondence S. Piths felt apples end Uhl In
loo.1 correspondence

5a. Gives ea* pith settlng a plats
when setting the table

b. Glees each demote a cookie
at snack or

II Objempermanence I. Finds objects hidden behind omens
at classroom woiktabis

64. Finds articles of mloplaced dothine



This Principle has profound implicatione.for sssss sment and

instructional programming. It mandates that the leerner's ability

te perform ikills acroas miny tasks of daily living be s d and

taught. Commercially available assessment tools and dUrricula

usually do not and teach the functional applications of

skills in teaks of daily living. Thus, even after acquiring many

akilIs.listed in a curriculum guide, learners may not be.able tb

function ort indpendently in community, environments. The

functional applications of_thoie ekills were neither assessed por

taught: CurricUla should delineate age-appropriate functional

tasks of daily living through which skills can be assessed and

taught.

One method for testing the appropriateneas of an objective is

to translate it into i life function that will inCrease

independence in community home living, recreational, and vo-

cational settings. ObjectiVes which cannotbe tranalated into such

life functions should be considered for deletion from a curriculum.

Table S'depicts the translation of skills intO life functions.

Functional Alternatives

SPH learners encompass an extremely heterogeneous population

which includes learners with motoric and sensory impairments. A

major challenge is to develop Curricula that-can be individualized

and adapted to meet diverse'learner needs. Typically, curriculum

content focuses upon such skills as walking and talking without

directly attending to the functions of the skill and alternative

ways to fulfill that function. -For curricula to be adaptable to SPH

learners, they should address selection and instruction. on

functional alternatives. Table 7 illustrates the.procese of

translating skills into -the function they perform and-shows

examples of alternative ways to accomplish those sante functions.

Let us say the target skill is using single-word utterances.

Generally the behavior indicated by normal development- for

carrying out the function would be emphasized. By definition, it

wOuld be the most typical and appropriate to the learner'S

chronological age and generally the least restrictive. If it is

determined .that the learner doed not currently have the requisite

skills to vocalize, an augmentative method must be chosen which is

the most functional, normal, age-appropriate, end least

restrictive.

One caution'must be made in the delineation of functional

alternatives. It may seem as if.one functional alternative must be

Selected. In the aree of communication this is 'Clearly not
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Table 6

Transhting Skills into
Life Functiont

. . Mkt Function

Walking Mobility In Masai° Inatome lndependerww .

in all attivitin

--TOW iihiel Fastening Moss to Immo Indepondenes
In No 4iere

*whiny Meth
-

Oral hqn. to Mumma, kidependents . ,
in ma-

Verbally lebaling Nina and sabot Expressing wants and needs; driecribkm
Dia haw; and now

limdinl reelP. book . FilipwIng mak to Menus kidemindenoe .
in home-Ming

Table 7

Translating Skills Into Functional Alternatives

Skill§ Functional Alternative,

Welting Can. Crutthes Wa !bar Wheelchair

Vets by label
oblacts

Communka-
tion bowd

- Scanning

Direct
niacin,

- Encoding

GanWIN
,..

' Formal
lanky

.

Tie shoat Waif
loafers

!liable
shoes

Veico
closures
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the case, and often the learner shouldbe simulteopously acquiring

skills in ach of several communicative modalities. Comparative

.progrese in each of these areaa would thenbe usedas data to select'

the best augmentative' system. Functional alternatives must be

Considered from the'onset of a learner's individUalized"plan.for

services but this selection'of functional alternatives ehould not

be made in.a rushed fashion or in the absence of data...Neither must

the selection of one alternative always be.made over another. In

the area of .,communication, it is possible for the learner to

vocalize and sign simultaneously or vocalize while operating a

.communication board.

In summary, a primary consideration in developibg and

evaluating curricula is skill and task functionality.. In addition,

because SPII learners constitute such a diverse population,

curricula should attend to functional alternatives that facilitate

adaptation of curriculum content.to individual learner needs.

Issues raised in this section on ehcill sequences lead to the

following evaluative criteria:

1. Are skills part of a longitudinal sequence?.

. Is vertical skill sequencing addrested?

Is horizontal skill sequencing addressed?

2. Are functional alternatives for links in a skill

sequence provided?

3. Are a variety of instructional tasks listed or

described?

CURRICULA AND THE IEP

. Public Law 94-142 assures that all handicapped learners be

provided with special education services designed to meet their

unique needs. The aspect of P.L, 94-142 that most directly affects

the educator is participation in the formulation of an Individual

Educational Program (IEP) for each handicapped child. The IEP

includes the delineation of:

1. Learner's current level of functiOning

-2. .Loncp-term (annual) goals

3. Short7term objectives
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4. Statement of eduCatIonal services provided with specific

invervention strategies

5. Specification of extent of participation in regular

programs .

6:. Timelines for initiation/completion of services

7. ,Statement of objective.criteri a and evaluation pro-,

cedures_

B. Summative/formative procedures for tracking learner

progress.

While curricula can in no way be totally i3rescriptive in the

formulation of an IEP-, the organization of curricula should readily

allow for aClaptation to meet 'requirements of the.IEP. This section

will address the utilization of curriculum for the development of

service components of the IEP.

Eatablishing Present Level of Performance

Haring (1977, p. 77) made the following distinction between

measurement, assessment and evaluation:

Measurement

Assessment

A dynamic measure of behavior

which charts performance, its

rate, quality or quantity over

time...

Measurement of an individual's

performance at any one- time to"

determine his statue in cumula-

tive skill or knowledge.

Evaluatibn Meaeurement of an entire....pro-

gram after it haw been completed

in order to assess its effective-

ness.

The distinction is important in that it stresses the importance of

ongoing assessment (formative) ae well as end-of-program

(summative) evaluation of learner behavior.. Additionally, the

term "evaluation" stresses the importance of scrutinizing the

teething program and teacher performance as well as 'learner

performance.
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Prior to developing the first step in an IEP, it 10 necessary

to determine the eligibility of a learner.for special education.

An initial interview may be the firet contact made between.the

educator, the potential pupil, and the pupil's parents Or parent

representatives. During thie interview, the observed overall

functioning level of the learner in specific areas is assessed. In

addition, areas requiring interdisciplinary expertise for

asseeement or development of the learner's educational plan can be

,,noted.
.

Once eligibility is established, the process of determining

the learner's preeent level of performance begins. An efficient

process would.begin by gathering information previously provided .

by persons with an in-depth knowledge of the pupil, ouch as a

parent, parent representatives, or teacher. Analysis of this

initial information should provide the inetructional staff with a

rough indication.of the learner's strengths and weaknesses. Next,

_an interview, utilizing curricular assessment, ,should indiCate

which objectivee in a skill.sequence should be given priority,for

assessment and whether epecial expertise is necessary for in-depth

assessment in selected areas, Gush as _motor or communication.

Follow,up integlaw maY be conducted to determine the pupil's

performance leLel on objectives within the skill sequenCe system.

Thie procedure of initial assesament may provide more

accurate and complete information on a learner's skills than may be

obtained when complete asseasment is done by a pereon who is not

acquainted with the. pupil (this is particularly true with very

young or handicapped populations). An initial assessment

incorporating follow-up interviews also immediately involves

parents or parent representatives in the developqpnt t6f the

learner's educational program. Interview assessments provide an

opportunity for parent and educator to discuss appropriate

educational objectives for the pupil and to develop a vehicle to

facilitate continuity between home and school on pupil progresa.

Format for administration. After hypotheeee have been formed

aboTTZ-the learner's functioning, an in-depth arift<rn_it with the

learner is possible. One cannot rely solely upon one method or

procedure to obtain.the required information about the learner's

behavior. Kaplan (1964) warned against the use of an assessment

paradigm simply because it is 'available. He refers to the

inflexible overuee of an assessment_ device as "law ef the

inetrument:"

...give a boy a small .hammer -and he will,find that

everything he encounters needs pounding (p. 284).
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The majority of assessment devices available for SPH learners

are limited in format. This is unfortunate, as the more options in

assessment format offered, thWetter the clarity :of the

information obtained.

In An- attempt to weigh the respective .pros And cons of

elicited and opservational. assessment,- Reichle.and Yoder (1976)

examined eight profoundly mentally retarded children functioning

developmentally below 12 months of age. During elicited assess-

Monts, the eValuator systematically cues, apecifie responses,

whereas observational assessment involves obirving the leainer in

situations where, the evaluator does not systematically cue

responses: Reichle and Yoder selected three behaviors to assess:

motor imitation, auditory localization along a horizontal plan, k-

and object permanency (sensorimotor Stage 3). All children

received a total oflive hours of observational assessment, &swell

as separate 20-trial elicitation task for each of the behaviors

under consideration. Results suggested that in five of the eight',--,

children, the most'frequently observed behaviors Were not the

most frequently elicited behaviors.. When the observationaldata

were viewed in terms of successes per number of observable dis-

criminative stimuli, the agreement between responsee to natur-.

alistic versue eXperimentally administered Sp's ranged from

.52 to .67. Viewed in terms pf correct. responses/tOtal trials,

four children emitted higher percentages of appropriate responses

during observational assessment. The interpretation of these data

have led to the belief that there is no single method that will

necessarily result in eyelid assessment of many skills critical to

educational progress. for SPH children. Miller (1977) suggested

that the use of elicited assessment procedures is warranted when

specific aspects of behavior are to be analyzed and their frequency

of occurrence in naturalistic settings is limited. This rationale

was based on the fact that elicitation procedures are generally

less time-consuming than observational asessment. Our philosophy

is'that there is no .one single decision rule in the selection of

A strategy to be used in the implementation of an assessment

Pat.221.-
Several issues must be.addressed in the discussion of the

initial assesament that are pertinent regardless of whether an

elicited and/or an observational'format is selected for assess-

ment. These issues include standardization and selection of

assessment items:

Standardization of assessment items. Frequently, .School

districts require that the assessmeht devices.used must be

standardized tools. Although standardization is generally
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equated with a reiiable and valid instrument, no data have ever

been presented to suggest that severely handicapPed learners group

around a normal distribution. Moreover, since most tests Were

standardized with normally deVeloping children as subjects, their

advantage in the assessment of severely handicapped learners is

open to serious question.

Selection of assessment items. Those items included in an

assessment protocol are customarily referred to as criterien and

noncriterion referenced .items. Criterion referenced assessments

are defined as those evaluative instruments that,examine behaviore

that are potential instructional items contained within the
curriculum. Noncriterion referenced assessments, on the other

hand, represent those evaluative instruments that either: (a) do

not directly.examine behaviors that are to be addressed in the

instrUctional program, or (b) do not reflect the recommended score

and sequence of behaviors to be trained.

Often when' a noncriterion referenced device is 'used, the

instructional staff must translate the test.item into functional

skills to train, as is shown on Table 8. (See Thompson and
Rainforth, 1978-, for other examples).

Sequencing assessment iteMs. A second problem inherent in

noncriterion referenced approaches is the use of a noncriterion
referenced assesdment as if it were eilterion referenced.

Noncriterion.tests (particularly if standardized) do mit represent

a compilation of tasks necessarily separated by equal intervals of

difficulty. Only those items that prove to be highly
discriminative are included i.n many noncriterion referenced

t;
assessMent Ths. .e result is at a graded easy-to-hard sequence
will be da?mptga. This limi tion can result in,difficulty as

assessment results are translated into instructional objectives

(see Table 9).

Our intent is not to indict the use of noncriterion assessment

items; our criticism regards the misuse of noncriterion-related

instruments.

The literature currently available in the arta of initial

assessment of learner behavior would suggest that;

1. -Options in the format of the assessment instrument may

facilitate application to heterogeheous SPA- popula-
tions;
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Tabial
Functional Ahernativoi to Traditional, Assessrnent Tasks

Anewnsent Task Functional Alternative

tutu* plash *nue *prewar Pick up toothinush/toothPuns

Melt up one *est then erwther Hold tooth' paste/remors cap

Hold and manipulate two .

*oats imulterwoualy

Put toothpasal on bru dt

Table 9
Examples of Complete and Incomplete Min Sequencos

Partial Easy-to Hard More dotoplete Esay.to.Hard

Squaws &puma

71'w/uncross midlim on vortical. plena .

Tracks midline to poriphery on horizontal plane

Tracks periphery to midline on horizontal plane

Tradu across miciline on horizontal plane

Tracks midline to periphery on vertical plane

Tracks across midline on ventral plane

Localize' to rear

Localizes on horizontal plane

Localiaes on vortical plane

Localizes to rear
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2. Standardized ssssss ments ahOuld not be selected over

other a sssss ;tent instruments simply because they are

standardized;

3. Whenever pospible, assessment items- ahould relate

directly to oritical skills in the learner's environ-

ment;

4. If 4 *kill sequence omits a number of items in the easy-

to-hard sequence, it is critical that the educator
recognize these omissions.

Long-Tara Goals and Short-Term Objectives

The role of the writer of generic curriculum is somewhat

different from,the rola of the individual selecting/adapting an

instructional objective for an individual learner. In generating

curricula, it is necessary to write the smallest possible chunks of

learner behavior. It is not particularly relevant for th.'

generator.ordurricula to attend to annual .goals,.per ee, becanse

expectations for a learnei's rate of acquisitiOn ere highly

variable. It is the individual educator's responsibility to select

-the-unit of behavior(s) most representative of any giVen learner's

anticipated progress over the course of months up to a year. Once

the beliaviors are selected, it is essential that.they be written lie

specific ahort-termhbjectives. The writing of the instructional

objective must meet three criteria in order .to comply with the

requirements 9f the IEP process: (a)- a clear and objective

specification of conditions under which the behavior is to be

observed; (b) a description of the behavior to be learned; and (c)

the criteria at which the behavior must be performed when it hake

been mastered.

Unless each of these components is clearly specified, it will

be extremely difficult to implement a given curriculum objective

and maintain a reliable system of formative .aseessment. The

discussion that follows will address the relationship between the

short-term 'objective and the specification -of instructional

procedures for acquisition, maihtenance, and generalization.

Time-lines for Initiation/Completion of Services

The formulation,..of time-linps for Service delivery would

appear, at.first, glance, to be .a topic that' "could be treated

briefly.' Reichle (1979) examined over 30 individualized educa-

tional plane designed.for SPH learners between the chronological

ages of 3 and 19 who were reaidents of a state institution. Time-

lines reflecting, the date of program implementation 'and
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completion Were found, in the majority.of instances, to be totallY

inconsistent with previously Available information on the

learner's history of skill acquisition. ExaMplep incljuhmlin Table

10 deiaonstrats time-line-discrepancfes.-

Often teachers are led to believe that a curriculum can

deliver more than it really can. For example; some curricula

purport capacity to train a set of 10 object labels in 10 hours of

training (Carrier and Peak, 1976).. The 1.0-hour8 specificationmay.

have meant hundreds of trials epaced in a very short amount of time.

For example, individuals- often .cite ,the succese of Lovaas'

curriculum. Lovaas (1966) trained language .8 houri-a day with

learners maintained in 4.24-hour environment. 'Obviously, the

manner in which a dUrriculum is iinplemented is just as important as

the content itself.

A second problem that' may account for overly optimistic

timelines is the myth that 'published curricula are totally

successful. Few authors of curricula dwelt on their failures.
..

Consequently, the teacher is led to believe that a curriculum will

be successful if implemented according to specifications. Guess,

Sailor, and Baer (1978) report that over 30% of the learners

enrolled in their vocal imitation.program fail. ilore realistic

data on results of commercial curricula might have a poeitive

effect on teacher eXpectations for both learners and curricula.

The establishment of timelines leading to the initiation and

cOmpletion of services depends upon the characteristics- Of _the

indiVidual learner, the nature of the behavior or 'class of

behaviors being-established, andthe quantity and distribution of

training trials.

Instructional Strategies .

The IEP process requires that instructional strategies be

specified., Rarely, however, is this information expanded to the

extent that-would make it useful during the intervention process.

The best instructional strategy information sufficient for

replication found in the'subset of 30 IEI"S :discussed earlier

included: (a) general instructional approach (e.g., behavioral

modification), .(b) number of other learners included in the

activity (e.g., small group, one-to-one), (c) potential' schedules

of reinforcement (e.g., FR-2, CRF), and (d) persons responsible for

service delivery. Unfortunately, this information is not

sufficient tc allow for the replication of a planned instructional

activity.
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To* 10

Excerpts From SPH Loomor's IF/

Previous Learning History

Minot ShorbTonn

.
Obioctir

Condition &MON' Criftrin Condition Illoharior Whirls WM

.

12 months

.

,

Given
'Mal cus
"whom"

.

Army of
oups lk
spoons

Points
to asp

751koocur.
3 of 4

unmoor**
susions

Given
yWhol
an

, "whore
fait_
knits
NW

. cup
shOs

Arfrff Of
5 Aunts

.
Lawnw

will
point to

itam
requested -

.

100% mut.
during 3 .

af 4 gonwouthw
unions

..

1 month

.

14 months

-

Cillon
rabid

.esis "WI
lmitatasi

bal
I10% sow.
during 3

of 4
sessionu

Given as
"roylbal

Llinur
will tay/

Criwrin
100% socur.

during 3
of twituntwdlt.

.

1 month
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_In order .to Meet minimal professional standards, am much

instructional .information am possible must be placed in the

conditions section, of the shortterm ,objective. An .additional.

document outlining:teaching procedures should be formulated far

each learner's program and s4ou1d.be referenced in the instroo-

tional 'strategy section of the IEP. Components of educationgl

programs specifying both teacher-and learner behavior are included

in many.publidations (Williams, 1975; Williams,.Brown, and Certo,

19754 Willie/6 and York, 1978). The folloWing components axe

typically indicated as necessary to a comprehensive educational.

programfor SPH learners:

1. Terminal.objective (What to teach)

2. Rationale (Why teach that objective)

3. Learner (Who to teach: Learner charecteristics)

4. Materials (What to teach with)

5. Instructional arrangement (Where to teach)

6. Instructional procedures (Howto teech)=-:

7. Consequences forinstruction

a. Reinforcement

b. Error correction

c. Sequential description of teaching

processes (flow chartP

8. Data collection system

9. Generalization/self-initiation

10. Maintenance

Information concerning each of these components is readily

available and Appendix A (Vogelsbergc Anderson, Berger, Haselden,

Mitweli, Schmidt, Skowron,' and Ulett, 1980) offers an example of an

educational program for an SPH learner with secticins defining the

components and examples of each compOnent.

-The majorlty of these.components ire well known to educators

of the SPH learner. There are, however, specific components that

are typically noi given adequate attention when arranging

instructional programs.
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Most teachers have become well acquainted with the sequencing

of a task to be trained.into a chain of small component parts, or

task analysis. Less frequently do they attend to a method of

organizing instructional -prograMs that occurs'when teaching a

concept. Learning a concept requires learning a set of criteria

that can be applied to a variety of positive instances. 'Hecker,

Englemann, and 'Thomas (1975) have delineated a variety of

strategies to dach concepts through the use of tasks requiring

conditional dis riminationa, and these are summarized below.

.orqanizi9cj the instructional setting. Once the instruc-

tional staff Aaa determined the relative need,for task analysis and

concept analysis,' further delineation of the instructional

strategy may proceed. There are two approaches situated at either

end of a continuum of instructional strategies. These include

stimulation and training. Stimulation refers to a careful

arrangement of antecedent events in order to maximize the learner'a

opportunity-to respond. Training, on the other hand, refers to,a

careful arrangetent of antecedents as well as consequences that

are response dependent. The literature is replete with reports of

auccessful uie of these training 'paradigms across, a number of

curricular domains.

Most instances of successful stimulation programs have been

documented during the first six years of life (usually with

learners not classified. as severely handicapped). The most

successful stimulation programs have also been paired with more

formal training exercises conducted-either in a center base or

closely monitored in thechome (Horiwitz and Paden, 1969), -Several

critical questions regarding a more generalized use .of stimulation

programming will challenge the developers .of curricula' for

stimulation pregrams. These include:

1. Does stimulation lead to significant changes across the

life span; and

2. Are stimulation procedures of sufficient intensity to

impact on severely handicapped learners? .

At the outsetof the discussion of intervention strategies, We

suggested that to propose a total dichotomy between stimulation and

training would be misleading. There are a number of.curricula

available that suggest using overt, highly structured sessions

paired with occasional more' naturalistic training trials

throughout the crairse of -the day (Hohmin, Banet, and
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Weikart, 1979; McDonald, 1978; Vincent, Branston,.and Salisbury,

1977).. Anothr label-tbat refe're to training xtended to the

naturalistic environment is incidental teaching.

.
Incidental teadhing. Incidental teaching opportunities are

of two varieties: learner initiated
and teacher initiated. In the

first, the child initiates the training trial. Let us suppose that

a learner has been participating in a conviunication program

designed to teach the child to initiate request _for assistance.

Let us further suppose that on a cold day, the child in the precees

of putting on a onowsuit gets hie/her zipper ptuck. The child has

fust created an e for a tri'al of requesting assistance. In

this particular instance., it is the responsibility of the

teacher to seize upon this child-initiated SD. In a training

program, the teacher would observe the child's behavior and emit

one of the consequences shown in Table 11.

The second method of incidental teaching occurs whim, fres:the

beginning, tho teacher triggered the.e. Consider the same learner

who is .being taught to initiate requepts for ,desired

objects. While it is impossible to indicate at exactly what point'

the teacher's cue been:nes overt, as opposed to incidental, consider

the following hierarchy (Table 12).

It is generally.accepted that incidental,teaching represents

the best method of ensuring that learner interest is considered and

-that functional skills are being establiShed. The, primary

disadvantage of incidental_ teaching centers on the enormeus

responsibility placed
on)instructiona1 staff to recognize,

initiate', or respond consistently to incidental opPortunities for

instruction.'

Issues raised in this seCtion on curriculum and the IEP lend

themselves to the following evaluation criteria:

1. Are prerequisite skrlls identified?

2. Are procedures provided for asseasmint/verification of

learner progress?

3. Are procedures provided for initial assessment of skills

to be taught?

4. Are data collection procedures provided for monitoring

progress?

5. Are specific instructional objectives specified?
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6. Are defined sequences. for instructional objectives

presented'in task analysis format?

7.. Are-concepts analyzed in clearly specifiable prose-

dures?

8 . .AFe recommended materials Inc luded or inexpensively

avai lable?

9. Are a variety of training fermats presente4 or suggeited

(e.g., stimulation, incidental teaching)?

10.- Are instructional procedures specified that include?

. Errer correction.

. Reinforcement

: Antecedent cueing

Table 11

Child Behavior mid Teather Consequence
in an Incidental. Teeth log Paradirn

Ctgd8Mmrim _ Teacher Consequence

Approachn teacher and units provides minima .

wpm request

Approaihos frothy but rainforest approach
fails to emit virgin provides verbal prompt
mcpmst t:

-7"....,,

.-- odminIstra sutural prompt
but
metrictiro i
prompt modal
hierarchy

Faits to apprnach
anchor

orM.

swim mores dour to learner

continua moving

closer

rectal prompt
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kil000thy of Towbar. induced
Angeoodsm Evwts
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GENERALIZATION AND MAINTENANCE

Traditionally, generalization., and maintenance have been
viewed am. "things" that 'are dealt with after mastery. Our
experience end the data available, however, suggest that we hove
not beep partiCularly effective in. our efforts to ensure the
maintenanc and generalisation of behaviors.

Reidble (1979) sampled thirty IEP's written for learners
between the ages'of 3 and 19 oVer an El-month period. _Only 7 ef, the
30 documents specified objectives that rel'ted to maintenance or:
generalization of establisheorbehaviors. This finding would be
cons.Lstent with the hypothesis that many teachers are reinforced bY
increasing or decreasing behaviors., rather than by enhancing

. maintenance and generalization of behaviors. liere is a clear need
for curricular aids that translate core Curriculum objectives into
functional activities across a variety of tasks that, occur
throughout the learner's day.

Generalization

Incidental teaching allows for the consideration of a
generalization variable of self-initiation-that is not commonly
addressed in educational programs. Since moei't behaviors taught in
the majority of curricula. are accomplished with tho child
responding to verbal or motor SD's Of another person, it is im-
portant to determine that the learned behavior May be emitted-
as a result of more subtle Sp's Let us suppose, for'example,
that the teacher sets up.the following learning opportuniti.

Antededent Learner Behavior

Red apple placed on * Learner self-initiateireguest
table out of learner's for apple
reach

No verbal antecedent

is proVided

In the preceding example, the learner emitted the target response
in the absende of a verbal cue. Some individuals woUld refer to the
learner's behavior as a generalized response. The literature,
however, suggests tbat,delayed learners have a propensity not to
self-initiate behavior learned in a responding paradigM (Leonard
and Fey:in press; Watson, 1977). One method to help ensure'that
the learner will both initiate and 'respond is to introduce both
verbal cuets and nonverbal cues prior to mastery. This latter
notion 'simply makes initiatidhs part:of the criterion behavior to
be learned.
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Ten or 15 year* ego, there was such an emphasis on inotruc-

tional technology that *kill fuhctiontlity we* .neglected-._ An

extremely detrimentel.aspect of nonfunctional tasks as instruc-

tional vehicles was that many steps'were needed to meek out

functional applications of .the skill taught. For example, the

child who mastered identrcal match to sample by using color squares

has. to generalize to match the colors of socks. In the preceding

Andtance. generalizatiom from cOlor squares .to socks was in

unnecessary programmatic step. The example below reiteratee.the.

importance of skill functionality aspeCte of content validity. The

better the match between skill functionality and curricular tasks,,

the lower the risk of requiring :an unnecessary step in the

generalization process (see Table 13).

The literature describing normal development suggests that

opportunities must be provided for generalization prior to

mastery. Without these opPortUnities,' the-learner will have been

denied valutble learning experiences.

Maintenance

Maintaining a learner's performance may occur: (a) from the

conclusion of programming to some sPecifiable point in the future,

(b) from one programming period to another, or (c) within trials of

a programming period. . Maintenance has traditionelly been

associated with learner and teacher behavior subsequent to the

acquisition ,of a behavior that is scrutinized before as well as

after acquisition.

'Often teachers operate with the belief that once a skill/

behavior is acquired it is permanently in the learner's reper,.

toire. This assumption cannot be made when working with SPH

learners. Care must be taken so that periodic assessments on

acquired behaviors may be implemented to assure that the learn-

er's behavior hallinet deteriorated since acquisition. If deter-

ioration-has taken place, systematic procedures must be imple-

mented to re-establish lost behavior.
Maintenance between programming periods. Assuring mainten-

ance between .programming periods requires particular care in data

monitoring. Data systems included in a given curriculum must

provide mechanisms to monitor progress from seasion to session.

The status of the.behavior must be systeMatically.compared to

environmental faCtore that might radically'influence performance.

One predoMinant environmental factor is the learner's inability to

maintain.perfermance over sessions (often involving the learner's

health étatus and corresponding absences from sessiona).. One

set of learner data, showing two different methods of labeling



Table 13

Training Envirorsment vs, National Environment

Training Environment Ultimata Environment

Taught to eat Mr thongs
from attondrot

i
1

l

No ettlndent;
roang, maim' available

Taught to um Maroino to
provide individual packets
of letrotent

iNio iiirtonsing mochhie available
.

Might*, pot Mitsui/
mount of 151119Int in
front loader industrial
24-11s. wisdom

Top balm roguirhig significantly
less detergent

.

Taught to um coin operated

t!'yw

No dryers availabla; must travel to
second loundromet (or) hang up clothes
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seSsiOna, ili'displayed in Eigure .1. Data. set A would tend to

suggeat that the learner is fading at the current programmatic

step being implemented. Data set B, hOwever, provides support-

" ing evidence that the behavior ie deteriorating because bf in-

consistencies in the conduct of training sessions. The above

is one simple example of cautions that curritulum developers'

must issue to.the naive user of curriculum.

Maintenance within trials of a programming period. 'With

many early developing skills, such as auditory localization and

visual tracking, the literature has demonstrated the propensity

for the thild to habituate (Eiienberg, 19781. Mormaldevelopmental

-literature iuggests, for example, that with a three-mooth old, one

is likely to obtain 10L12 auditory localizations prior- to

habituation (Eisenberg, '1978; Eisenberg, Griffin, Coursin, and

Hunter', 1964). This example suggests that, even in normally

developing populations, behavior will not necessarily be main-

tained over an extremely long period.

An alternative is a system w)ich inVokes.a number of training

sessions spaced throughout the day.. For example:

10 trials

10 trials.

10 trials

10 trials

8 a.m.

11 a.m.

2 p.m.

4p.m.

Thissystem uses thresholds of habituation for behaviors that

are exhibited by a normally developing population and makes those

thresholds the basis for the.initial selection of a number of.

trials per session.

Reichle and Yoder (1976) demonstrated that this technique of

distributed trials served to facilitate short-term maintenance in

SPH learners. They formed two grouph of learners of similar

developmental level and chronOlogical age. One group received 30

consecutive.trials during a single training period. The Second

group received 10 trials during each of 3 separate sessions

separated by approximately 2 hours. Several findings were.

significant. Those learners who received 10 trials at a time had

significantly More success within the first 5,trials of a session

'than those who received large trial blocks. .Although neither group

showed significant differences in trials to criteria, the 10-

trials-at-a-time group maintained the behavior significantly

better than the 30-trials-at-a-time group. Although this.evidence

-is tentative, there is More need on the part of curriculum

developers to explore those aspects of the intervention strategy

that effect the administration of trials through the learner's day.
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. pavalopori curricula hoe, forthe moat part, not directed .

users to thit body.Of information and hav4 not incorporated this

.information.into specificatibh of session length/dpration. The

.implications ol using theuabove approach are often a potential

source Of assiStance for the clagsroom'ttacher in the management of

thiclassroenvenvironment.
Issues in'this 'section that address maintenance and generali-.

zation loadto the following evaluative criteria:

1. Are there monitoring systems andprOceduros to ensure

maintenance?

2. Are there procedures to ensure student-initiated

performance.of-skilla?

3. Ate procadUres available to-assist in the establishment'

of gerieraliped behavior?

FIELD USE OF A CURRICULUM

EVALUATION CHECKLIST

VogeIsberg and Wilcox (1977) proposed the use of acurriculum

evaluation checkiiet that could be uaed to compare prospective

curricula in any given domain of interest. Tab1e 14 diaplays a

modification of the Vogelsberg-Wilcox checklipt that'includes

categories addreasing all . evaluatioh Variables described

previously in the chapter..

The checklist was used to evaluate a variety of curricula

representing skill domains that included: (a) :aelf,help, (b)

.recreation/leisure, (c) communication, (d) functional academics,

(e) home management, and (f) vocitidnal/ community survival.

Eighteen curricula were chOsen and are listed in.Table 19. While

the results of this eva1uation 'represent little bore than a non-

empirical expert appraisal, the results iliustrate some of the

.atrengths and weaknesses of.available curricula and point out

variables that future curriculumefforts may address.

-Each curriculum was read in its entirety by the. authors

SubSeqpent to the reading, the evaluation checklist was completed

and readers were free to re-examine curricula to search for

evidence pertinent ,to check1ist items. Each evaluatiVe item was

scored as the item pertained to assassment and/or. intervenzion.

Evaluative items were scored in the following manner.



IMA Curriculum reviewed adequately.

Addressesthisitem.

no Curricurut reviewed doei not

address this item.

partial Curriculum reviewed addresses
. this item indirectly or incom.

pletely.

not applicable Curriculum reviewed does ot
addriseitem because the var1abX4

isnot germaine to tho curricular

area 'addressed.

&minimumotthree,turricula were reviewed in each Area, with the

exception .of :the home living-domain where two curricula mere:,

reviewed. pooled data fOr.each asseseMent item are presented in
Table 16. As indicated,in Table 16, items 19, 20,- 23;,and24yere

not.scored because evalUations of the,items were too.subjective

and/or not enoughinformation was provided within the curricula to

adore them.

Longitudinal Skill Sequences

Virtually all curricula reviewed were criterion.referenced

aid lead_the.ueer'directly from componente of initial Assessment to.

AnstruCtional objeCtives. lhe sequencing of instructional
o

objectiveemae handled in's' number of different ways.' Approxi-

mately 40 percent of the curricula revieMed tolled exclusively on

vertical (ea5r7to-hard) skill sequences. ono would predict,,the

practice-was most:prevalent in Areas where norMal developmental

sequendee wire not'readily available (e.g., vocational, hoMe
management) .- Ilecreation:and leisure curricula reviewed were

particularly adept atprovidinga combination Of both horizontal

and vertical skills eequences. Review of data from the fuhctional

academic area was patticula4y. puzzling. In thls curticulum

domain, horizontal sequencing was not addressed even though the

functional academics.area contains numerous sets pf interrelated

sub-doMains.

..Prerequisite'Skills

Apprnximately half of the curricula reviewed addressed
. prerequisite 'skills. Curricula that identified prerequisite

skills usually provided a method,for assessing ihose.skills:

Domains particularly weak in this area included recreation/



Tale 14
Currkukim Evalul1lon Chocklist

Cwrimeir Area EvelreMed Currieulum Source: I 1 Commercial
Cohlwrier Areas btaluded: I 1 Unpobilehed

Publidter
Cwriollim Mir Paldme:
Cwrimbm Comment= , City, Sam Zip

Telephone:
Milma(s). Cullom mi Page
Prarmaliml. Com

Waal Pepubtien intended Ass Lawl Wended WM AudiEm . Swing Sywam
I i nenZiandleopped I 1 04 I i Team yor (V) compmmt la proem -

1 1 mill l 1 34 ( ) Alde/Pareprfiftedonal no (N)-component is not present
I 1 moderate _ ! i 114 l 1 Parent Partial ON component is Present

t i physiml MI. : l 1 142 l 1 Other N/A doe* not apply

t 1 snowy Mid. l 1 12.17
t 1 OM* IOC I ) Huh

'Mose eompanento with an amid' (*) ere considered esposielly in1PerUmr for curricillum Winded for *MINN handicaPPKI Imnickircrls.

AS$ESIIMENT INTERVENTION -

No Portlier N/A Vie No Partial N/A

1. pas ens cetweeriaedircos domains

V.
. .

Ihills ere port of loneituninel lagoons,' which:
a. allow for Monomial isquencki
b: allow for vertical sequencing

n. Prerequisite skids we identified.

M. Prowithree for melamtent/wrification of learner uremia:Ikea to
enter the curriculum domeMe:

U. eontain conditions
b. aftwin ailed, for compietion

M.
. . .

Procedures for initid IlielfeMent of ticlils to be taught ere included
(proton) whith:

I. (*mein condons
b: oontain criteria for completion

S. Amessment hemsand instructional objectives are:
e. (Mallon referenced
b. norm relaxer:en ' . .

7.
.

Provision for monhor9 miner (late coNrction) Provides:
U. forme*. dna
b. summative data including levels of acquidtion
c. sensitive ID IMO increments of change

,

.

I. aims rationale tor objectives:
e. developmentel
b.. romarliel
c. other

4

V.
.

Cr

.

Speelfies indructionii objective e with:
a. eonclitions ,i,
b. criteria .

c. raw (attends to situationeliy eppropriate rata)
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TN* 14 (continued)

ASSESSMENT . .INTERVENT1ON

Yee No ?Rad Yes N. P liii N/A

V& Plevidee inetruadead Poweedures: .
IN format -a. a swam&

Is: v. IN dim esepeedertpnweduree .
a. with rakelenseawatpressdpree
d. with anewadweit waft Ire Pnwattakte Ploobaufm

11. Objeatlww Pi woe wieseaNd whit Weer seleaad(dwasias
multaisted. la Ow ewer*

.

12. Speak* d isommoithwisiti _
elladadipowdeligald aldsativei

la seadaerst area worlialar domain kr auddaleassia asniesda.

13. midis WIWI imorstr for *Nam la irk analygsfernet:
talkS. allaseasad mei emu

b. Werierviallsesatketwpwwea
IL, rellym sawnwedea Alma for ismeary darkits

aid, Ferwersaal appIlleadwes ed *Mean aesewad sad *ought .
. .

16. Provides fee Ofmalidenanee skills.

*111. Provides fat reseeelleatiew a( idle.

17, Pravishs far itledeat4nhisead performanot al *Ms.

IL Camino *shim feat
.

ter INSIRtala aPria/Y of actives ./ L. WIN .
h. Inellentei Iambi
. sdher

II. Msterlais we:
I. kletall( daiikahle
b, durable antreusahla
a. safe
a: inaitonhy
I. mill appl.prios .

f. eadly adapted to modified.

..

20. Is way ii. use (not cumbersome or tima conarmina)

-21. Lanplege and mown of detail ere appropsiate formers who are
artually *Ewing in dructioa,

22. Hes Hold wet data avalkbli on use wkh kneaded populetion. .

23. Newaltates Paservito training as effectively implement (required or
sinowled).

24. coosullents ere HAW* lo &Hew lrakiki, .

CURRICULUM STRENGTHS CORICULUM WEAKNESSES

SUMMARY COMMENTS (Purchase/Don't Furtive.)
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Table 16 (Continued)

Lanowlp and mount of *Nam sooroprinto for mesh whew,
wwwsify &Swill Inthontion

A WENT POE 11VENTIOn
Vu No Partial NA Yu nio Partin, N/h
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loieute, community aurviVal/vocational,'
oommunication, and self;-

helpThe majOrity of curricula reviewed in the above domains'did

nothing to addrees necessary learner
prerequisftes forum, of the

curriculum,. ConseqUentiY, the consUmer often does not have

adequete information to cletetmine whether the curriculum is

eppropriate for individual learners of concern.

Asseesment Procedures

Initial assessment. Alittle.more than half of the cutricula

contained Pincedures for initial ment. Onty half the'

curricula specifiedboth conditions and criteria for items used in

initial ment. Lack of specific conditions and criteria for

assesement items makes the reliability of the initial ment

procedures of many of the curricula suspect.

Provision for monitoring progress. Approximately half Of

the curticOla revieVed proVided tome device for use tn the

compilation of formative.and summative data. Fewer than 45 percent

of the curricula reviewed provided an ment'.system that

appeared to be sensitive to small increments of learner change.

Consequently-the use of sssss ament procedures .contained'in the

curricula reviewed woUld require..significant changes. Without

such changes, the usefulness of theee-procedures with severely

handicapped learners'is questionable'.
-

Rationale for objective: Only A few curricula provided a

rationale for objective' selection. The domains involving motor

and communication were the most straightforward about deciering

their theoretical basis. Of those curricula that did declare a

basis in &particular theory, few provided justification for theit

approach. Consequently, it was not poseible to determine the

constructlralidity-of most of the curricula reviewed. .

Instructional objective .(including functional application

of- objectives). All ctirricula reViewed attempted- -to prOvide

instructional objectives.- Eighty-three percent of the curricula

were driterion-referenced. HoWever, the conditions and criterion

components Of the objectives were often vague or lacking. Few.

curricula were eufficientlyesplicit'in specifying conditions to

permit systeMatic and reliable replication of *mantis, based

upon the objective,. Frequent omissions included materials,

poeition of )eapner and :position of materials. In the

communication domain,..for example, no specification was typically

made oetheposition of objects or significant others, ,

Fewer than 20 percent Of the cUrricula specified situation-.

ally appropriate rates of behavior in their instrUctional objec-

tives. This represented.a particular point-Of weakneds in that'

skills cannot be emitted functionally in the natural environment'

unless they are emitted at appropriate rates.
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Instructional 'Procedures
The majority of the curricula reviewed did not provide

pecific instructional 'procedures. Generaliy, the curricula
attended to what should be taught (the objectives) and left it up to
the educator to determine how to teach it. Many curricula
suggested that procedures should be based upon behavior analysis/
behaviot modification'and implied that the echicator should have a
basic knowledge of behavior analysis prior to using the curriciatua.
Lack of precise delineation and how to teich specific objectives
may be a curriculum strength, not' a Weakness, sinc"e instructional
procedures often hairo to be highly.individualized on the, basis of .

individual student learning styl's. A coOkbook approach to
initructional procedures may actualiy be more harmfu/ than -

helpful. However, curricula should state that a prerequisite to
effective. us* is a basic knowledge of sysematic instruction.

Cross-referencing. APproximately 44 percent of the curricula
reviewed inCluded multiple domains. These included-, for example,
such domain!' as home management, self-help, Communication, and
others: Objectives in one domain often required actions or skills
very similar to thoserequited in another donain.- Identification
of such objectives can result in th selecticifi of. excellent
objectives across domains that canbe implemented simultaneously.
Very 'rarely did any of the multirdomain curricula- croes-reference
these. Even when cross-referencing did occur, there- was not an
adequate description of or emphalis on the use of the cross-
reference.

A related area 'of analysis involved the, consiatency of
assessment- items and related instructional ohjectivMs acrose
domains inittulti-domain currictila. In general, most curricula were
inconsistent, across some skill domains. For e!acastple, within any
multi-domain curricula, it was quite likely to find that two or
three domains were extremely consistent in form and epeci.ficity
while-other domains were very inconsistent.

Finely Sequenced Steps
SixtY-one percent of the curricula reviewed used a task

analysis format and sequenced the skills- to be taught into small
steps. However, 39 percent of the curricula did not sequence
skills into small steps .and/or only btoke some skills into small
steps. It was sUrprising that a higher percentage of curricula did
not sequence skills to be taught into small steps, since this
aq5proach has been demonstrated to be highly effective with seVerely
handicapped learners.
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Alternative 'Stimuli and Responses'

AbOut one Out Of' five of the curricula addresteoi either

alternative atiMuii for those with sensory deficite.or alterhativA'

response modes.. One domain notoridUslY weak waS communication. In

an areawhore there ari Clearly &variety of.augmentative'response

modes (communication:board, signing, vocal model., combination of

any_preceding modes) only one communication curriculum reYiewed
.

offered informatioO-on'en augmentative modc.and this.information

was not integrated into the program itielf. 'Self-help curricula.

were among the best in addraistngalternative response modes but

--did yery little to address alternative .stimulu for sensory

-deficit..

Maintenance, Generalization, and Self-Initiated Performance

A weakness of SO percent of the curricula was,..that they did not

emphasize or provide procedures for ing and teaching

functional applications of skills. .Very few curricula suggested

vein* a variety, of training activities such -as games, play

ictivities, and functional tasks to facilitate skill maintenance

and generalization.

Maintenance, generalization, and selfyinitia-ted performance

were areas very often ignored by the, curricula reviewed, yet these

concerns ire, critical to -programs designed for the Severely

handicapped. Without' maintenance, generalization, and self...

initiated performance, a curriculum MUst be yiewed es needing

teacher adaptatiOn in order to be successfully used with severely

handicapped learners.

Materials

Nearly all of the curricula reviewed were attractively,

packaged and reasonably easy to follow. MostcUrricula had legally

duplicable components- and were durable .and safe, relatively .

inexpensive, andmodifiable. GeneraklY, the language and aMount of

detail were appropriate to users actually delivering instruction.

Packaging and physical display- of' the informatiom to be

communicated by the curricula was one- of the best features of

curricula reviewed. Unfortunately, 'this attribute may reflect

more on creativity for marketing than on.superiority of cOntent.

generated by:the authors:

Field test data. Approximately half of the curricula

reviewed reported that their program 'had, been geld tested.'

Relatively few curricula specified the-extent to which the program

had been field tested. No curriculum reported,individual field

test date on 'each component of its program. The reviewers could

only assumethat.some curricula had been extensively field tested

while others may have not been fiel4 tested at all.
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Discueeion
As illustrated by .this curriculum evaluationlection of the

Chapter, it is nat. difficult to' criticise and find -flaws in Vse
Curriculum development efforts: of others. Overall4 however, we
Were qUite impressed.with curriculum development .efforts to date.

,

Generally; the currieula reviewed provided educator* with woeful
information , on educational programming ',tor the severely
handicapped.

When critiquing curricUla, it is important to keep, in mind the
constraints Under which 'most curriculum developers oPerate.
Curriculua. development .is a very time-consuming ,and expensive
procees. Due to, funding requirements, curricula must often 4e
developost4o a relatively shOrt period of tint. -(two .to three years)
Within a limited bUdget.:.Such restraint* often prohibit extensive
field testing and revision of curriculum over time; based upon
field test data. It -iss interesting to note that tlie authors of most
of the curricula reviewed indicated that "their cUrriculum didpot
represent nfinal product and that the curriculum shoOld be updated
as. the date-base on providing educational servibes to'tha aeverely
handicapped incr ***** Unfortunateli, once curriculum is
published there.is no, guarantee that it will be updeted.or renoved
from the market when it becomes outdated, no longer represents best -

practices, or ceases; to meet the need* of the field.
It i the experience of title authors' that most publishing

houises are currently unwilling to underwrite the' costs, of deVe-
loping and continually updating curricula for the severely

-handicapped. The market for such curricula 'does not appear to
justify the development costs.' The implication is that additional
sources of funding must be secured to underwrite long-term
curriculum development efforts to ensure tlit the resources are
available to adequately field test krid validate curricula for the
severely handicapped.

WidesPread educational programming for the severely handicap-
ped is a,relatively recent phenoMena. A data biee indicating the
variables that should be addressed by .curricula fop the severely
handicapped is still emerging. Given the relative recency of
educational programming for the severely 'handicapped and lack of
this solid data base,et is surprising that so many curricula were
available4

In. general, the curriCula reviewed "sere very basic. They
provided a. framework fer assessment, determining instructional
objectives, and monitoring learner progress. Only a .few curricula
we're soPhieticated enough to provide .a framework for designing
instructional procedures, implementing horizontal programming;

..
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I.

staisurinir,mal incr*Msnto of lairnst skill cloyslopmeni, asZessing

end teaching ekil1 maintonsince, .asissing apd teaching skill

generalization, assessing and teaching ge1f-,initiated skill asp,

ing and toaChing functional apPlicatiqn of skille,..Proyiding-
.

for alternative learner response Modes (e.g.,

'communication board)..-and offering alternative.stitauli -for learners

with sensorlr'Oefiditi. is tmped, that: future :curriculum

development for the 'aeverely handicapped Will attend to these

.1n addition,..current and future. curtiMUlum Aevelopment'

fforti almanld more clearly specrty the COnditions and criteria

used to determine sikill'acqUisition,'delineate the.use population-

for the curririulum'and learner prerequisite skills, describe the

rationale for objective selection, And provide field test data to.-

document the reliability'and validity.of the curriculum for the

intended popnlation. .

The preparation of this manuscript wall supported in part by a

HuMan Development Services Grant; 052P71251/1-02.
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3UPIORT SEItVICE3

Carol P. Minos

WU** for the Brady efDay oia.tu1 Diobuitieg
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IffeCtiVe educational programming for severely.handicapped situ!,

dehtsgiffera froe4that provided MoreMiId1PlIerigicepped ;Andante.

One of the major differences is.the xtent to which Support ser7

vvica..; ar: roquired.by severely.handicapped etudente, many of whom

ere ahltiply 4ma4icappod, These students may require .a wide

variety'Of mediCal, psichological, therapriutic,..and eocial sir-

vices. Unfortunately, as the need for-,a variety of serVices

incr e aa ee it beccimes more and mere diffichlt to coordinate.the

effort* Of educators and support servics personnel in developing :

arid implementing dbherent, effective, individual program* for each

studeht.

Te gain ahappriciation for the ComPlexity of this problem; we:

cen loOk to the federal law Which has designated the kinds of,

services to be provided for handiCapped itudents. The Rulee and

RegulatiOne pertaining- to the implomentition-of Part B'of the

Edhcation of the Handicapped Act (P.L..94-142); list the follewing',

activities under the designation,related services, which includes

all supportive services.

As used in this.part,. the term -"related servicei" meana

transportation and such developmental, corrective, and other:

supportive services as are required to assiat khandicapped

child to benefit from-special education, ind incluges speech

pathology and audiplogy, psychological.serviees, physical.and

occupational therapy, recreation, earlY identification and'

assessment of disabilities in children, counseling servicea,

and medical services for diagnestic or esialuation purposes.

The term also includes school health.aervices, social work

services in schools, and parent counseling'and training.
:

(Federal (egister, 1977'. 121...13)

In most programa, educational staff and repreaentatives from

the various support service -disciPlines are organized. into 'an .

educational team.. Thie team must work together in a process thet
_

includes at least the folloWing: .(a) arosessing student needs; (b)

establishing goals and objectives; (c) providing eerVices' to



avionti: and .(d) evaluating student progress toward ;specified

goals. linfortUnitelY, as Brown, Nistupski,. and Hamre-Nietupski

(1976) have noted, the teams rarely function .to produce. coordir

nated, empirically verifiable educational outCordes.
3 t:1444st two problems continue to hamper teain efforts. :first,

lord9amehlitVe inthe past attempted team-apProaches that were not

.,responsive to the unique *needs of severely handicapped students in

educetiOnel-settings. The multiplicity of,-..handiCaps ahd the

learning'tharacteristics of severely hendicapped students require

the development of team approaches which differ significantly froM

those. developed for other students, and the teamspProaChes which

'have been developedfor severely and multiplyhandicapped'etudents

have usuelly been geared:'to 'medical rather, than; edUcatiOnal

Settings. ..Second, programs ilAVO Cot .been- developed with

appropriate empirical methods- for evaluating support service.

4nput. Thus, therare unable to aesurethat neCessariserVices ire

integrated into educationatprograms and that unnecessary services

ere ellminated. .This prevents the ,development of-more effective

Models. .

OVer the pest 5 years, several new team approiChes have been

develoPed whichmay provide some,muchrieeded'direction for educe-

tional .prograes serving severely handicapped students; Most of

this work has been done by individuals associated with a-ierieis dt

model.Projects funded hy.,the U.S. Office of Special Education. A

selected set of these' projects is rivieWed in this.chapter. Hope-

fully, thili.riview and other Materiel Presented will '3'0V/di-some

_suggestions for further. ,work by, emphasizing potentially useful

approaches. Before reviewing aspecto of particuler ProjeCts,

however, it may be helpful to Present some background and general

considerations for tearLfunctioning ln educational programs.

TEAMAPPROACHES

The necessity of wOrking together ate an eduCational:team to

meet tbe needs of severely handicapped etudents is recognized by

.praciitioners representingvarious disciplines. Spectaleducators"

(Bricker, '1976; Sheuermin, 1976; Hart, 1977), therapist's

(Sternet, Messina, Nietupski, Lyon, and Brown, 1977; Stremel-

Cempbell, 1977; Stone, 1977; Campbell, 1977), and medical

Personnel (peck, 1977) have .all called for more effective and

integrated approaches.,.

The severity and multiplicity of'handicaps.these students

present to teachers, therapists, and parents require working

together as a team. When teachers find that traditional teaching'
0
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method* aro nOt sufficient to achieve educational objectivel,.theY

Met 11i0k: tO ,therepiete for assistance in the use of prosthetic

. devices, in- thi delign Of therapeutic technique5 . fOr- facilitating

and inhibiting advement, and in the lie* ok various alternative' for

communication and Mobility. When therapists find that gains; froM
indlvi.dnel that:spy, are lost and further diforMities and

Contracturea develop, they must loOkto parents and teachers to

provide ongoing therapeutic arrangements for students thronghout

-the dalt Parent', .too, find that:the daily taska of-feeding,
, dressing; and transporting severely handicapped itudents require'

epecialiSed aisistance from teacheri and therapists. CieSrly,

team menbers need to share informatiOn and work together, but

profestiOnals hint!) yet_to deVelpp an entiAly satisfactory ap.

prosch.for team interection;--1.14Wof the exchange ishaphazard and
informal: 'To be effective; the team aPproach must result in

ducational plans that are feasible for parents, teaChers, and
therapists to imp/erant. The programs developed must lead to
critical skills for student!rand Must be cOst-effeative for schools

to provide.

Three teaM approaches have been identified in the educational

literature; the multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and trans-
disciplinary team concept!). ' There is general -(Mart, 1977;

McCormick and Goldman, 1979), but not unanimous agreement (Bricyer

and Campbell, 1980) that the transdisciplinary approach may be'mcist

appropriate for programa serving students. with .severely

handicapping conditions. The major advantiage of this approach' is,

its emphaiis on tharing of skills among teammembers. 4n practice,

as those approaches have been' applied to programs for severely

handicapped .students, distinctions between them have blurred.

They are similar in terms of strategies for assessment and

educational planning and differ most often in terms of service
delivery. The .remainder of the'chapter will (a) compare the
direct service delivery model of the multidisciplinary and

.

interdisciplinary approaches with the indirect Model Of the
transdisciplinary Model, (b) discuss the unique .learning'

charaqeristics of severeli handicapped students, and "(cy suggest

ways in Which these team approaches must be adapted to meet the
needs of students.

Multidisciplinary and Interdisciplinary Approaches; Direct
Service Models

These two approaches. Are similar and will be discussed to-
gether. The multidisciplinary approaCh was'originally develObed



for medical settings butltas been Utilized ineducational-settings

as well: (Hart; 19774. The 'interdisliplinary ooncept, 'Which

includes the addition.of the "case manager" to' the team of.SPeCi-

aliste, is a modification developed to deal with the communication

difficulties inherent- when" a number:of 'siecialiste:workwith

single student or family.'In both of these approaches, 'the func-'

tioning of team members generally confOrms to the felloWing pro-

-oedure: (e) each.meMber of the team Carries out individual7w7,

sessments,to determine currenelre11 of student iunctioning; (lb)

-observations and 'results of testing are compilea into' a report,:

whiCh.is presented at a, Multidisciplinity.ataffing: (c),the team

.makes:decisions about the programming needs of each student; and

(d) individual\therapiste or spOdielisfs'begin individual. therapy' .

with :students aeneededoras,caseloadwill'permit. When appliedto

educational programs for seVerely handicapped stUdents, this

approach May Present problems:in assessment,' ineducational plan-

'rang, in service delivery, snd in evaluation of effectiveness.

These probleMs are more fully described beleW.

Assessment of severely handicapped students is a cOmPlicated ,

.task,for any team. ,When team members work in isolation, it ii

unlikely they will generate useful detain the initial assesement'

,phase. The multiplidity of hendicaps requireis the inOut of a

variety of diiciplines working.together on the initial assessment.

. For example, if 'the student,is severely physidally.handicipped,

materials will need to be adapted ind techniques for facilitating

movement maybe required io allow :the student to-make a response.

If the student, is non-verbal, the exaMiner'may need to be familiar

with, alternative modes of.communication. Students with sensory

deficits Will 'present further complications to the assessment.

prooess. 'Lastly, for student' with severely handicapping condi!*

,-tions, it.is often difficult to identify a motivational- system to

maintain reasonably stable forms ,of 'behavio; for the aisessment

period. As Bricker and CampSell (1980)pointi;oUt, there appears to

be little.value. to a traditional multidisciplinary, aaa ss ment

prior to some preliminaryitraining efforts with the student. All

too often, individual evaluations ere inaccurate, irrelevant, or

simply label students "untestable."

The educational 'teammay also have difficulties in developing

educational plans for itUdents. Setting priorities for inter.-

ventionis.a,major problem,- The needs of these student* may result

in team recommendations so numerOUs and complicated ,that'they

cannot be implemented Within the constraints.and reeources of.the.

program. This is a particular problem in the situation where the

specialises on the team serve A diagnostic function snd have no



reSPOniihility Or accountability fox implecentation of recommen-

datiOn0. . .

.4 second PrObleM in Planning is Conflicting recOOMenda-

tiOns. At the mUltidisciplinery staffin9t the .educator mai re..

commend selfcare programaUsing motor responses 'which the.

physiCal therapist recOMmends sihouldApe lnhibitecl.: The tohysi-

cilia Slay redommend leVele of medication for seizure cOntrol

Which interfere With the StUdent'S petfOrmanca oh OdUCatiOnal

progtami. In:thie SituatiOn, a 'danger eXiSts-that:secosimenda-,-*

tionswill he chosen, or conflicts resoIVed, _intelation,to-the

etitus pr personality of.the individual team member tether than .

on the basis of student needi..

The team planning process Must include appropriate strategieS

for. prieritizing And evaluating both- educational' and eupport

service:activities. Before developing an individualeducational

plan (IEP), each proposed activity should pe, evaluated against the

"Criterion of ultimate functioning" analysis (Brown, Nietupeki,

and,EamrerNietupski, 1976-)- 'Khe,team should be unwillingto spend

valuable lnetructional time in activities-which cannot be linked

directly to the acquisition of critical' skills. SUPport eervices ,

should be selected and evaluated by their contribution te these'

!kills &swell.

.
If the IEP process as-described by Edgar (1977) is followed,

support service activitiescould also be appropriately selected

and evaluated: .The educational team including parents -- is

responsible for selecting yearly goals that,are? functional .and

attainable for each student. Short-term objectives to accomplish

the yeerly goals' are then deVeloped and stated in observable and

measurable terms. As needed, support serVices are brought into

play to aisist the students to meet short-term objectives. These

related services are then listed.ando linked to the objectives.

When the objective is met, new objectiVes are determined and

necessary support services are again negotiated.. If the objective

is not met, or-if input from support.services Fannot be empiri-

cally related,,to the acquisition of the :hort-term objedtive,

then reviSion is-necessary. The particular input may.be citanged

or eliminated.and the time devoted to other activities.

Support services Selected for students should neverbe deter7°

mined'by ths iVaiIability of .particular perionnel. For example.'

the presence of a language therapist on the teim dees not neces- .

sarily mean each student reveiVee lan4Uage therapy,'eVen though

each Student maihave language deficits. Ofcourse, goals for

functional communication must be developed for ever4.atu'dent.' If-

"- the input of a language specialist is required to'meet ahort-term

objectives for some studenti, then specialized input is provided to



the kind of longitudinal, comprehensive programming these stu-

denti require 24 hours s day.

Transdiscip1inarylApproacht An IndireCt or Consultative Service

Model
---

Recent*, e number of -individuals working with ;severely

handicapped young children and yOutli have suggested a transdieci.,

plinary approach to programming_(Bricker,, 1976; Hart, 1977;

_Vincent and.Broomei, 19771-Peterson, 1976;:McCormick and Goldmen,

..1979) The defining characterilitics :of this approadh are the

dharing of skills.among team meMbere and the breekdown of tradi-

trftnal-discipline rOles. AsseBBment aftd planning may proceed in a

fashiOn qUite eimiler to &multi-. or interdisciyhinary teariandmiy.

be.eubject to many ofthe difficulties in assexament and"plauning

-desCribidearlier A major difference in apProach,-hOwever; 'occurs

in the implementation Of recommendations of :the team. One- or

perhaps two members of the,edocetional team-are:designated to

prOvide direct service to Iretudent aftd family; while the other

meMbors act ae coneultanti. 9

Therapy services- .within A transdisciplinary ipproach are

provided through an indirect'or consultatiVe mOdellnwhich educe-.

tional etaff and parents are primary implementors and'provide most

of the dirct iervice to students. Therapeutic intervention is

integrated into the instructional 'pregrams and occurs in the.'

classroon, home, end other naturalited eettings. Usually, 4,i-

dividual therapy rooms and individual therapY'.sessions are eli-

minated. Therapiste wOrk directly with teachers and students in

, the classroom. They train parents and teaching staff to use the-,

therapeutic techniques required by the student's educational

°.proetams.
The transdisciplinary epproach has the potential to use .

-personnel and ;student time very effeCtively.' Becauee perents and :

..teachers are- traine4 to. Provide much of the Intervention, there-

plets can- !serve; larger numbers of'students; albeit indirectly..

Siudent time is used more .effectively.because individuals who

interact with the'fttudent on a continual basis provide the.theraw

, peutic.interVention. Time is 'not epent 14 transporting students

from seseion to session,. and Meet impOrtently, skills ire acquired

.in the environments in 'which they will be used, an important

consideretion for severely handicapped students.

Implemenia4on of a iransdieciplinery approach' has some

inherent difficulties. .rtmay.bedifficultto achieve the level of

cooperetiOn, collaboration, and trust required among team memgers

to facilitate-eharing ci1L8. While_specialiets and.teachers. may
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:th04eitudenov,- H9wever. i teaohers and pai.entgi can implement the

prograMS tit/Meet the-sitort.**erm. objectives Or communication, then

.specialized'itsPut Maynot be required. In this way, the:exPertise
of the .therapist and limited time available din 'be upped'

effectively. Onebenefit may beMore cost-effective:and account-
able educational programe., Clearly, .if the inpUt of epecialiete

can be linked:to date showing-acquisition of critical :Ocilla, the

eystem 1* in.a ;ouch better position todafend.the Use of prof's.;

sional.tiMe.and thUs aseure cOntinUed fUnding for supOortservicet.

In.terme Of,serVice delivery, the multidiacipiinary approach

usually involVea an individual therapy or direct.servide model'in

which each team member-implements the rebOmmendetions geherated by

his/her di54Pline. With suclr'en approach; severe timi'constraints

can.occur. Even'after are established, there may be

insuffitient bOurs in the day for individual therapy,' daily

-caretaking activities, transPorting of, students and effective
instructional pregramming.. Mcqormick and Goldman (1979) report

teachers may spend As much ae 78% of their tirie transporting

'students and providing daily caretaking vhen a traditionaldirect
therapy approach it.applied in in eduCational program for severely

handicapped students. This ineffective Use'ofteacher-fime is 'Of

particulir concern because recent data suggest student gains are
directly related to .time involved in direct, instruction,
(Fredericks, Anderdbn, en& Baldwin, 1979).. A,model. in which

specialists and educational staff must compete for direct instrOc-

tional time, with a large, proportion of time:spent in nOn-

instructional activities, is simply not approPriate.'

gurther, the direct therapy approath does not use availible

personnel in a cost-effective'manner: Several years.ago, bricker

(1976) suggested the direct therapy approach, i.e., individual

therapy.for each severely handicapped student, might overburden

the financial' resources ofMchool programs. Certainly the economic

.situation of the achools)has not improved in the ensuing years. We

. can anticipate limited support service personnel for the

foreseeable future. With a direct therapy approach, when.available

therapists' caseloads fill, the only alternative is waiting lists,

with no input. for students whatsoever. Alternativemodels, which

"spread the effects" of therapeutic input, must be developed.

Finally, and perhaps most important an individual, isolated

therapy approach &les not deal With the.difficultiee. aeverely

handicapped 'students may experience in maintaining and general-

izing skills. This.occurs because mechanisms are not developed for

insuring that parents, teachers, and othera who .interact with:the

student on a continual basis haye the skills necessary to provide
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b willing tO Work together to achieve objectives with.stUdent'e,

the noxt'steP,.actually training the other team member.to mse

therapeutic or teaching 'techniques:, can be threatening to some

individuele. Training somenne else requires specifying exactly

what'is being done and whittle to be achieved. Thue, it places the

teaM member's-skill Under Cloee scrutiny. >Further, Aach team

member may have,concerns abOut maintaining a unique contribution.to

the team or retaining a p95ition on the team. Last,- each team

member feels a responsibility to the students and.may doubt that:

other;team members'are competent to perform: effectively in this

model.: The team must be .,.made-41) of competent And mature

individuals Closely related.to'these. problems is the necedslty

for careful specification.Of an inservice training strategy to

achieve transdisciplinary. exchange. While it is clearly mot

reasonsbili to try to train others to.know and car.ry out all aspecti

of all roles, ,it is unclear .how much general and specific

information should.be exchanged.

Assuming the team does function with specialists acting as

consultants, the consultant role must include.direCt work with

students and teachers, i.e., ongoing direct consultetion is re-

quired. Strategies for maintaining accountability and respon-

sibility for each team member must be.deVeloped... Though.teachers

and parents are doing most of the implementation, the accountabil-

ity of support service personnel must not be lost. Teachers cannot

.be left with total responsibility and .accountability for the

students' progress. These issues will be discussed in greater

detail as specific projects are reviewed:

-NM matter how complex and problematic.a tranadisciplinary .

approach may be, some version of thit orientation appears.to be

required if the educational system is:to provide appropriate

education :to all severely handicapped students. A transdisci-

plinary approach is efficient in terme ofstudent and staff time,

and is.the. approach most responsive to the unique learning char-

acteristics'of severely handicapped students.

Learning Characteristics of Severely Handicapped Students.

/n developing a team approach, we must consider the learning,

characteristics of the students to.be served. The goal of inter-:

vention Is student change. The possibility.of behavioral change

can be maximized by looking at how these changes occur with se-

verely handicapped students. Severely handicapped stUdents differ

froM more mildly handicepped Students in evariety of mays that

interfere with skill acquisition, maintenance,.and generalization
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(W414,14"C Ur:4in, end- COrtO, 3975) :While seVerely handicaPPed-

stUdent0 ca laarn Variety of Skills (FOrkson and Landesman.

Dwyer, 1977), thole !students do nOt learn from critaUa l. exposures to

.1414,P34134 Materials. For 'the skill to be acqUired; instruction twat

b5k:ptecise,.. What is.to be taught muat bei carefully delineated in

sequence* Of behavioral objeCtivera that move from very simple to

more 'complex, aid. * proCia0 arre090044t of antecedent and con.

:event events met be provided for the stUdent( an .applied analYsis

Of bilunrior toadhing technology) . :tor. ...the behavior ' to be
maintained, environmental .00ntingenciea tO auPport the behaVior

'nnXt be paintalremi- as well. Thilik suggests !skills selected foi

inatxuction ahould.be functional for the atudent so that natural

consequence* are more ,liksly to be Aesant in.:the 'environment to

maintain, tha behaviOr. Highly, artificial tasks, unrelated to :

oritical skills and supported by the delivery Of tangible rein-

forcements ate unlikely to be related to' any lon97range, _positive:

educational ontcoMe for the -student. FUrther, educators cannot'

assume that skills acquired in one setting will generalize to-

another, but must instead train for generalization by varying the '

persons, materialp, and settings for instructional programming.

As a-general: rdle, skill training should probably be- carritd out in .

the environment in 'which the skill is to be urged (see for example,

Kohl. WilcOx, and Karlin, 1978):

These considerations Vill be important for any intervention

in' which: behavior change is the goal. If .the .therapiat wants

behaVior Obtained 4n the therapy room to be maintained and gener-

alized to the classroom and home, then appropriate, antecedent and

consequent conditioneOmust be maintained in those environments.

Teachers and parents will need to proVide appropriate' -feedback to

the stUdent and, with concerns for generalization in mind, thera-

peutic Work '4ith the !student will need to occur An the classroom,

home, :work setting, or other naturalized environment.

The following section will examine the extent tO which the

essential featuree of a transdisciplinary approach (a training

oriented model with 24-hour implementation by pducators and par-"

ants, specialist accountability, and so on). have been present.ln

the support service costipaiht -Of model programs funded by the U. S.

pffice of Special Education.

APPRAISAL

-The support service components of four federally funde&,.7.

projeCts for severe1y:handicapped students pre described below.-

-Each project wee trogy to a teen approach And each



adapted a MOitidiSdiplipary Or interdisciplinary approach to its

edUcational program. Each of the projects was.examined to deter-

mine stretegies Which iccomplished effective teaM intervention and

coordination of team efforts. /n establishing a consistent frame-

work for review, Bricker's (1976) conceptualization of four undef.

lying principles or strategies for produCtive interaction 'among

educators and specialists Was used as a starting point. l'hese

principles' are:

1. Team members must possess a positive attitude in terms of

seeking and sharing information;

2. Educators and speCialists must be accessible :to- one'

another;

3 Communication.most be facilitated through the elimi-

nation of nonessential jargon;

4. A Method must be developed for transmittal of selected

information.

These principles formed the basis of the evaluation-criteria

applied to.individual projects.

Evaluation Eriteria

The following discussion presents an expanded rationale and
further detail on how these principles-for team interaction were
used to eview particular programs. Much of this discussion ii
drawn 'from Bricker' s (1976) work.

Attitude. A pdsitive attitude toward shgring and seeking
information is reflected behaviorally in activities of training
others.end of receiving training from others. A commitment to
train others reflects the belie/ that one's knowledge is of po-
tential value to the team, while a committhent to be the recipient of''
'training reflects the equally relevant belief that no one person
pOs eeeee all necessaFy and sufficient.Xxioqiedge. -

Professionals working with severely and multiply handicapped

students arelimeally, *illing to present their approach to others
and seldom feel content that they have all the information and
skill needed to work effectively with these students. At times,
though, their .commitment to sharing and seeking information goes
further than series of inservice lectures. For shared infor-
mation to be translated into empirically verifiable educational
objectives,, the team members must not only present information from
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their discipliheet they must allOw and encourage the Utilization

of specific .tuchhiquee by ethers. They, MUAt define their

techniques and the situation in mhioh these techniqUos.maY be"

utilized in precise detail so that team members can reliably carri,

out these techniques and evaluate the effects on student perfor-

Mance. The insorYice piane.of model projects hould deal eaten-

sively with this role release and training issue.

A further difficulty arises when some members of the team do

most of the Oaring (training) and the others do most of the 'Seeking

(recipients of training). For example, in reviewing the inservice

plans of some projects; it is apparent that specialists provide

training to the educational staff, butit is not so apparent that

the educational staff is providing training in the initructional,

behavior manlipmint and data collection procedures which are so

necessary for effective cdamunication and intervention.

Accessibility. For the team members to'function effectively,

they must be accessible teeach other. .The physical aet-up of a

program can help assure accessibility.and interaction among team

members. If therapy services are integrated into the classroom,:

home, ,or other naturalized environment, some informal interaction

is likely to occur between teachers, parents, and therapists.

However, mero-physical accessibility and informal interaction are

probably not sufficient for effective coordination of team efforts

to occur.

Planned interactions among team members must'be scheduled.

The goal of planned interactions is for thcteam Members to-consult

with each other in working toward'common educational goals, This

mutual consulting must include not only proyipion for setting'

objectives, but altlo for monitoring and reyisIng input in.a timely

fashion. The traditional monthly staff meeting ih not sufficient
. .

for this purpose. In educational programs-for seyerely'handicapped

.students, the.therapists, teachers, and parents will need io spend

much of their time working together.' The most ,eflectiye

consultation will ocCur when:team members are actually pioblem

solving together in the instructional situetion.

Educational programs will not always include the entire cadre

of specialists needed or desired. Most likely, the educational

staff will have limited accessibility to the kinds of information

specialists can provide. In this siruation, educators must seek

the most appropriate information possible in the limited amount of,

time available for interaction. The educator Must keep,educational

goals for the student in mind. Appropriate questions center around

pinpointing problem areas and difficulties that may be impeding the-

student's progress toward critical skill development, and may
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inoluds reggeits for /nap in devising Alternative approaches to

critiOal Skill deVelopMe0. Campbell (1977) has described a

prOblemmorinted Mode for'interaction which could be utilized `Ail
\-these instancet.

In the difficult situation of limited availability'of Specie-

li3ts,. there, May be one positive resUlt for the eduCational.tem.

.The necessity Of sharing infornationand ekills maYbe mote sharply

draWn than in the situationwhere a choice betWesn direct:therapy

or &more integrated ipprOach exists. The teammay therefOre. spend

lees-time debiting the sdvisabilitiof,oge approach over the other.

If tho team eyaluatse the particular therapeUtic techniqUes used,

in termtof educational outcomes, student neede may be well served

even inthis sitUation.

Communication.. Eliminating, nonessential jargon will help

teal' member* communicate. ,To:some extent eaCh disCipline hags a

language or jargon all its own. Theme speeialized.uSes of words

make'cross-discipline communication difficult. Programs ,with a

commitment to effective communication will tryto establish guide-.

lin% for reducing unneceesary jargon. An emphasis on behavioral -

description rather than on labels should be encouraged (McCormick

and Go),dman, 1979). Inservice 'training should.assure'that each

team Member can formulate objectives in terms of .observable and

.meaeurable behavior. This approach"is Valuable and cin be used

independent Of content area, .discipIine, or conceptual framework

represented.

Programs that recognize the importance ofCommunication among

team members will also provide noninstructional time'for communi-

zation and planning to occur. While there is no suhstitute for

actually being in the teaChing/learning situation, there is also a

necessity for planning time when team Members can work together

Other than during direct instruction. Preparation time required

for working With severely handicapped students is often under-

estimated. One unfortunate effect of insufficient :planning time

den be the utilization of' valuable instructional time for Prepare-

tion of materials, revision, of programs, and communication with

other teammembers. ,

FinallY1 programs, should deVelop-.specific techniques to

assure that communication hag occurred, i.e., that information has

been acquired and can be used by others. InserviceArgining

efforts must be evaluated. The evaluation should be directed to

both information and performande competency (Tucker, Hollis,

Sailor, Horner, Kelley, and Guess, 1916). Information:comPetency

May' be evaluated by paper and pencil tests, but performance cOm-

petency can only be determined by observing the trainee's!' use of a

technique in working with the student or family.
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Saive_transfer. of information, When a team-of highly.

trained Spicialiets.Agree to iliare infOrmatiOn and expertise, it 1.5,

difficult to decide Whet Information, 'of the immense amount
available, Anouloi.be targeted for exchange, Soles inaervice train

ing programs aPpear to have: adopted .a strategy which includes

presenting a "watered down" version of each. discipline. ThiA plan

is probably not helpful in meeting staff or ,student needs. The

-.result Gan be laieries-of.vague,"theoratidal lectures., Elton When

'the material'presented includes a aerie* of specific intirvention

techniqWea, A,G is unlikely Ghess techniques will.beintigrated'ana

used, unless the-.t0aner :clearly relates the material to the .

specific educational.objectives of individual.studenta.

- Information to belpresented forinservice training or aniteam

exchanges should be selected on the basis of.staff and student

needs. Two kinds of trainingare probably needed... First, it may be

neceseary to present sOme introductory material to familiarize the

tearawith general concepta from all Ghe diaciplines. The emphasis

should be on minimum informational.competency and mininum jargon,

or .Special terms which.' may be essential to working and

communicating As a team. This kind of inaervice should be time
, limited, such that 'sufficient time, is allowed for the second

.activity, group problem solving. 'Most inservice activities ahouId

be directed to whatever contemporary problems face the interven-

tion.team, .the parents, edudational staff, and specialists

who are impleMenting, monitoring, and reviping individual etudent

instructional programs.

PROJECT REVIEW

.The review of these projects was based on project proposals

and.reports, i.e., written materials. The projeota varied in the

amount of detailed description provided for the suppoFt aervice

component, which may have limited the review in some cases. In.the

following section, the plans of the projects are compared with the

framework previously described.

The Projects

Project 1. The first project reviewed was a public achool

program providing center-based And homebound Instruction for

severely handicapped studenta from 3 to 21 years of age. The

project was fortunate to have a full coMplement of specialists and

educational staff. These individuals were organized into i multi-

disciplinary team. With.A team of eight inaividuals,liparticuler

concern was for project strategies fort coordinating aervicea and.

information flow'.
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This project clearly had a peoitive-et'iitude toward leharing

informatiOn &Song team Members as evidenced by an ongoing inserviCe

training program. Howver, the inservice training appeared to be a

series of highly complex lectures, with little encouragement for

team members actually to utilize techniques from" other

disciplines. Individual team members were not responsible for

raining other* to use specific techniques. Knowing about other

disciplines was a subutituts 'for sharing skills to solve etudent

Problems.

Staff who wished to familiarize themeelves with specific

techniques were encouraged to take outeide 'courses. While outside-

courees may provide valuable information, this is hardly a ,reilledY

that is universally available or desirable. The multidisciplinary'

team in this prOject could have developed methods-for -familiarizing

staff.with specific techniques needed for daily work with students.

If one can judge from the educational meterials presented bY

project personnel they are a highiy competent, up,to-date group.

It is unlikely an outside course could provide the quality of

training they could haVe provided for each other.

The project attempted to make -etaff members accessible to one

another; the support service personnel Worked in the classroom.

However, the actual physical arrangement of the. classroom may have

diminiihed opportunities for interaction and for integrated pro-

gramming. The claisroom was divided into "Pods," with a ,motor

area, a cognitive area, and so on. With this' arrengement, it is

difficult to work on multiple objectives within functional tasks,

in part because staff members tend to segregate themselves. The

coemunication specialiets usually work in the language &mac the

physical therapists in the :motor area, and the teachers in the

self-help or cognitive area.
o

This project appeared to have some communication problems.

One, the training materials provided by the project were full of

highly technical lenguage. Theeducational staff was left with the

task of relating this material ta( the needs of individual students..

It seemed unlikely that this kind of support service input woui51 be

integrated into individual educational programs without some

direct and ongoing Assistance from, the specialists.

The second difficilty concerned the rolde of team members.

The secial worker was demignated "team manager" and was to coordi-

nate home ahd school programs. While this may have facilitated

communication in some general way, the social worker did not

proVide the kind of specific parent training required .to -assure

programs established in the echool were maintained in the home.

Parents were not included as members of :the educational team.
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Thstr rale WA* doicribut ii one of providing love; they Were

atimSIliehed tO avoid Vatalaiiiar techniques 'and to remember that

parente are not therapists. While certainly the kinds of inter-

actions parents have with their children differ from those of other

prOfessienals in very important ways, parents' of severely

handicapped students do need specialized training, /t can be very

difficult and. frustrating to provide daily care end parenting to a
severely handicapped child or youth., without significant help from

teachers and therapiSts. (Note Vincent's chapter in this volume.)

The project did not include a delineation of how

information for transfer was selected. The project attempted .to

teach a "watered down" versiOn of each discipline. To their

credit, the team members attempted io evaluate these lectures.

Unfortunately, the evaluation consisted of paper and pencil tests

of information without a competency-based evaluation. Thus, it

remains unknown whether teachers, parents, and therapists were

able to use any of this information, The evalnation of support

service input WAS not related to student gains on critical skills,

but took the form of yearly standardized assessment and monitoring;

and ongoing "revision of instructional programs, with the

assistance of specialists, appeaZed to be lacking in this prbject.

Project 2.. The second project reviewed was a prOgram for

orthopedically impaired students. In this pioject, twelve 9 to 13-

year-old students were serVed in a private, segregated school. The

project utilized a multidisciplinary team concept, with occu-

pational, physical, and language therapists, diagnostic coordina-

tor, social worker, physician, nurse and psychologist, as well aa

the educational staff of teachers and aides. The team was clearly

committed to sharing skills and information. The inservice plan

was directed to staff gaining skills outside the traditional

discipline roles. Teachers and parents were trained and encouraged

to use specific therapeutic techniques. The inservice Plan was

also quite flexible; it consisted of a series of planned inservice

activities and some unplanned staff development time. The content'

of the unplanned sessions was to be defined by current needs of the

staff. This is a good plan because it prevents the frustration

produced by inservice activities when other, more pressing needs

for information or training exist.

Another very positive aspect of the inservice pleb, was train..

ing for all staff in writing behavioral objectives for instruction.

This material was very appropriately presented in the initial

stages of the project. -Unfortunately, information om data

collection was not presented until near the end of the first year.

It seems preliminary work on writing behavioral objectives and



-collecting data GOU/d probably be prepented as.part of project

orientation, near the beginning or even before serVices to students

begin. These skills Are central to effective progremming, and the-

staff needs to begin immediately developing these corOpetencies.

Aspects of data collection and objeOtiVe writing will probably need

to b. reviewed and developad throughout the program.

Team members Were accessible to each other, with much of the

therapy carried out in the classroom. The therapiata consulted

with teacher; in developing functional skillPrograms. The project

seemed to use a combination of a direct therapy model and a more

consultative )1ande1. Student schedules indicatOd that Andividual

therapy was included in each student's day, with the therapists

also planning with teachers for follow-through. While cost

informationwas not available, this plan must haVe been expensive,

perhaps prohibitively so for many.other programs.

As noted above, the staff planned for communication to ocaut%

A particularly noteworthy coaponent was the.involvement and Oom-

munication with parents. Parents were trained to implement teach.,

ing technólogy and were rated for teaching competency. 'This

approach clearly increases the probabilities for generalizatiOn

skills to the home. Further, a daily notebook for students to take

home was used for communication between home and school. Parents

Were provided workshops for general ihformation and individual

counseling as needed. Communication aiming teimmembers, including

parents, !dais probably facilitated by the general absence pf

unnecessary jargon throughout the project description.

The project did not specify clear guidelines for team inter-

action. It appeared that eachmember of the team established goala

for his or her area of expertise, but it was not clear how overall

priorities for interventionwere established. While teachers were

responsible for integrating input from the team inta the daily

educational programs, the support service assistance with this

process varied widely Scross'team members. 'For some therapists

daily interaction with the educational staff was planned; others

planned.weekly.or monthly interactions. While daily interaction

may not be required among each and every teaM member, it does seem

that a monthly check does 'not allow for timely revision af

individual programs or for problem solving: .

One further.commentc thils project appeared .to have many

excellent services for students. However, it is a general concern

that a program such as this one may not always evaluate whether 'dr

not students actually need to be in a Setting that provides all

these services. For example, tricker and Campbell (1980) noted

that softie of their-institutionalized students did not need the
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critical Minting end medical rare provided by the hospital setting.
This ia a problem beCiniee at times, the ivailability of a Wide range
of support services become* the ratiohale for keeping etudents
restrictive settings (see Wilcox and Sailor, in this volume).

proieat -3. The third project, provided educational services
in three :Sittings:- an inititution, a se:grigated special school,
and a regular education School with self-contained special 'educa-
tion classrooms. The program served Severely, multiply handi-
capped.stUdeate from 3 to 21 years of age.: fifty percent of these
students were motor-ilensired and some had sensory deficits. In
terms of suPport serviceii, a full compendium vas available in, the *,

inatItutional sitting, fewer Were available in the special school,
and fewer still in the.regular school. As the project utilized its
continuum of service options to move students to less restrictive
settings, problems arose in providing educational staff with
necessary support.

The project had a. stated commitment to sharing information
among team members. Their approach to delivery of support services
was described as indirect, with physical and language' therapy
integrated into the classroom program. However, teachers did not
have tarapists on the team and there were no arrangements for
consultation with specialists. The educational staff had no
ongoing exchange to assist them in their efforts ,to utilize thera-
peutic techniques. Teachers did have some isolated workshops On,

positioning students. However, without ongoing help in utilizing
these kinds of techniques, it is difficult to effectively integrate
this information into the student' a educational program. The
inservice training component appeared inadequate to meet staff
needs.

The team members were inaccessible to each other, end unfor-
tunately this was partiCularly true in the less restrictive set-
ting. In the other settings, a more traditional multidisciplinary
approach was utilized, with..the team of specialists serving pri-
marily an assessment role. Teachers were responsible Edt imple-
mentation of the students' IElo a, while the multidieciplinary team
provided a twice-yearly evaluation of the students' progress.
It appeared that even in these settings, specialized, information
was not likely to be available to educational staff as needed.

In the community-based program, the make-up of the team
appeared to be a problem ad well. The team consisted of teacher,
aides, 'applied behavior analysis consultant, liaison worker, and
university practicum students. The teacher's role was to supervise

the activities of practicum students and aide, as well as to
implement, monitor, and revise educational programs for students.
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Without the ismi*tance.of physic'sl therapista and Others with,

specializedknowledqs, this plan appeared uhtenble. DY combining

'classes, the project provided eoMenoninstructional time fotoach

teacher taus* for planning and revision of educational.prograMs;

however;.noaupport eetvice personnel were available for probleM-

solving with teachers. :

The interaction between the Spplied" behavioral .analysis

consultant and the classtooM staff'wes a Positive aspect of the

teanyfunctioning. The consultant worked in the classroom, and the

interventiOn programs developed by thia.pereon were rated by the

;staff as helpful in managing behavior problems. It seemed this

individuel cou.ld have provided more iniervice training to staff,

. parents:, and practicum students. Perhapethis would have increased

the probability of meintaining behavior change in other eettings,

as weil u teducing the eupervising and traininl load on the,,

teacher.

In.the final report frOOFthis project, staff noted that they

had underestimited 'support service needs. They also.notedteepher

burn-out eel problem. It seems that unless ongoing, planned

exchinge pfours among specialists _and teachers -- to generate

ideas, tokdevelop specifie programa, and to provide fehdback and

encouragement to eadh other burn-out .does occur rapidly.

. Further, it should not be necessary for the entirwteam to be

available at all times. In fact, as students move to more normal-

ized ;settings, these entire teams will not be available. Stra-.

tegies for'utilizing consultants.who are only available 'for-a

limited amount of time must be -developed.

Protect 4. A University's program for severely handicapped .

students was the last project reviewed. This pioject provides

services at three sites: in a Center for Severely Handicapped; in a

segregated, public school for trainable students; and in regular

schools with special classes. A. full team of specialists And

educational.staff was available at the Center and at the segregated'

-school, *with itinerant specialists available to the special

education clasees in the regular echOol. The approach to support

services was labeled 7interdieciplinary, and theTteam included

parents, teachers, therapists, and other heri!ath profesisionals.

A strong commitMent-to Sharing information among team

members was evidenced by a comprehensive inservice trainihg

prograM, which was geired to bring all staff into a.common ccire.of

information. This core included the generic Akilis of objective

writing, task analysis, and evaluation procedures. Parents were

therecipients of training as well. Individually tailored programs

to be'carried out in the home were presented to parents. Evaluation
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of *VOnt tiaghing ekills 'and feedbaCk to paren4ta wax Made possible

:through th* 140* Of Videotaped interactions between- parents and

-student*.

Team leembers were accessible to each other at. the Center and

attb* tpeciel school1 through direct involvement in the classrooms

And in holaeSpecialists were less accessible tO educationstaff

. in the regular schools. HoweVer, the project recognized this

problem and attempted to secure specialiste partiolpation at

Staffing.* and involvement in the-claseroom pro4rams.

TY:a:project developed a specific OOmmunication P/an for .11011

.theteast should function, ,This.interdisciplinary education team

process included the following guidelines:

1. Nvaluation:occure in the natural environMent, the class-

room, and home.

2. Team efforts are intervention-oriented and ongoing,

rather than diagnostic .and episodic.

3. Suggestions for.program-changes generated by the team

are evaluated by ongoing child performance. data .

,

Teammembers function accOrding to an agreed upon inter-

actional process.

These guidelines provided explicit statements that could be used as

goals for team interaction. As new,programs were developed, each

new team had to go through a. process of adopting these goals.

Consequently., there was predictably some unevenness from prograM

to program. -

It appeared that the: specific,information shared- by team

members, including parents, was determined by the,educational

needs of the student. "Furthet, the evaluatiOn of support service

input was linked to student performance. Using4this approach, the

team should be able to integrate tierapeutic or other techniques

when needed, eliminate unnecessary input, and remain alert to the

necessity for revisions in student instructional programs.

FURTHER EVIDENCE OF THE STATE OF, THE ART

There are many complex, largely unresolved problem:: related

to the utilization of support services in eduCational programs for

severely handicapped ,students. The four projects reviewed. have

attempted to deal with 'some' of these problems. The following
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seetion U deeCribe IMMO Other ducational approaches that ahow

promise: Thule deenriptiona can be taken, perhaps, AS starting .

points for further development by those working in the field.

One intereAting apprOach was that.of the'Chicigo Zarly child-

hood Education. Project (Peterson, 1976; Brackmin, Fundikoweki,.

Filler, and Peterson; 1977), Witch applied": trenedisCiplinary

:andel tO the education of.young :severely hAndiCapped students,

birth to.p4yearelof age.- The Chicago Project was characteriZd by'

'the following principles which guided interactiOns among teaM

membere:

. 4

Therapy services were delivered in the classroom or

home. Therapists alwaY8 worked:in collaboration.with

stUdents and parents or students indeducattonal staff.

2: The major team einction of specialieis was to train

parents And classroom staff to use teChnigues and pro-

cedurea td assist-children. to ineet'educational.objec-

tives. In turno.educators trained specialists to use

ieaching technology Which prepared them to use a data-

based, task-analytic approachi,
-

3. Specialists develOped,an obj ectivr. and rel.;:iable prone7 0.

dUre for docilmenti-sehii, specialized skilLs had been

learned AO werl being used effectively.

0

Each *staff person,was a consultant to other staff and
0

parents in theirkareafof expertise for the purpote of

deVeloping individual'educational plans: 'However:, they

were not neCessarily responsible for carrying oUt those

plans. Major responsibility-for implemenidg intei.-

vention plans was given to parent! and educatiohal

stiff, teachers, and aides.

4
5. Each. member ofthe team was responsible to aseure child

progress-toward specified objectives and theit partici- .

pation on the team was predicated en demonstreting

effectiveness through child performance data.

The-inservice training plan of this project included some

innovative strategies for selecting skills for transdisciplinary

exchange and for documenting.acguisition and maintenance of these

. skills (Peterson:, 1978). Inservice training within this model wae

directed t6 a sharing of izforMation and skills among the team.



mambeis, The pion innInded two:compOnentS: -(a). an intensive
.

workshop for all etaft, hold before aervicea to children begin;. and.

(b) ongoing lOngitUdinal.consultation AmOng staff meMbsre. Whet

gOal of the Anitial work8ho0 -was te inpart A- cOmmoM core of

knowledge, esentiallY.informationa/ Competency,-te all ,Staff.

Tan individualModules en substantive issUes were.Presented by team

member*. In each moddle, the trainers (members of the team

-representing each diseip).ine):selected-initial targets based On

their best judgment of critical material. It then bscame the

trainer't responsibility to demonstrate empirically thathe.or she

had successfully impirted information to staff,' whicb- mei or

exceeded pre-established criterion levela.. Evaluation consisted

Of paper and pencil pre and post.testing for informational com-'.

petency; Perhaps mere important, trainers attempted to demon-

cOUld Utilize this new; information, i.e., could,

demodatrate performance competency.

Because children and their families were not available at this

time, situations were contrived to test for performance

competency. yor example, role playing among staff members was used

to evaluate, particular teaching skills and therapeutic inter-

vention techniques. Staff were required to carry out taak.analyses

and to observe behavior and collectdata. /ileum, this workshop'eet

the tbne for the team interaction. Staff were trained and:

enceuraged to use specific. techniques, with feedback from

appropriate team members. Further,.the:responsibility for trainee

competency;was placed on the trainer, and the challenge was for the

trainer to develop effective strategies for the task. .4n

evaluation of this workshop (Filler, Becimovic, and 3lUe6.1978)

suggested these essentially didactib methods were effective for

building information competency to specified criterion levels, but

for some staff were unsuccessful in establishing performance

competency.

To.assure staff performance competency, ongoing inserVice

training was provided throughout the program. Planned exchanges

occurred id the classroom and in children's homea. The specific

content.to be exchanged was determined by the.educational needs of

the children, i.e., spedific techniques requiiied to meet indivi-

dual short-term objectives. Because a very high percentage Of the

population was physically handicapped (85%), it was often neces-

sary to utilize technique's from physical, occupational, and langu-

age therapy (particularly prespeech and feeding). When it-was

determined that parents or teachingstaff, or both, needed compe-

tencies therapists could provide, then the following procedure for

training was followed:



'The .theraPentid toichniqUfk Was tiek analyzed into s

wise Sf Component* defined in behavioral tetms;

. 2. The 'resulting written sequence:of behaviors was dig,

cuased with the. teacher or parent and clarified (re7

defined) if necessary.

3. The technique was demonstrated or ,mode,Lafd by the specia-

list with the child, to assure that necessary child

behavior was established.

Under sppervision, the teaches...or parent utilized the

technique with feedback from the specialist. .

The therapist worked with the child end teachei or parent in

suddessive*sessions until the techniqns was mastered antl the child

vias making progress toward the particulat edudational objectiVe

related to the .technique. A simple. rating säaie was used tO

valuskte effectiVenese of training. Fox eidh:step in :the program,

the trainet rated the performance of the trainee in the following

fashion;

No correction necessary -

2. Verbal suggestion%

Verbal suggestion accompanied 331, some physical cor-

rection

4. Necessary to re-demonstrate

,"

If the parent or staff person was unable to achieve a rating of

1 on all aspects of the technique within 2,3 training sessions,

then_ revision of the training .progtam was required. This-usually

involved branching of particular steps in the sequence. Adequate

performance of the therapeutic technique was linked to concomitant
gains by the child. Following training, if the child performance

data did ,not indicate movement toward the specified objective, the

team was alerted to the need for re-evaluation of the teaching

strategy, including the specialized technique,. to determine the

point of breakdown. (Fkamples of theie therapeutic technique.

training . programs have been presented elsewhere; e.g., Peterson;

1978, 1979, and are available from the author. ).



Ttule, thie prOlegt appeared to !bake sone gains toward defining
an eMPiriCal epproaeh fpr ValUeting particular sUpport'oerVite

inputA Surther the inserViCe plan assured thot parents.
anid

teachers Were previded the skills they needed to provide effective
ongoing instrUCtionel pnbgramMing.. The'procese=tf 4alidating the,
'ttaining worked to assure specialists that parents and teachers
could ActeallYpetfotethe techniques and thAt4stUdent. behavior
change.ocCurred!.

To develOp effeCti've.team models for severely.'hindicapped.

students, FuchWork remains tO be done. Meeningfui..comparieontsofdl
different approachee to team-interadtion ateneeded, as are data

:which consider student'gains,and cost effectivenett,..,Recently,
some syitematic evaluations of particular,compenente of educe,
tionel programs appeared. For eXaMpae, sticker andCampinall .(1980)
'report seine data on the effeetivenems of a muitidieeipliriaey'
asseesment, and MCCormick and het asenniates (MCCermick And
Goldman, :1979; McCormick, looper, and poldmin, 71979), heVe
evaluated the classioom Component ef one:teem approech..:.The data
from these twoprejects provide very Useful,,information,. reviewed
.below.

The Molly Stark Project lor severely handicapped-adolescents

(Campbell, 19.77; Bricker and Camizibell,°1980, served multihandicap-
pad studenta, 11 to 22-years of'age, who resided in a hospital
setting. Students were provided initial mUltidisciplinaty assess-

.ment, which included recommendations for treatment,,further eval-
uation, equipment utilization, and individuel .educational or
therapy activities. On analysis', project staff found that of the
397 reCommendtions generated by the teem, only 30% were judged
appropriate and specific enough to be incorporated into students'

educational programs. 'In reviewing the actual rate of implementa-

tion over an '18-month period, it .was fouSd that only 17% of the
recommendations were ever. implemented. Furthet, correletiona1
analysie indicated that, as the number of handicaps per student
increased, the rate of implementation-decreased. Thus, for the

.'more severely multiPly handicapped student, the evalUation was
largely irrelevent to intervention. All of"thinas-accomplished
ate costof approximately $2500'per student for assessment alone'
Project staff questioned the feasibility, in terns of cost ef-
fectiVeness and staff time, of a.,process.which yields suchliMited
results. Bricker and. Campbell auggest that the multidisciplinary

assessment:required by P.L. 94-142May need to be reinterpreted or
redefined for severely and Profoundly handicapped students. They

suggest the major difficultk appears tconreqsOlatedgsessments by

specialists with no prior,experience with. the stude s, and a lack

ofefforts to establish stable forms of behaviOr before assessMent.

4
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Thom' authors almost that the most effective use of profes-

Simnel time would entail tho 'following adtivities:

l. The professional' time spent in multifactored assessment
which precedes programming should be used in the process

. of attempting to bring about initial changes rather than

in attempting to assess particular behaviors.

Professional. time should be spent in programming within
the classroom.and in the assumption of professional res-
ponsibility for progress ip the area of expertise

identified for each team member.

Profeesional time can be spent" in careful analysis of

each student's performance on identified programming
targets, in the development of precise training strate.
gies which are tested and known to be effective with each

student, and in Specific training of each individual to
carry out elftablished programs.

McCormick and Goldman (1979) advocate a tranadisciplinary

model for serving severely hendicapped students. They present

reltable, classroom observational data that suggest that a direct

sarvice model reeults in inefficient Use of teacher time (as

mentioned earlier) and in inequity in terms of..distribution of

service responsibilities across the disciplines. From their data

it is apparent that, at least in the three classrooms they obsery-'

ed, educational personnel devoted approximately half as much time

to instruction and twice as much time to caretaking as,clid ancil-

lary (support) personnel. In a follow7np study, DICCormick, Cooper,

and Goldman (1979) attempted to deal with this problem by training.

teachers to combine instrUction.with caretaking. With appropriate

inservice training, they were successful in increasing

instructional time. However, this did not solve the.inequity in

terms of caretaking. The authors suggest support service personnel

Should be in the classroOm, providing therapeutic input during

caretaking, e.g., during feeding, positioning, toileting, and

dressing actiVities which do occdpy.a large proportion of a.

severely handicapped student's day. A tr'ansdisciplinary approach

would work to distribute responsibilities :more equitably, in

additionto the advantagesescribed earlier.

The-transdisciplinary approach appears to have clear.superi-

orities to the other approaches described. However, .the teams'in

this review were often quite similar, both in approach and in the
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problOike they onootIntotad, regardless of the label assigned. Thus,

in Due way, Perhaps We nould forgenthe labels. However, one '.
crUdial ditference in these approaohea ia tho degree of team '

*Embers' Nallingneee to train othersin cross-discipline skills.'
Thia is one distinction we must not lose.

. ka noted by McCormick and Goldman J1979), personnel prepara

tion for-those:coming into this area must reflect non=traditional

loris §t. intsracting; Recently. Xnapczyk and Denver (1979) have

suggested additional training for'supervisory personnel to prepare
them toaseistthe team in coordinating service Further, those of.

-a who /ism been traditionally trained must change the way'we

nt, with each other and with the students. The ;strongest
impetus for these changes Will come fr9m child data demonstrating

the effectiveness Of cooperation isnd collaboration:

sUMNIART

Confusion continues regarding roles of the Members of the
educational team in prcagrams for severely handicapped students.0

Our notions in this regard are changing and evolving rapidly.
Ideas that seemed good five years ago didnot work well in practice
and modifications were necessary. Hbwever, some

emerge whichwe cannow identify.

There is a clear trend far support servi

through one or -a few service providers, us,

staff and parents or nare-takers. This indir

is now viewed as predicated on some careful'w

specialists working directly with students t

rends continue to

es to be mediated

ally'educational

Ct model, however,

rk by teachers and

assure that team

goals can.'be met, before techniques 'are deemed suitable for
exchange..

Educational teams are beginning to take.a problem-oriented

approach to 'selecting necessary support services. There seems

to be a general ,recognition'that support service input mupt be

evaluated in terms of progreas toward Specified educational ob-

jectives. This leads tht team to view its role as.temoving. ob-

stacles to achievement ofthose objectives. More is not neces-

sarily better in terms of number of staff and composition of
teams. The input of support servides must be subfected to the

same data-based evaluation used to, make programming decisionsi in

the predision teaching methods used with severely handicapped
studentd. Those aspects of support servIces that cannot be
linked to child gains can be eliminated, leaving more instruC-
tional time for alternative programs.

The role expectations of members of the educational team
are being more' carefully delineated. Most professionals Woad
agree that teachers mustAtake a central role and responsibility

on the team, particularly as the role of other team members be-
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COMMA one Of facilitating the individual educational plan. How-

ever, the nu:Serous responsibilities and roles assigned to'teach-

era, i.e., manager, synthesizer, programmer, and implementor:

can.exceed what is nossible or desirable. Strategies for Assur-

ing mnre effective and equitable roles for team members ere

being developed. The role of therapists as consultants,remaina:

but is going through modifications.0 To ,function,effectively,

therapists must be fully functioning Members of thw team, work-

ing daily with parents, studente, and staff! if Aheir,Consulta=

tion is to have an impact. The presence of A variety of :me-

cialists will not magically assure ,student gains. .Therapists

must, wetk With teachers to develop training.strategies and must

be aVeilablellor ongoin4, rathil than episodic, Monitoring of

the iraining programs.

Despite the lack of, hard and fest answers, there are certain

errors that should not be repeated. Forwexample, it, appears that 'T

too many, resources and too much tiMe have been invested in the past .

in isoiated, .initisl multidisciplinary assessments. These

assessments have had limited value for Subsequent intervention.

Assessment and therapy need to be Continuous. activities. Tradi-

tional, isolated therapy modele are not Useful to severely handi-

capped students. In efforts to piovide teachers with information

through inservice activities., it has become cleir thlt teachers are

uhlikely to be able ta incorporate a lot of general inppt: from

specialists into student educational . programs. Consequently,

programs should not spend valuable' teacher time on inservice

activities that do not have clear relevance to staff and student

needs.

The entire educational system is changing as severely handi-

capped students are brougheinto public education.. To assure thet

needed support servimes are available, strategies Are needed to,

make those services accessible. At times, there are shortages of

specialists who are traihed and interested in working with.severely

handicapped sthdente. At other times, Only itinerant special-

ists are available. Provisions must be made for educational

staff to have ongoing; longitudinal consultation with special-

ists, including the very necessary planning time to work to-

gether with specific stUdents on specific prograis.
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FAMILY MoirigntEiEgt IlifeliDUEAD TsITONAL FirCENIES_

SIRiE OF THE AST AND Dina/DNS FORTHE FUTURE

.Listiegt Vomit. limy LANs, Mbar*. Salisbury ,
Fumy Drown,and Dime Imiregart
Us/kinky of Wixom!. Madison

Kama City Wong Crater
Madison Metropolitan School District

The passage of Fublic Lair 94-142 has resulted in a mandate that
parants/family must be involved in educational decision making
related to their handicapped child. The letter of this lair, as well
as of Many state iaws, establishes that parents/family will at
least be informed of the educational goals and pro4ress of their
child and have the right to disagree with decisions made by public
educational systems which telate to their handicapped child. The
spirit of parent/family involvement which was specified by Public
Law 94-142 is certainly much more extensive. In the spirit of the
law, parents are viewed as dynamic decision makers and strong
resource people for the public sehools: Parent involvement means
"activism," not just the "passivism" of being informed.

The law' s acceptance of the roie of, parents/family in the
handicapped child's educational program comes from at least six
sources. Briefly, there ate, first, legal actions such as the
Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children versus Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania and Mills versus Board of Education (Turnbull and
Turnbull, 1978) which established the parent as having a right to
due process procedures. Second, 'parent organizations, such as the
National Association for Retarded Citizens, which ;fere influential
in the development and passage of Public Law 94.-142, set the stage
for activism by parents. Third, the basic consumer-as-evaluator
attitude of the 1970's helped promote parentii rightful place to
criticize services received by their children. Fourth, the data
gathered on the success of programs where parents served as teach-
ers clearly pointed to greater child progress with parent.involve-
ment (Hanson, 1977; Moore, Fredericks, Piazza-Templeman, and

Blair, 1979). Also, Baker (1979) demonstrated that parents can be

as effectively trained as professionals and, paraprofessionals in
child development theory and technology. Fifth, data generated on
the lack of skill generalization and maintenance by handicapped
students (Stokes and Baer, 1977) forced educators to .acknowledge
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tlie need tO teach handitapped student.e across environments. Sixth,
-

the acknowledgement Of- the need' for" curriculum goal' which

reflected skills rubcesseill to fUnction rather than

classroom environments forced educators-to learn about thastu

dents' home environment (Brown, Nietupski, and Hamie-Nietups)ci,

1977; Brown, Braneton-MtClean, Baumgart, Vincent, Falvey; and

Schroeder,'1979). Added to these wagi the common sense.reason that

parents/family, not educators, are Most capable of serving in'

consistent, longitudinal advocacy forthe handicapped student.

Given' these.poweriul legal, 'philosophical, and data-bellied

reasons for-parent involvement, one would'assUme that model pro-

grams have built comprehensive parent/ family involvement tom-.

ponents, A review of the programs funded by the Special Needs

Section of OSE's Division of Innovation- and' Development lead the
.

authors of this 'chapter to conclude that generally this.was not the'

case. Parent involvement, when included;: tended to, be uni-
dimensional and without systematic uation-as to effectiveness.

While several of the projects ha eloped outstanding products to

teach.parents to he teachers, for example, none of the projects

focused on building amodel system for comprehensive parent/ family

involvement. Also, none of the projects reviewed reported.data on

parents' satisfaction with the servicea they received. The

gUestion that immediately arises is why .activa parent/family
involvement in the severely handicapped child's educational
program was not the major focus of these programs. Certainly one
reason is that establishing exemplary models for.professional

teaching of the severely handicapped stndent was clearly needed at

the time these projects were implemented. However, a brief look at

the.. history of the 'relationship between parents/family and

educational programs, particularly public school based programs,

indicates other reasone as well.

HISTORY

Professionals in the field of special education now generally

recognize that the most long-term advocates for handicapped'indi-
.

viduals are his/her parents or legal guardian (Vincent, podd, and:

Hennes, 1978). The term "parent/family" is used to designate

anyone who serves as the primary Caregiver or advocate for the-

severely handicapped student, not necessarily only the biological

family. While, .historically, educational system personnel aqd

parents have often been adverdaries in the process of obtaining

educational.services for seveielyllandicapped students, new feder-

al legislation and state rules and regulations have mandated that
1

such adversarial relationships end. Inareasingly, administrators-
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and toaChere are talking'abOut. forming cooperative partnership.

With., parent*. Most Often thiP talk is vigue and unspecified in

terds of what constitutes a cooperative pertnership.

In order to definacooperative partnership, assumPtions that

ach partnor mikes about the other-partner must be exaMihed. In the

'area of severely handicapped students, the public °Schools'

previous history of excluding these students and/or segregating

theme tudents, has resulted in many faMilies/ parents having

negative attitUdestoward.the school eyetem.. Thus, the assUmptions

that parent* hold about the schools may interfere with forming a

cooperative partners:hip.

Similarly, public school system personnel hAve developed.

negative assumptions ibout the parents and families of eeverely

'handicapped persons. These negative assumptions grew out of

parents' fighting for services which echool systems historicalllv

did notbelieve were worthwhile to provide to severely hindicapped

atudehts.

Four of the negative assumptionE4'1pld by the two partners ari

presented in Table 1. As. statements show, both partners question

whether or not the other partner is really committed,to the teach-

ing and development of the seVerely handicapped student. Both

partners question the other's willingness to change and construc-

tively solve problems. Both partners question the other partner's

knowledge of the needs of the severely handicapped students.

.Historically, many public school systems have been "guilty"

of the omissions highlighted from the parent perspective. These

Authors, however, do not believe that parents are.or ever have been

generally "guilty" of the problems or beliefs espoused by the

professionals. Many parents bre effectively involved their

severely handicapped child in their natural home life for years.

Almost all parents have taught their severely handicapped children

skills. Sometimes these skille 4re hot the most desirable ones,

but they certainly have been taught.

These authors also believe, however, that attributing blame

to one partner or the other does not solve the problem of.building a

cooperative partnership. Rather, the differences and similarities

in the two partners' views must be examined, and ways must be

developed to capitalize on similarities and use.differences to

create innovative services.

One partner cannot build the partnership by deciding what the

other partner needs. For example, the negative assumptions held by

professionals have often led 'to the development of models for

family involvement that define the family as a recipient bf

goods/services offered by the schools without the family being

involved in decidimg what services should be offered, or how and
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Assumptions of presets andProtamiOnela Which
Detract From Cooperative Pitruterrhip

Prolowiwak Parma!
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When aerViCe. *Should be. offered. Often auch services *tart with

the suppbsition that parents/ fa:Milieu are in emotional crises and

are not coPing.with their severely handicapped:child and IP they

need to be trained to behave like the student's classroomteacher

and. that the personnel who Provide the training should be
teachers/educators. While someparenta_indicete *need for help in

eyetematic behavior management, most parentm are generally

handlin/ their severely handicapped children quite effeptively at

home. What parent. identify as needs is.not houritobehave like the

classroom teacher but how to use their bnme and natural inter*

'actions to teach the'child. What they often identify a$ /oals and'

objectives are skille the child needa to flinction more euccessfully

'in the.environment, rather than typical achpol curriculum skil/s.

Ho* they see their child functioning is 'sometimes diffeient than

.1n* school Persbnnel see the child functioning:

This difference:cannot be written off as the parent!!! error.

The parents' ability to be an accurate assessor has been demon

strated by the reliability of instruments such as the Minnesota

ChilliDeVelopment Index (MCDI) (Ireton end Thwinq, 1972). The MOW

is a totally parent,completed assessment of the child's skills in

major areas of development. Parente generally do know their
child's abilities. They ere realistid'in goals that they set. At

tines they need additional information from educators, but they

nften have a better overall picture of the "whole child" than

school personnel who.Onlysee the child in the unnatural, claseroom

environment.

UNIFYLNG ASSUMPTIONS

In, order for a cooperative partnership to be built, both

partners must examine' the assumptions they bring to.the situation.

.Then they must reach mutually agreed upon assumptions about the

family and school system and mutually agreed-upon goals for the

child and for the involvement of the family,. Following are as-

sumptions about the'familywhiCh come from a social systems network

perspective (Napier, 1978; Hill, 1965; Levinson, 1975).. These

assumptinns- necessitate that the educational system shift its..

focus from- the family as recipient of services to the family as

determinerof serviceis provided.'

1. Families are capable of generating creative and innova*

time solutions to their problems. Often.times these

solutions can be developed without the direct.help of

professionals.
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2. Familial aqs interrelated =its': Invervention'in any

aspect of the Unit can affeCt all:other parts of the

unit_ The handicapped child is oply one part of the

family unit.. Interventien,with the handicapped child,

will effect the reit cf the unit.

3. All families, whether, they-hive i-h-ahdicappMd Child-or

not, have needs in the following areas: legal, medical,

financiel, social/recreational, and educational. By

hiving *handicapped child, a family adds to thse needs

special educational considerations for the .child. How-

ver; the special educational.needs of the handicapped,

child should be analyzed In the contextof the family's

!After needs.

e. The prime consumer of special educational services di-.

rected to the handicapped child is that child's family.

As the prime consumer 'of 'educational service*, the

family hould be the,prime evaluator of'euch servicee:

The evaluation implies that the family is giVen

sufficient and sophisticated information to :make

infOrmed judgment about the quality of ;services that

hendicappsd child is.receiving:.

S. Tha apecialteChnology that is used in the instruction of

handicapped indiVidualm is learnable by°end teachable to

other family members. Specialized technology and spec-

talined services should only be provided in erees where

normal family and community services will not meet the

handicapped child's needs. This implies minimal intru-

lion on the family unit for the purpose of meetingonly

one members' needs.

6. Both the educational system and the family share a cOrmnon

concern for the long-termfunctioning of the handicapped

family member. .Neither unit-could thus totally meet, the

needs of the handicapped member by themselves. The most,

long-.term, consistent, concerned advocate for the handi-

capped,Child is the family, .not the public educational

system.
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7, FaM141041 do Went tO become ipwolVed in theat handicapped

ChilePS Pros:ire" and de Vint to do What As beet for the.

Child. **ever, 'Chef( *re Often hot Willing foriehat is

best to be decided.solely.Wpersonnel,outside of their

npit peCause.of tbe family. ibiUty tO Useits re-.

sourcee creatively and innovatively,.it Is pOssible for

the family to spiVe #:cion problems. The solutiontmly

require the help of fork41:- resoUrCe eysteMe, but not

neeesserilydirectiOnfrorehfOrMal reiource systems,

Familiee, though this lea generic term, areby no meane

uniform in their make-up, goals, dusiree, or need fer

other than family aervices. The flot that. families

'differ Must be-reflected in .5 variety of serOides and ,

syetems peing.availinle to aesiet them in educating .

their severely handicapPed children.

Following are:assumptions about the Public school sYstem

which come from legal/legislative manditee andexemplary practice.

These aseumptione necessitate that the family shift its focus from

adversarial relations with the sdhools to cooperetive ventures

deeigned to best meet the needs of their handicapped child.

1. Public school pereonnel are capable and-wani-tio 6-reate

innovative, effective programs for severely handicapped

students and their families.

2.. Public school systems are reeponisible'fbr meeting tbe

educational needs of severely handicapped.etudents and

for coordinating with other systems and agencies, in-

cluding the family which is concerned with.'

nonedudational.needs.

. 3. Public school programs are required to and want to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of the seirvices which they provide

to severely handicapped students andtheir families. As

part of this evaluation, they want parent input.

4. The specialiped technology employed by public schdol

personnel in working with the severely handicapped stu-

dents is teachable and .learnable by nonprofessional

'personnel, including parents and other family members.



.5. Hoth the family and the educational system share a eommon

concsrn for the long-term functioning of the severely

handicapped itudents. Neither unit could thus totally

meet the heeds of the handicappe'd student by themselves.

6. Public school personnel do want to create programs and

services which Maximize the functioning of the severely

handicapped students in environments other than clams-

rooms. .They do Want to prograrit for nonacademic skills in

school as well as in non-school settings.

,

The acceptance by both parents of the above basic assumptions.

about the strengths and -intentions Of the two systems, i.e., the

family. and the schools, should result in 'the acknowledgement of the

ComMonelities in .goals that the systems hold. Hopefully, such
commonalities can lead to cooperative blither than adversarial

relationships. Ultimately, both the family and the schools are

concerned with what is best for the severely handicapped student

'today and in the future. The acceptance of these assumptions

should lead to families becoming involved in major levels of

decision making related not only to their individual child, 'but

also t0 handicapped children of the future. AcCeptance of these

assumptions should lead to the creation of models for parent/family

involvement which stress the parent/famiry as a major source Of

assessment And programining information for the severely
handicapped student. The following section outlines areas of

involvement for the parent/family which are based on the unique

needs of the severely handicapped students.

THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF PARENTs/nmnaEs

AND THEIR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

In designing models for parent/family inVolvement in the

educational programs that serve severely handicapped students, the

focus should be on the unique, not normal, needs of these students.

N. One major goal of these programs should be .to Maximize the

normality, of the family unit. Thus, families of handicapped

studenta should be able to experience the same ups and downs that

families of normal children do, e.g., frustration, joy, question-

ing, predicting. The major point that needs to be remembered is

r.hat these families are first of all normal familiei.. They have all

the needs that normal families have, as well as Some unique needs

because of their handicapped child. Studies have indicated that

parents of severely retarded children do .not differ markedly from

parents of normal children on many psychological character-
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iStigiOe'e.g., psychiatric Care (MtAllister, Butler, and Lei, 1973;

Routh. 1070). 1NOWilies Of Severely retarded children, do report

Ourkstress related-to iheirthild's unique sduCatiOnal and care.

HiVioHneeds (Routh. 1,970.

In designing model pibgrams, the question arises ais tO What is.

Unique about raising a handicapped child? yhat are the skills and

the-knoWledge that the family will need to.acquirerthat mey not be

readilY forthcoming from"theiroXIOting resource ootwork? In a

sense what-is it that makes raising's handicapped child *different

from raisingo.O normal child? In general, the( present'authors

believe that the differende io one of .degree and not 9n. oftype.

All children have medical needs, all families have financial needs.,

all children and familie s. have educational needs; the oniqueiiatt.

.for the family of a. handicapped child 4s that the chiles±

disability may ilterthe intineity orlSeverit'y oithe need.

'There are at least five major areas where the needs of the'

severely handicapped child make that child's family different than'

families Of normal. chijdren. The first is that they have a child

whose needs will not be met'totally by normal experiences. The

second'area is that all children in this country have rights.

'Parents generally know those rights and sometimes violate thote

rightS, butlhildren have rights, and haOdicapped children have an

additional set of rights. The third area io that all Children need

resources outside the family in order to fliourish, e.g., medical

and social. Handicapped children and their families_are.different

because often the resources they need are not currently provided by

normal agencies. The fourth area is that every family with a child

must acqUire skills in dealing with the public and private agendies

that provide service to their children. pamilies of handicapped

children must often have greater siills in this area beCause the

number-of agencies is larger and the variability of access to them

is greater. The fifth area is that every family encounters

situations in which they and their children have needs that

existing agencies do not meet. They often resolve these needs by'

working to change current policies, current practices, or current

funding.

Child Needs

Displaying an exceptional educational need,a handicapped

child presents a unique.set of features to the family.. Parents

cannot simply'pick u Dr. Spook's book on baby and child care and

learn the informa that they will need in order to raise this

child. 0ftenftiple tasks, such as feeding anoediapering, becoMe

In
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CoMples tanks when the Chtld has a handicapping'condition. Thus,

the parent Must learn a Very spectfic set of.skills related to their

child's disability.

Child and Family Legal Rights

Because of recent court and legislative action, handicapped

children in this country have been granted access to system s. that

are designed.to maximize their potential'. Legally, parents have a

set of . rights related to due process, to funding, -and to educe-

-tional practice that are dramatically different from the rights of

parents with-normal chiidrefi. These rights and responsibillties

have long-term implications for families of handicapped children.

Knowledge of these rights will assist a family in pursuing the most

appropriate educational program for their child.

,Resources

Because of the unique needs of a handicapped child and the.

rights guaranteed to child ark' family by iaw, these people also

need additional and specialized resources.in ordet to maxibize.the

child's potential. These resources apply both to the'child and to-

the family, and their acquisition is essential.

AccesSing ResOurces

While it might seem that thechild's and family's rights under'

the law would guarantee that the resources they need would be

asily obtainable, this is not yet the case. Often the resources

a spread between two, three, four or fifteen, geographiCally

sepa ted agencies. Often obtaining the resources requiree

1iIsticated skills at communication, completion of forms, and

perseverance. Some parents will need to be taught specific skills

on how to find and then obtain appropriate resourceS for their

child.

Changing Resources

Given that parents have the skills to find and access avail-
.

able resources, they are often still confronted with the simple'

facethat appropriate resources do not exist. In order to maximize

the child's development, the parents need to learn how to force

systems to create new alternat,T8 and new Programs for their

children. Many families do n inherently have the skills at

working withq agencies, advis y boards, city councils, state

governments, and individual ad#inistrators that are necessary in

order to create change. The aching of these skills is,complex,

yet possible,.,and falls in the,, domain of the educational

Interventionist.
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Deaigning a program to meet theme unique ndeds of families of

severely handicapped, atudonta implies a long..term, comMitment

between parents/families and educators/interventionists. These

required skills cannot.be taught overnight. Most piofessionals

spend at least two years of intensive study An order tO learn

information related to child needs and rights and program evalua-

tion. There are, however,-, s of involvement in the handicapped

studenti( individual educat. :aigprograms that'could be initiated'tS

quickry with many parents and families.

INDIVIDUAIL CHILD AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT

As related to the individual child, the authors believe that

parents should actually be involved in at least fiVe major areas.

These are child assessment, child programming, determining nhild

progress, making.program decisions, and evalUating program suc-

cess. Each of theae areas is presented below with a rationale for

their inclusion and suggestions for their implementation.

child Assessment
Recent data would indicate that parents are very accurate

diagnosticians and evaluators of their child's current level of

functioning. Because of their long-term commitment to the child

and the amount of time they spend with the child, parents often have

information about the child's fUnctioning that is not available

from professionals observations of the child in the classroom.

Most clearly, parents have many more opportunities to observe their

child's functional performance in independent Self-care, neigh-

borhood interaction, recreational/leisure skills, and social

communicative bnhaviortthan nlassroom teachers. Not only do

' parents have more opportunities to observe these behaviors, they

also have the advantage of observing these behaviors in .the

natural environment, i.e., the environment in which the child

.must function in the long run. If an educational system is

concerned.with teaching children the skills necessary to func-

tion as adalts in a wide variety of community environments, it

must find ways to tap thip source of parent informa*tion. A

well designed program of parent involvement wila include an

assessment (materials and procedures) which is completed by the

parent on the childrs skills in natural environment. Such

procedures should be jointly developed with the parent add the

information ol;Lined would become part of the multi-disciplinary

eValuation that leads to the development of an individualized

education plan. Thus, in these author's opinion, asking parents

whab. their child likes, dislikes, and does at home is one ini-

tial step in involving them in assessment. It is not sufficient
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to deeOnStrate active involvement of the parents in the educe-

tiOnal preceas. EValUatively, the present authors would recom-

mend that all multi-disciplinary reports used to establish a

child's current level of functioning be screened to ensure that-

at least one repott is included from the parent/family.

Child Programming

Often Parents are asked to participate in determining program

priorities when they have not beep involved in the gathering of

Amassment data and when a comMon perception on the child' s 'current'

ioning by the teacher and parent has not been established.

Profoosionalm often comment that parents 'set unrealistic
expeCtancies for their children. This is not surpriaIng when
parents have not been made privy tO or part of the assessment

process. The present authors would advocate'the following.parental

goal-setting procedure. Parents ehould be given a form.to record

needed programming areas based on data gathered during family
routine and activities. These priority areas should beCome part of

the master list that is generated in conjunction.With classroom and

future prioritiee. In a sense, one kunction of the parent on the

assessMent program team would be to synthesize and 45nterpret,

within the framework of the natural enviltronment.the information

given by the multitude of 'profeesionalsNiho interact with their

children. This itplies4that IEP's are not-developed by the staff

and then presented to the families- fOr egreement or change but,

rather, IEP's are developed with the family. By structuring the

nature of assessment cLta gathered by the family and supplementing

these "data with cl ssroom assessment, the professional can
establish broad categ ies of concern for.the whole team tofocus

on. As Rooe (1977) h s indicated, parents should be active in

choosing goale and ob ctives for the child to work on. Teachers
shoulti be active i etermining methodology. Just As teachers are

noi expected to determine goals and objectives for a child on the

basis of a few hours observation, parents should not be expected

to develop goals and objectives without adequate background in

assessment.

Evaluatively, program personnel might save the forms listing

goals and objectives which parents bring to the IEP meeting and

periodiAlly compare them to final goals and objectives listed on
the IEP. One would. expect that at least some percentage of the

,final goals would correspond to the listed parent goals. If Roos

(1977) is correct, the percentage should be c1011e to 100 percent.

Before implementing procedures such as this,.0rojects might survey

the percentage-of families _carrying---outhomeprograms-encl- -then
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survey again efter implementing this procedure. Common senae would

say that, if parentd believe that they have influenced the setting

of goal& and objectives, they would be more likely to carry out the

programs in the natural environment.

Child Progress

In the current state of the art._parents are told where their

chip:Lim Versus where he wes et some specified earlier period and

.often not taught hoW such inforMation is gathered or.how frequently

such information is analyzed. Ad an outgrowth of teaching parents

procedures for child astessment, it should be possible to teach

them to conduct these assessments periodically at home and to bring

this information on child progress to the sessions where child

progress is to be discussed. The'present authors assume that
rather than simply receiving information on progress that

professionals see in the classroom, parents should 'be active in

documenting child progress in the home. EvaluatiOn strategies

similar to those used in the assessment and program priority area

could be implemented. That is, parent progress records could.be

incorporated as part of the child's ongoing file and periedically

files could be reviewed by administrators to determine what per-

centage of families are actively involved in this process. An

interesting research study would he to compare the estimates by

teachers of the child's present level of functioning and future

environmental placement with those parents involved in such a

process and those parents not invplVed inoeuch a process.

PROGRAM DECISION MAKING

Just as parent involvement on individual child .assessment

should lead to parent inVolvement in goal and priority setting,

parent involvement in program evaluation should lead to parent

involvement in program decisionrnaking. The authors of this chapter

believe that parents, as consumers of services, are most concerned

that these services be delivered in a cost7effective manner and

that the service's be delivered in a way that is 'maximally

beneficial to all children. Most parehts are highly capable. of

taking-a step back from their own indlvidual child to look at the

overall system. Taking such a step back requires that they be

provided the information related to program issues rather than

individual child issues. Administrative personnel need to develop

prodedures for polling parents' knowledge of major areas of deci-

sionmaking for the future. If administrators and teachers know

that moving a program is a consideration, then parents should be

informed that such.considerations are under way. This is not to
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64y that ail parents will.choose to be actively involved in this

level of decisionmaking. Rather, it is to say that all parents

ahould haVe the option of being involved. If asked whether they

feel.that they could have given input on decisions such as program

schedule, resource allocation, and areas of needed cUrriculum

development, all parents should answer affirmatively, even if only

half of the Parents said, "I did contribute." The atmosphere of

opportunity for input is as ,critical as the actual numbers of

parents who take the oPPortunity. The options must be provided by

the educational program; the choice must be the parents' .

Educational systems should be'required to submit plans for

achieving .a cooperative atmosphere. Plans Should include infor7

motion on hOw district administrators will systematically convey

to parents that their input is needed. In additiop, plans should

include systems for evaluating how effective the plan was in

: developing this atmosphere.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Mhile the major concern of a family is probably their own

individual child, his program, and his progress, many families are

willing.to become involved in overall program issues. Parents are

generally a vastly underutilized resource of skills and expertise

that Could be helpful to an educator (Vincent, Dodd, and Renner,

1978). Involving parents in an overall evaluation of the services

that they generally receive from the public schools is one way

professionals candemonstrate they are concerned with parent input

and with.parent opinions. Certainly a yearly questionnaire to all

families involved in a severely handicapped program would seem to

be one main level of program evaluation. Such a questionnaire

could be used to document areas of parental concern and desire. The

present iuthors wonder whether such an evaluation is nOt done

because the parent input is not wanted or because it has been

deterMiped a priori that the program would not be changed based on

this input. While the prime receiver of_educational services is

the individual handicapped child, the prime evaluator of' this

service must be tha child's parents. Parents are' the major con-

sumers of the variety of services provided tohandicapped students.

As such, parents should be the major evaluators of these services.

(
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SUMMARY.

If parlpte are to be .involved in the manner just specified,

the educational.system will have to identify trained personnel and

'other resources providing leadership for this prncess. The child's

individual classroom teacher usually does not have the time Or

eipertise in assessing lamily needs and working with adults to

develop and implement a comprehensive plan.

A Considerable body of literature from the social sciences

documents the.withat families of handicapped children are

different'than families of normal children. -The trauma salaried by

the diagnosis of a severe handicap is also well documented.

Clinical reports can lead to the conclusion that this trauma is so

devastating that active, constructive involVement is not possible.

Yet, if one returns to the unifying assumptions, the first one is

that families are creative uniti who can and do solve their own

.problems. Mani families experience traumas. Most of these fami-

lies remain stable, active productive units'. Focusing on the

trauma of the handicapped child by professionals could hinder the

process of problem-solving. Rather, the professional should focus

on the normality of the family and family's need to solve problems.

A commitment to 'active involvement of the parent/familY in the

child's educational program is a commitment of maximal growth,

development, and- skill acquisition by- the severely handicapped

student.
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REVIEW OW ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL PREPARAT/ON
FOR THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Norris G. Haring
Unkersily of Wadtbston

Training, in the context of this chapter, is defined as the profes-

sional preparation of.educational personnel to _arrange, implement,

and coordinate the total edUcational program in the school, the

home, and tne'community. This would include the settingt in which

the educational program takes place. Professional preparation may

be preservice' or inservtce and it may occurin colleges and untver-

sities and/or field Settings.

Since Public Law 94-142 mandated a free appropriate public

education fór all handicapped children and youth, specialiSts tn

the field of education for the severely handicapped have-been

Concerned with the quality of instructional programs and the

preparation of qualified persennel. Nowkre are at a.point Where we

'must take a new look at training in order to determine: (a) what is

the knowledge, (b) what are the attitudes,- and (c) what are the

skill proficiencies 11-squired of professionals to provide

comprehensive educational programs fer the severely handicapped.

There are a number of questions to ask as we examine the training

process:.

* What are the most effect ve processes and experiences

to incorporate in training programs?

* What should be our starting point?

* Which of the early undergraduate educational experi-

ences are crucial to later teaching experience?

Essentially we must confront the issues of what to teach

and how to teach it? What follows is a close look at the area

of training, more specifically the training of professionals to

work with the severely handicapped. Part I is an overview of

existing training practices, beginning with an historical per-

spective, Continuing with an eZamination of the needs of various

personnel and current programs which serve these individuals,

and, ending with some guidelines for,training in the form of min-

imum standards.

Part II examines existing training guidelines or "rules of

thumb," in a general -.analysis of the state of the art. It
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formulates the ten Most common assumptions of the majority of

training models, based on an analysis of some approximations of

such models. In Part III the author reviews, in some depth,

four programs funded by the -U.S. Office of Special Education.

-These are the professional preparation programs at the Univer-

sity of fansas, University,ef Washington, University of Wiscon-

sin, and San Francisco State University: Criteria for selection

are set forth and specific.relevant.areas are addressed in order.

.to elicit:their commonalitieb and differences. The, concluding

section, Part IV, proVides a summary abd discUssion.of What

Constitutes "good training° and addresses:minimum standards for

model/demonstration centers -and Personnel preparation programs

in providing quality training. The Chapter ends with a forward'

glance at future issues and directions, avenUes of potential

research, and necessary systems changes.

AN OVERVIEW OF TRAINING IN THE AREA OF. THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Some History
As we review the history of the training of personnel to serve

the severely handicapped, we confront the fact that it is a meager

history. Before the 1950's there was, indeed, a paucity of

professional preparation programs. During the 50's the number of

professional preparation programs for the handicapped increased

rapidly. For example, early in that decade, only a half dozen or so

programs were'available. Among the earliest Were at the University

of Illinois, Milwaukee State Teachers' College, Syracuse

University, Eastern Michigan State College, and San Francisco

State University. In those years, inservice training took place

only in 1.arge state residential or
private institutions -- and even

there.the training was essentially re-training. Teachers who had

originally been prepared to work with the moderately or physically

handicapped received new training (within the institutions) to

work with the severely handicapped. If pfograms existed for

.training potential teachers of the severely handicapped, their

focus was on physical handicaps and on children considered to be

"educable."
MoVing to the 60's and early 70's, we saw a rapid growth in

professional preparation as a result of the expansian of special

education programs to include the moderately handicapped in school

districts across the.country. At the same time, increasing nuMbers

of deaf/blind children were entering specialeducation classes-..

the unfortunate legacy of the high incidence of rubella in the

60's. The need was pressingt then, for the establishment of

training programs for those who were to work with these newly

included children.
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lowly progralam Were developed for the deef/blind,-multiply
handiqipps4, phytic4114 haNiqapped, and autistic. Although there:
had.been special pi-ogre:me in Some local school dietricts and in.
Some state residential institutions, the middle 60's marked the
adVent of widespread programs to prepare teachers of the Multiply
handicapped. One sUch program begin in 1966 at the University of.
WaShington---the. nursery program for the deaf/blind.. The
University of,Wisconsin'a-nOW highly develOped program, under the
capable direction of Lou BroWn, dot .the standarda early for
excellence in teacher training. This was the first nationally
v!. 'nixed program for the severely handicapped, beginning in 1969.

me a-staff training Program, developing by 1972 into a total
undergradbate sequence for preparing teachers of the severely
handicePped et the 'University of wiaCânsin, with the.Badger School
as th field site. Programs in special education increased

.

rapidly, stimulated.by growing support of professional preparation
by the U.S. Office of Special Education (which Wal3 then the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped).

In 1971, PARC Vs, Pennsylvania was one of the first rivulets
in the groWing stream of judicial pronoiancethenta that mandated the
inclusion of the handiCapped in the educational system. Long
before this historic decision, the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped had foreseen equal educational opportunity fer all and
amd begun'its support of professional training programs. There
were those who-saw -- in the aandmark 1954 decision ofthe Supreme
Court (Brown vs. Topeka, Kaneas Board of Education) -- that it was

only a matter of.time for its impact to be felt in the field of
special education. The concept of equal educational opportunity

for all signifies inclusion, not exclusion. As the influence of
the 1954 desegregation order spread throughout the states and as
public school systems began to include rather than exclde, the
need for teacher preparation-programs grew.

In a brief historical overview it would be redundant to dwella

at any length on the dramaticAmpact of the passage, in 1975, of
Public Law 94-142, except to acknowledge thet it spurred a pheno-
menal increase in training programs. With federal support, pro-
grams were created and flourished. Crowing numbers of handicapped
children were waiting to be served, and professionals were.needed
to 5enre them, The training programs that 'were developed in,
quantity now need to be examined Brom the standpoint of quality.
Our major concern is in the setting of standards for programs that
train personnel, not merely to serve, but to serve with competence
and with success.



Who Needa_Training.

Preservice needs. A great neea in special education today is

in the area of preservise 'education. Professional training,

encompassing the most current educational and behavioral tech-

nology, is essential. If we assume that individuals are making

life career choicee aa teachers of tY, severely handicapped, then

the responsibility of providing a p2anned1 sequential program of

preparation for those individuals reets upon the universities and_

colleges. The gOal of the univereity must be to produce competent

professionals through programe that combine a conceptual

theoretical base with specific practical:skills.

Similar preservice training must also serve those preparing

for service in otber disciplines. If we believe--as.indeed we

must--that the best way to serve the neede of the severely handl....

capped .is through comprehensive educational management, then we

need .to capitalize on the skills of a wide variety of

professionals. The expertise of the communications disorders

specialiet, the occupational therapist, the physical therapist,

the.nurse, 'the social workek, the family service specialist, and

others must all beCombined in a'powerful and effective service

strategy. Such an interdisciplinary team can provide the

comprehensive education that effects dhange7-through the sharing

of knowledge and skills-under.the proficient leadership of the

special education coordinator: One cannot emphasize too strongly

the need for this kind of interdisciplinary effort in which service

to children is not segmented but integrated. The exchange of

information and ideas, which occurs when -professionals work

cooperatively and share common goala rooted in a sharedphilosophy,

ensures that programs for the handicapped are of the highest

quality. When barriers between the disciplines are transcended so

that ppofessionals can serve as modela for one another and combine

skills 'and competencies, an important instrument for change

emergee in the educational management team.

Inservice/continuing education. .A similar philosophy holds

true for the inservice and continuing education of teachers and .

other professionals.. Most of those currently teaching the severely

handicapped are in need of skills that will enhance their

effectiveness. Many were never specially trained for work with.the

severely handicapped, but were trained at a time when the accep-

ted philosophy was that the severely handicapped were not edu-

cable. We have learned that individuals holding-such a phoilo-

sophy may not accept inservice training and may n6t be as

effective with severely handicapped as those who do not hold

these outdated philosophies. The same conceptual base and

educational technology underlying the.preservice program are
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apprOpriatl COT inaervice' programs, whosa-time constraints

demand different fOreltS, SOMe of which will he described at a

later point. /n both proServiCe and inservice programs, parn-.

professionall ere consideted.integral parts of ,the maucational

team and follow the same pattern 'Of planned sequential-training.

Parent 44:lunation: Two areas that have been overlooked to a

great sxtent ars parent education ind community education.-In the

first instancs; there it .a desperate need to build or strengthen

the relationehip betwesn.home and school The essential coMmitment

to the right of all to live in a home setting, to interact with

parents and siblings, to share the joys,of a natural environment,

has come tryse accepted byzall who work with the severely handicap-

ped. The development of programs of-education for parents, based

on this zommitment, requires systematic examination of :the

emotional ahd physics/ demands placed on the family and .the

dynamics of femi14 life as they are affect ll. by the additional

burden of caring forithe severely handicapped child in the home.

The preparation of a Professional must include training in

parent education. A competent teacher of the severely handicapped

will be one who can organize parent interaction end guide parents

in developing the skills necessary to effect changes in their

child's behavior. The partnership between home and school can be

enhanced by effective training in parent education.

Community education. The community at large has little

awareness of the needs of the handicapped. Much of their educa-

tion is incidental to.everyday,observations of changes in build-

ings, at the curb-side, in elevators, on public transportation.

In thri.se communities where concerted efforts have been made to

implement Section 504 of tlie Rehabilitation Act of l9.73, the

average citizen has' a distinct advantage. The high visibility

of the handicapped is itself a means of edimating. However,

this does hot imply any systematic eduCational program by which

information is,made. available to the community. In many parts

of the country, true integration and inclusion are less than the

<reality, and education of the public, even through incidental

contact with the handicapped, is saAly lacking.

:Through community colleges, adult 'and continuing education

programs, and community centers, opportunities can be offered.for

the general public to meet the handicapped, learn about handi-

capping conditions, and gain direct experience in planned educa-

tional programs. There is a place end a need for both outrpach and

institution-based programming.. The responsibility for such

community education rests not only Vri any one agency, but on the

cooperative efforts of higher educgtion, rehabilitation agencies,

and social agencles.
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Training. far WOrk with the severely handicapped doss exist in

a variety of upiversity-based programa that .range-from a simple

sequence of two or three courses to totalcoursework leading to the

:doctoral degree. To meet earlier critical demands, teacher

training programs have been funded by the U.S.'Office of Special

Education's' Division of 1:44:arzel Preparation to solve pressing

problems involving quantity of' trained manpower. It 10 quality

thatmust now become the watchword.' Service to the severely. hancli-

capped requires the competency of professionals; competent profes-

sionals, inturn, emerge from professional preparation programs of

the highest quality. The successful education of the handicepped

is dependent on the successful.edtication of special .education

teachers. The success of both can be evaluated. Standards.are

neCessary,..andconcomitant with them, the ongoing assessment of

programs according to those standarda. The same measuring sticks

can be applied, to the eddcation of teachers, of other

professionals, of paraprofessionals, of parents, and Of the .

community.

Once a training program has established standards an4 objec-

tives for attaining these standarda, an appropriate evaluation

design bhould be insti,tuted fOr two purposes: (a) to determine

whether objectives are indeed achieved, and (b)to demonstratethe

effectiveness of training practices in fulfilling prograg

standards in terms of positive changes in trainees, children,-

and/or service delivery or other systems. The measurement of

change (and, hence, Program effects) can be simplified by

operationally specifying program:areas targeted to produce change

and theripinpointing the types of change desired and the means for

meaeuring change. If the best practices in personnel preparation

are te be multiplied through demonstration and replication, they

must first be shown to work, to be effective, and to lead to

improved competence in personnel and, In turn, better educational

programming for children.

With the establishment of minimum standards and the apoli.-

cation of an appropriate evaluation methodology, there exists the

potential for the shaping of the quality of professional prepara-

tion programs. Guidelines for training that set the standards by

which programs are measured can aid the funding agency in discri-.

minating between "excellent training" and merely "training."

Model Programs Funded .by the U.S. Office-of Special Education:

Those modelprograma whose success has been.demonstrated can

themselves be excellent training grounds for-future teachers.of the

severely handicapped. The model/demonstration programs can provide

the setting in Which preservice and inservice personnel observe

service to the handicapped, participate in that service, and

join theory to practice in.onsite internship.
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. .

inns forTrini MiniMum Standards

prefesSienal preparation program needs minimum standards

einst hich its.worth is.measured. The. ultimate teat of the-,

effectiv ets of a prOgrai is the sucCess.of intervention with

,chi1dren in a service setting. At present,' no unified accep-,

table :set of _standards exists to serve as.guidelines. There

haVe been attempts to.set standards and we can examine several

of these aPPrOXimations. Some of the vital underpinnings.Of

these approximations are presented' here:

1. Parske, R.4 and Smith, Ji Beyond the Ordinary. Seattle,

WA1 The American' Association for the Education of the

Severely/Profoundly Bandicapped, 1977. .

a.. Thete is,a need fot a set Of, rigorous training

principles..

b. Professional training must be_rooted in
behavioral. technology and systematic in-

struction.

c. Program sh441d be interdisciplinary in

nature.

d. Same competencies should be exhibited by
trainer and trainee. -

e.- Adequate procedures for measuring and

proving competence are essential.

f. Trainees should be judiciously recruited.

g. Competency-based curriculum fs fundamental,

2. Burke, P. J., and Cohen, M. The quest for competence in

serving the severely/profoundly handicapped: A critical

analysis.of personnel preparation programs., In E. Sontag, J.

Smith, and N. Certo (Edi.). Educational programming

for the severely and profoundly handicapped. Reston,

Virginia: Council'for EXceptional Children, 1977.

a. Programs of study need to be seen in histor-

ical perspective.

b. The, history of litigation related to rights of

the handicapped is a vital part ofthe curri-

culum.

c. Programs.should utilize Tesources'of other

professionals should be interdisCi-

plinaty). . .

d. Tlie ability t6 wer.k with parents (tarent

training strategies, parents re'sources) must

be strong.

e. Programs shOuld utiliie outside resources

(local, state, national).

f. Development of community-based services

(playing an active role in the cOmmunity) is

important.
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Personnel need training in administrative

ekille (directing and coordinating the

educational management -teem).; classroom or.

ganization .(maximixing instructional time);

normal child development- ae well en

exceptional.child development; medical basics

(handling health problems, prosthetic,.

strategies); assessment (use of formal

rument5

behavior analysis (research methodology,

instructional- procedure's, functional

analysis). .

3. Wilcox, B. A dompetency-based approach to preparin6

teachers of the severely/profoundly handicapped: Per-

spective I. In E. Sontag, J. Smith and N. Certo (Eds.).

Educational programming for the severely and pro-

foundly handicapped. Reston, Virginiar Council fdr

Exceptional Children, 1977.

a. Thoae competencies regUired for"teachers of

the severely handicapped include management

of the environment and implementation of

instruction.

b. Trainers of teachers need to be research-

oriented.

c. Programs must be interdisciplinary (drawing

on resources outside of-special education).

d. There is a need for field-based training

programs (true integration of theory and'

practice).

e. University, faculty need to move in'to the

field.

f. Inservice training is essential.

g. Recruitment must be selective (look for talent

and commitment).

h. Programs need to motivate students (maintain

enthusiasm and morale).

4. Horner, R. D. A competency-based approach to preparing

teachers of the severely and profoundlY handicapped:

Perspective II. In E. Sontag, J. Smith, and,N. Certo

(Eds.). Educational programming for the severely and,

prpfoundly handicapped. Reston, Virginia: Council

for Exceptional Children, 1977.
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a. There is a peed to specify competencies

required (identifiCation), to-develop com-
petency training modules (organization). end
competrcY training!sequences (sequencing).

b. Evaluation of teaching emerges from
documentatige of positive change in child
performance.

5. Guidelines for the development of personnel preparation
programa designed to train peraonnel to teach severely
handicapped individuals, (unpublished paper). Nash-
ville, Tennessee: Vanderbilt University., Southwest
Regional Consortium, undated.

a. A program must document needs suah as the need
for training (are other programs available?), --
the resources available ,(practicum sites,
:teaching materials and media).

b. Programs must exhibit inttructiOnal integrity.
c. Coursework should include cbaracte'ristics of

the sever ly/profoundly handicapped, methods
of inst ction, curriculum considerations,
assessme t.

d. Ancillar /support personnel must be included.

Current Trends in Developing Such Standards in Training

1. Movement toward interdisciplinary cooperation, with
e;cpanded training to include other disciplines. Stan-
dards for training must also be applied to these dis-
ciplines.

2. Greater attention to the skills of the teacher as a
coordinator of the educational management team in
recognition that those who' work with the severely
handicapped Work not in iolation but cooperatively with'
other professionals.

3. Evaluation of personnel with focus on the development
and use of more precise instruments for measuring
behavior And evaluating programs..

4. The development of fine instruments and the competency
to administer those instruments, to record change, and
to plan educational programs according to evaluation
results.,

5. AttentiOn to the demonstrable skills of the teacher as
'a way of evaluating teacher effectiveness.
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6. The up.. of quantitative data rather.than qualitative

judgments as measures of success,

EXISTING TRAINING GUIDELINES OR-RULES OF THUMB

-We can examine a variety of traiPing models and see common

assumptions among them,-expressed as follows in-ten pivotal txe-

mises:

1. Teacher training is competency-based/performance-based.

2. Programs focus on .quality -- recruiting with discrim-

ination and concentrating on producing a small number

of highly trained professionals.

3. Training is interdisciplinary--calling upon the skills,

expertise, resources of a broad spectrum of

professionals.

4. Training has en extensive, rigorous field base,
focusing on devOloping hands-on skills (within the

theoretical context). °

5. There is detailed, ongoing student assessment and

operationalizing of goals and objectives.

6. Specification of instructional procedu'res is precise

(including both reinforcement and correction proce-

dures).

7. Student performance data are utilized for decision-

making about program quality.

8. Family members are involved in planning, implementing,

and evaluating program effectiveness.

9. Students are prepared for 'functioning in community

living and work environments.

10. There is an enduring commitment to the concept of the

severely handicapped as °learning. growing individuals

with the right to quality'in education and working and

living environments.
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ANATOMICAL ANALYSIS OF FOUR PROGRAMS

Among thib aggregate of model demonstration programs for

personnel preparation funded by the U.S. Office of _Special

EdUcation, many exhibit -quality, in their didactic and piictical

aspects., e.g., those oondutted at the-Universities

Vermont, Oregone Virginia, Maryland; and Iowa. For purposes of

description-int:his-paper, four programs were selected for detailed

analysis by small panel of professionals with expertise in the

'ie14 of special educatibn for the severely handicapped. The
crit ia used for selection included the following:

1. The training program provides preparation for teachers

of children from birth to preschOOl;

2. Publications are available with information about the

program;

3. The program includes both a preservice component and a

model/demonstration component?

4. The program has demonstrated significant impact on .the

field of education for the severely handicapped;

5. The program has developed, over time, a heavily field-

based orientation as opposed to merely a didactic

approach;

6. The program emphasizes the use of educational management

teams whichare interdisciplinary in focus;

7.. The program provides preparation through the doctoral

level with attention to preparing graduates as trainers

of teachers and as researchers;

8. The piogram, provides formal liaison with state and local

education agencies.

Table 1 presents the framework on which each program is built.

A narrative description of the four'programs makes the picture more

complete. . The descriptions *are not intended to be Comprehensive,

but,to speak to those' specific. characteristics considered by the

,panel to be crucial elements of A quality training program.
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Table 1

FrarnaWOrk for Analysis qf Foor Programs

University of UniverSity of Unlvenity of San Francium

Kamm Weelskigton Wlmonsin State Unissnity

DOES PROGRAM HAVE:
Infant peogrend yes yes Yon In PrOlnin
Neonatel been**

sem units? no ym no yes

Center or home Weed
propams? both eenter.kered both both

2, EARLY EDUCATION
PROGRAM? . not yet 50% totally, . not yet

!obviated or wareaeled? integrated Integrated integrated inbreed

3. COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION.
AL SUPPORT AREAS PROGRAM? yes yes yes

Devidopmenbl tharapled yes yes yes

Communieetions disorders
spot:Wet? yes yes Vas

Family edusetion service lb
speeiallett yes yes yea

- Nurse? yea yes yes

4. DOES PROGRAM TEACH
BASIC SKILLS FOR:

EstabliihIng entry
behavior? yes yes yes yes

Planning totil Munn>
Hanel program? yes ye, yes yel

Writing kistructIonal .

programs? yes yes yes yes

Work with individuals? yes yes yes yes

Work with Mull groups? yes yes yes yes

Meintskans continuous .

records of child progress? yes yes ,-- yes yes

Refining programs bead
Ca performance record? yes yea yes yes

Using soma form of de-
cision mkt? yes yes yes yes

Program evakietIon et
lean querierly? yes yes yes yes

S. DOES PROGRAM TEACH CO.
ORDINATION OF TOTAL
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT? yes yes yes yds

Does nudent have bawl-
antes loblennIng total
program for clemoom? yes yes yes yes

Instemloping kistructional
plans In context of comps..
hensi management Oen? yes yes yes

In utilisation of perapiro.
feblonalet yes yes yes yes

In working with parents and
parent instruction? yes Mia yes oyes
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IS VOCATIONAL PROGRAM
AVAILAILE?

Dees siseesienal pregrani
Invoke eemirmnity op,
petunias suds an:

Independeft um el publle
Irensportation?

U. of immunity
reensetlen Haiti&

Use of shops, groury
Parma, deportment
Hone, rumurents?

Wide misty of emotions
loonlinMed with the com-
munity?

7. nAtio OF DIDACTIC TO
PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP

& TYPES OF PRACTICUM?

TYPES-OF INTERNSHIP?

S. HOW CLOSE IS SUPER.
VISION?

10. HOW MANY PERMANENT
FACULTY FOR SEVERELY
HANDICAPPED?

Special education
- Other disciplines

11 . MEANS OF IMJROVING updating materials; revision of revising course updating merh;
PROFESSIONAL PREP- revising curriculum workshop outline; ruclesigning of
ARATION PROGRAM utilization of field-bated courses

data for faculty
decisions

Table 1 (Continued)

Yes yes no

yes yes

Tor Vas

yes ?Is

. yes Yos

.40 didactic
50/60 50150 50150 .36 prudicum

.25 internship

Ineervics summer workshop student teach. 94 hrsJwk.
retraining public, schools In, for under. (publiS schools)

graduates grads

elementary, pre. . administrative 30 hrs./wk.
school, secondary public schools settingsgrads. (Public schools)

oneroone in vary close close 14 times 120% of time
precdcum (once every II per semester) under faculty

wk., or more supervision
often (once. week)

2 9.50 1 2
S 5.50 1 19
1 4.00 2 6

12. CAN PROGRAM BE REPLICATED
THROUGH PUBLISHED
MATERIALS? yes yes yes yes
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Program San Francisco State UniVersity

- AlthOUgh the professional preparation program at San

Francisco State University currently offers few courses., in work

with infants,. an Infant Program is being designed to begin in'the

fall of 1981 and the University ia involved with the.intensivercare

units of several area hospitals.. The emphasis in programs for

children between 0 and 18 months is on'home-based parent education;

programs for children,between 18 and 36 months are classroom-based

and located in public school setings.

All basic skills. (Table 1, Section 4) are covered by the

curriculum which teaches the students to develop individual educa-

tional plans, to sequence objectives in order to record child

progress, and to use Trend-Line decision models. The basis of

student evaluation is child change. In addition', students have

practicum eiperiences in total programmanagement.

By fall of 1980, a secondary severely handicapped prograM

is expected to be in operation. Course work is now offered in

this aiea, but it is not practicum-based. The vocational pro-.

gram, as planned, will include all community opportunities, al-

though the resources are _not yet available for a total program

of vocatiOnal training.

In the main training program, intensive supervised practicum

begins with a 6-hour-a-week placement, -which is followed by a

second, 9-hour-week placement. Student teaching is the final
praciical experience and thee is a full-time (30-hour-per-week)

assignment for 8 weeks under-the general supervision of a master

teacher, with faculty supervision 20 percent of the time. As the

student progresses-through the three stages of practical work, the

. supervision becomes less intensive. Steps are now being taken to

increase the supervision at the levet]: of the final student teaching

experience.

San Francisco State University continually improves the

professional preparation program by means of regular staff

mAtings for updating information and making program changes.

Program changes are also based on feedback from gradUites of the

program who are now teaching in public schools. On the basis of

such input, courses are redesigned each semester.

Program: University of Kansas

Ln the University of Kansas' professional preparation program

there is no distinction between the.Early Childhood and Elementary

divisions. Students get experience working with .children age two

through preschool, as Well as with infants and "at risk" children

in special labs. Early education demonstration facilities are

located at the Medical Center in Kansas City and in public-home-
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centered preschool programs in Kansas City, Missouri. Although

these programs are currently segregated, integration is foreseen

in the near future.

. All basic skills, as jisted in Table 1, Section 4, are

included in the program's Individealised CurriculuM Sequence

Strategy. /tooted in the combination of developmental and operant

theory, the program cuts across classes of behavior and focused on

.behavioral sequences in natural'settings or environments. The

emphasis here is on sequence and ge-appropriateness. Thus, the

content of the curriculum is traditjial, while the foiM is .unique.

in its more functional nature.-

It is through the practicum that students have the opportunity

to coordinate a total educatkonal program, usually taking over the

entire classroom by the end of their third practicum. Work with

parents is important, although its intensity differa with each

practicim site. The preschool center, for eXample, has.a strong

parent program. In no case, however, do the student; work in the

homes of the children.

A vocational program is not available now, since most of the

older children and youth have been:previously institutionalisedt

Now that the younger handicapped children are.moving up through the

school system, the need for vocational training is beginning to

grow. Several of the University's graduate students are interested

in young adults and vocational preparation:and they are placed in

appropriate practicum sites where all opportunitieb for community

use are provided.

Student performance is evaluated in a variety of ways. Formal

evaluation'is done through questionnaires filled out by graduates

of the program and their supervisors.. PerfOrmance in all basiC

skill areas listed in Table 1,'Section 4, is monitored by the

grading system because the granting of college'credit for courses

is determined by student achievement.

Inservice re-training is.important since students need the

state teacher certification which results from this professional

preparation Program; the teacher's own classroom is, rhus, the

practicum site. There is no distinction' between practicm and

-'internship. Internship takes place in classrooms at all levels,

with the exception of vocational classrooms. Close supervision in

both practicum and internship takes the form of on-site observation

and written material%

Continuous improvement of the professional preparation

program is the result of feedback from,graduatps who help with

revisions of the curriculum--both the informational.content and

practical elements-..eaCh semester and with updating materials used

in courses.
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Program:. UniversiXy of Washington

The Univeral-ty of Washington's program isliesentially center-

based utilizing the pUblic schools and some state institutions.

Children and young people perved in these settings, 'about SO

percent of which are integrated, range in age from birth to 21

years.

Basic skills are ,emphasiied_ in the training program, the

assessment of pupilperformance being one of the major focus areas.

Students learn the mechanics of writing educationsl procedures and

guidelines for educating and evaluating handicapped pupils, and

.they use data decision rules as they analyze performance data to

determine progress and modify individual education plans.

Reassessment of pupils' needs takes place at least twice a year by

means 'of the Uniform Performance' Assessment System. (1978), e

curriculum-referenced asseaament instrument based on normal

sequences'of child development. The coordination of tpeeducation-

al program is heavily emphasized and students are're ponsible for

planning pupils' classroom time in the practicum.

Vocational programs are available in the summer workshop and

in on-site.settings for the severely hindicapped. . In these, the

wide variety of available vocations are 'closely connectedwith the

community. Sessions are provided during the summer workshop to

traim'students for long-range Vocational planning for handicapped

youth.

All areas of trainee performance (Table I, Section fl'are

evaluated. Specific criteria must be achieved by the trainee in

order to receive passing grades. Observation, pre and post

teSts, optional assignments, and contracts to fulfill certain

requirements are all used as tools far evaluation of student

performance.

Trainees undertake closely supervised practice in the

summer workshops, in public schools, and in classrooms Of the

University's Experimental Education Unit. The, internship

experience.is offered both in the public schools and at the

Experimental Education Unit. For students in Early Childhood

Education of the 'Handicapped, several.practicum sites are avail.-

able, including the neonatal intensive care Unit of the Univer-

sity's Hospital and the Congenital Defects Centex of Children's

Orthopedic Hospital and Medical Center. 'In addition, the Exper-

imental Education Unit offers, two settings for practical work

with infanis, the. Infant Program for the Severely Handicapped

and the Down's Syndrome Infant Program. School-aged children

are served both at the Experimental Education Unit and in'two

field sites of the Seattle Public Schools.
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OradUate'students accrue extensive experience with *variety

Of demonstration and research project* where they may be assigned

or employed. For example, at the Center for the Severely Handicapi.
ped-Outreach, they work with 15 public school disttidts in
Washington State. Other projects deal with evaluating the severely
handicapPed and.with instructional hierarchiee research. Thus,
graduate etudents hive a broad spectrum of practice ip well con-
trolled settings.in which the SeVerely.handicapped are served.

Improvement of the professional preparation program derives
from several-sources. as the staff.develops and refines effective
instructional intervention. A pre.and post test aie administer-
ed to trainees. Also, during the summer.workshop, participants

'give informal feedback and supervisors make observations which
contribute to the annual revision of the workshop. After the
workshop, written, questionnaires and group feedback sessions
supplement the data gathered from more formal testing methods.
'In this way, improvement of.the program ds continuous.

Program: .University of Wisconsin

The Infant Program at the University of Wisconsin, which has
both center-based and home-based components,, includes children
from birth to 8 years of age. Infants are screened for all

problems, including but not limited to severe handicaps. The
Early Education Program is a totally integrated one whose
classes are located in regular elementary schools.

Basic skills (Table 1, Section 4) are all covered in this
professional preparation curriculum. Students pse en ecological

inventory to identify objectives And to develop individual educa-
tion plans. Child progress is monitored thr4lgh a vafiety of

measurement strategies because students have been trained to
write task analyses using four or five of the trategies. De-
cisions about change are made not on the bailie of one systematic

foRmula, but on a variety of dimensioas. 'Evaluation takes place on
a.continuous basis, and a series of graphs for each behavior show

criterion points reached.. At any given time, one can identify the
skills acquired. Weekly review of these graphs provides ongoing
evaluation.

The practicum is .the setting in which stildents have the

opportunity for planning' and,. by the end of each practicum, the
student is responsible for the total instructional program: Here,
too, work with parents and families is.heavily emphasized.

The vocational program is a sizable component of the univer-

sity of Wisconsin's curriculum. Youngsters between the ages of 10
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and.21 are served in community-based work-training sites that are

totally integrated with the community. A variety of skills are

called upon in use of transportation, restaurants, stores, and

other community resources. In addition, a-program of doWestic

skills training is in progresa:

Student-performence 'is evaluated through formal observetion

and Weekly feedback by the cooperating teachers and sdpervisors of .

this students in the practicum sites. Evaluation 'im based on

demonstrated abilities in all-of the basic.skill areas mentioned in

Table 1, Secticin 4.

orAindergraduatea,the-pract-ical application of'theoretical

Uiework takee 'place in the student teaching experience.

'oraddate students participate,in an internship program geared to

interdisciplinary-or administrative settings. In both cases,

supervision is:close.

The improvement of the professional preparation program is

the result of input from teachers in the school system as they work

with the student teachers from the program. This feedback leads to

the honstant refinement of the curriculum. In addition, two

teahhers from the public schools (field-based'personnel) actually

teach some courses. at the University, thus acting as monitors of

relevance.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has, thus far, reviewed the history of pro-

fessional training for teachers of the severely handicapped,

pinpointed some of the heeds for training, and indicalked the

kinds of training that now exist. It has shown diet severely

handicapped individuals can be properly served only by profes-

sionals who ire adequately prepared to meet their unique needs'.

To 'ensure this, training programs of the highest quality are

essential. A call for standards has come from among- special

edtbb4prs and, as we have seen, some approximations have been

forthcoming to enswer that call. An examination of several

training models has allowed us to enumerate some of their common

assumptions.

Four federally funded professional preparation programa

were reviewed in detail in order to highlight those areas con-

sidered the sine qua nons of a quality training program. A

glance at the questions posited in Table 1 reveals the authOr's

conception of what condtitutes "good training." If we wish

to heed the call for minimum standards for high quality train-

ing, we need only turn to those model/demonstration projects
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WhiCh sis engaged in the successful preparation of personnel to

" Work witn the severely handicapped. Four ,critical elements must

form the oornerstonee of prograris of excellence. .

'Comprehensive Educational Management Team

'The most-important common denominator id the baeic.cOmmitment

to a comprehensive educational Support team. In all:four univer-

sities, aninterdisciplinery program (in effect Or planned) givers

students theoretical'and practical experienC, with professienals

in disciplines relevant to the tealting of the .seveeelY

anOicepped. Because the speCial educator must draw n the
addi opal supportand expertise of other specialists in the field,

be or ehe must be trained in.the total management of this

interdisciplinary educational team. Under the competent

leadership of the teacher, the team Combines forces to deliver the

most intensive and comprehensive services available to the

severely handicapped pupil. Ns%

Integrated Programs

-All professional preparation programs should produce person-
nel whose skills lead .to the. maximization of the handicapped
individual's adaptation to the natural environment, that is, the
environment of home and community with all the rich resources that

they offer. The four programs described here are all engaged in the
attainment of that goal. A fundamental and necessary requirement
is that a response must be taught in the environment in which it
will be used. In integrated settings--in the home, the regular
school system, the community--the severely handicapped have the
opportunity to learn the skills they need in order to become
contributing members of their communities. And, in this integrated
context, potential teachers of the severely handicapped develop
their skills in the same setting in which they will later work.

Basic Skills

The common theoretical approach of these professional pre-
paration programs is behaviorism. The strategies emphasezeddn the

training programs--both for research purposes and for the practice

of teaching--are influenced by the very nature of severely .
handicapping conditions. The difficult task of developing educa-

tional prograMs for children with such unique kinds of handicaps
has resulted in curricula that stress applied behaVioral analyses.
In the four cases examined here, .there.is a tendency to combine
behavioral intervention and assessment with Piageiian-based de-
velopMental concepts in the curriculum for the early.years. For
older children, there is a heavy reliance on the functional ap-
proach to the skills that are taught. The crucial issue is that
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students be taught skills which increase the independent function-

ing of the individual within his or her natural environMent. Since

the classes of behavior:3 cut acrosd disciplines, the need for a

comprehensive.educational management team is clear. Teachers coMe

to their task armed with a solid foundation in theory, their ba8i6

skills honed by relevant experience J.:, the field.

Field Based Programs'

We have seen in the four programs the general tendency toward

ucing service settings and field sites in combination with'didactic

course work on'the college campus: The kinds of behaviors which

must be built and developed in competent teachers require that at

least 50 percent of trainees time be spent in intensive supervised.

practicum/internship in the field. An overemphasis on the didactic

to the exclusion of supportive field-based work can only produce

teachers whose orientation is strictly theoretical. The shArpened

skills necessary for the, demanding task of teaching the severely

handicapped and for the sucessful management of a total educational

team can only be gained in the daily application of those skills in

a service context.

Future Issues, Directions and Research Needs

In almost any professional preparatiOn program, training l'ags

behind research. However, training should be representative of

cu ent thinking in the field.

Building'those skills necessary to teach and to coordinate the

total program for the severely handicapped requires a great deal of

actual practice in high quality service programs. At San Francisco

State University:the head of the Special Education Program, Wayne

Sailor, hap been developing a three-part program to tra,in teachers

of the severely handicapped that reaches for just such high

standards of quality.

The -program, which is designed for credentialed teachers

working toward a specialty credential; consists of 5 courses or 15

units within the severely and multiply handicapped core area.'

Parts I and II each consist of semester-long six-unit blocks of

two courses plus a three-morning-a-week precticum in a class for the

severely handicapped. The clAsses are taught in the natural setting

of developmental centers for the handicapped, chosen for their

.central location and convenience for the largest number of

inservice students. Both preservice and inservice teachers are

combined in an average class of 20, the ratio being about 8 pre
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service tO 12 inservice. .Since classes take place during the

rsgulargahool day so as to take advantage of the real environment

of the natural setting, school districts offer released-tittle to the

teachers through the use of substitutes. Reimbursement for the

sUbstitute teachers coMes from.the college's federal grant. The

format of the class consists of a Combinationdf the following:

'a. Straight lecture

b. Some audiovisual aids

C. Consultants

d. Moving into classrooms for demonstration

e. IndividuaIchildren brought into the class

f. Workshop demonstration by experienced teachers in other

schools

The attempt is made to maximize exposure to other teachers'

clrassrooms so that students Can obserVe a variety of methods and

programs with the widest possible experience in school situations.

To achieve the comprehensive professional.preparation neces-

sary to teach the severely handicapped, sit is essential that

students have experience with support professionals. In service

settings, it is the role of the teacher to serve as coordinator of

the total program. Therefore, the information and the skills which

are fundamental to the coordination of other professiOnals mustbe

included inthe preservice experience.

Another-Crucial issue is that most of the professional prep-

aration required to meet the ever increasing demand for qualified

(i.e., certified) teachers ia currently being provided by some form

of inservice.training. Many professional trainers, such as Sailor

and Brown (1980),are expressing a certain measure of dissatis-

faction with the effectiveness of their .own inservice training
efforts. It is incumbent upon us to re-examine, throughoUt

training programs, the influence that inservice training has on'

increasing.the skills of teaching and utimately the quality of

service to severely handicapped children.'

Precise evaluation of tile effectiveness of both preservice

and inservice professional preparation id desperately needed. As

professional trainers, we repeat yeaeafter year the same content

and utilize the same training sfrategies with little performance
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data to-support these ritualp. We must do more. We must demon-

strate the effectiveness of our interventions by measuring

outcomes in terms oE teacher competence and positive learning

growth in severely handicapped pupils..
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EVALUATION
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Victor L Baldwin
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This chapter.examines the general purpose of_evaluation and more

specifically, the types of evaluation suitable for programs serv-

ing severely handicapped learners. The chapter discusses evalua-

tion issues unique to model programs serving.the severely handi-

capped which are funded by the U.S. Office of 'Special Education

(formerly the Bureau of Education for the.Handicapped) and probes

some funded programs as examples of evaluative efforts.

. ANALYSIS

Purriose and Types,of Evaluation

The purpose of evaluation is to gather data which will provide

information for decision making' (Mitroff and Sonoma, 1978;

Sheehan, in press). This definition, however, becomes operational

only When the evaluation process ib linked to specific decision

makers. The decision maker dictates the types of data which must be
gathered so that adequate information is available to answer the

necessary questions:

Examination of each potential deCiaion making audience is

worthWhile as a means of discussing the types of evaluation suit-

able for programs for the severely handicapped: In'discussing

evaluation from the perspective of any single audienee, one must

remember that a.number of different audiences usually bame to be

satisfied concurrently. For instance, the teacher needs to know

how well a student is doing in class to make:decisione about the

educational program. The administrator also needs to know how well

students in general are progressing in the teacher's class, but the

level of detail needed by the theater and by the administrator is

considerably different. Similarly, .both the state agency

responsible for overail supervision of ihe severely handicapped

program and the state legislature that funds the program may also

be interested in progress of students, bUt again the level of

detail and the method of-data presentation will...be different. it

will 'become apparent that multiple measures at almost all levels

will also be desirable in order to meet the requirements of-
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qualifying as a demonstration program. Irvin, Crowell, and Bellamy

(1979) present a rationale for multiple assessment evalUation for

programs for severely retarded adults, and the principles

discussed thereiriapply equally well to the necessity for multiple

evaluations for all programs for the severelyhandicapped.

Audience Analysis

Let us examine the types of evaluation that each level of

audience.might heed to haVe sufficient information to make deci-

sions:

Direct service provider. This audience is comprised largely
of teachers Or group home providers. In general, the immediate

service provider is primarily interested in student performance

data. These data can take a number of forms, .including simple

change scores comprising performance at the beginning and end of

the school year, pre-post data, probe data collected at periodic

intervals during the teaching year, or direct and continuous
measurement which can be used for daily decisions about student

performance. With-pre-post data, and often with probe data, the

evaluation is summative and allows the decision maker (in this case

the immediate service provider), to know Only at the end of a period

of instruction how well. the student has performed. Theoretically,

then, this sort of inforMation would be used to Atake decisions

about the student's program for future years or future periods..

Other service providers gather continuous.monitoring information

in_ order to make data-based program' modifications. Thus,

evaluation is.more formative, and.decisions about the educational

future of a student are made daily.
.

When employing pre-post evaluation design for programs serv-

ing the severely handicapped, the evaluator 16 cOnfronted with a

choice betweeh norm-referenced'and criterion-referenced instru-

mentatioe. In general, norm-referenced devices do not yield useful'

information to-the direct serviceprovider. White (in press) makes

the point that even in a school district of 20,000 studente, it is

quite unlikely that more than one, two, or three severely . Or

profoundly,handicapped pupils could be found who matched each other

reasonably well on even the most obvious educationally relevant

variebles. Even with a large population,of severely handicapped

students, such matching would not be feasible because of the

inherent beteregeneoUs nature of severelyhandicapped people.

When One is measuring a' population which mani.fests an infinite

variety of motoric limitations, COVera the expressive language

range from mutism to talking in sentences, displays self-help

skills-that vary from needing complete support toe high degree of
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independence, -suitable and Valid norm-referenced instrumentation

simply does not exist. Moreover, theuhances of valid instruments

being developed are remote. Consequently, when evaluating the

progress of severely handicapped students, criterion-referenced

inStrumentation has been the preferred type of evaluative measure.

Criterion-referenced measures are usually related to the

curriculum being taught, although there are some 'examples of

criterion-referenced measures that have been adopted widely by a

number of Projects and yet have not been related toa specific

curriculum. The Uniform Performance Assessment System (CPAS).

(Bendersky, 1968) is one such example. the state of Oregon's

Student Progress Record (1978) is an example of A criterion-

referenced instrument that is used for all developmentally

disabled programs in the state of Oregon, where a variety of

curricula are used.

The immediate service provider dhould be concerned with types

of evaluatiOn other than student progress. For -instance, the

quality of the performance of an aide or teaching assistant in the

classroom should_be of primary concern. The teacher must develop

standards fqr the aide's performance and periodically evaluate the

aide's performance. These evaluations yield information.about the

type of inservice training the teacher must provide for the aide. A

similar system of standard-setting and evaluation would be.needed

for volunteers if they were used in the instructional setting

(Fredericks et al., 1979).

The teacher may also be.concerned about the degree of parehtal

participation in the program. If the parents volunteer in the

program, then their participation must conform to the same criteria

developed for non-parent volunteers. If the parents are

participating in gronps, evaluative processes must be developed to

-determine_the effectiveness of those groups and to modify them.if

they are not effective in achieving stated outcomes. Parents may,

be conducting home programs, and evaluation methods to determine

the effectiveness of those programs must be designed.

It is clear that, at-the dervice provider level, a variety

of mea tires are needed: student progress; teacher, aide, and

volunteer performance, and parental involveMent. Many specific

measury exist for each of these program components. For in-

stanceluations of performance gains across a variety of

curricular 'areas are made to measure student progress. In addi-

tion, 4i-periodic assessment can be made to determine whether a

satisfactory number of individual programs is conducted daily,

whether data are analyzed appropriately, and whether group pro-

grams are conducted as scheduled in the prescribed manner. The

more sophisticated the,Program, the more measures will be taken.



Parente. Parents of severelyhandicapped children served in

demonstration progrems.constitute a fourth'evaluation audience.

The parent will be most concerned with child performance data and

appropriateness of .the program for.the child. The.child-change

data presented to the parent may be siMilar to-that used by the

immediate service provider.

Program administrators. This.third audience is most often

comprised of building _principals or district superintendents.

This group'of decision makers is also concerned with child-:change

data, but need 3,t only in sUmmary.form. Methods of synthesising and

-,umrixing individual data maintained in classrooM programs must

be a, aloOed to provide this audience with functional information.

Such data can provide information, for inservice training and

program modification. The .administrative 'aUdienge will also be

concerned with the performances of the immediate service pro-

viders;, therefore, evaluations of staff performance must be
available. Finally, at this level, the cost effectiveness of the

program becomes a concern.

Funding agents. The bureaucratic arms of the government such

as the State Department of Education, the-Mental Health Division,

the Developmental Disabilities. Division, and the legislature of

'the state conatitute another evaluation audience. This group will

be interested in program effectiveness measured by the degree of

child-change reported in summarised.form, but will have a major

focus on cost and cost-effectiveness data.

A rather unique evaluation audience is the Joint Dis-

semination Review Panel (JDRP) at the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. The JDRP examines data from federaly funded projects.
The JDRP generally approaches the evaluation of projects in a

traditional way, examining child-change data usuallY in a,group

design format, although it has recently accepted a 'single pubject

design project for validation. The panel desires the presentation

of dats from comparison groups or other proof that child-change is

occurring at a pace faster than would normally Occur.through

maturation. Although statistical significance in child-change

data is important, it must also be-demonstrated that these changes

are educationally significant. The definition of educational

significance is idiosyncratic to the population and educational

program being considered. For instance, when presenting to JDRP

statistical child-change data for a severely handicapped program,

it is necessary to describe the types of-behaviors being acquired

by. the child that these statistical data represent.

Accountabiiity. It is appropriate at this point to insert a

word about accountability because in the minds of many, account-
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ability is linked inextricably to evaluation. This linkage is

valid at every level. The parent and administrator, by tracking

the progress of the child, hold the service provider accountable

for the degree of:progress. The service provider,.through obser-

. vation o his teaching assistant and volunteers, holds them ac-

countable for.their performance. Adm nistrators, bureaucrats, and

legislators are concerned that they."are getting; their.money's

. Worth" and that child progress, whtch muat be demonstrated, ig, not

bought at too high a price. Accountability,does not necessarily

have to be the prime Purpose of evaluation, but accountability

cannot occur without evaluation.

Evaluation Issues for Model Programs

-While programs for the severely handicapped must relate to a1,1

of the audiences above, those projects which are funded by the

U.S. Office of Special Education must Meet several additional

ciiteria to earn the de-signation "model prog[am." The first re-

quirement.is that the program, since it is a -mpdeli must,be able

to clearly.identify those.components that constitute the model and

make it unique. 'A second element is that the model must be

exportable in the sense that others can learn the essential

components and implement them. A model, by its definition, dic-

tates that others must be able to copy its essential character-

istics or dOmpOnents. A criterion level for these dompenents needs

to be specified so that the quality and degree of implementation of

the component can be measured. Since a model should be able to

demonstrate its replicabill.17)theie is a need to presCribe, at

soMe point along the model's development (and hopefully sooner than

later), the method by which others are to be trained to impleMent,

various components of the model. The evaluation of this training

needs to be.as_stringent as the evaluation for each of the model

components individually. Standards and criterion levels need to be

'precisely prescribed. -

Training to implement a model cantake a variety of forms:

materials that others can study, workshops in conjunction with

materials, or actual on-sitetraining.with detailed assistance in

the implementation of the model. Regardless of which of these

training methods are lased, there are four elements of evaluation

that must be addressed.

The firat evaluation-component examines trainee satisfaction.

How much did the people being trained, "by whatever methods', like.

what wait happening to them? pid they think the training, was

appropriate? This evalnation is usually-accomplished by a ques-

tionnaire or some type of interview. -Although this is the least
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significant type of dissemination evaluation, it is essential
because, if trainees do not like the training, they are unlikely
to implement the model.

.The second element of evaluation determines what the trainees'

learned while they were going .through training. What did ,,they

learn from the'reading documents or attending the workshop, or from
actually going through an intensive training period? Objectives
must be presceihed and methods of testing the trainees' acquisition

of knowledge or skills must be deteimined.

The third aspect of training 'evaluation examines the
trainees' implementation of the knowledge, techniques, and methods

4in which they were trained. This phase focuses on the fidelity of

transferring essential components of the model. Trainees can adapt
the model in part or in whole, but each model component must be
identified, criterion levels established, and measurement of
fidelity of implementation devised.

The final phase of evaluation looks ai the degree of child-

change occurring as a result of the trainee's Aplementation of the

model. This is, perhaps, the most difficult type of evaluatiorito

obtain and yet is the primary purpose for the entire dissemination

effort.' There must be careful attention to determine whether
child-change has occurred as a result of training by the model
+site.

Thus, any project funded by the U.S. Office of Special Educe-
tion (OSE) should have an evaluation pran for each component'of the

model as well as an Overall evaluatien of the project. In addition,
the model project should undertake a comprehensive evaluation.of

its dissebination efforts. Without this type of evaluation plan,

it would be difficult after assessment to conclude that a Model
was, infect, a model and that it was indeed-effective.

APPRAISAL

Funded Model Proiect Examples,'"

In the majority of funded.projects examined, we found that

projects did an excellent job of documenting. child-changa. Inmost
cases, however, the identification of the essential components ofa

model -was difficult. While a project might indicate it was
developing a compreheneive classroom model, it would submit as4ts,,;.

only evaluation excellent child-change data. However; components
of the classroommodel were.neither identified nor evaluated; thus,

there was.nothing in the final report to indicate unigire qualities

and critical elements of that classroom model or how othei.a mrght

implement it to achieve the same degree of child progress reported.
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In all -fairness, such projects may publish Ouch information

e0Parately. However,. the specification and evaluation of

individual components Is necessary if the full impact of the

project model is to be realized. ,

Rather than focus on shortcomings of Various projects, it

would seem more useful to examine the evaluation designs of several

projects which exemplify the criteria we have delineated above.

All three projecte have been funded by the U.S. Office of Special

Education and serve as examOles of excellent attempts to achieve.

quality program evaluation. The Specialized Training Program, the

Achievement Place Model, and the Teaching Research Severely

Handicapped Data-Based Classroom and Inservice Training Model all

represent state of-the art prOgram evaluation.-

STATE OF THE ART

The Specialized Training Program (Bellamy, 1978) provides a

rather unique day program for severely handicapped adults:* Its

evaluation plan is exemplary because of its comprehensiveness. The

evaluation activities of the model address three objectives of the

project:

Objective 1: Documentation of the utility and repIiCability

of the Specialized Training Program (STP),models in eight.

diverse communities in the Northwest and in two communities

outside the region.

Objective 2: Evaluation of the effectiveness of programs

using the STP model to combine vocational and non-vocatiOnal

social developmental services..

Objective 3: An analysis of the cost of the specialized

training program model as compared to alternative community

serViceS.

The evaluation Studies involved collection of data from 11

different sources. Three of these involved summarizing ongoing

data collected within each program; two are widely used standar-

dized tests; three are instruments developed infield test research

with the STP model for which cOnsiderable data are now available to

describe methodological characteristies; and three are instruments

that were'developed.spedifically for the project. Tables 1, 2, and

3 summarize the evaluation plan for the STP model.
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essence, the project trains people in the model.at the site

in Euqns and then follows up their performance in the field.

AlthOug not shown in Tables 1, 2,.and 3, the project also gathers

data as t the effectiveness of ttainees during troining.

An e amination of. Table 1 shoWs evaluation issue Number 1

(Replicabil\ty of the Mqdel) measures the percent* of components

implemented 1,p each.site using the STP Model Imblementation Check',

list. The c!lecklist follows the .content of the STP operation

mahual which 'Eli,ecifies the partiCular coMponents necessary Ior

implementaion hf the model. 'The checklist allows-comparison of.

thé bileiness, hkbilitation, management, and organization prO.;.

cedures of the p gram with those specified in the manual. The

checklist is used. y the facility planning team to determine thec.,

,system's needs and)hr procedural-tecoMMendations for the prOraI.

'and is used.to evall.ate the level of model. implementatiOn. the

level Of implementaAion ig indexed hy'the percent of checklist

items the team find to,jbe consistent with the STP operation

manual. Thus; not on14;4xe the model components been identified

and techniques devised for'measuring their effectiveness, but a

system of checkimg thOguality of implementation by adopters has

also been develoPed.

Evaluation Iesue 3 (Table 1) examines the perceptions of the.

local and-state purchasers of service. Do they like what they are

doing as a result of the training? Is it the type of model that they

want?

An examination of this entire evaluation plan indicates that

the model has identified the components'that are.essential for

implementation. In its dissemination efforts, it fulfills all our

components of evaluation for project disoemtnation. It determines

whether people who are trained like what is happening to them and

find that it is worthwhile. While in training, measures are taken

on tOem to determine that they have acquired skills. Third, when

they return to their own sites and implement the model, measure6dY

the implementation of eaCh component are made and compared to

criterion levels. Finally, Objective 2 (-Table 2) tries to analyze

the effect on clients and provides data for that effectiveness'.

Thus, the STP model provides a comprehensive evaluation plan which

meets the requitements of a model program.

A second model with exemplary evaluation is the Achievement

Place Research Project. Achievement Place was 'developed as a

community-babed behavioral,ietervention program for the treatMent

of delinquents within ..o.:4roup home setting. The goal was for

humane, effective, and ptaCtical treatment procedures that could

be replicated by group home programs in other communities.
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Since 1967, Achievement Place in Lawrence, Kansas, has served
ae the protOtypor program from which has developed the Teaching-
Family model of group home'treatment. The treatment model is
iirounded, in part, in behavior theory and is based on.the piemise
that devignt behavior might-be reduced or prevented by'providing
youths with requisite social, academic, and self-care skills as:
well as the motivation, relationship, development, and youth
advocacy procedures applied by a married Icouple (the teaching
parents) in a atamactured family setting.

Over the past Several years, many of'the treatment elements

gcr-,onents) have been subjected to careful experimental evalua-
tion. Thane investigations have demonstratedtha effectiveness-of
the token ystole (Phillips, 1968); -the self-government system
(Fiosen, Phillips. and Wolf. 1973; Phillipi, Phillips, Wolf, .ind
Fixsan, 1973); the teaching procedures used to:develop the youths'
social, aCademic, and selfcare behayiors (Maloney, Harper,
Braukmann, Fixsen, Philiips, and Wolf, 1976; Minkin,:Braukmann,
Minkin, Timbers, 'Timbers, Fixsen, Phillips, and Wolf, 1976;
Warner, Minkin, Minkin, Fixsen, Phillips, and Wolf, 1975); the
home-based report card system (Bailey, Wolf, and Phillips, 1914:-

Kirigin, .Phillips, Timbers, 'Fixeen, and .Wolf, 1977); and yoca-
tional training procedures (Br'aukmann, Maloney, Moran, Phillips,
and Wolf, 1974).

Since 1972, .the model has .been disseminated to othet
community-based grouphome programs through the development of a
year-long training sequence designed.to -provide couples with the .N.
necessary skills to U rate the treatment program (Braukmann,
Fiorien, Kirigin, Phi)ps, 1975).

,Many of the tr ping procedures employed at AchievementPlace
have also been valuated to determine their effectiveness in'
teaChing the rainees 'the desired skills (Kirigin, Ayala,
Braukmann,. own, Minkin, Philliph, Fixsen, and Wolf, 1975;

Willner, Br Ukmann, Kirigin, Fixsen, ihillips, and Wolf, 1977). In
addition the project has.atteMpted to evaluate the effectiveness

'of iti treatment program, not only in its original site, but in
later replications. The focus of this research was on the ef-
fects on the children Served. The research examined the first

two attemited replications of. the model, 12 later,replications,

and 9 conventional community-bOsed programs in Kansas.

Thus, we note that the Achievement Place Model has systemati-
catly examined itA.various compontpts.- Ithas developed a training

program in.which trainees are evaluated during training and then

has established the Teaching-Family modeis: for.group homes in as
number of.differen sites. Finally, it attempted to analyze the

results of its replications for a period of time. Itshouldalso be.

smphasized that during the implementations of tile replication
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.eite, a great deal Of forMative evaluation is conducted: In fact,

the first thre-Months following the workshop in which the Teach,

ing-Families are trained- constitute a; precticum and evaluation

perked. During this time, the trainees are operating programs

in their respective cOMMUnite3 and Ate in frequent-telephone

contact with the training _staff a_ the University of Kansas.

Rating sCalea are Completed )oy the programs4 consumers, namely

the youth, ,the perents, the personnel in juvenile court, 'the

welferedepartment, end the schools. In addition, aProfessidnal

evalUator makes ou=site evaluation of the program. This on=site

evaluation determines how well the program has implemented the

eisential elements.

"- Thus, the Achievement Place Teaching-FeMily model group home

treatment for delinqUent youths also fulfills the requirements for

a model program in that it has specified ita elements for com7

ponente and has conducted the four levels'of evaluation:- consumer

satisfaction, eviiluation of trainees while undergoing training,

implementation of the'mOdel in place, and studerit change:

A final model program to be described is the Teaching Research

Data Based Classroom. The Teaching Research Data Based Clasaroom

(Fredericks et al., 1979) for school-aged severely handicapped ,

-children began es a demonatratioa classroom in an 05E-sponsored

severely handicappedprojedt. As such, it Adentified essentiel

components of the classroommodel:

1. The teacher serves es a manager of the clasaroomenviron-

ment.

2. The aide conducts group programs with the Children in the

classroom.

3. Volunteers are used to provide one-on-one instructian in

the classroom.

A task analyzed curriculum is'available for all skills-to

be taught.

5% Contindous data are M'aintained on each child's progress

inbkill acquistion.

6. Behavior progrems are established when necessary.

7. MaintenanCe data are.gathered for each learned behavior.
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Parents are involyed as volunteers or to Conduct home

programs.

Sadh Of the above components has a series of subcomponents

which have estIOlished criterion levels of perfOrmance and each is

Measured on *prescribed schedule in a certain-way. For instance,

the coinponent of volunteers has five subcoinponents, each of which

is evaluatedacoording to prescribed criterion levels. They are as

follows:

Item: Number oi volunteers. Ptocedure: Obtain the totalt---
number of volunteers from the teacher. Divide this number by

thetotal class hours to get-the average*number of volunteert

Per hours. Criterion: Three volunteere for every 10 students

per hours.

Item: Scheduling of Volunteers. ProCedure: Cheek 4 volun-

teers during the morning and note,Whether they are.doing

assigned tasks. Criterion: 3/4 or 78% of volunteers are on

task.

Item: Delivery of oues, consequences, and collection of data

by volunteers. Procedure:- Observe two volunteers for five

trials each, Usi:ng Volunteer Observation Form. Criterion:

90% appropriate deliveiy of cues, consequences, and data ,.

collection.

Item: Observation of volunteer by teacher..Procedure: Choose

3 volunteers, check their observations from the previous weak

and count number of observations and whether criterion was

mei. Criterionl A volunteer who has met Criterion should be

observed at least once every.two.Neeks. A Volunteer whe hasi

not:net criterion should be observed.once each two days he/She

is'inclassrpom.

Item: Use'of Volunteer Observatiqn Form. Procedure: Artange

to Observe teacher conducting mCformal observation of a

volunteer and collect agreement data, . Criterion: 80% on cue,

consequence, and data recording in each column.

'This demonstration project was chosen as a severely handicap-.

..ped outreach:project and designed its evaluation plan to assess

client satiefaction, .performance of trainees, during training,

implementation of the model by the trainees in their home sites,
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and Student Change as A result of the implementation.. Client

;satisfaction is imeasurod.thrOUgh the administration of a-checklist

ps shown inTable4.

The object and evaluation.plans.for'trainees while in training .

at the TeaChing.Research demonstration classroom ire ai shOwn,in

Table 5. .To Mea6ure trainee performance at their own sites, ak -

observation procedure consistirm of 35 items is Used .(see aboVe for

example of 'those items an they pertain to volUnteers). The

complete list is presented in Fredericks, et al. (1979, pp. 190-

200).

Finally,.student performance data have been gathered on a

.probe basis bothrbefore and after training to determine whether

Amproved student.performance has resulted because.of the training.:

'Those data are reported in Fredericks, et al, (in preens) and have .

been approved by the Joint Dissemination Review.Panel.

SUMMARY

Few of the-model programs for .severely hpndicapped and

deaf/blind children and youth present evaluation plans that meet

the criteria delineated by the authors: thafthe project be able to,

identity the essential components and measure the effectiveness of

each, and that during replication, four aspects of evaluation be

included (consumer satisfaction; ability to acquire skills during

training; implementation of the model in the consumer's own site;

and child or client change data). As we examine the status of model

projects, we would suggest that thk U.S. Office of 9pecial

Education insistpn a more stringent eValuationpian for its funded

model projects. As part of the response to the initial.RFP,

projects should be able to prescribe not only the' essential

components of their.models, but should also beable to describe a

plan for training others in those components. This approach would

allow'OSE tb analyze those planspnd support only those that show

promise of achieving model status.

. There are several other aspects of program evaluation that

shoUld be encouraged. -First; modell projects serving similar

populations should be compared to,determine relative effectiveness

intpromOting stuchtnt progreas. Second, each of.a model's yarious

identified.components should be subjected-to researchtp determine

whether it is a critical:component. For instance, would the

Teaching Research model achieve the same 'success if it didnot have

the Parent coMponent? Would it achieve the same success if it. did

not have the volunteer component? Those Somponents have not been

isol'ated for examination; yet these are valid research questions
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To* 4
Form for MosurIng Train's Satisfaction

YOUR REACTIONS TO TRAINING AT THE TEACHING RESEARCH
INFANT AND CHILD CENTER -

My work vtr impaled mainly by. (imber's name)

Overall, my experionsethit toto;ltwee...-:exmlient peed -lir Pow.

ISOISPOMOI,

1. Not opthiethole to me.

2. What I anted hat doubtful utilitY in mY lathe.

3. Underwood; but*owthis Wady:

4. I dat roma the this was presmist

I. Prattled. but I dithaundsrstend it.

Learned remething I een use. but med more ptomain He appliaation.

7. Learned something I fully Mad to me.

U. -",,Ilind W *7 to wanes ether* of the merits of this.

... A. Winkel We end inheritors

S.- Uss of diffecont type. of ratans.

c C. Usa of corremion procedure In Individual programming.

.--,
13. Healing aggrassive;. ref .Indulgent, and nonoomplaint be.

.
Metes

E. Pinpoint, bessithing, nod deigning a Marion lineation
loam

F. Use of classroom mad aachet mama. altar

O. Us of Toching March Currhounm in theruction.

H. Canting don whin ma Mg a Maim.

L ilsIng data othection system to mein thaws in
mutton (nineties and branching Proflwa).

.1. Obnation forms used to mans volunteers.

K. Us Of vokmars in atructional cepealty.

L Delivery of eats and sonsequendes when onsemiang
groups of children .

Mean fee la to write any additional eommonts on bath.

2 2 3
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Table

OBJECTIVES FOR TRAINEES
. .

TEACHING RESEARCH INFANT AND.CHILD CENTER

oluevrivg ACTIVITY . EVALUATION

1. Teske.' wit IN*, 2ibeherdwill
forms uosd Thosl**Rtimrth
infant **QM Cow. Thanes .

vrIll anew three guationo ion.
amine behevier problem..

2. Trelnee ems, 8 mentions
ever Teechina ftemerch needing

& TNw4WO.Wct
MmerIptive pmineme in the areas
of *UM* motor development end

1.1 Take a pre-poet the Mewing

111110/10
11101111VIIN

INA*Visal OblectIms
Comaquenem
Criteden
Cue
Positive Bointinownent
Awns*
Prow**. PrOgram .
Nimpsnlant Test
?tray Union:en
Probe

Br *is Chsinina
Self 11Inforssment
Mee*,
lode, einfseemmont
Them out
Taken Economy
Ageranive lIgender
Nonoomphant Ilehrdor
falf-Indulaent Malindor

-21 8 queetione over Medina meted&

3.1 Conduct presaipthojerogremewith
handicepped deIld In an Inderlduel

insructIoneI *Mkp in the eurdadar
'ION of self-help, metier development
and language.

T.1.1 Trainee eval more 23 or12% Merrect.
Mit more le nest at pretest, the peat-

Nst knot required

2.1.1 Tr.whssor.i3urS%souHi
Oven as seedy queedone meek

3.1,1 Trainee WIN semi 90%
delivery of Wei, emmenueneek and
sesurasy In retording dem In MIY ine
minimise aese on the Temkin Maids
Volunteer Obeervedon FerM.
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Tabie 5
(continuod)

ONJECTIVE ACTIVITY EVALUATION

4. Ttekto will be We modify
or update ith* pissiptin
worm bated on data affiet.
id daring wathing switian.

5. Staines will almoanneete the
thlfltysI.dinInIflSfIPIsNn'Iflt
mot unliting the Immthing Newarch
Infant Ad Child Canter Curritmium
end ettaidleh program far ahild.

I. trainee will Mnitoint an In*
eppispriete behavior outhlbiled by I
hendimpeoll WON, gather bowline
on that belwrior, and &Opt a pro-
gram be altw Me **NW iloholoc

4.1 Participate kt thrm updating indent ,
with smft.

42 Ilpettins modest given S madmis
pregranw, sem** with mom ehmt,
leek shark end NM, up401110r Mkt
day.

5.1 Tointe wN adminr MeMment
tmt to handicepped *hied in at but
two ambulant arm"

52 Thine* will Identify at Ism two pro,
wont appropriember that Maid baud
on pliwament Met dem.

5.3 P.kIHWII devel;p a eilpimerd for
that child to include: few sheet,
eamenuenie file,lanputoge file, pro,
mem ow* Meet, enddem dewt.

11.1 donduct exkting &Aram programs
I group setting.

5.2 Morn a "Map setting end pinpoint
en happen/ it* behavior in mown
able mini end take beseline sample of
the batwing.

5.3 Nap a weetment to romans& dm pin,
pointed behevior, to include a definition,
terminal oblective, method of mature, .
meta, Imeoline program, treatment Pro.
gum end data systtm

4.1.1& 42.1 Train** wit Imre
0r13% tarred on the up-

dating exarciee.

5.1.1 USWe miS eondq.tts pilos .

itormit rieen:tintr*Iir :beam" linTw0irst
chaeldiet eentectly.

-52.1 Trainfo will comic* identify 2
or NM of program appropriately.

0.1 Trains" miS mtablithi elipboard
to *lode 50% of the 27 Indiembid
Onlmotompleini approteimely. ,

Ishreatilbed robloolyinthc"id.Nortas

12.1 4.3.1 'Pekoe WIN obbIlat a be-
-

1""Inerdslaiwortie111011;17V0Vow
Ntms, cOmpIaisd approprisofy,

4.1.1
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Table 5 (CUritints914

OBJECTIVE. ACTIVITY EVALUATION
. .

7. The trainee will densenerate.
the ability to monamelpoime
of thildren swath ill ffthtilne
of **two* fedvitia. .

I. The thine* will demonstrete the
ability to utilise the Tmthing
Rematch Observation Forms.

V. The beim will demonstrate the
abNity to manage tfe classroom
in the role of the teacher.

7.1 Menem a group of children at the
1188vh7 Mee.

7.2 Conine one behavior Intervention
Pairem end reeled date while
mthethi a moup of thildren..

72 Csnlueta stimulation more* while
manming aroup of GANN'', pre.
mining stimulus** and regarding
th enthnst. 7

11.1 Observe other tninces or eMff in
volunteer rok.

Observe other trainee. Of staff in aide
role.

9.1 Trainee will manage the cleesmom so
include interacting wfth voiunteers
and staff. Modeling presume, utilisa-
tion of observation forms to evaluate
volunteers end aide and general
administration of iliac

74.1 Trainee Mil moron% einelthithe
delivery of mei end eensethenote en
the Teething NOWA A{00 Oboe-
talon Form. . .

72.1 Trainee WWI utiNm specifNd east.
merit and appropriately mord date
aeludled by trainer..

7.3,1 .. Trainee will mom BO% appreprime
premthstlen of the stheulue and

. moiling of reeporthe on the Teeth-
Nestereh Stimulation Meddle.

11.1.1 Completion of 210-minthe obith
ethane if *either perforiname with
NI% asnement between the trainee
and the Inkier es I. appropriate de-

. limy of cum, eonsiquenees and data
remitting,

'82.1 Fartielpition in moup exposure onion
with aide Form.

11.1.1 Trakiee will when in the role of teschst,
perform 4 of the described ectivItles
appropriesety, misdeed by the trainer,

. and complete 80% of hems on the
Teacher's Cheddlit on the Teaching

, Observation Form..



'whichshoUlabe systematically addressed so that OSE can serveas

broker; not only for program modelo but oleo for components of

those modls. Thus; this chapter is recommending hot only that

model programs should have Stringent evaluation components_to

clUglify as a model, but also, at a second order, that there be a

research :zrogram that allows the comparative evaluation of

different modela and the isolation of critical components of

individualmodols.
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TECHNOLOOY INTIM EDUCATION OF THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

Mimi H. a*npbeIt
Chicken's &vital Medical Center of Akron

Maim &Bricker
Kent StateUnIvenity.

LonisErposito
Adaptke Tharspoutio **ants

When one a the present writers was a graduate atudent at Ohio State
'University, orui 'of the points of interest there was the "Frei:may
Mtiseum" Which contained mime Of the devices that Sidney Pressey had.
invented Which could both teaCh and test (Pressey, 1926). The
first device was dimply an old typewriter roller attached to a box
cOntaihing a cylinder with a sequence of metal leaves- which, when
pressed by one of four response keYs, would turn the roller to the
next question. By locating' the leaves in the slot for the correct
response in a multiple-choice question, the machine would rotate
only When the correct reiponse was: made. However, all responses
Mad* by-the student could be recorded on an attached machanibal
counter, making it possible to establish a score for each "run"
through the questions. By having the student repeat ,the set of
questions Until a. run could be made without an error, the device
could be used to teach as well. as teat. Pressey also invented air
automatic scoring device that had a setmf pins projecting through
the correct' -answer holes in a standard multiple-choice 'answer

' sheets by running.* bank of mechanical counters over the sheet, the
pins would activate the counters and provide.a score in a matter of
niinutes. Pressey even deirised a' chemically treated answer sheet
that would produce a green color for all correct answers and a red
Color far all incorrect answers. These devices were early examples
of technology in education., However, Pressey was quick to point
out that a patent had been taken out as early as 1886 for a maChine
that was programmed to teach spelling.

In the early 1960: 5, Skinner and his colleaguert (Skinner,
1961; Holland and Skinner, 1961; Lindsley, 1960) were rietting the
stage fOr a revolution in education titrougn the reintroduction of
teaching machines and through the deVelopment of programmed in-
struction (Sidman and Stoddard, 1966). Skinner summarized this
work in the Technolody of Teaching (1968) and acknowledged the.
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irly work of Priliniey. In his Use_ of technology in..education4

Skinner based his afforte.(as he hed in his previous work On animal..

behaviOr) on two Major principles: The.first Wee that behavior is-

lawful-and orderly.. The'secondyas,that the conditions surrounding

behavior must be 'controlled in order to.see iti structure and

development: The emphasis was on the control. of environmental

conditions as the basis for. providing- an adequate analysia pf

learning, rather than on tho control of .the behavior itself.

Teaching machines and programmed, instruction provided .the

Mechaniems of environmental control that allowed the oPpor-tunity

to study the lawfulness in the relationship between teaching and

learning. The principles continue to hold true teday And are even

more critical in the area of instruction of Severely. handicapped

_students than in their application.to regular education.

The teaching machines initially.used'in regular education
. 'began with the 'rather simple demices that Controlled the'presen-

tation of material in some systematic manner, required the student

to make some type of response.after each frame or iteM, and.provided

some meahs for allowing the student to determine the correctness of

the response. bne such device involved a plastic...case which

contained sponge rollers that were used to turn a succession of

paper sheets up to a viewing area partially Covered with plexiglas.

The student would ead the information in a given frame, writehia

response,:turn the roller until the written ansWer was under the

plexiglas so that the correct ansWer appeared, indicate the Correct

answer, and move on o the next frame. Subsequent machines were

motorized with prepunched answer. sheets that could accommodate

foor-part, multiple-choice questions, press-panel match-to-sample

formats, and even programa in which each incorrect response led to

a'different item indicated by.the type of error made by the student.

These.formats were predicated upon the abilities of the student to

read, write, use nuMbers in a variety of ways, and.select answers'

from among.several that were provided as alternativea. Responses

Made by the student wdre evaluated and responded to.hy the.machine

in eubsequent more sophisticated.and computer-linked devices.

Motivation depended upon "knowledge of results" in which formats

were developed to note the pattern of correct responses.. Many-of

the instructional programs utilized either linear (one item after

another) or branching.(different items depending on the type of

error response made by the student) and were constructed to be as

free from error as.possible. However, the verbal-requirementa in

almost all of these programs and th devices used.to display the

information tended to exclude the severely handicamed.person from

the.body of students (largely regular edUcation) with whom the
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devicea were noted. ConseqUently,,a sOmewhat different history of

technology mergd to accommodate the characteriatios of the more

severely handicapped student,
.

For example, Ferster and DeMeyer (1962) described a highly

automated environment that was used in making an experimental.

analysis .of the behavior.of autietic children.. The instrUction

received by the students in this investigation included complex'

,discriminations.and aspecta of match-to,sample performances which

were-reinforced With coins-that could be used to operate a Variety

of entertainment devices, including, views-of a pigeon and monkey

that performed .when their chambers were lighted. The analysei of

stitulus 'discrimination and response differentiation made by

Barrett and r4ndeley.(1962) had direct relevance for the education

of the sevgrely handidapped student even though the procedUres were

'largely utilized with hon-physically:handicapped studente in a

research environment.

ihe buik of available literature that was'developed in re-

fisearch settings wl.th severely handicapped students over the paist 20

Years isnot generally available to the local school adMinistratedr

who.is.Adw confronted with the mandate to proVide:an appropriate

education for all children. ConseqUently, one purpose of this

chapter is to review some of the more pertinent investigations to

illustrate the methodology and problem' encountered in using

teChnology to educate severely handicapped tudents A. seconl

purpose is to re-emphasize that technology is one method which

potentially can be applied to 'provide low-cost, efficient,- and

effeCtive.educational oppor-iunitiea. However, technology ,in And

of itself is not the magic.inswer to the multitudinous problems

involved in educating the more severely handicapped student. Many

professidnals in special 'and regular education are '.rapidly

becoming aware that the proven formulas of classrdoms, teachers.,

published curriculum materiels', grouped instruction and

curriculum, and standardized assessment proceduree arA in no way.

sufficient to meet -the diverse edbcatidnal needs of the more, I

severely. handicapped 'student in an appropriate and 'relevant.

Manner. The problems involved 'in educating the severely

handicapped were antiCipeted some years ego(Sontaq, .Burke, and

Yorkt 1973). However, ther.frustrations involved in attempting.to

meet the:unique instructional needs of .this population are only

beginning to surface (Bricker and Campbell, 1980;. Burton and

Hirshoren, 1979a; 1979b). 'Inetruction of certain types of students .

now labeled as severe4 handicapped has been .01 major concern to a

number of reeearcherelacross the country for the past 20 years.

This body of research literature cannot be ignored in analyzing the
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potential benefits (or non..benefits)
of automating equipment as a

'means to better instruct the seVerely handicapped student.

A CASE STUDY IN TDB USE Oi TE5HNOLOGY

The Sdreau of.
Education.fo.r the Handicapped (now the U.S'.

Office 'of SpeCial
EducatiOn). timed a request Ior prOpoSal to

contract for.a eystem of.telecommunications tor.severelY'handi7

cappedChildren and Youth in 1074 (RFP-74-5).., The request was,

based in part on a meeting sponsored by the Bureau in 1972 to

discUss problems assoCiated:with
educatien of severely handi-

capped students.' A successful
bid'was made by the University of

Kentucky and waS followed_by .12
twoZyear eXperimental efart that,'

included many aspects oI ftechnology.(Tawney, 1917).

...This prolbct was initiated to develop a prototype
transmission'system to linA a computer to hbme

plaCed learning devices via .a telephone trans'.-

Mission zystem. We. proposed that individually
Aesigned teaching machines, placed in homes and

,controlled,hy, the cOmputer, might be a reaionable
and-relatively inexpensive way to reaCh children

who were geographically or politically removed

from educational opportunities.- (Tawney, 1977,

p. v)

The system.consisted of a minicomputer with.12,000 wOrds of core

memory, an' associated "bank" of electronic logic cards, ,data

collection deviCes, and 6 remote stations with telephone'communioa-

-tions linkages and 3 basic educational devices to be used with' the.

students. The essential strategy was to make.phone contact with'

the'home; have the parents place the child in a position to:inter-

act With the given instructional device, and to then link the

responses of the child with the computer, with feedhack provided

on the quality of the child's responses. During the.two-hour

hook,up eachday, the child was to be shifted among the three.

instructional devices to interact with each fot a period of time:

In this Way, a-given child could be Provided With precise instruc-:

tion for two hours per.day without the-necessity of a skilled

teacher in the home: Six sUch.jinkages,were possible 'each'day.so

that six different children in a widely diStributed geographial

area could be served from the.central station. OiVen the fact

that the average.teacher of horile-boun0
chiidren.spends approximate-

ly 40 percent of the professional day traveling,- an-equivalent

coverege bf these Children by a teaCher would require about .2.5

full-time personnel. This.would require about $40,000 -per 'year

for salary, fringe benefits, and travel expenses or about.$65,000

per pupil. Tawney estimated the
telecommunications costs, to be :

about $2,848 per year per pupil (1977, p. 109). Such savings wbuld.
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be 4mprossive if everything else were equal. 'Unfortunately, this
Was not tO be the Case*

Tawney devised five basic task* that could be titled with
:handicapped young children in their hornets. The first was a'double-
ring irm-pUlling! apparatus which a young child in a supine poeition
could reach and then pull with a required pressure in order to
strengthen the arms, dhest, and shoulders. When the child.met the:
preasure requirement, e tape recorder was activated ,to proVide a
form of reinforcing consequence, of unepecified content. In the
final repOrt,,Tawney preponts the data'fOr ten students who used
the arm-pulling apparatus,

. The beet results wereubtained from a
24-month-old Down's Syndrome child (identified as I-6.7M) who.went.
-from an average.of 22 pul/s per eessionUnder fixed reinforcement
(done reinforcementper pull to 48 Pull* Per sessionunder a
fixed retie, schedule of two responsee per:reinforcement: However,
the performance was quite variable agross sessionse.showing a
standard deviation in performance of .14'pu118 per eeseion under
the FR 1 condition to:one of 22 pulls per session under-the FR 2:
condition. Thus, .changes of 30 or more pulls from one session to
the next were not'uncommon. in: addition; the. ealbject's 'higheet

sustained rate occutred betWeen the 35th and 40th seseions out of
a total of 52 sessioni, A second good example was shown bya
42-month-Old,child Who was diagnosed as brain daMaged (identified

-

as student I-13eF). 4inder the FR 1 condition, thie student pulled
.the ring at an averige of about 30 pullsrper seesion and averaged
60 pd11.5 per -session under the FR 2 condition. However, during
the first half of the FR 2 condition, this student averaged About
68 pulls per session th * istandard deviation in performance Of
approximately 17.42 ulls. In the aecOnd half of the FR 2 sessions
(1.4 seseione), On 52 pulls per session with a !standard deviation
of 21.86 pulls re generated. From an overall pertpective, each
of 'these, students was moving tOward extinction under existing
conditions of reinforceMent provided by the.automatedappetatus.
This effect can be seen most dramatically with .a 30-month-old
Child 'who Was diagnosed aa.Miurocephalic (identified as !student
II-&-U). This student went.from an average of 64 /DUI]. response!
in the first 32 -sessions of an ris 1 echedule to about 41 pulls per
sessionin the 25 sessions under the ER 2 condition. Thus, sh
'dropped her average by more than 13 pulls per session even thou
shewOuld be expected to practically doUble her rate under the FR
2 Satio schedule, In addition-, ,eix of the last ,seven sees One
used with this student indicated respOnse rates, of under 30 p 11
per seesion. The' remaining seven ch. dren for whom data
included in the f$nal project report fa ed to .ehow eignificant
improvement acroes sessions -or demonetra ed more emphatic eX-
tinCtion efforts. ClearlY the programmed consequencei for pulling

. the ring were generally not sufficlently reinforcing to develop or
sustain this response form across sessions.



An ar*+pUlaing response, 'requiring 4 very siMple motor form

which is in.the response repertoires ofompst young children, has

typically been used:by researcherat., However, the relevance o

instructing a child to4mall with, hisfarMs from a back»lyieg posi-

tion ill questionable froM many perspectives and illustrateS:the

-initial:difficuity in effectively utilizing automated eqUipment'to

'instruct wevirely'handicapped mitudents, The purpeis of any auto-

fillit*ddevice in to mast the:Itudent to learn or'acqnire-a form

of behavior 'that ip required whSther or not eqUiPMnt is available

te- teach thAt respohae, feria. The: presence Of autoMeted devices"

cannot overtake the.fUnction of oducitien to the extentthat only

those forms of behaVior that are poesible to.teach through egnip7

ment become part 'of the tudent's inclividualized curriOulum,

pm.* is no Way or knowing whether each of the student' for whom .

data is reiirted in the telecoMmu&dations Project 'received 'arm

pulling because the arm-pulling device was one of four possible

Waratusee odOsigned for the project Or because each of these

student' required intervention 'to learn arm pulling (or 'to,

etrongthen the arms). A second and perhaps more essential problell,

however, in aleo revealed-by these data and.ralates to the pzoblem

of motiVation in, the education of the seVerely handicapped. No

One stUdent ia likelY'to 'acquire forms -of behavior'without the

deliverY.of consequences that are individualized to the motivational

nonditipns of that atudent. Delivery of the same consequences, (in'

this case, a tape recording) acrOse students withoht further

individUalization is not likely to produce increased 'rates Of,

behavior and will be effective on).y with those, students whose .

behavior rates increase at * function of receiving consequences'

that can be delivered through a tape recorder. Many of the students

loto are classified as severely or profoundly handicapped demon7

strate a ndmber of deficits in primary sensory systems, such as

vision and hearing, as well as in the basic motor.response system

Use of any automated instructional equipment must be within a-

frame of reference that allows kor the delivery of consequences

individually tailored to the student's primary deficits; as well

as to the motivational requiremeets. The diversity of the probles

associated with -severe handicaps would generally indidate that

situations where identical eonaequences can be universally provided

across students are few.

The'aecond device used by Tawney cOnsisted .of a kick-panel

which could be moved with a required degree of force by a yOung

child placed in the supine position. When the child kicked the

1:,anel, a tape recorder would play:for a brief.duration. Only_one

data chart is contained in the final report for this activity,

The student was an 18-Month-old-infant who had'been diagnosed'as
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brain dila:140d. (ideAti4i4d.asstudont III-2-D). Approximately 27'

eaesiont were WINO in this Imtivity With the stUdent. In the
Ilrst 13 sessions, the panel wal kicked an average. of $4 tiMea

With a standard deViation of 26.19. However, .during the,last 14

. less/one, the panelwas kicked an average of only .26 times per ,
session With a standard deviation. of .18.57. :ibis record Would

'Also signal' extinction resulting from a weak reinforcer repeated.

overtOo long aPeriod of time,

The third dmitice.was. a three.Choica response7,panel with which

the student was taught to press the one panel. among the three that

Ulaa illuminated:in what vas: delled a visual.tracking task. Data

are_reported for,' only one of the students: 'An 18-month.Old young..

ster,Who hia been dirnosed.ai being mcrocephalic.(identified at

student II.46.1f)..z., Thel redord'of responses we: taken over. a

Period .of 23 sessions which depicted a range from 14 to 24 re.

sponses per session and a standard deViation of 3,.8 responses.

Data are repreaented as total correct reaponsei aha ho indication'

.4.11.giVen As to the eXtent to whidh the reaponding is Under the_

control of thiailluminationiteelf:' In other werds, if the student

had generated about 60:responses per sespion and '20 of them Were

'correct because they coincided with an illuminated panel a judg.
. Kent doUld be 'made that the.child wad responding:At a..level that

would be eXpected by chance. In .any cise, thereie not improvement

aicross tihe for this'itudent.

Two procedures were used with the final .devicer'which was,a

astch-to.eampla format in whidh the student.was required to prase:

one of two panels that matched an upper Panel ifi brightness or. on.

letters. The eyes Of"' painted clown face nountS4 above the press

panels illuminated when the student correctly matched to' sample..

Six out of six students represented in the final report showed

'AmprOvement in matOhing to- brightness across aessions. These

students ranged in age from 42 tO 84 .rionths. Data on letter.

Match-to-sample is, presented for five.students with the saMe age

range as those repOrted in the brightneaa. match. Two .of the' five

demonstrated.learning in this letter-matching task bUt; in both of

these cases, performances were 'quite .variable throughout the
sessions reported.

Overall, 53 students were referred to the .telecommunications

Project as potential partiCipants. Twenty-two'of this groUp were:.

rejected-without'subsequent interview because they were clearly

oUtside Of thep6gram cri'teria.for'inclusion primarily because'

of: exceeding aga_requirements. The remaining 31 students-Were

,interviewed And 13 of the interviewed lamilies.were not adcepted

int° the. PrograM bedause the child was over the:agelimit, could -
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pot rtapoild tO Available reInfOreing conseqUences; was not handi-,

'Apped to the required degree; er because family Members chose not

to participate-after the projeCt was described to them:. The data

deicribed in the above paragraphs were taken from the remaining 18

students, although, no indicatiOnim given am to htow Inany of these'

were inCluded in each of the fi ,.? procedurem.'The records do.

indicete'that the Femote terminals tore placed ,in the homes of the

18 participants for-periods that ranged 'froei 26 te 205 daYe. The

devicem and the remote units were available to the students:for.a"

totel'of 2249 days but, for a variety.of reasons, the number of

instructional lessons that provided date amounted tO approximately .

1045 days oF less than SO percent:of the system's-caPacity. About

25 percent of the instructional time was lbst due 'to failure in

_apparatuis third major, difficulty in effective utilization of
technology.in educating'eeverely handicapped students. HoWever, of

greater importence isithe fact that only three out of ten students

shOwed improvement in the ring-pull task, no one Showed improvement

in theAdok-penel or visual. tracking tasks, and only two out of

five reported.students improved on the letteF match-tosample

task. Only in the brightness match..to-sample task did all students

included (six) demonstrate improved performances acroes time.

A decision as-to whether or not to. automate instructional '

equipment in educating severely handicapped students.that was

based solely.on a review of data. /tom this telecommunieations

project would certainly be negative on the basis Of the poor° .

instructional results obtained with this .group of students.

However, the project demonstrates a number of relevant uses of

technology when content-and motivational issues are separated from

those directly related to technologY. InstrUctionar materials can

be.Programmed'and presented to a student in a systematic manner

without the direct intervention of a professional. The match-to- .

sample-easks n which the student was started in the brightness

task and shifted to discriminations and matches that are'based on.

letter configurations 4.8 a clear extension of procedures used

successfully by Sidman and Stoddard (1967) with the added touch.of

Toucheite's procedure (1968) fot detecting the point of' transfer

from one stimulus condition (brightness) to another that is more

complex (letter configukations). Therefore, instructional meithods

and-procedures developed largely'by individuels conducting learning

research. Oen be incorporated into, the dlily instrUctlon received .

by severely handicapped students in classroom environMents, forcing

a.bridge betWeen research and eduCation. .A,third fact'ie that the

behavior of a student. can be measured-automatically in a manor

that trinslatee qualitatiVe aspects of performance into quantits--
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time 4ndicite and dOee so in an objective eystem. All of the
Measures USed by Tawney contained the important ingredients of

Operational definitiOns, in that successful manipulation5 of the

apparatus triggered i switch which translated quaritative move-

MOnts into quantitative units. Such direct measures of perfor-.

sande are considered by many to be essential to the successful

education of the severely handiciPPed "(Wbite and,Haring, 1976).

.Pinally, the cOnsequences of asuCcessful Performance can be

Automatically programmed,' as Tawney and hie colleagues did in

providing the.vibrator, the mUsical segment', and the lighted

Clown's eyes.. However, there are obviousliMitations ln the use

Of such automated. procedurei.when one considers .tteibrOader don-,

textof educational Curriculum for the severely handicapped.

An- additional issue frequently cited in dismission. on the

use of- automated equipment.in inetructing severely handicapped

students la that of costs. The telecommunications project's

projected costs certainly compare favorabli with home instruction'

provided by a trained educator. However, .actual coats er-pupil

or.por instructional unit axe not included. Even with c nsiderably

higher coetit:t,per pupil han projected by the telecomiunicationm
.

ProlOct, the education of those' participating student would be.

los. Costly than. providing home instruction (or perhaps in soMe

locations: .then providing residential -services or long-distance.

traneportation). To this extent, the Cost issues in the use of
.

technology to educate severely handicipped pupils must be kept

eeparate front the content/ instructional' issues. A total educa-

tional program for a severely'handicapped. student which included

only arm pulling, leg kicking, visual tracking,' and match-to7sample

(or selected aspects of this ."total program") would be queitiOned

in terms of-relevance and instructional content, regardless. of .

whether the programs were provided .by automated equipment or' a

trained teacher 'or occurred..in the home or in a school. .More

Important is' the-fact that computer costs.have decreasedconsider-

ably since 1574 when'the telecommunications project was initiated.

More sophisticated, less'costly,.more adaptable, and more .easily

operated equipment is constantly becoming available. Therefore,

-any appraisal of coots involved_in utilizing equipment and auto-

mated devices to educate severeiy .handicapped students must bp

madet;in relation tO an estimate or projection of a constantly

changing technology. .As the computer-science. field;offezs more

sophisticated, less Costly equipment, the edUcator will be able to

use technology to assist in educationa/programming which la
coot-effiCient. However, only to.the extent that relevant educa-

tional instruction.can be automated through equiPment will the'use

of technologk be beneficial tc the severelYhandicapped student.
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AUTOMATING THL EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM

fl eyerage conom*tr WhO hes watched the "Six Million Dol1sr.

Mee on television.or who ha* experienced the remergable techne-

logical achievements that OccUrred to place people on the moon

cannot help but believe that oUr, technological capabilities for

deAling With the:problem* of handicapped student* Are Unlimited.

Itealena.. 11970) lists some Of the problems involved in i44 us, of

technolOgy; inOIuding /ow volume because of the omen nuMber of

potential consumers, insurance liability problem*, problems associ-!

ated 'with marksting and painten*nce. Of opecialixed quipment,

difficulties ih mitching the capabilities og deVic**,to the wide-

'ranging motor:and cognitiV, difficultie* Presented by the .tatget

group of:consumers, and the current And,raPidly clinging strUcture

in the electronics- and produot. development fields. AI LeBlanc .

says: "All-the new shiny products of researchare* not-wbrth a.

wooden nickel unless they reach ind Are found to be usefUl bY the

people who need them" or the' problem,in reverse--"Consumer aharley
.

.buys a brand new Whosit !lark II end finds out, one week later ibout

a Whamie I whirh does a better jo6 and costs less!" (1978, p. 4).

SoMewhere between the coMplete disregard of technology in the

education .of the _severely handicapped student and the overly

optimistic belief that teChnology solves all of our prOblems with

thie,population lies i use Of equipment 4nd programming.capability

that is efficient, oosteffective and educationally or personally

beneficial to the handicapped person.

A second project reviewed for this.article was else under the
. direction of Tawney (Tawney, 1979; Tawney, Knapp, O'Reilly, and.

Pratt,.1979). Thia project., the Programmed Environments Curriculum,

involved no automated instruction et ail. In essence, the valida-

tion teport and the pUblished curriculum itself provide relatively

specific Instruction for providing education of severely handicap-

ped students in approXimately 80 content domains. The areas of

instruction are those that are more familiar 'to educators And.

include self-help s)dlls, groan and line motor training, cognitive

skills, and receptive/ expressive language. HoWever, none of the

so units of'instruction include ring-pulls, kicking, matching

illumination, tracking the lighted panel, or matching letters.

Only six units .eut of,the 80 included in the cu.rriculUM Could-be

automated in a wey that would make the presence of an adult or

trained teaeher unnecessary. Identifying objects, people, finding..

-hidden objects, finding a source of.sound, matching common.objects,

and stimulating' head etability in the. upright Position could be

automated, although some autoMations would be fairly difficult
within a telecommuniCations system. Hidden objects Could be

projected and then withdrawn in an illuminated'panel device .with
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the student signaling the immediate past location of the event by

pressing the releVant panel. Methods for aUtomating 1.0,ad uontrol

have been discuseed'in previoua reports (Campbell,ABricker, and -

.Yrop, in preparation; Wooldridge and Rusaell, 1975). However,

Tawney and -his colleaguea did pot "automate ink aspects-of the

Programmed Environments Curriculum.

This issue Is critical to the issue of Utilitation of equip-

ment and automated davicetito educate severely handicaPped studente.

First, many curricular skills do'not lend theMselvea to automation.

Second, automated eqUipment -is a method of instruction bnt should

not be the content of any childls educational program. Severely

handicapped students provide a diveree end often highly individua-

lized set of characteristics which are difficult to group accurate-

ly for reporting groU0 effects of any instructional approach. The'

content of anychild's.program'must be individnally.valitated'and

judged as .relevant before.' Atli Automation can' be utilized. In

analyzing the ,Pro4rammed Environments Curriculum (or any other

oc the many curricula evailable for the population of students

labeled severely handicapped), an obvious conclusion is that

there is no .point in automating inatructiOnal. Content that does ..

not benefit .the Studente nor instructional task analyses that

are not represented in a way that the.student is able to acquirep

the nkills through, standard practice intervention.

REINVENTING A SQUARE WHEEL

Educators responding to the instructional pressures provided

by' severely handicapped students in public school settings may

inadvertently revise techniques or procedures that wore discarded

-earlier by researchers in the field of handlUapped "children. A

clear example.of.this is provided by Zuromski and his colleagues .

with support,from the Bureau of Education for the 1.1ridicapped

First Chance Network. :An, earlY report of their Work presented at

a meeting of the American Psychological Association described the

use of an electromechanical responee device (Zuromski, Smith, and

Brown, 1977). A second presentation on a simple discrimination

.learning Apparatus was presented_ at the Eastern PaycholOgical

Association meeting in 1978 (Accrinci and Zuromski, 1978). These

presentations were supplemented by a series of technical reports

indiOating how to guild simple devices'(Accrinq, undated) and wire'

them' (Tashjian, undated) a's inexpensiVe contingency_devices.'. At

first glance, the devices and their use appear to provide an

inexpensive.meanS of helping A: severely handicapped student to

interact with his environment. A closer analysis reveals some of

the problems involyed: .
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A arajOr probleM With-any ocinipment Is that lt has a relatively

fiXed reepOnee reqUireMent end only s limited ;Mohler of Consequendee

that can be used as potential reinforcer's. Consequently, the qr..

of.learning involved is,.simply.an "inoreasalin an already exiiting

form of behavior... sMall educationii- relevance What

Zuromeki etetes is that: :

active.stimulationconcept has particular rele-
vanCe to'the institutionalized children who typically

.

have little control Over events of their day. They
ley be fed, 4reOsed, Waehed, sPoken about but.not tO,
and left tO themeelVes fOr the most part.

,..Active atiMulation programs may very well provide:the
right tools for institutiorialiZed,children to.learnito
Control'.their environment or tO rewstablish control,
and thus develop and Meintain.A greater awarenest of
themselves -in reiation to their immediate environment.
(Zuromski,.1977, O. 2)

Taken in thia light, the equipment is supposed to replede human

contact (or the lack of it) .instead of using he deViCes tp teach

any progreesive sequence of skills. This is:.exactly the form of

devaluinir that is seen in so many aspects. of educational and

therapeUtic programming for the severely handicapped. The reverse

structure would iase the people to teach the severely handicapped

to Use those forms of technology that are ayallible to all.

For exaMple, arm movement that turns on human voiCes cOuld be

derived from" a self-feeding program in which appropriate aPproxi-

mationa to bring food on a spoon.to the mouth would result in food

andsocial.praise. Actual rather than cofttrived television controls

could be ueed to give the severely handicapped control over that

fOrm of entertainment and other buttons Used to. change "slide-

projectors or to hear stories on tape recorders. However, 'the:

seleCtion of such entertainment must also be under the COntrol of

the child, instead of using procedures, as 2uromski has, of simply,

wiring the child to produce whatever the trainer:has available to

turn on or .off with the inexpensive switChes. Again,"as before,

the same priniples of applying automated instructional devices
with severely handicapped students in an effective way prevail.

The equipment cannot be the instructional content in and Of itself.- .

12ather, teZhnolOgy.must supplement or provide the method of in-.

etruction. HecOndly, "poor" content ie not made "better" through

automation, nor is ineffective,instructional methodology improved

by automating the ineffective procedures. ZUromski and his col.-

leagues have certainly. shared.their equipment designs and. inexpen-

sive devices. HOwever4withoutSore specific epplicatiOn guidelines

and procedures, and.applying technology as-has been done in.their



firat Chance MetWoq Project, not only has the Wheel been rein-

vented Or perhaps less well applied to a new popUlation of recapi-
ents), but-- the reinvention is square relative to the oVerall
educational and.programming needs of severely handicapped students.

USMSDETECHNOLOGY

Beginning in the hid 1960's an4 stimulated by the wory

number of researchere1n the area of-applied"tehavior-anilYs*-

(Bijou and Orlando, 11961; KingrAriatage, AhdTiltOn, 1960; ferster

and DeMeyer, 19621 Sidman and Stoddard, 1966) ,,and the sudden

.a4ailabi1ity df researdh money derived from P.L. $313,464 for,re4

search in mental:retardation, there wae a rush for the purchase of
autemated equipment fttr research purpeses. Stimuluspresenting
devices,.electromechanical.and eolid state lodic:Systems, and,a

wide variety efautOmatic reinforcement devices .includin4 one that

tlas speCifically adaPtedfor the delivery.of M&M candies became
,thabasic.tools of both research and education tto the extent that
education existed for severely handicapped students inthe 1960'29

. with the handicapped population, 'Some automationiwas relitiveli
simple,.such:as in the use.of mercury'switches for'posturalcon-

trol et' in the use Of a acisture-detecting circuit for signaling

voiding- (Watson, .1968). Others were-qUite complex, .such as the

Peabody'Automated Multi-Dimensional Discriaination ApparatUs or

PAMDA (Bricker, Heal, BriCker, Hayes and Larsen, 1069), whiCh
could be used -to detect and cOtrect a vatiety of etror patterns

in the'discriminatiOn learning of severely handicapped young
children. This apparatus,-in addition to one designed and used

to assess suditory.functions of severely handicapped students

(8riOser-Snd Bricker,- 1969), 'oan be uaed to demonstrate some of
the majoriapplicatione and problems -with complex deviOes. -

One purpose of automation ie to-accomMOdate the slow learning

procese and' precise teaching requirements Of the'more:severely':
.

handicapped fearner which often test both the patience and the-
competence of the classroom teacher. An appropriate device has
unlimited,patience and alt of the precisionthat can be programmed

into the coMputer-like deCision-tiaking apparatus. In the PANDA,

there -.WAS an automated basis for determining whether a student was-

selecting a single position and if so, to keep the reinforced item.

on the other side (alternate petition) until- the student Made a
selection on tha'other. side. The device could "read" eingle'nnd

cloUble alternatiou response tendenciet of the student and counter'

these aUtOmatically in order to nhift the objectselection to the'
object -itself..rather than rely on a Pattern Of shifting position.

tendencies., The ,PAMDA was; yired to provide la buzzer .for all
incOrrect responses in association with a variable duration time7
out prodedure. A set of chimes, provded 'a consequence fOr

.
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Correct IlipenS0 WhiCh was correlated with the immediate delivery

of a piece .0f CalUIY4.4 triOltet,,coine,
tOkene, or even a small

amount of-flUid deliVered automatically
throUgh a dispenser located .

beside the student.. The device took months 63 design:and.build and

--then had- tO be monitored by '4 full-time rese41th eeeigstant in

'
order toidetermins that there were ho malfunctiens in the:training

sessiona. The.same full-time.ilaiatant could haveperformed host

if not 411 of thmsame functione that the device 'dad without the

months of delay that ItegUently oCcUrred becaUse of eguipmerit

malfunction. In 'addition, even with 4.greater number of potential-

ly reinforcing Conseguendes used in the PANDA than those used with

either Tawney's or Zuromeki's devices', the-joroblem,of sustaining

Motivation acrdes seesions still exiated for a large :timber of the

severely hendicapped otudents whmreceived "training with thit.

device. Finally, 'no seVerely phyeically handicapped students were

included in the groupof children %dm> used.the PAMDA, becauae feW

would have been able to interact with the machine.

Simultaneous with the utilization of eguipmeht by researchers

to assess and train basic learrning-skills, such as discrimination

and, matchto-sample, has been utilization of' technology by.bio-

medical engineering researchers to training selected appects 'of

movement, hearing, and vision. A number of these researchers have

been involved in various experiments with physically handicapped

individuals, most of which have uti.11zed equipment tO teach relaxa-

tion, train pontractions of specific mutcles, develop control of'

unwanted or uncoordinated movements, or teach specifid and fairly

simple motor behavior such as head control, arM Position or toot

elevation and other components of gait.training (Basmajian, 1969,

1975; Connolly, 1968; Harrit, Spellman, and Hyme, 1976; Herman,

1970; 1974). The 'majority of these researchers have basically

employed operant procedures using electromyographic readings in

combination With auditory'and/or visual feedback to train physical-

ly handidapped people to control various aspects ok movement by

,conscious contrch. These experiments and their results have typical-4

ly,not been practiced outside of sophisticated researCh centers

and have'not been incorporated into basit tflerapeutic practiCes

with physically handicspPed individuals.
Biofeedback:training of

these types allows individuala to- attend to.aspects of their own

behavior that would pormally not he detectable hy the individual.

A spastic individual-can' be made aware cf degree of muscletention

when the electrical activity
accoMpanying changes ih muscle tension

it, visually represented though the EMG- recording, 'conscious

control of the mhacle tensiOn 'can be attempted by: the individual

through direct view of the EMG recordings c'r thtough establishing

pre-set levels or thresholds below which the muscle tension mist
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be cOneCiOusly brought under certical control. Devices much as
4404 Or-0000111 Can be Used tO bOth "warn" the Individual that'

muscle'tension is increasing or te eitablish the tliteihold.belOW

:Which the dpdiVidual met bring muske'tension by "turning Off:the
.40und" or "turning' off the light." Combfhatione Of both positive
.el)d es9atiles feedback have also been' used so,that the individual

repOives one forM of feedbaCk (fOrInatance a buxzer) for inctrrect
responOes and another fora Of feedback (for instance, a light) for
correct responses, :Althoughthe teak tr activitY being trained
flowering mulcle tension/ differs somewhat frpM more:traditional .

.forMa.pf learng (such as discrimination training). the Procedures
utilized *requite eimilar and the devitees., although technologica4y
different, are fUndamantally established in accOrdance with:the
sane experimental principlei used With the preViouily described
MCA discrimination learaing apparatus.

Observing And accurately 'interpreting EMG readingo yoUld be :
an exceedingly difficult discriMination for -normal young children.
as well as- for severely handicapped students. rn fact,' the re....

letionenips.between-extinguiehing or turning cal.& light and degree

of muscle tention woUld be a very complicated task for an individual
Who had not yet icquirecL basic Concepts of.cause and effect and
other sensorimotor relationships. However, providing the degree
and type of feedback which would be Within the motivational inte-

rests of the young or-severely handicapped child extends.basic

biofeedback methodology to thtpoint where motor cOntrol can.be
trained in individuals who .lack complicated discrimination and
cause-and-effect relationshipa. Such an approach has been used by

researchers under the title of augmented searsory feedback training,

o ueing the superiMposed toys and other items of interest; for

example, 4 child is trained tp tura on an electric train that-Will
activate only under 'conditions of decreased muscle tension

.(Hermaa, 1974) -or to hold his head in position in order to hear .

music or the radio (Wooldridge and Russell, 1976) or to bear
weight on hie leis for increasing amounts of time.in order to have

a toy car progress around a race track (Hugel, Mattingly, Eichinger;

.and May, 1971). Each of these experimental investigations deMon-

strated increases in the behavior being targeted under initial.

conditions ok additional eensory feedback (or reinforcement); and

each requfred ahtomated devices in oraer to activate the feedback

and to measure the resPonses of the student over time.

'These experiments differ little from the previously mentioned

automated learning experimental investigations other:than alorg

amensions of instructional content' and the specific types of
.automated equipment required. In fact, much of the experimen-
tation with young cerebral palsied etudenta__or With the more
severely handicapped population Under _tha title of augmented



senalerY faadbaOk, although * lownWard eXtension.of biofeedback,

differs 1ittle frOM IMMO of the:experimental paradigm* Used in
research With extremeW young infants.(flutterfield and $ipperatein,

1975; Morse,. 1974) or, in particular, to develOp COntingency

*mareness in,yoUng:infant*.(Watsonc 1366). However:- the:equipment

required to meaahre apecific musculrr activity through lief: dt49

recordings is somewhat compliCated, requires-extensive training to

operate accurately, Ia.-dependent on type (needle. or Surface oleo,-

trode)r. and may nOt be legally usable' by anyone but a trained

physician or technician. .Tbese .factors have 'precluded the-

utilitation -of biofeedback motor trsining on any wide besis within

either.Aass_public school cr'clinical therapy Setting and have- .

largelY restricted the eophisticated measurement and training that

is possible through these procedures tO.the research Setting.

Despite the difficulties in implementing motor control oi .

skip. 'training through automated means, A few investigations

,

and/or applications of available equipment have been made in

.-educational aetkings (Campbell; Bricker; and PPP.. in preparation;

'Inman, 1979) with the aiore .severely handicapped student. 'In

...general-4, several basic principles have emerged which are,net too

dif4erent from earlier attempts to apply technologY in the editcAl.

tion and- training 'of Severely handicapped students. These prin-

ciples are worthrepeating,.particulsrly in light of educational'.

administrators' aneteachera' needs to find soiething that will
make the educatfOn and training of this population easier ancImore

Cost efficient. The first of these is that automated equipment

will not be of value unless it assists in teaching a skill that is

judged as relevant by other Standards ot curriculum evaluation. .A

leg-kicking instructional target or one that develops head control

or increases arm pulls or.switch closures on a given nterface is

not a meaningful instructional target fors severely handiCapped

student if acquisition of that skill does not systemically lead to

acquiSition.cf more and more Complex forms of behavior. In other

words, if the student learns to raise his head to see what ls'

going on in hie environment -and ie then able to_ maintain that

degree of head control under normal environmental conditions: and

aqross various other tasks, the initial skill of increased head

cOntrol is releVant and beneficial to later skill acgUisitions and

environmental interactions. HoWever, it weuld be :diffictilt to

generalize increased leg' movements to walking or to any form of

functional mobility, and 'inCreased kicking does nething in end of

.itself to mike the severely handicapped student more.funCtional in

his environment. Dimiliarly,iceing.able to:pull a switch or press

a panel or activate some other form of interface is not valuable :

to the severely handicappedstudent uniesS that increased form of

behavior can be chained, into a more functional response. .To this
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.00de te#Ching a levorelymotorioally impaired student.to

ioy stick interf00 to receive, Consequent...of music or visUal

etimUlation or.any other forM of eeneory feedback may.be valuable

.if.Atcquisition of that skill wiil transfer to.. learning .how..to.

manipulate an electrio wheelchair through use. of he same. joy

'itickinterface.

The second principle involves the.cOnsequences delivered to

the handicapped stUdent As a function of the-automated equipment.

The conseqUences provided by any automated equipment, as part of

any. relevant inetructional task . must ,be individualized:to the,

child and must:be'of the.type that will produce.an,increase.in the

desired form- of,behavior. In our general experimentations.with

use of automated equipment for training,Very severely multihandi-..

capped students, we have found that qften a meaningful consequence

cannot b. identified and' therefore. behavior is not under, the

control of consequence events. (Campbell, Bricker, And. Upp,:in

prose; CaMpbell, Esposito,. Simmons, end.Middleton, 1980). .Mutic

will not be highly. motivating'for a student with hearing iMpairment

nor Will'a visual display of any nature increase the performance

of a blind student. A student who dislikes M&M candies or Other

forme of food will,not readily learn to activate a lever .in'the

presence of sound. to- obtain' the,M&M. Although these .examples

appear rather dramatic, the difficultiet in identifying relevant

and motivating coneeqUences, particularly Tor institutionalized

students or young students who have learned to. be ,helpless.

(Seligman, 1975), ares'a generalized problem in the education of

the more aeverely multi-handicapped'student (BriCker and Campbell,

1980: White, 1980). Thq point here is tO reinforce that equipment

designed tO train. a student to perform a given.taik through auto-

mated means can be beneficial only in the presence of a known

group of events thatare motivating ormeaningful to that'student.

A second issue related to consequenck-conditiona'is one of

satiation or extinction. In attempts to titin head control.With

nine multiply handicapped students, increasing .behavlor .was often.

extinguished through over-use of often minimally interesting

conseqUiSce conditions. Only very well trained. staff Were sensi-

tive to the 'emerging extindtion curve sufficiently in advance.to

ilter the consequence condition's rapidly enough to prevent over-use

of a given reinforcer; This type of situation is evident in' the

earlier reports of the telecommunications proiect .(Tawney, 1977)

and is evidenein,the limited data reported by Zuromski.and his

colleagues (Zuromski, 1978). Perhaps a more positive way to state
the probleMs regarding Motivational conditions and automated

technological training is to say that technqlogical devices can be'

effective only with severely handicapped students who regpond
(increase behavior) to types of consequences which can be
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aufflOiently AUtOcated tP he deliNeted by the apparatusbeib9 1010

in, trainLng ': An ttoonsly croottly. programfe :my be able tO

design individualized conAequencAil for A student:withboth hearing

*Ad ant:tractor impairment, but the predliion requited May be

easier-to deliver .throUgh lnunan:dontact rather then interaction
,

. _ .

. with an inetructional cevice.

The third iseua in the use Of- automategtraining devicee,with

se arely hindiCaPpec prple ceutera -on'. the.- 4enoralizItion'

.behaVidr7Whichle.Pviet the eontrol of fixed:end.conitived coneew '

:queue.* ,ecrota Core functional,Aettings and indivilivAls. This

isSue has not ben well addreasealm itly,df the AitetaturS on.use

pf instructiOnal technology but is one that cleeervals partidular;.-

, Consideration with:8everelY1Andicapped peOple.whoare rypicailY

known to have difficulty automatically generalizing e learned

skill to, -a'wide range Of* environments. Our-limited experiMents
with head conttol training'indidate'that the increasecihead'MOY07:

.ments which occur under-the control:Of. a: specific coneeqUence

(like mueic or visual'oligsplay) do not automatically increese in

the.more normal .and.less contrived envitonmental.situatfons where

specific cOnsequences are not deliVered for increased head move,

menti. Our inifial interpretation of this occurrence ie0hat the

lack of any generalization seeme to occur most often with students

whose behavior remains strictly under -the control-.Of the cense-

quences or at a primary circular rather than a secondaryoirdular

or contingency aWarebess level where behavior would shift to come
under- the control of stimulus conditione. Plaget. (1952) -)las

described primary circular reactions als behavior characterized by

increased responses 4n otder to 6roduce interestip9 con6equence5.

However, each cycle of behaVior is independent of any other and is

under the control of the interesting consequences that are pro-

duced:at that?.soment-in time:so that, according to Piaget, the-

relationship'ketween' movement and-consequences IS discovered each

time without.ielying on previous endounters with the same novel
consequences. Therefore, the initial step often used (And fre,
quently the only step) in training severely handicapped students:

oriany given task with automated.oquipment should, be attainable

with any student,assuming that the consequences, are, in fact,.

novel And interesting to the child and that the require behavilp77

is within the repertoire of the studen. An increase in the ritel

of anY required response (leg kicking, arm pullinq, 'switch activa-

tion, head:position; reduced Muscle' tension)-should ba,poseihle to

the extent that the consequences are motivating.. However1, l4thOut

known mOtivating consequences, there is no theoretical reason why,

the behavior of the student should change (with or without the use

of automated instructional deVicee).



4be problem then hecoaea one of daeigning xperiments that

ahift the behavior Of the.atudent to the: control of a atimului

condition. TaWney (1977) did not reach'thia level with any of the

student$ reported in the final report of the telecommunications

,project.and, in fact, the increased responses initially obtained

began to become extinguished before alterations.were Jnade to any

great eXtent in fading -the con$equences. Similiarly, Inman

(personal communication) bias reported difarpie,6 in maintaining

iMproVed performance of cerebral palsied:lad Its across time even

When those adults should haveheen able to interneliZe'the atimUlns

of an internal "Seeling" of less muscle tension or were able to

revisualize a "mental picture" of turning off a light stimulUe.

The impoitant point here is that'the function ofr, education for

severely handicapped students is to instruct thSe4-etudent8 to

perform behaviorist]: skills that will enable them to become more

functional as adults. Increased head contrel or any other behavior

that does net ultimately 'lead to:independent skill perfoimance

within an environment that does not include automated equipment ie

of little value in.the long run to the severely bandidapped.person.

The positive aspects of automated training devices fAsquently

diminish when the'equipment becomes just one more aapect of the

task training which will have to be faded in ordet that the Student

may denionotrate the.skill in a true functional sense.

TH4 FUTURE OF TECHNOLbGY

There remain many forms of technology that have appropriate

use in training sevetely handicapped students. A head-position

device that uses a mercury switch is a good means :for signaling

the teacher. (and the student) that the head is in the proper.

(precise) position for the student to be viven access.to a spoon

by the teacher for.self-feeding. In.fact, °the value ok such

devices may be more related to informing the teacher or rAiner

than to specifically training the student. -Automated cemmunica-

tion.devices (Vanderheiden and Grilley, 1975) can hie devised for

using such dramatic technical factors as eye-pointing or head

position or head position changes to activate scanners or printers

or ether forms of computerized technology. Electronic musical

instrumepts and magnet-based sketching boards give. immediate

-feedback without being isolated from their normal purpose and use.

However, in the vast majority ef.cases, these uses of technology

ShOulti be known and used by' professionals and parents working-with

tho severely:fiandicapped person. They are not "special" tools but

are some of'the tools that Should be used by all peoPle who are

involved .in establishing and delivering programs for severely

handicappedstudents.
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W. hsve.ettempied-to limit this chapter to-a.report of tschno-

logiOal and antometed clavicles in relation to training the severely

handicapped stUdent tO perfOrM 4 defined 10(111. HoWaver*. there

ere other, mom common.Usost of technology bcoth With salvarely

pandicapped studentt as-well as in education in general. Thelle

forma Of technology are known, available,,and 'marketed by A variety

of agenCies (Such, as the National AerOnautics and Space Admini.

etretion) and Companies. Available .forma of technology include

electric mobility deVics,. coMmuniCations 'deVioes, 4pecialized

switching Units that Allow control of environmental conditions

.(sUch as changing thermostat or turning,on a television or

Stove), and protection and instructitnAl devices that operate

through microswitches and radio transmission. VariOus ,forms of

computer-assisted instructional devices and teaching machines

(although perhapio not appropristely programme& for content for

severely handicapped students) have a/so had wide use in general

education. : /However, -while individuals 'working viith severely

handicapped students are designing elabOrate training apparatuses

to teach the student A specific skill, there are thousands . of

physically ilvolved students without appropriate wheelehaira.

Hundreds of cerebral palsied students who could talk (without

training), simply with the addition-of a communication device, go

without thie known fOrm of technology that would enable these

studentie to possess immediate . Abilities to interact with the

individuals in their environments and to participate in more

normal forms,of education. While the immobility of snany physically

handicapped students is used as a reasoliQfor lick of inclusion in

more nOrmalized environmente, these same students go without the

simple technological'devices that wot4d provige instant mobility

in at least selected aspects of their physScal environments. The

costs of such devices are frequently used as,a reason for lack of

purchdse, but lack of inforAtion,about availabiltty,-Ipplication;

and use of appropriate technological aids is more often tire deter-

rent. Our current national stance in reiation to technglogy.is

that utilization is costly and non-bepeficiAl over the lorig term.

Educators and therapists frequently have limited knowledge ok the

forms of technology that have been developed in researcfi, engineer-

ing, and specialized centers and are available- nation-wicieL.

Parents.and school administrators, ad well as other professionals,

lack the financial resources or information to secure appropriate

technological aids for the severely handicapped students who 'Could

benefit from the more simple forms of technology. The point here

is that the field of severely handicapped education may not need

more technoldgy than is already developed, and a focUs on obtaining

those deviCes that will at least produce mobility and communication

for physicalry, handicapped students should be. basic to every
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kogram. -TO .ensure that Very student who could
benefit IVIZ: specialized adaptive ahd omtimunicatien equipment

receives that, eqUipment woald be 'an important atep.lorslardin

;applying technology to generalized eftcation of Severely handi-.
capped studento.

liti/ization of technological devices to tisin students to.

Perform specific skills:MUse retain 4 strategy of firlt -using
highly trained 'and interdisciplinary professionals, in clearly

specified demonstrationactivities to,Show hot.? and What special
activities can be. :lead to develop And sustain Age-appropriate-
forms of behavior that meet the criteria Of ultimate' function.
Neither machines nor other, less speOific: forms of instruction

should be substituted.in this procees until relevant Curricular

content for severely multihendicapped students has been bettet
defined and speCified: Machine's should be osed in this effOrt
only.'When their.functicin clearly adds to.the efforts of training
personnel.. To date, the evidence iS fairly.clear that even ohr
best professional efforts with multihandicapped students produce

onlY-mixed benefits (Bricker and ampbell; 1980). The old.adage
pertains -- a computer is only as effective as the individUal who

designs the program and tells the oomputer iWhat-to tio. We cannot
ekPeCt teChnologj to accomplish yhat .professionale have .been
unable to produce -- relevantcurricular content for MuItihandicap-

ped students, effective training strategiee, and improved behaVior

that'will enable the, severely .bandiCaPped student to function
MeaningfullYas an adult..
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SigHFICEOELWERT: THE QUESTION OF CATEGORIES

TisOthyL Fox sad Doug Guess
Usherity of Kamm

School districts across the country have tyPically provided educe-
. time]. programs f6r handicapped children in isolated settings on

the besis af csiogoricsI educational formulas. ,-Universities and
collges have developed teacher training programs in response to-
th demands, ne public school systems.. again following a categorical
aniroach to. defining exceptional children. This Chapter will
atteMpt to Wass the relationship. between categori!es of excep-
'Urinal children, the educational programs derived from these
categories, and the teacher certification revirements tutted to
meet these programming needs. More epecifically, we will 'address
the wilutationaL validity of identifying even 'more specific cite-

, goricaL delignations within a severely handicapped population, arid
:discues possible alternatives to this approach.

In accoinplishing this task, the chapter will include a brief
historical review Of special education in this country (portions of
which are paraphrased from the excellent review. by Reynolds "and
Birch, 1977), a discussion of current classification assumptions
and practices, the role of the U.:S. Office of Special Education
(formerly BEH) in extending subcategories within the larger se-
Verely handicaiiped category during the past decade, and alterna-
titre approaches to a csiegoriOal service delivery model for 'se-
verely handicapped individuals.

DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

. The first organized educational program for exceptional
children (The American Asylum for the Education and Instruction of
the Deaf) was established in 1817, in Hartford, Connecticut. In
1829, the first residential school for the blind was established in
Watertown, Massachusetts, followed in 1859, by the first resi-
dential school for persons with mental retardation (Massachusetts
School. Idiotic and Feeble Minded Youth) in South Boston,
MansaMhusetts.

These first organized arrangements for the education of 4the
handicapped were patterned after the residential schools of Europe
that tended to be narrowlY,categarical in nature. Each residential
school- prepared teachers for specialized work within the specific
residential Setting through on-the-job training programs. Teacher
roles were necessarily defined categorically, as a functiMn of the
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*palm Theis orrly roni4enti4 programs set tr4a dominant'pattern

of SpeCial education that Was tocieVelop in the Sated States over

. the next seVerail decade. to the: preient times. .

During the early 20th ceninrir, !special pleases and public day

dchoold were stablished on a limited basis, The emerging day

school programs were dependent upon the previously :estebZished

reeidential School* for .guidence, curricula, and teacher propara7

tion. Vineland Training SChOol in NoW Serval-, for eXaMple, began

tunmer;trainiug proqrams for teachera pf the menially retarded .in

1904, Thesis early programa (which provided minimal services At

best-for A limited number' of handicapped children) were modeled

after those developd in the residential ochools. On the basis of

existing prectices, it was assUmed that xceptional children
should be educated by special, teachers in special settings.

In the 1.929' 8 "Ina 30' s, formal teacher preparation. programs

Were begun at tuch universities- as -Wayne State TeaChers College of .

Columbia'and Eastern Michigan at Ypsilanti . These teacher training

programs were also modeled after those developed in the residential

schools..

education programs developed slowly until after World

War II when societal changes began to . emerge within the United

States. Social influenced, including the civil rights movement,

prompted the organization of special interest groups such as the

National Association for Retarded Children (1950) and other parent

and child advocacy vroups. These groups provided the impetus for'

civil court action and the passage of legislation that set the

stage for the expansion and improvement of special education

programs. Large-scale public school programs and teacher training

programs at major universities were organized in response to this

increasing public pressure. The number of categories of excep-

tional children also increased to accommodate children' who did not

fit into the existing categorical designations (e.g. , learning

di sabili ties ) .

Even with the massive effort following World War II, -hundreds

of thousands of handicapped children and youth were still system-

ically excluded from publicly supported educational programs.

.With the passage of Pubiic Law 94-142 in 1975, free, appropriate:

public education within the least restrictive setting was mandated

for aIl children regardlest of their particular handicapping

Condition. The major impact of Public Law 94-142 has been a massive

- increase in educational programs for previously excluded children

and youth. Of equal importance has been the creation of the

Individualized, Educational Program that requires that each

individual student- be provided educational services based upon his .
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or hem uni4us itvliviclual, ducational ned*. Pdblic. Lew 94-142 dOes
not. require 'eirViCea to be provided On the Oasis of categorical .

definitions of emceptionality. This eateblishes categories only
. for pUrpostes.of monitoring and ortate accountability.

Although one outcoMe of P.L. 94-142 has .been the creation of

new' categories of exceptional children (.076 severely Multi-

handicapped), it hex also- left the door open for the Creation of
OcrO noncategorical /Fowles delivery models of d4ca.tion (c if

Agiulina, .1976, 'and _Ballard end Zettel, 1977, for' more datillod '

information concerning P . L. 94-142).. .

CURRENT CLASSIFICATION PRACTICES

There are currently two dietinct educationel eervice delivery

systeme in operation Within the United Steteg,The majority of

States are eduating c ildrenurd.rth MOie traditional cate-

gorical educational mode14,141I0 several States have adopted a.

Service delivery model thai has been termed hnoncategorical." A

recent survey"(Belch, 1979) indicated that 11 states currently have

onpnCitegepcal. certification requirements for tetchere of the

handiCapkdj ie., teachers are not deeignatsd by traditional

categorical titles such as emotionally disturbed, mentally ret7

tarded, blind, and so on. These teachera do receive generic

training that enables them to teach children who present problems

representative" of Several_ different categorical designations. The

11 states that currently offer noncategorical4 teacher c'ertifica7.

tion are: Connecticut, Diatrict of. Columbia, Idaho, Kentucky,

Massachusetts, New Hampshite, New 'iork, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas,

and Verment. Twelve state6 that currently do' not offer nonCate*

gorical teacher certification a'ke reported-to be heading in that

direction: Alaska, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, misscoui,

Nebraska, New Mexico, ilorth Carolina, Rhode Island, South

Carolina, Washingten, and Wyoming.. The remaining 27 states, indi-

cated that they turrently did not offer noncategorical teacher

certification nor did they intend to adopt that model.

rn light of the current controversy over the categorical

versus nonCategorical educational.model, it would seem appropriate

to look more closely at the gonerla characteristics and assumptions

of each model.. Within the categorical educational model, children

are sifted into a variety of-categerieS based upon their appaient

Plaj or handicapping conditions. They are 6 then assigned to

Classroenis with other students of the zame Category. The homo-

geneous grouping of students for instruction is deemed to be in the

best interest of the children. Teachers, legislative funding
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patterns, and parent VOWS- IMO 41116 often organized along cite-
,

gorical lines. 111041C eilatileptions =of the categorical educational

model incluclet

1. Unacceptable learning and/Or behevioral problems awe

assumed to be sUrface symptoms of sOme presumed (in many

casesj.intrnal psychological disability;

2. A child' s failure in a-regular classrooi is due to

defiCiencies within the child and not the educattional ayetem;

3. Homogeneous groupings of studenta are in the beet irt..

terests of 'children. Therapy or intervention strategies are

eimilar for all learning disabled children, for example, but

are not similar for other categories of children;

4. Only teachers trained to teach children from each cate-

gory have the skills necessary for educational programming.

A list of current categories for exceptional children is in-.
cluded in Table 1.

Table 1

CommonCategories for Identifying Exceptional Children

Trainable Mentally Retarded Other flealth IMpaked
Educable Mentally Retarded Seriously Emotionally Disturbed
Mundy Mentally 'Warded _Multhdy liondicapped
CoMmunication moons lecially Maladnisted
Autistic Handicapped infant
Loining Disabled Handhapped Preschool
Deefliiml Gifteditalentad
Hard of Hearing . N4umkilcolli Imoehad
Visually Impeind !kaki Damaged .

Emotionally Disturbed Speech Impoimd
Ordenimlically Handicapped '

In recent years there has been considerable concern among

educators pertaining to categoric:al education practices. Of major

concern has been the possible detrimental effects of labeling

children and segregating them from the mainstream of education by

means of these labels. The "anti-labeling" movement has been a

major impetus towards noncategorical education. Objections to

categorical education have included the following (Gardner, 1977):"

1. Special class placement isolates exceptional children

. from normal peers and experiences;

2. Labelfhg children results in eltigmatizing the child that

might.result in loss of eele-esteem and lowered acceptance by

others;
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Thor* *O. 4ttle evidenceto support the practice

grouping itUdenta by ability levele;

4. Mildly retarded children make as much progregs in regn-

lir ciaesroema as in special'education claserooms;

of

5. Special class arrangements inappropriately placerthe

responsibility for academit'feilure on.the child inetead'of

die school's or teachoral

6. Ms existence of special classes encOurages the mis.
placement of many clAldren; espeCially minority children;

7. Diagnottic and related program placement prectice.emay

contribute:to, and possibly create many of the problems they

were designed to solVe;

S. -Once a child is labeled and Segregated, it'is difficult

to regain his/her original status of being normall

tabeling sets into action alaelf-futfilling prophocY:

7
10. Children left in the mainstream have fewei opportnnitiegs
td form desirabletattitypies towards h4dicappea children;

,4 ,p

11. HOmogenedus grouping of stUdePte increaaes the pos7.
o

sibility of learning additional inappiOpriate behaJors.

The noncategorical educational model was conceived as 1.

possible alternatiVe tethe traditional categorical,model in light

of the-above concerns.. Within this syatem, ,categories arer not'

eltogether eliniinated. Labels for children are.eliminated, but

labels for,educational placements.remain. For. example, placements.

may be identified as regular clais, regular class with'special

education support, academic special education, and tmaic'skilla

special education.- Children are plaCed along this, or a similar

continuum, accOrding to their ieseseed indtvidual.educational

needp and not acCording to diagnoatic lebels. Within a.noncata-

gorical educational system one rogy..find children who, under the

traditional model, would be, labeled as.mentally retarded, -deaf-

blind; emotionally disturbed,, or orthopedically handicapped. All

of these children may be plaCed,in the same claseroom within the

noncategorical system. BaSic aeeumptions. of a noncategorical

educational model include the followingi'

1. Each studept represents unique set of learning prob-

lems, and educational goals that must be met according :to

his/her individual needs. The homogeneous grouping of stu-

dents along categorical lines is counterproductive to this

ideal; =,f4 .
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24 Acb4'e f.eilure i rt oducationa/ ptogram is due to the
ducitional system and net the child;

3. Strategies for teaching' children with' Various ilandi
capping Conditions are ;pore similar than different.* Noncate-
gorical Oucational syitems Will be discussed in more depth in
subeeguent section' of this chapter,

. 4

ANALYSIS OF DER FUNDED. PROJECTS IN

TOE AREA OF THE SEVERELY HANDiCAPPED

During the years '1975-1977, the Bureau of the Education for
the Handicapped (now the U.S. OffiCe of Special Education) issued
contracts to :service providers' of :severely handicapped -children
and youth based upon subcategorical. differentiations within the
more-general category of severely handicapped. The sigicategorical
deeignations were stresised,in an effort to spark the interest Of
!service providers who previouslY had not taken advantage of the
monies" available through BEN to develop innovative educational
opportunities for seVerely handicapped, children and, youth. The
contracts made available to serVice providers were directed at the
following sub-categories of severely handicapped children and
youth:"

Programs for- Severely/Profoundly Retarded Children
Birth Through Early Childhood (RFP-76-21) )

2. Programs for Severely/Profoundly Retarded Youth (REP-

76.;-22);

3. Programs for SeVerely Handicapped Children and Youth

with Auditory Impairment .as One of Their Primary Handi-

capping Conditions (REP-75-14);

4. Programs for Severely Handicapped Children with Visual

Impairment as One of Their Primary Handitapping Condi-

tions (RFP-76-20);

5. Model Projects for Deaf Blind Children and Youth (RFP 79-
35);

6. Programs for Severely Handicapped children with Orthd-
pedic impairments as One of them Their Primary Handi-
capping Conditions (REP-76-19);
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Proqra** for tieVerely Handicapped Children knd Youth

With EMOtional Disturbance as One ot Their Primary
Henditapping Conditions (RtP;-77-11).

per the.putpose of this analysis, 'final reports from five

:moodel PrOjectivers Made eVailable ftir.review. The five projects

eddrsesed-theklelve* to sevetely'handicippod children w4thin the

foWvjng SUboateqoriee 'vleual -imPairmentsi auditory impair-

lents, deaf.blind, blZnd idyl esiotional.dioturbanci.

Mhan reviewing the available project teports,:an attempt was

Made to ** $ ** th. validity,of assigning stibeetegorical

time tti tho severely handicapped population.. Mote: specific

questiOns ingliwohkithe following: ,

I, Do. wig currently have the ebility to differentiate be...;

Wean subcategories of severely handicapped individuals?

: 2: .Are curriculum areas that have been identified fot each

cate0Otical group markedly different?,

.3. Ars different insttudtional techniques and:methods of

docUmentinq progress necessary for each subcategory?

4. Are different evaluation and assessment aystems neces-

saryfor each'subcategory?

5. Are required educational settinge different for eabh

subcategory?

.6. Are training programs for profe4sional5 interacting with

students from the different subcategories markedly different?

7: Are subcategories realistic, given the low indidence of

these students in any one school district or-area?

The traditional categorical educational Approach:would imply

that model demonstration efforts for thevarious subcategories of

severely handicapped children Would be mote different than simi7

lar. It further implies that therapy or intervention strategies for

children within.the same categoty should be different. If the

kboveAuestions are answered for the 'Most part :"yes," the saMe

validity for subcategorical groupings maylbe aseumed. If the above

questions are answered forthe most part "no," then the validity of
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qrcuping ckverfaly loatclpped children into, subcatsgorlee, ehoUld
be Seriously qUestionedi.

QUeation 1: 15o Ws CUrrently -beim the ability to differenti-
ate betWeen subcategoriee of seVerely handicapped individuals? ln
order.to.assees thia cxestion, it' is necessaiy to firs't eXamine our.
present ability to differentiate sex rely. handicapped indiyiduale
fro*. all Other handidapped persons. Federal iind state gOvernmente'
atteMpt to dilferentiate populations of handiCapped indiVflgals
throUgh definition8 that identify major phYsical, eentory, and
behaVioral n characteristics of each, population. The/
cllaranteristics of each individual are then matched to the defini
tion of a particular population for the purposee of classification.

The definition Currently in us* by the U.S. Office of Special
Edttcation (OSE) tO define the population of severely handicapped
individuals is .not sufficient' to define a' diecrete population of
individuals-. .(See Table 2 for the definition of severely handi-
capped in uee by OSE) When rsiviewing the cUrrent OSE definition
for severely handicapped: several problems become apparent.
First, this definition is of the "may be" variety: "Severely
handicapped children may possess severe language and...0'. Accord-
inT to one analysis provided by .Sontac?, Smith, and. Sailor (1977),
statements in the form "may be charac ized by" become necessary
when eidefinition relies upon a set Of sub ctir variables with
which inrcharacterize a discrete population. The "may be" atate-
ment greatly increases the probability' of an error in identifica- .

tion of the false positive type, i.e., a child from a different
population is identified as severely handicapped and is served
inappropriately because he/she shows at least one of the identified
characteristics within the defini.tion.

Another potential problem with this definition is that it is
directly related to services "traditionally provided" by regular
and special education programs. The term "traditionally provided"
assumes, that services provided by regular and special' education

programs across the country are uniform. This assuription may be
grossly in error. Traditional services provided -.in Lawrence,
Kansas, may be very different fronpservices tradllionally provided
in Burlington, Vermont, or Concord, California, or Atlanta,
Georgia, or in any other region of the United States. A child who
fails to progress in a traditional special education program in one
district, and is thus labeled severely handicapPedpmay succeed in

traditional special education program in another district end not
be labeled severely .handicapped.. Errore in identification must be,
expected when the attempt is made to idearly a population
of individuals by their success or failure in 'educe ional programs
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Table; .

DefinitiOns of SPievely Menditeppltd Children end WWI* Robed000f140

Down.
SEVERELY HANDICAPPED INIffi VISUAL IMPAIRMENT

Swink Hendloopsd Milne We 11/0111 WW
Imam of Ilse Woodsy of their phydeal, some!
et avoranal pesiblona m a sondoination of sob
Problems, mood oloswitobeLowleL ProoloololiaM
and mad isel melees beeped *me Ohl* woo traW.
dem* poseldtd by seeder and model oboodesoi
woman% IA so* to voi doo's. their foll montid
for useful and manhole' perthipsniao hi waty .

and for

Swim*/ handicapped WO** may pmsamenwe Mom'
044 PNIIPhIsl4sIlnhife *Window sadWIIII00811
number-of abowmal bohavkin suds as: /Ohm to Sewed 10
onsmonsed amid stloodi, solfmnolletion, ssifetimulstlen,
moutifeMtlon Of Immo old oolong* Isonnweantuno, and

Abe Awe. at rodionantecy foams M vedol sontels, and
may also hew an exisamelyffssiN 0101110110.
(46 CFR 121.2)

Whose shed Impairment Is one Of thek Pa/miry
hondiapping eandMono '

WITH AUDITORY itarvoieta
Whew auditory innwirviono Isonsof th*
whom hondlewping moodidons.

WITH ORTHOPEDIC IMPAIRMENT

Whopr or cos=irilliniips. Wont is on, of Weir

WITH EMOTIONAL DISTURIANC

Who MM an emotional diewdomee at Pvinvoll
. handiaeoping sondision. .

Emotional distudones mimes Waditkon inhibiting
OM or !Pone the following shentetedsdot 0011 IOW 7
webs' of timi and to a otoded dome: an Mobility to
barn Whe* soma be expioined by InedbetuaL senwry,
Or health Worn* inIllity to build of imbeds solo
factory Imerpownal aohnlomsidos voids mos and mashers,
Inappropriate types of MAW* or Weems unloosen*
einnonshinees; a psnend porresiva mood of unhappiness et
dipr ;ra *Wino SO drniep phydiel WinplonM, .

Psini ot tags Imoskird with / *sod Poidamt.
.Tha ann lodudes *Whim who ate **bonhomie Ot audetio
VW tow dens not ineludeohikk* who are sodelry mal-
adjuswd but noVsmotionOry disewbOL



Table 2 (Continuid)

aubesereelY

SaVEREI,WPROFOUNDLY llaTARDEli .

Isms aellobims eseeverely.hemaseppol .
. ,
. DEASIILINIT

Whim who We mosesery sod Awe lemeliespa the mogemtion
et sebbas mew wok IMMO eemossmimeen member isvelopmemel
ma mloutionel problems list they moms prop/ft be sesommedesed .

In he she Mode, handeepped MIMImesh, othrestioa program soldy
wee Me wholly honiamppoi deli
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that May be yaitly di ferent in terms of the qUantity ,and quality of

servicea providad.

The definition of deaf-blind children is similarly deficient

(Table 2). Acoording,to'this definition, a child canbe classified

as deaf-blind (and be eligible fee funding appropriated for the

education of deaf-blind children) only'if he/She is excluded from

what could be viewed:.as a less restrictive educationalprogram.

This definition.is also directly linkedLtothe child'sfailure in

traditionca special education programs:. i.e., children are

classified as deaf-blind if "they cannot properly°be acccimmodated.

'in special education programs polely for the hearing handicapped

child or the visually handicapped child," lks with the definition

of severely handicapped4 the quality of the special edUcation

programs traditionally:provided plays an important roLe'in the

determination of idletHer or not given child will be..Clatsified.

deaf-blind.
0.

The definitions of subcategories of severely, handicapped

individuals further Complicates the problem of accurately as-

signing individuals to a given categorital classification. For

example, the definition of severely handicapped children with

emotional disturbance (Table 2) is,aldo ol the "may be" variety,

with the precise wording changed to read "exhibits one or more of

the following characteristica." It is interesting tonote that the

definition includes a disclaimer that excludes "children whO ire
t

shcially maladjusted but not emotionally disturbed."

In regard to the identification of persons with emotional

disturbance, Kauffman (1977) stated:

"There are currently no tests that measure personality,

adjustment,' anxietY, 0or other relevant psychological con-

structs precisely enough to proLide a sound basis for defini-

tion of'emotioal disturbance. Reliability and validity of

psychometric tests are not adeqUate for the purpose of divid-

ing the disturbed from the non-disturbed ...Direct observa-

tion and measurement,..have natresolved the issue..:There is

no consensus among teachers or psychologists, regarding the

frequency of a given behavior (e.g. hitting a classmate) that

indicates emotional disturbance.

/n light of the controversy regarding the ability to dis-

tinguish emotionally disturbed individuals "from nondisturbed

individuals, it would seem to be evenmore difficult tOdistinguish

emotionally disturbed individuals from social 'maladjusted

individuals.
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When eevieWing the definitions of categories for severely

handicapped with auditOry impairments and severely.handicapped

.with 'visual impairments, the gceition of raliahility and validity

'of-diagnosis must also be raised. The determination of the extent'

of visual and auditory loss by etandard opthemology and audiology

testihg procedures is not possible for the majority of persons

classified as severely handicapped.
Assessments tend to rely upon

anctedotal information from parents and teachers. AlthOUgh this

type of informatiOn may he reliable, in many instances, there ia

much toom'for a misdiagnosis and for the posaibility of Resigning

the child an inappropriate label and 'educational program. The

ensuing educational programmay emphasize the use of Visual and.

tactual training to the exclusion of auditory training since the

child was labeled "deaf." In reality, the child's hearing Mecha-

niems might be intact and he/she had not effectively *learned" to

use auditory skills. In this case, the appropriate educational

program would have included intensive auditory training in an

effort.to maximize the use of existing auditory Skills that the

child posse-seed but'did not use effectively: Extreme care must he

taken so that the assigning of a categorical label does not pre-

clude appropriate pr/gremming.

-The definition opseverely/profoundly
retarded used by OSE is

exactly the same als the definition for\severely handicapped. (See

Table 2 for the definition of'severely handicapped). In effect

every child Who is classified as
severely,handicapped Can also 6e,

classified as severeli/profoundly retarded (by definitien). This

means that a child who fits the definition for severely handicapped

with emotional Aisturbance also fits the definition of

severely/profoundly retarded. *Thus, a major inconsistency exists

for those who.feel that retardation and eMotional disturbance are

different phenomena.

On the basis of definition and the current difficulties in

assessment, a child could very easily be plaoed within any number

of categories at the convenience of profesaionala (or available

programs), and not on the basis of the'actual handicapping condi;

tions. If there is validity to the supposition that children with

similar.handicaps require similar treatment and education within

homogeneous groups, then practices of subcategorizing within the

more general category of severely
handicapped would seem to be

doing as much harm as good. Those children who.are inaccurately

categerized may not . be proVided appropriate programs. A more

useful practice would be to develop educational programs based upon
-

demonstrated educational needs and not categorical labels that may

bek,based upon tenuous diagnostic information,
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2peation. 2t ir e currictilum areas thst have been identified

for each Subqats4nf.iceI arm markedly differeA? Based upon. the
review of five project reports made available, it is apparent that
curriculum areas addressed.by each Project are more similar than
different. (Refer to Table 3 for a description:of these pro-
jects by the population of students they reported to serve.)
Four of the five projects included instruction in the,Areas of
language/ comMonication, social, and ielf-help/behavior (ehe
:project for blind children only'StresseS vtsual stimulation
-within the project report).- Three of the five projeCts identi-
Zied the areas of academic Skills and vocational skills. Two
*ojects identified motor and cognitive skills and one-project
identified recreation skills as program areas.

Specific difference* in curriculUm areas reported by the
rious Projects may be due.to various factors. tor example, a-

4iroject servicing very-young children may not include vocational or
',1A-ecreation skill training dn the curriculum. Similarly, *project
; serving all ambulatory children might not include motor skill
training lithin the curriculUm. It can be assumed that at some
point in the life of a handiCapped individual '(from birth tte old
age) each of the currifuium areas represented within the projects
reviewed would be an aPpropriate area of attention,, regardless of
the individual's handicapping'conditions. There is no evidence
from the model projects reviewed that would support the supposition
that a child within one subcategory of.the severely handicapped
population would need training in a cUrriculum area different from''
those needed brchildren in the other subcategorical groupings.

Question 3: Are different instructional techniques and me-
thods of documenting student prOgress necessary for each subcate-.
_gory? AS can be observed in Table 4, all of the model projects
reviewed incorporated a data-based systeM for documenting student
prociress except the project serving blind infants that did not re-
port instructional techniques. Three of the four projects that
reported instructional methods adhere .to a behavioral aPproach.
The fourth project, serving children with emotional disturbance,
reported a psychoeducational approach incorporating an act4,0ty-
based intervention strategy. Differences in instructional
methodologies used by project personnel would seem to'be due to the

particular educational philosophy.of the professionals in charge

of each project and not due to the fact that one instructional
.approach was. specifically designed to teach a particular
subcategory of students. For example; the model project for
children with emOtional disturbance was not necessarily exemplary
of programs designed for severely &motionally disturbed children.
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The JUdeViris -Center fer Autistic Children in St. Louis, Missouri,

end the Spaulding "Youth Center (for emotionally diaturbed and

autistic Children) in Tilton, Now Flampihire, are ex les Ofa

pregrims that serve thildren who could be classified.as

t
.everely

handicapped with emotional disturbances (according to the defini-

tions in use by OSE) and adhere to a behavioral.'approach to educe=

tion. It appears that differences in instructional techniques and

measursment systems found in programa serving subcategories of

soverely handicapped children may be due to individual differences

in the training and Philosophies of the program staff and not due to

the specific subcategorical deisignationa to which students have

been assigned.

Question 4c Are different evaluation and assessment systems

necessary for each subcategory? Three of the five projects re-

viewed reported use of interdisciplinary assessments for the se- .

verely handicapped.children being served (refer to Table 5). The

extent of the assessment process of the three projects varies

somewhat in terms of the tyPes of professionals represented on the

assessment team:. The remaining two projects report a more limited

assessment process. The projeCt that serves children with emo-

tional dibturbance reported the use of .case histories, parental

.
interviews, and aelected behavioral checklists. The project serv-

ing blind children reported visual screening as the only assessment

provided.

Differences in the reported evaluation and assessment pro-_
cedures seem to be due more to individual program variations and

the particular children served by each project than to subcate-

gorical distinctions. For example, a project serving children

experiencing normal motor development probably would not include a

phys4tal. therapy .assessment as part of the assessment process .

however, this does not preclude the fact that other children.

assigned the same subcategerical designation, but not served

within the specific projec't, might evidence motor problems that

would necessitate physical therapy consultation.

.The assesement procedures reported by .the project serving

blind thildren seem questionable. The information gained from a

visual screening process alone would seem to be totally inadequate

for the development of appropriate educational intervention pro-

cedures for severely handicapped children: In order to effectively

meet the educational needs of severely handicapped children and

youth, evaluations should be performed by e variety of profession-

als prior to educational placement and periodically thereafter.

Assessments in the areas of medicine, communications, physical

and/or occupational therapy (in the case of physical handicaps or



motor Oetay), hearing, vision, and 'education would seem to be a
minima/requirement. 00000k .

Question S: Are r red educational settings different for
.

each subcategory? Table 6 shows that the educational placements

described within the projects reviewed were within ietegrated set-

tings, -with the exception of the project for blind children. The
project serving children with emotional disturbance reported inte-

grating those children into regular education classrooms.. The

-project serving students with auditory impairments reported a con-

tinuum of services ranging from institutional programs to inte-

grated classrooms with nonretarded hearing and deaf students. The

.remaining two projects,(for.deaf-blind children and -viSually im-

.1:mired children) are integrated inthe sense that children from the,

speCific-subcategorical grouping that the projeCt serVed.were

educated with seVerly handicapped ohildren Who coUld be designated

by other sUbcetegorical labels.

There is no evidence to indicate that children from specific

suboategorical groups required specialized settings for their
educational programs. As a matter of fact, the majority-of stu-

dents were being served within heterogeneous settings even though

the.practice of subcategorizing.students would imply'that homo-

geneous groups of students with similar labels wouldbe desirable.

Question 6: Are personnel training programs markedly dif-

ferent for personnel working with students in different sUbcats-

Oories? Table 7 shows the personnel training requirements delin-

eated in the five projects reviewed. It should be noted that the

training topics in Table 7 do not necessarily represent compie-.

hensive programs designed for teachers of the severely handicap-

pedl but are specific topics identified by each project for staff

and/or teachers who are already teaching the students served by the

project. It should also be noted that specifiC content within the

topics addressed was not identified in any of the reports reviewed.

While there are certain similarities among training com-

ponents (e.g., measurement methods, IEP preparation, reMediation

Arategies), there are definite differences that relate tO sub-

categories of students. For example, the-project report'for deaf-
blind students stressed visual and auditory assessment and
specific remediation approaches. The project:serving children

with visal impairments inclUded mobility training and vision-

training. The project serving children with emotional disturbance

included specific diagnostic approaches and research-and theory in

autism and severe emotional disturbance. It seems that specialized

trainingfor perilonnel interacting with '.students from different

subCategorical groUps maybe an important conSideration.
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Table 3

Curriculum Arse Identified In the Prefects Reviewed

Currieuhrot Arara Bporalled Spoeitio Currioraran
,-

Drailliked SAWtratoueraL .Solfhelp
Stator, Preasadentk and.Pre-
MARINA - .

, Not NAHA' in report

.,

Aralikery
Intrakmont t

Solflielp. interaveresrail
noletions. Cognitive.

"Lelltralite. PreHlreratioriel

- Serial Laranki Crari
,

'Aim toe the Mentally
Rraardred (adepted her
Mitiy kaNitments);
irahavioral Dimmer/AA,
Progreraran . ..

Vrassi Irapainnent.

'

Uraliteram Cognitive. Salf-
Help/SAW. MOW. Vora.
tioneL ftwoodon o

Notaddreeeed --

Mind Vieura stimulation
.

Hot addressed

Emrationelly Draurbed
.-

Behavior. Sociallation,
Cornmunatien. Preoradomia

Deralopmentel Therapy -
.

Table 4

instructional Approaches Identified in thi Projects Reviewed

ProWt Category instructional Technology

Deal71111ind A behavioralrarnedial approach incorporating task analysis, behavior
analysis techniques and direct data on programs.

Auditory
impairmAt

A behavioral approrals incorporating ,Ahavior analyds trahniques and
weekly prob.- deta on assessment objectives (SDP).

Visual.
imps innent

A beravior rag:coach incorporraing behavior analysis techniqun and Pre
. ;bran Teachinodeta coliration rachniquet.

Mind Not diesernibie horn 010111Ct report.

Enrationaity Disturbed
.

Psychoeducetional approach incorporating an activity based intervention
model and periodic probes on subjective rating scales and video tapra.
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Table 5

Evakiation and Assesernent Approaches Identified in the Projects Reviewed

pf *MI cotollorY
Evekation and Anewnent Methods ..

Derg.1111ni , . Tramdiatiplinery Team ibosonteatto Saeld Work; PrrehologY, Nord%
Davelopmened Theraphy litteludes setteery.Motor functioning, Physical
"weft pedletria.neureleehelt, Communisation, Edueetionel Oneludes
aseemmtnt *owlet's who mike TAI10, DCP, ew.

Aidlosty involuting Pmeheedoseetionel TommAstearnentm,Atodisbeleel, WOW, ftWtoloey,
Lampart, Eduestiond (MCP, welter rating teeles):

Viatel Impehment .
IMIsemlele Teem Assmonentss Psyhology, Special Motion and orin-

mMois when lielletelleY. Aseasailents MOW* intellieenee, Wolof, loh.

MAP ohd 40141 ., .

Mod .

. .

Viand sareenble is tila only amanment reported.,

trotatisoally DItorbest Com Wages end mantel interview, behavior chscldigs (DeegoPMetWel
Therapy elmeldist. MAN **WOO. .

Table 6

Educational:Settings Identified in the Projects Reviewed

holed Category Edueetional Sett*.

Dearillind Severely multiply handicapped classrooms in the public schools.

Auditory impairment Integrated gunrooms of hewing ang deaf students
Deof education claws
WAH clams for ft deaf
Home programs
Institutional programs .

Visual Impairment :Existing plecimenu (Includes institutions . for the mentally retarded,
school for the blind, nubile schnoli In set.contained ciassrooms, resident.
fal *MOW for the emotionally disturbed ).

Mind School for the blind, ipscial class.

Emotionally Disturbed Integrated settings within public and private schonls.
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Table 7

Mem*. Tre Wine Components Identified in the Proieot Wooed

Wends. Troining.Componentspreent cation.

preporrolint terrieelleillroltaViond inemtetionel seelleSsom einnesde
enemtemmtmid dogs weintelogy, eudrologinslaroaromMee add Woad ind

: -.emining appromhea, vbeitimOsermet see nommlAnd **Wee seereaclem

Auditory. APPileation rei behavior itaddiesdan mineiplas. Maga* of esendiMil he
thothhhe sus, renWdiedon etnnegim, draloping lel's, limemont management ,

coloronleni rci enclimit Mar et Movoestiowel training, ..
.

Viand Dontlopmental wiiining end ammement lownention stressides, orlon*:
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gml,stip,n 7.r Ii it realistic to subcategorize, given the low

incidence of these ,atndents in any one school district or:area? In

actuai practice, the homogeneoue grouping of students is the

.exception rather than the rule. The humber Of student* identified.

ap having severe handicaps within. a local .scheol. district is

extremely stall. It is likely that such students will be placed

within A variety of educational settirols .such ae residential

programs for the mentally retarded, special classes-for severely

handicapped students, special clasaes for trainable 'mentally

retarded stedenta,and, in soMe.cases: regular education class-

rooms With special help. 'Even in areas where special claisrooms

exist forseVerely retarded children, deaf-blind 'Children, emo-
.

tionaliy didturbed children, physically handicapped children, and

so 'on,, the range of handicapping conditions'within each.clataroOm

is often extreme. This fact presents a reil problem for persons

supporting subcategorical educational placements for severely.

handicapped children.

Summary of Model Project Review

'Although the sample of model demonstration project -reports

reviewed Was small, it was representative oE programs currently

Undir development for severely handicapped children' and youth.

There appears to be little support within the .projedt reports

reviewed for the practice of Subcategorizing SeVerely handiCapped

children.

It should be pointed out that subsegdent to '1977, .0SE has:

discontinued the practice of isbuing contracts based upon sub-

categorical 'differentiations within the mire general category of

severely handicapped.' However, a substantial number of -states

continue to differentiate subclasses of severely handicapped

individuals. This can be eVidencedloy the continued development of

special programs for children variouslYlabeled'asautistfc, deaf-

blind, mentally retarded, physically handicaPped, etc. Such

programs should be carefully evaluated in'terms of individual

student needs.' Programs should not continue to be developed that

are based upon unfounded theoretical constructs, or tenuous.as-

sesament methods, or "tradition." .

ALTERNATIVES TO CATEGORICAL SERVICE DELIVERY MODELS

Abasic drawback to the traditional, categorical education

model was expressed by Pechter (1979) who made the following

statement in reference to placement of children' in special educe-

tion classes:
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1Un4in0 i* ballad on the 100, attached to A child, -Tn*

4choOl'e inSentiVe::lieS' in- labeling alt many children as

ossible at minimal, expense. AerviCe delivery models reward

th Se districts:that can incorpOrate childrenWith the-least

pose ie chefige in existiial programs. Most planning, there-.

fore, I guided by an archaic structure which still:equates

--garead-labels-wi,th-rigidly defined, slots for placing children.

Relying on "the way we have always .done it" is a simpler,

safer, and programatic reepcnee for school personnel who feer

tbe wrath of superiors. Overcoling this Myopic vision to

press for structural changes demands'imagination, skill, and

the courage: to confront entrenched bureaucratic precticei.-

Assessments designed to-Assure the label without indicatinga

need fiar unaVailable services meet the'criteria most appeal'!

ing to adminiatration: They brinq.inthe.most money for the

leait expense. (p.69)

Although the above quote may seem'unjustly harsh, it raises

an lune that must be addressed. The categorical eduCation for-

mula rewards educational systems for labeling children as re-

tarded, emotionally disturbed, etc., and-for displacing them

from regular classroom settings into spedial classes.

Hobbs (1975) has raised another critical issue pertaining to

the classification of children:

"Categories and labels are powerful instruments for social

regulation aod, control, and they are often employed for

obscure, covert, or harmful purposes; to degrade people, to

deny them access to opiaortunity, to exclude undesirables

whose presence in zome way.offends, disturbs familiar cus-

toms, or demands extraordinary efforts." (reported in

Pechter: 1979, p.71).

Whether or not one agrees or disagrees with the Above state-

ments, serious questions must be raised concerning the efficacy of

the categorical services delivery model. The potentials for misuse

T are evident; diagnostic procedures and labeling practices are

questionabie; the harmful effects of labels upon students are

potentially devastating; misplacement of students is a comMon

occurrence"; and the supposed benefits fo,r the hothogeneous-

grouping of students iZ unsubstantiated. The concept of educa-

tional programs based upon the specific needs of each individual

Student eliminates the'need-for categorical education systems.



The praCtiCe of aasigning educational placements on the basis
ofteggriCal labgla may be viewed a; counterproductive to the
deVelopment of an appropriate educational prograii:-. Within the'
categorical system, students are placed according to diagnosed.
handicap. Students diagnosed as emotionally disturbed are placed
in special class arrangeMents with other students assigned the sme
label. Studento with Standford-Binet IQ scores between 51 and 36
are assigned to classrooms for the trainable mentally retarded. It
is only after, diagnosis and .placement has occurred that the
student' s educational needs are determined. At this point the
teacher's ability to meet the studerit..s needs is determined by the
specific environment in which_ the student was placed. E'or example,
a student is identified as severely .emotionally disturbed .and
placed in a special class with other emotionally disturbed studenta
in a special school, The teacher determines that the student needs
normal peer interaction to promote appropriate social skille,. but
there are no appropriate peer models within the special school.
ThUs, the student's educational needs cannot be met.

An alternative approach would be to assess the student's
educational needs, and then determine placement 'based upon con-
sideration.of these needs and possible environments that would best
meet them. In the above example, :the student's needs would be
assessed and placement would include 'access to appropriate peer
models. With this approach, the neeid for labeling would be 'mini-
mized.

Ns previously stated, Sontag et al. (1977) suggested an
alternatiVe to the categorical service delivery model. Sailor and
Haring (1977) made further elaborations on this model. This
service delivery model could be classified ea "ncincategorical"
since the emphasis is placed upon the educational service needs of
students and not categorization by handicapping condition. Educa-
tional placements within the service needs model (noncategorical)
are redefined into four basic components: . handicapped early
education (serving preschool-aged children); basic skills develop-
ment (serving school-aged cM1dren in the curriculum areas of self-
care,' motor, communication, social, preacademic, prevocational);
academic special education (serving school-aged children in the
curriculum areas of comMunication, social, academic, vocational,
cOmmunity living, etc.); and career special .education (serving
post7school-aged individuals).

, Within the service needs model, referrals to the basic skills
Or academic special class would be based upon the extent of educa-
tional need-as determined by assessment and program plan. Students
who are currently labeled deafblincl; mentally retarded, emo-
tionally disturbed, or orthopedically handicapped wo-uld. be
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óduCaiOd in inkterOgenOUM P/ACenente detetnined
solely On the

asla Of:adUCAtiptlel need. POPending on specific needs,' stii-.

d ente could be aSSigsed to.regUlar OdUCetion elassee with,,..

:speCial help, adadentc special education classes, baSiC skills
classes,"or any conbination:sf these classeS,on a full or part

tine basis.

As reported bygelch'(1979). eleven states currently utilize

noncategorical teacher certification reguiretents for teachers of

the handicapped. Twelve additional states report to be considering

such a servicii delivery mOdel. T> state of Vermont, for,exampler

currently offers four baeic.ce t tificatlons for teachers of the

handicapped,in addition.to three specialist credentials. Special

education certifications offered are:

Teacher of the. HandicapPetl: Early Essential gducation;

2. Teacher of the Handicapped: Intensive Special Education

Classrooms for Multi-Handicapped;

3. Teacher of the .Handicapped:. Special Education Class

Progeams/ReSource Teacher Programa;

Xeacher, of the Handicapped:. Diversified OccupatiOns

Programs.

Specialist credentials offered are:

1. Special Educat'ion Specialist: Speech and Language

Pathologist;

Special Education Specialist: Coneulting Teacher/

Learning specialist;

3. Special Education Administration: Coordinator of spe-.'

cial Education Services.

0
Implications for Educational Services and Prograffis

The advantages of a noncategorical service delivery model at

the local school district levelSre.'numerous when compared to the

categorical approach. These advantSges are found both in relation

4 to administrative 'policies and classroom education.' Below ard

listed some of the more.important advantages ota noncetegorical

approach to serving handicapped students in the public schools.
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Teacher.racruitment and selection systems would be

vasXly siMplified. Administrators need worry onliabout

recruiting foUr.tilpes of teachers instead of up to'

sixteen types°(some *of which are extremely herd to find).

2. Transportation needs (and costs) may be teduced.

Within the categorical -service delivery systeM,

claSsrOoMs for 10W-incidence populations. (severely
retarded autistic, orthopedically handicapped, deaf-

blind, hard of hearing, etc.) are generally either

dispersed throughout the echool district or are located

in* few central laications. Students, once labeled, must

then be :.transported to the classrooms that are

'supposedly designed to meet their educational needs.

Within a noncategorical system, students malvattend the

basic Skills classroom or academic special education
.

classroom or regular classroom that iS closest to their

-home.

3. Fewer qualified teachers may be needed to'serve the

same number of children. In a hYPothetical situation, a

'rural achool dilitrict might identify three students as

autistic, four students'as severely mentally retarded,

two students as dear-blind, four students as.severely

orthopedic'elly handicapped, and four students as,train-

ably mentally retarded. All of the students arebetween

t4e ages of six-and eight years of age and demonstrate.a

need for basic skills training (self-care,beginning

-communication, motor, and social skill areas). Within

the categorical system, the .school distriCt must

create a special class for each of the disability

areas and.recruit teachers certified- within these

specific areas. This represents a total of five
classrooMs and five teachers. Within a noncategorical

service delivery system, students would be placed

according to instructional need (all need basic skills

training)... In this case, the school district may need

to create only three basic skills classrooms (with a.

maximum of BiX students per class) and hire only three

teachers certified in basic skills instruction.

4. Facilitat4ng interaction between parents and teachers.

Within the categorical educational system, the emphasis

is placed on diagnostic labels and the perceived dif-

ferences between students assigned different labels.
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1114Whera Vh0.teaCh Students labeled autistic may feel

that they have little in cOmMon With, and.thuS,'45) need

to interact-with teachers and parents of students 1001. .

ed mentally retarded, Oaf-blind, 'trainable mentallY

retarded, etc. Likewise parents of students labeled

severely/multiply handicaOped may feel,that they haVe

little in common with parents- and teachers of:studentS

libeled emotionally disturbed, orthopeditally

, handicapped; etc. AS a reault, _many teachers (and

parents) feel iselated when they lack access to other

teachers (or parents) with children having similar'

labels. '

. rn the.case of the noncategorical system, artifi-

cial differences between ptudents are not emphasized.

Each atudent AS viewed As uniquely different from every

other stuflent, yet all students within, for exaMPie,

t$4Sic skills instruction,_ have similar :educational

needs. Parents of students whomight be labeled emo,-

tionally disturbed within the traditional model may find

that they have much in common with parents of children

who might be.assigned various other labels. The educa-

tional needs of their children.are similar and thebe

children might attend the same-school, and even have the

same teacher. Artificial communisations barriers may

dissolve when-labels are eliminated, and when the empha-

sis is directed towards educational needs.

5. A continuum of educational services. Under the present

categorical system, what hapPens to a student who is

placed within Ilassroom designed for students with

similar labels, and who eventually meets-the exit cri-

teria for that placement? Where is that-student's next

placement? The, answer to this question is-probably as

varied as the number of school districts across the

nation. One common practice is to re...labeX the student

trainably mentally retarded or educably menially retard-

ed and to place the stddent within one of these two types

of classes on thebesis of IQ score. Another efternative

is to develop.a continuum of services for each disability

area (e.g., severely emotionally disturbed, moderate)y

emotionally 'disturbed, mildly emotionally disturbed,

and no.' longer .emotionally disturbed). A third

possibility, akso not uncommon, is to allow the.student

to remain in his/her original placement even though that

placement is judged to be inappropriate.
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In a noncategerical sysiem, the centinUumlof ser-

vices im apparent: basic skills, academic. special

education,- regular clAas placement with Supportive

services, regular class placement. There is no question'

as to what, the next placement should be for a student

reaching exit -criteria from a basic skills classroom.

The quetition becomes, which of several classrooms would

best meet the student's current edUcational needs?

Implications for Funding Patterns

A major issue of concern .when attempting to restrticture

educational systems is the issue of funding. The federal govern-

ment provides monies for-special education to each state) based

upon,tbs numbers of students identified and served within each

disability category. Along With federal funds appropriated to'each

state,.state legislatures provide varying amounts of tax dollars to

be applied to the state special education budget. -States then

channel funds for special education to local educational programs

through various formulas (depending upon the state). Within the

categorical education model, the amount of funds allocated to each

local-program is typically determined by the number of students

within each disability category. Ae exprlysed by Pechtek (1979),

"funding.is based upon the label attached taithe child (p. 69)."

Public Law 94-142 does not require services to be provided to

special education- students on the basis of categorical desig-

nations of exceptionality,',but does establish categories for

monitoring and state ad ountability purposes. /n other words,.when

considering alternativ to a categorical service delivery system,

it must 'be understoo that.students must be categorized by
disability at the sta level in order to qualify for federal

dollars. -However, cat ories are-not federally mandated at the

local level.

States that h ve adopted noncategorical service delivery

models have been forced to alter their funding patterns by the very

e hature of the system. Students are not labeled at the.local level;

thus, funds to local school agencies cannot be based-upon number of

students within each category. The types of funding patterns

adopted hy these states seeth to be especially supportive of

approprlaie set!Vices to students, while discouraging the practice

of increusing special education enrollments in order to gain an

.increase in funds..

Hobbs (1975) cites a rePort by Reynolds (undated) in which the

.state of Minnesota moved to alleviate the problems of funding local

districts in relation to the number of students identified within

disability categoriee:
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"Befor, .10U7, the state financiAl.aid system was similar to

.that folloWed in most of the nation; that is, special state

financial aids were Paid to local districts,for very handi7

capped child identified by category,: and placed, in a seParete

program of some form--mostly in,special education ci sssss .

The system rewarded educators for labeling children as re-

tarded or-emotionally disturbed, etc,' and, for displacing

then from regular clasSrooni settings into special classes.

in 1957, the support .in terms of ,child "categoriee was

recognized so being dyefunctional and a" new plan was initiat-

.
ed. instead of dispensing funds according to the labels that

were attached to childrein, the state began to pay 2/3 of the

salary costs of the personnel- -who were heeded to serve the

children with special needs. Thus, the attention 14aS shifted

from the child's handicap to the quality of the pereonhel- or

programs that fulfilled his educational needs. The commUni-

ties redeiving funds were able to developmore and better

options to serve the children involVed." (Hobbs,. 1975, I),

100-101)

It is interesting to note that Minnesota is not one of the

ttates that currentlyoffers noncategorical teacher certification.

The ,financial-aid model that has been- developed in Minnesota,

hOwever, is one that would be worIcable within a noncategorical

model.
As

The state of Vermont (a noncategorical state), for example,

has adopted a similar model. Local education agencies (LEA's) pay

average-per-pupil costs (cost for educating one student averaged

across all students educated within an LEA) for each special

education student. In other words, the LEA pays the same amount for

educating a severely handicapped student that is paid for educating

a student who is enrolled in a regular class. Additional costs

for educating special education
students are paid for by the .

state of Vermont. In addition, the state of Vermont also pays

75% of the salaries of speech pathologists and consulting

teachers (consulting teachers provide special support services

to mildly handicapped students) and 100% of the salaries of

educational specialists (educatienal specialists provide special

support services to multihandicapped students) and the coordina-

tors of special education services hired by LEA's.

The funding models of Minnesota and Vermont would seem to be a

vast .improvement over categorically7based funding plans. These

models reward LEA's for developing appropriate services (in termis
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Of needed prOfeseionals at reduced cost and.special services at no

toot to the LEA) and. Offer no incentives for increasing special

edUcation attendance roles.

Inplications for Teachers Training Programs

The development of a system of services that focuses on
educational needs would require a realignment of traditional

teacher training prograMs.. Teachers could no longer be trained

along categorical line'S (Categorical teacher training programs,-

like categorical service deliVery models, gain credibility through

stressing different disability categories). When students are

viewed from an educational point of view instead of a medical or

psYchological point of view, differences between students repre-

senting different disability categories are minimized.

When reviewing competencies stressed in teacher training

programs for children labeled mentally retarded, emotionally

disturbed, orthopedically handicapped, etc., more similarities

than differences are identified. For example, all special educa-

tion teachers must be coftetent in assessment, the.setting of goals

and objectives, task analysis, evaluation, instructional methods, .

and curriculum adaptation and developmeht. Differences exist

between curriculum content and specific skills related to specific

handicapping conditiona. Teachers of orthopedically handicapped

students Must havnextensive knowledge in positioning-. and handling

techniques, normal and abnormal motor development, and soMe

knowledge of physical therapy techniques. Teachers of students who

are nonverbal must have knowledge of.communication development and :

the teaching of augmented communication techniques (e.g., sign

language and communtcation, boards). The teacher of the

multihandicapped must have all .of -these competencies, since

multihandicapped studenta may exhibit various disabilities.

MoveMent toward a nongategorical service delivery model

requires that teachers acquire a greater diversity of skills. All

teachers, including regular education teachers, must acquire

skills that will allow them to teach children displaying a variety

of handicaps. This is not only a requirement of the noncategorical

service delivery model, but a necessary requirement for providing

appropriate educational'programnfor handicapped individuals in

least restrictive settings. There is no justification of the

removal of a student to a special classroom setting simply because

he/she is deaf, blind, or restricted to a wheelchair.

A teacher must possess theoability to interact effectively

with" onaultants who have greater expertise in areas where the

teac er's training may be limited. Teachers must be able to
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interaCt With Speech pathOlOgists, and adaptive physical edu-

gators; tO name a few prOfeSeionalis wA0 may be involved in the

education ofkandicappsd students.

Teachers of the'handicapped must poseess competencies in at

leaet the following areas:.

1. Implementation of a. teaching method that is responeive

to the indiVidusl differences and needs of the student and

Whichexpfic4kZdefines andineasures student progress;

2. Understanding of normal and abnormal motor, communica-

tion, social, cognitive, and sensorydevelopment;

3. Evaluation, 'adaptation, and develoOment of curricula

that will generalize to curriculum areas for students with

varying curricular needs.

In order to accomplish these goals, teacher trainers must

broaden their perspectives, resolve their differences in educa-

tional philosophy (which are for the most part based upon artifi-

dial constructs), and attempt to work togethertoward thedeveloP-

ment of effective teacher training programs.

Implications for.Child Advocacy Groups

Child advoccy groups, such as The National Association for

Retarded Citizens, National Socielty for AutisticChildren, United

Cerebral Palsy Association, National Association for the Deaf-

Blind, National Association for Children with Learning Dis-

abilities, National Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and

Adults, and Epilepsy Foundation of America, to name a few repre,

sentative groups, have played a vital rore in'the development Of

appropriate educational programs for handicapped children. As can

be seen by the very titles of these organizations, advocacy groups

have also developed along categorical lines. There is great

concern that the effectiveness of such groups would be reduced

within a noncategcrical service needs model of education. These

fears (although very real Within the minds of parents, teachers,

and other advecates) seem to be unsubstantiated. As a matter of

fact, the potential exists for even greater effectiveness of

advocacy groups within a service needs model. For example, basic

skills classrooms and academic special education classrooms are

comprised of students who demonstrated specific educational needs,-

regardless of handiApping condition. Students who might be

labeled mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, autistic, or
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Orthopcdteaily handicapped My be educated within the same basic
skills Or apademie special education classroom. This situation
provides for parents, who may hold memberships in varieus advocacy
groups, the opportunity to interact with each other parents around

issues of common Interest such as the appropriate education of
their 'cliildren, post-school options-for handicapp.d individuals,

resOite care opportunities, and so on. When issues or problems
arise, the combined resources of several advocacy groups would
naturally be involved in the resolution of the issue'.

Within the state of Vermont for example, advocacy groups ouch
as the Vermont Assocation for Retarded Citizens, Vermont Society

for Autistic Citizens, and the Epilepsy Association of Vermont are
.quite strong eVen'though Vermont follows a service needs model of

education. These special itttereq,groups have also.joined together

to form, the Vermont Coalition for the Handicapped that is coMprised.

of representatives -of the various special interest groups. The
Coalition for the. Handicapped meets. several times a year and
functions to unite the resources of the various groups to resolve

problems facing all handicapped individuals.

Implications for Changing the System.

To develop a service needs modelof education, several general

systems changes are necessary. The' state departments of education

must initiate the process by changing certification standatds for

special education teachers. Categorical certifications would be
replaced by generic* certifications such as Teacher of the

Handicapped: Basic Skills Insttuction and Teacher of the.Handi-

capped: Academic Special Education. Changes in certification
would affect hirin'g practices and service delivery at the local

district leveq., and would thus require changes in teacher training

programs at the university level. Teachers currently certified and

working within categorical classrooms would probably require

inservice- training programs to add additional competencies that

Would allow them to teach students with varying handicapping
conditions.

Ideally, the federal'government should realign federal fund-

ing patterns toward he elimination of categorical fabels. Al-

though this step is'not. necessary for the development of needs

service delivery models at the state and local level, the federal

government should take a leadership role in the development of more

efficient andinore appropriate service delivery models for serving

handicapped citizens.
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ANALYSIS

by now the least 'restrictive envirenment (LRE) provision of Public

Law 94-142: The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

is familiar to moat educators. .Section 612(5) (b) of .the law

requires that placement maximize:the education of the handicapped

child with his or her.nonhandicapped peers. Specifically thie
section of the law 'requires:.atate education agencies (SEA's) to

ensure that "... to the maximum extent apPropriate,'handicapped

children are educated with.children who are not handicapped,

and that special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of

handicapped children from the regular educational environment

oscura only when the nature of severity or the handicap is such that

education in regular classes witb the use of supplementary aids and

services cannOt be achieved satisfactorily." The concern for the

integration of handicapped stUdents into services which also serve

their : nonhfndicapped peers extends to nonacademic and

extracurricular activities as well. SEA's are to ensure that

handicapped students participate in recess, meals, school events

and services, and extracurricular activities with those who are not

handicapped, again, "to the maximum extent appropriate."

Because the LRE requirements represent a significant depar-

ture from the special education status cao., and because the law and

regulations ostensibly depend heavily on individual determinations

of "appropriateness," implementation of the LRE provisions has
proven intensely controversial and may represent .the most

substantive problem in implementing P.L. 94-142. Despite concerns

of ambiguity regarding how to operationalize the LRE provisions in

general, there has emerged a strong (though of course not unchal-.

lenged) consensus regarding the:appliCation of LRE to the design

and delivery of services.for severely handicapped students. In

essence, the position holds that it is de facto appropriate for all

severely handicapped students to receive educational services in

those educational- environments that are attended by their
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nonlAndicoppod imamate* ,and to xperience interaotione With non-

'handicapped.peere thrOUghont tos course of the school years. This

oesition is! inAffect, an interpretation of LRE as an integration

imperatve (Gilhool apdStutman,' 1978):

There is no Cognizable reason lder the statutes fOr handi-

Capped-only Centers, certainl! not on the Beale they now

eXiSt. . /f a child can COme to a. school at,all, even to a

Self-contained claSs in a haedicapped-Only center, he can

come to a self-contAined class in a normal school. Any

teaching technique that can be Used in A self-contained

class can be used in A regular school building.H There Are'

few if any: legitiMate teaching Strategies which require the

complete isolation of a child froth interaction with other

childreU, and the few such Strategies that there may be

apply -to very few children and for verY short perioda. Of

time.

Logic, ethics, legislation, litigation, research data, and

demonstration efforts have all contributed .6) the evolution of this

consensus position. The various arguments have been clearly

articulated and will pot be repeated here (see especially Bricker,.

1978; Brown, Branston, Hamre, Nietupski, Johnson, Wilcox, and

Gruenewald,. 19791 Jailhool and Stutman, 1978; Hambleton and

Ziegler, 1974; and (MOE Response to Task Force on Deinstitution-

alization of the Mentally Ill, 1979).

Discussions of LRE typically focus on'the characteristics of

physical placement (cf. Aloia, 1978; Kenowitz, Zweibel, and Edgar,.

1978). While integration into regular attendance centers.is a

necessary condition, .it is ndt sufficient' for realizing least

restrictive educational environments for severely handicapped.

students. In addition to the presence of nonhandicapped students

in the same facility, other criteria seem necessary (Brown! Wilcox,

Sontag,,Vincentpodd, and Gruenewald, 1977; Wilcox, 1979):

1. Presence of nonhandigapped peers.

This criterion, an extension of the basic. inte-

gration requirement, examines the extent to which the

nonhandicapped students in the educational setting are

peers of the handicapped students. Peers are most often

defined in terms of age equivalence. For example; the

peers of a handicapped.secondary-age student would be

nonhandicapped secondary-age students. But the environ-

ment is restrictive if the secondary-age student's

"peers"Are elementary aged or preschoolers.
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Inte_raotion with nonhandicapped students in school

enVirOnMents.

While the mere presence of both nonhandicapped and :

handicapped students in a school building is clearly a

,stsp toward educational integration, such a placement-

remains restrictive to the extent that there is not

planned and functional interaction between the two

gtOupa. Segregation of severely handicapped into wings,

floors, or pods of regular school buildings, with separ-

ate access, lunchroom, and recreational fecilities, does

not represent the spirit of least restrictive placement.

It would seem that, at a minimum, severely handicapped

students should integrate with nonhandicapped peers in

hallways, lunchrooms, .and playgrounds.

3. Ratio of handicapped to nonhandicapped

. As the ratio -c.f.-handicapped to nonhandicapped

students in an educational setting exceeds that.of the..

population as a whole, placement becomes restrictive.

.Thu4, a school should provide compelling justification

for housing multiple classes of low prevalence students

within the same building when the services required by

these students are not so unusual as to be unavailable if

classes were dispersed throughout the system. While the

severely handicapped are 4 low-incidence group, thus.

Making it administratively effective to cluster students

for services, one must bear in mind that the ability of

the student, rather than administrafive convenience, is

the final criterion.

4. Equality of access to educational facilities.

The educational and nonacademic facilities avail-

able to severely handicapped students must be comparable

to those available to their nonhandicapped peers. If

nonhandicapped students normally have access to librar-

ies,'cafeterias, gymnasiums, and locker room facilities, .

then the same resources must be available to handicapped'

students. A placement in which severely handicapped

students have lunch in their classroom, or do not have

access to kocker room facilities after physical educa-

tion activities, must be considered restrictive. Simi%

larly, a program which provides vocational training and

placement for nonhandicapped secondary-age students,

but not severely handicapped secondary students, is

discriminatory and restrictive.
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5. tl2t..aja_Org.aniFation of school day.

The length-and Orgenisation of the achool day for

severely handicepped students should approximate that of.

nonor Iess handidapPed peers. If nonhandicaPped stu-

dents attend school from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. five days

a week, then so should severely handicapped students.. An.

.
arrangement whereby handicapped students arrive at

school late anddepart eerly because.it is convenient for

sooial, financial! administrative, or logistical

reasone is untenable. Similarly, the organization of

the school day shOuld be patterned .after the system in

:effect for' eonhapdicapped Students. If nonhandicipPed

elementary students attend class in rooms that are self-

contained with'one teacher providinglinstrUction in.all

curriculum 'domains, then similar self-contained

arrangements are. justified for.Orclass of severely

handicapped students, HoweVer, if classrooms attended

by nonhahdicapped students include' team teaching .

Activities and relevant support staff (art, musid, and

sO on), then so Ediould services to a classroom attended

py severely handiCapped students. Since nor:handicapped

high school stu4ents typically travel through the school

building taking classes in different settings, the

educational environment for severely .handicapped

secondary students might, be considered restrictive

unless it provides similar opportunities to move through"

the school environment.

6. Quality of educational services.

The educational placement of severely handicapped

Students is restrictive to the extent that educational

and supportive services are not available from competent

professional personnel. Programs for severely.handi-

capped students,designed and delivered by uncertified

teachers or by professionals who are unfamiliar with

severe handicapping conditionnare restrictive no matter

how well intentioned.

The consensus that integrated settings are the basic feature

of LRE for the severely handicapped has recently been articulated

in several public ferums. A resolution passed unanimously by The

Association for Severely Handicapped, a 5000-member 'national

organization advocating quality sTices for severely handicap-

ped citizens, calla for the clorling of segregated schools and

inStitutions, because, by definition, they do nOt include the
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integratiOn With'the nenhandicapped community that is essential

for functional programming fOr the Severely handicapped. The

U.S. Office of EducatiOn response to the cabinet...level Task

FOrce On Deinstitutionalization of the Mentally I11 (1979)

takes a position against segregated school placement of the

handicapped.

...As with institutioaal programs-in general, segregated

educational services for the handicapped'are restrictive

of opportunitiesto learn to.interact with the nonhandi-

capped segment of society and to develop the constella-

tion of skills required to survive with'maximum indepen-

dence.

It .is not appropriate to debate whether there

should be deinstitutionalization or the desegration of

self-contained educational facilities: legislation and

litigation have, mandated deinstitutionalization, 'and

demonstration projects have shown the feasibility of

educational models which serve both severelY handicapped

students and their nonhandicapped agemates. Rather, the

question is how .to move most effectively from the

status quo to the realization pf more normal community-

based educational, residential, and vocational services

for the institutionalized handicapped citizens and thost

yet in the educational system. Clearly there must be.

significant change on a variety of levels (pp. .10-11).

Integrated educational programs are important because

they represent the strongest hope for institutional

prevention.

The call for nonsegregated-educational programs for severely

handicapp.ed students may seem revolutionary in light of a service

delivery history which'' as recently as 1975, frequently failed to

extend' even basic educational oppoitunities to students with

severe and profound handicapping conditions. However, from other

perspectives, identifying the self-contained classroom'in a regu-

lar school building as the basic entitlement may actually be

somewhat conservative. Today in Italy, for exaMple, there are

programs in both rural and urban areas which have assigned all

handicapped -children, including the severely handicapped, to

regular education with requisite support services (Posternack,

1979a, 1979b).

Despite the existence of a popular and clearly articulated

philosophy and operational definition of LRE as it appliee.to

severely, handicapped students, there remains a significant dis-
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crepe c between the philoSophy and the status qUo. Aecording to a

re ent s VC( (gen0WitZ, Zweibel, and Edgar, 1978), 70% of the,

s ts la eled moderately and severely handicapped axe served in

self-contal d -special education centers. Furthermore, fully 20%

of the school districts represented in the sample indieated their .

intent to build additional segregated educational facilities for

the mildly, moderately, and severely handicapped, The. 1979 Report

to Congress on the implementetien of P.L. 94-142 reVeals that

during the 1976-77 school year-7,-1/4% of the'handicapped students

ere served in separate schools or "other edUcatienal environmente

such as homes-, .bospitals, and inetitutions, while. date for the

1977-78 school year show slightly over 6% served outside integrated

public school settings (Progress Toward a Free, Appropriate public

Education, 1979): Taken together,"ese.data reflect a relatively

high degree of educational segregation, and are somewhat

.surprising, given the growing number of programs throughout the

nation which demonstrate the feasibility of providing'service in

integrated educational settings. In light of.the professional.

conaenaue and the various legal gnd programmatic argumenta'sup-

. porting it, the appropriate question is not, "Should we do it?" or

"Does it work?", but rather, "How can we make it work?". Now

that the basic criterion has
been articulated, it is time to

fecus, not on further consensus, but on implementation.

Q

APPRAISAL-
The program activity of the U.S. Office of Special Education's

(OSE) Special Needs Section (SNS), since its inception in 1974, is

probably an accurate reflection of thehistory and development of

the general position on LRE espoused by leaders in the field of

services to severely handicapped students. The position.of OSE can

be monitored by examining the focus of the Mrs let by ,SNS, while

developments in.the field are reflected inboth the language of the

proposals submitted and the activities of the demonstrations

themselves. (In the following discussion, all references are to

fiscal rather than calendar years.)

Analysis of REP Requirements
The'first request for proposals focused on telecommunications

projects specifidally targeted' for "those severely handicapped

children and youth who are homebounddue to restricted mobility or

to other aspects of social performance or physical involVement."

The REP was to a degree a response to the status quo: at that time

10% of the severely handicapped school-age population was

estimated to be homebound. -The concern at that point in time wa's
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SiMply.to initiate services or .to enrich students' "general life

situations" rather than to attempt a more direct systems change.

The RFP's from fiecal 1975 through 1979 rather effectiVely

ignored the.iSsues related tO the context or location.of service

delivery. nese years focused on the design of "comprehensive

educational services" which would serve as- demonstrations of

general-coMpliance with the impending requirements of P.L. 94-142.

The'provision for services in the least restrictive educational
environment was not specifically'highlighted.

. The RFP's designed.for fiscal 1978 centained the first direct

referenoe to integration and to the context in which model educe-

tional,services would be delivered. _This position has become well
known as "the criterion of Ultimate functioning" .(Brown,.
Nietupski, and Hamre-Nietupski, 1976). These REP's directed
offerors to 'focus on building student performances required in

community settings, using age-appropriate task materials, and

delivering instruction in integrated rather than isolated set-.
tinge.

The REP's for fiscal 1979 are still more explicit in their

treatment of the least restrictive concept. Their very titles --

"Deinstitutionalization Models" and."Integrated SerVice Delivery

Models" -- make clear OSE'd interest in models for both the educa-

tional and community integration of severely handicapped.citizens

and for the systematic building of interaction with nonhandicapped

society. While acknowledging that quality services Ave often been

available in segregated settings, the intent of the procurements

was to generate models for integration and provide an adequate test

of the benefits of services to severely handicapped children and

youth in settings with their nonhandicapped peers. The issue in
these procurements was not simply the placement of -severely
handicapped students in self-contained classes in regular

elementary, middle, or'high schools but, rather, the development of

a system which allowed interactions to occur regularly as a

necessary component of the educational program. Those 1979 REP's

which were not explicitly focused on integration questions none-

theless embodied many requirements related to the integration

imperative. Each REP issued contained a rather unequivocal state=

ment: "It is the purpose of this procurement to fund models which

are characterized by... integration." By 1979 OSE bad moved not

.only to make more sophisticated demands in its severely handicapped

work scopes but also to request demonstrations and MO'dels to affect.

systems change in the direetion of integrated .educaaonal.
services.
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Description of SNS Contractors

The nature of a program's history iB determined only in part

by the plans it draws for itself; it is alb(' influenced to a

significant degree by those who are contracted to carry out the

construction.' Of the 65 projects'funded by SNS sinde 1974, 35 have

been awards:to institutiqns of higher education (TSB's), 9 have

been to LEA's or intermediate units (8 different contractors), 4

have been '50 SEA's, and 19'to offerors classified as "others." As

one might imagine, the "others" category consists largelir of

private special education scbools and state-operated inetitutions.

'Naturally,' this last and large grOup of contractorp really do not

have the resources or the self-interest to invest in integr...ted

educati'onal services: private schools and institutions by

definition do not have the nonhandicappeci peers with whom to

integrate severely handicapped students nor is it likely that they

would purposefully put themselves out of business by transferring

students and responsibilities to those capable of providing

integrated services. While universities certainly have the

capabilities for designing and delivering integrated services'to

severely handicapped students, actually doing so would quite

probably require them to work closely with public school programs..

whidh are the source of nonhandicapped peers. While a segregated

univerdity laboratory school or demonstration classroom for

verely handicapped may be :an appropriate environment for basia,..

research or technological development, it is hardly the-grounds fox=

developing integrated service models. -Unfortunately, most'

unA:krersity contractors have focused their efforts in segregated .

programs- on the university campus or in attempts to upgrade ser-

vibes ir existing segregated programs.

The relatively small number of contracts that have gone to

LEA's or SEA's have, on the face, had perhaps the' greatest poten*

tlal for affecting least restrictive educational services; how*

ever, with some notable exceptions, the majority of even these

Projects have been segregated from regular education students and

programs.

,AnalySis of Project Foci and Strategies

Though prior to 1978, the procurements from the SNS did not

identify integration or desegregation as important characteristics

of funded projects, contractors themselves not infrequently cited

"deins'titutionalization," "normalization, or "mainstreaming"'as

program components. Twenty-five of the 65 projects make such' a

.reference in their abstracts while others are integrated programs

but fail to tout the fact or simply regard it AS a necessary
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prarequiaits to the major project goals, such Alts leisure skill
programMing.

An interesting contrast to the 'explicitly nonintegrated

telecommunications worksCope was-Project MAZE, 'submitted by the
-Madison Public Schools. The stated purpose of this early. (1974).

project, was to'develop public school services:"In its final year,
-this project completed the transition of all severely handicapped
students in the district from a segregated facility to self-
contained classrooms in public school settings. The evolution and
demonstrition of the Madison Public Schools have been one of the
most compelling arguments in frevor of integrated services.

Contractors under 1975 procurements included three projects
located in public school settings with stated Attempts to move the

location of program services from private or institutional place-
ments into the public schools (KNI, Maryland SEA, and Peabody's

MOdel Vision Program). An equal nUmber of projects in that cohort
group, however, had explicit goals of providing educational ser-
vices to unserved Students.within institutional programs.

Contractors in 1976 gave considerably more prominence to the
least restrictive concept. Seven of the 10 funded projects in-
cluded reference t6 Public school services, integration, and
related goals. One of this number, a project specifically'focused

on deinstitutionalization was closed in its second project year.

Progress in demonstrating integrated services was perhaps most
clearly visible in a project in which stverely emotionally dis-
turbed students were served in a private nongraded alternative

school for regular education students (Peter Knoblock). Other' ,
achievements Of this cohort group included movement of a project

classroom from an institutional setting into the public schools and

the "graduation" of a small group of young severely handicapped
.

students from a segregated university program into a non-

categorical public school preschool program (Carol Peterson). The
remaining three projects funded in 1976 described themselves:as

providing institution or private school based demonstrations-to a

public school audience.

SNS funded 25project6 in 1977, ten of which originally stated

goals related to community placement or comminity-based training,

deinstitutionslization, or movement into public classrooms. While

projects stated a philosophY of integration, they rarely
conceptUalized the process of achieving integrated services as an

.ctual project component to be described and analyzed. Several
projects of the 1977-funded group have achieved some modest success
in sshieving community placements for institutionalized students

or in desegregating educational programs. A project based at
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Cresson Center in Pennsylvania (Nathan Fame and Pat Kelly) placed

'one of 26 projeCt students into a foster,home during tfie first

projeCt year, and five additional students the,. second year.

Another program o'riginally based at the J.F.K. CentSer in Balti-

more (Michael Bender) has been-successful in relocating two Pro-

ject claasrooms into regular eleMeLtary schOol. The program at

Portland State University (Keith Turner-and Jeanne 8dwards)

provides classroom training in a classroom in a university building

but provides one-to7.one vocational .experience at sites in the

community, while another project with a vocational focus (Al Lynch)

is housed in.a regular elementary school. Another project (Beth

Stephens) found itself nearly integrated.out of existence as

classes in 'a handicapped-only school building were relocated in

schools throughout the city as part of'a more general court:ordered

desegregation plan. A final project.worthy Of mention is 'that

located at Northern Illinois University (Sharon Freagon). This

project has worked closely with parents and the DeKalb public

Schools to integratelOublic school settings.

Though only a small number: of projects:were funded in FY 78,

the-proportion of those with a focus on integrated services is

remarkably high (55%). One project working with deaf-blind child-

ren (Wayne Sailor and Bonnie Utley) focuses on comprehensive

.evaluation and training of residual sensory capacity, competency-

oriented teacher training, and the placement of deaf-blind

students in classrooms with severely handicapped peers who have no

sensory impairments. Another project (Luanna Voeltz) focuses on

normalization, not only by training leisure/ recreation skills to

severely handicapped adolescents, but by doing so in settings which

'house classrooms fqr both the handicapped and their nonhandicapped

peers. A project at the University of Missouri (Sandra Alper) is

developing procedures for job training in community sites while, at.

the University of Oregon (Tom Bellamy), a curriculum for training

generic vocational skills is being field tested with severely

handicapped adolescents who attend class in a regular high school.

Finally, the University of Wisconsin and the Madison Public Schools

(Lou Brown and Lee Gruenewald) are collaborating on a project.tO

generate functional and age-appropriate curriculum sequences and

instructional procedures to train severely handicapped adolescents

to interact effectively in integrated educational and community

settings.

With the exception of the two Madison projects and seVeral

others- focusing on deinstitutionalization, the integration com-

ponent of the projects has been more incidential than intentional.

Integration was a goal to be achieved but in the absence of a
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systematic Strategy or plan. There WAB a general reliance On a

"readiness". approach: if students were carefully assessed, and

received more careful instruction, they wouid of course acquire the'

skill* necessary to enter and participate effectively in

integiated settings. Of.course, a question that is frequently

asked.is, "How can you logically:train for integration in a se-

gregated environment?". Considering both the discrepancies be-

tween the two types of settings and data on performande general-

ization by severely handiCapped learners, an approach that

focuses on building student skills in isolated settings does not

,appear promising. A second common approach to the problem of

realizing integrated environments was characterized by efforts

to move students to allegedly less restrictive educational

placements within segregated or institutibnal placements. As-

signments to "halfway house" arrangements On institutional

grounds or to a "higher functioning class" within a segregated

schoo/ might indeed move toward participation in more normal

school and community interaction, but more realistically repre:-

sent another attempt at institutional reform, in one case, and

place the burden on the severely ilandicapped child to "earn"

his or her right to an integrated environment in the other.

FloW-through, continuum, or cascade models appear reasonable to

the outsider but rarely offer-systems mobility to the student.

The concept of a "continuum of services" within a segregated

setting does not satisfy the consensus interpretation. of LRE for

severely handicapped students.

The history. of SNS projects in rflict reflects increasing

integration. This is particularly impressive in light of the fact

that until 1979, integration was not an. explicit requirement, nor

did .tbe RFPs mandate functional collaboration between the.con-

tractor, prOviders of services to nOnhandicapped, and educational

service providers responsible for severely handicapped stUdents.

There is no doubt but that the existence of Bureau or other funded

demonntrations of integrated educational services strongly support

integration as the "bottom line" of LRE and do much to shift the

burden of proof from those who would challenge the.status quo to

those whoWould support segregation.

. STATUS QUO

Least restrictIve educational environments for severely

handicapped students are those that include opportunities for

functional interaction, effective instruction from competent

educational staff, and a normal organization oi the school day.

While these characteristics clearly exceed mere' physical inte-
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gration, phYsically integrated edUcational facilities are basic to

realizing the LRE provision and are, in fact, appropriate for all

severely handicapped students. Despite the professional con-

sensus, there are a number of possible challenges to implementing

LRE.

Legal Challenges

The potential for a legal challenge to a'definition of LRE as

integrated educational settings arises because the regulations

themselves'contain a conservative element. Section,121a.-551 calls

for "... a continuum of alternative placements to meet the

needs Of handicapped children for special eduCation and related

services." This continuum is to include the alternative placements

listed under .the preceeding definition of special education and

should Provide for supplementary services,"... in conjunction with

regular class placement." While the regulations (121.14) define

"special 'education" as including "... specially designed

instruction :., including classrobm instruction, instruction in

physical educatiOn, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals-

and institutions," in later discussion of a *continuum, however;

"special education" is elaborated to include "... instruction an

regular classes, special clasees, special schools,' home instruc-

tion, and instruction in hospitals and institutions. "Special

classes and special schools" seem to have been legitimized by the

stroke.of a pen. It seems unfortunate, too, that supplementary

services-are associated only "... in conjunction with regUlar class.

placement." It would seem obvious that, just as a student should

not be removed "... from the regular education environment....

(unless).the nature or severity of the handicap is such that

education in.regular classeawith the use of supplementary aids and

services cannot be achieved satisfactorily (italics added)," so

should it be impossible to remove a student from a regular (viz.

integrated) setting or building without first intervening with

"supplementary aids and services." Such'intervention might take

several forms: modifying the performance of the student (providing

a tutor, employing new OT modified curriculum materials, utilizing

prosthetic devices or adaptive equipment), modifying the

interaction of the teacher with the target student (e.g.; proViding

training, consultation, or some sort of "packaged" program), or

modifying the entire class structure -.(through physical

rearrangement, changes in schedules or instructional arrangemente,

or the use of group contingencies, for example). Combinations of

such supplementary services would,.of course, be possible: Only

after systematic and sequential intervention with the. student,
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?it
the teacher, and the class would it be appropriate to consider

a change in..Placements.. Participation in "regular classes!' should

not be the only iasUe which activates supplementary services.

Administrative procedures which required .systematic behavioral

,documentation of the lailure of aupplementary services (in other

words, whidh. required .one to operationalize the lack of.

."satisfactbry" achievement) would Very likely strengthen the LRE.

Provision.

As it stands, the regulations provide a consumer-based defi-

nition of what is an apprdpriate educational program. If the

-consumer-- the parent -- is satiafied, the program la appropriate.

If the parent choothes tonxercisp ,due 'process proceduresi the

program was on its face not appropriate.

Analysis of the meaning of the statutory imperative clarifies

the respective'functions of two LRE implementation devices";

(l) individual-by individual least restrictive environment

(LRE) determinations required'as a part of each individualiz-

ed education plan and (2) systemwide planning, construction

and assignment and application plans. At a practical matter,

the first device can and often does function to assure place

ment in the most integrated'setting amongthe settings avail-

able for the appropriate education of a particular indi-

vidual. Individualized determination procedures should, but

as a practical matter usually donot, function to change the

number end kind of alternative settings which are in.fact

available -- whether by'phasing out impermissible settings or

by generating en increased number and kind of mandated in-.

tegrated settings. The burden of changing what is available

must be discharged by systematic planning, reporting and

enforcement mechanisms. The integration mandate cannot be

implemented by individualizing devices alone. It must be

enforced directly upon the LEAs and SEAs by measuring and'

correcting the kind of .settings which .are available in each

local and state school system, for in the absence of serieus'

enforcement, what is available will be used. And what is

available.departs significantly from what must be. (Gilhoo).

and Stutman, 1978, pp. 195-196).

It is clear that the systems change required to deliver

appropriate and integrated serVices to severely handicapped learn-

ers necessitates a reliance on a bottom line definition of LRE, not

merely the exercise of due process.
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Challenges Based on Social or Emotional Considerations

In 121a.552, P.L. 94-l42 directs consideration to "any poten-

tial harmful effect on the child" that might result fromplacement,

in the least restrictive4educational,environment. This.provision

is a conservative retponse to a variety of fears and anticipated:

negative effects of integration. Basically tantamount to argu-

ments'against integration, a number'ef these 6emotional welfare"'

condiderations will be presented below with a brief description of

relatsd research or demonstration da a.

,
.

Severely handicapped students just aren't ready, to move

into.a eegular education setting. The counterpoint to this ar-

gument takes the form of aseriet Of questions: Just how-are

they to get ready? How can thei learn to behave more normally

in an environment which is patently abnormal? .How can they

learn skills required to interact with nonhandicapped students

while they remain in an environment that contains.no'handicapped

Students? Rather than wait un'til such time as the severelY

handicapped students are mysteriously "ready," it is more appro-

priate,to begin training skills which they will need in the- very

environments where those.skills will be demanded. it is the re-

sponsibility of any education program to teach pupils those

skills in which they are deficient.

Demonstrations of successful moves into integrated settings

provide compelling alternatives to the readiness position. LEA's

that used'class-by-class or transition strategies focused on every

simple aspect of environmental readiness, namely, "Is there

classroom space available," rather than on student readiness.

Many, indeed probably most, teverely.handiCapped integration .7

efforts were successfully effected with this sort of gross insen-

sitivity.to the students. .As integration occurs and is planned on a

larger scale, there is a tendency to provide more elaborate

orientation and simulated activity, for students and their

.parents prior to the actual move (see for example the guidelines

of Hamre-Nietupski, Branston, Ford, Stoll, Gruenewald, and

Brown, 1978).

Moderately and severely handicapped students would feel.

"different" if they had to go to school.each day with nonhandi-

capped kids. It is better for them to be with others like them-

selves. Severely handicapped students indeed are different from

their less handicapped or nonhandicapped age-mates: they are

by definition less competent in major areas of life functioning.

Continued mutual isolation of severely and honhandicapped students

from one another, however, probably does little to develop under-

standing or tolerance on the part'of the nonhandicaPped group.
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While it haS been repeatedly demonstrated th educators have the

technology to effect dramatic changes.in te repertoires of se-

verely handicapped.learners, such changes wil not realize.their

full impact without accommodation and supporti from the nonhandi-

capped sector. For example, here- must be employers who are
.willing to hire those seVerely handicapped workerswho'havedemon-

strated the competence for particular jobs; similarly, there must

be landlords who will rent apartments to severely handicapped

adults, thus making available more normaliZed living Arrangements.

It is unlikely that such.enlightened citizena will arise.from the

ranks of those who have never been exposed to severely handicapped

Populations. IntegratiOn during the school years, may build an

important base of support for later efforte.

A recent study by'Voelti (1979) is interesting in this regard.

She examined the attitudes of nonhandicapped students toward
interaction with handicapped students and found that min-

handicapped children were more likely to express positive atti-

tudes tow:Firds interaction as the'amount of contact increased.

Thus, respondents from schools which included class-rooms of se-

verely handicapped pupils' were likely to be-more positive than

respondents froM schools without such integration. This is at
least tentative evidence that contact can result in positive

attitudes. Whether the behavior of regular education'children is

consistent with their self-reported attitudes is not, of course,

addressed but remains an emPirical issue. 'It is,'however, an issue

that cannot be investigated in the absence of interaction

opportunities. Furthermore,

... it weuld be specious to utilize data on initial social

interactions between two groups of children who have never

previously interacted as conclusive evidence regarding the

possibilities inherent in' integration efforts. What is

needed is a determination on the part of the educational

system to give children -- handicapped and nonhandicapped --

the opportunity and the necessary assistance to develop

positive interaction patterns in integrated community and

school settings. Once this opportunity is available, be.-

havioral observations on the development and quality of

longitudinal interactions should commence to collect for-

mative evaluation data to guide professionals in the optimal

design of integrated educational services. (Voeltz, 1979,
p.17).
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Severelt_handicaPPed stUdents need to be protected. In an

integrated Setting they would be ridiculed, abused, ripped off,

and assaUlted by other students. This is probably the most com-

pelling argument for the isolatiad of.severely handicapped atu-.

dents Trom their tionhandicapped pee'rs. However, ridicule,

abuse, and assault are unfortunate facts of life and are by no

means visited only upon the handicapped. Any manifestation of

difference is -a potential basis Tor ridicule, i'ejection, or

abuse. Those who wear thick glasses, have acne, wear unusual

clothing, are too abort or too tall, or too fat or too thin, are

all social "viCtims" at One time or another. It is virtually

impossible to protect any given individual from every potential

form of abuse. In lieu of eMploying segregation as a protec-

tion, time and energy might be more productively spent teadhing

severely,handicapped students to cope with ridicule and abuse,

while teaching nonhandicapped students more appropriate forms of

interaction.
Hambleton and Ziegler (1974) provide what maybe the only real'

data related to the aiNestion of whether severely handicapped

students are subjected to teasing and physical aggression as a

result of educational integration. As part of a systematic case

study of integration in the Toronto Metropolitan Schools, they

monitored both aggression and positive social initiations directed

toward 25 moderately/severely hapdicapped students in an integrat-

ed school setting and toward a matched group of students who

remained in segregated setting. Nine hours of observation during

recess time revealed' that (a) more positive initiations to target

students occurred in the integrated setting, (b) target students

Were more socially responsive in the integrated setting, (c) the

frequency of aggressive behavior toward target students waS higher

in the segregated program, and, perhaps most interesting, that in

the integrated setting aggression toward target students was

overwhelmingly likely to be initiated by handicapped peers.

Including both severely handicapped and nonhandicapped stu-

dents in the same.facility would work a hardship on both groups.

The implication here is vague, but hints at compromises in the

quality of services to both severely handicapped students and their

nonhandicapped peers. Though it is Somewhat difficult to respond

to so vague a threat, one cannot help but feel that an integrated

school would provide for richer and more varied educational

experiences than would continued isolation of the two programs.

Both groups of students would have awhole new stimulus clasa abOut

which to learn. Severely handitapped students would at least have

available normal, age appropriate models for nonhandicapped

behavior.
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Data related.to this challenge might examine both acadethic and

social "hardships' for both regular education students and for

their severely handicapped peers. Existing evidence (Hambleton

and Ziegler, 19744 Fink, 1979) suggests.that on academic, Or at

least instructional objectives, severely handicapped studenta in

segregatedsettings do not achieve significantly better than their

counterparts in integrated programs. This finding of "no dif,'
ference" at least speaks to the argument that integration would in

some way'damage the educationof those integrated. .There seems to

be no data whatsoever On tilt impact of integration on the academic

performance of regular education students. Since' IRE does not

imply the academic.integration of .severely handicapped students

into regular classroom instruction, the question of detrimental

effects on nonhandicapped learners is really not germaine.

Concerning the social impact of integrating severely handi-

capped students Hambleton and Ziegler (1974) again provide the moat

pertinent data. Their analyses of over 30 hours of naturalistic

observation On the playground show that trainable students in the

integrated sites were involved in integrated (handicapped and

nonhandicapped) activities on more than 50% of the coded
observations. As might.be expected, the frequency of physical

interactions was greater than that of verbal interaction. The'se

data would seem to establish the simple fact that physical

juxtaposition did indeed result in some level of functional inter-

action. Comparisons of data from matched groups of students in

.handicapped7only and integrated sites showed that the frequency of

'poeitiVe interactions was greater in the integrated setting (755
vs. 262). Analyzing the social environment's respOnse to initia7

tions from the handicapped students, Hambleton and Zi2g1gr report...

that social overtures were ignored by peers roughly 30% more often

in the segregated setting. The existence of integrated activities,

the more positive character of the interactions, and the increaded

responsiveness of the environment combined with the absence of

aggression by nonhandicapped students toward nonhandicapped peers

sa"caNsto° constitute strong eVidence that integration is not
detrimental and indeed, from both social interaction and social

learning perspectives, may be preferable to segregated
environments.

There have been various demonstrations that severely handi-

capped Students can be taught interaction and other social skills

(e.g., Gable, Hendrickson, and Strain, 1978; Ragland, Kerr, and

Strain,1978; Strain, Xerr, and Ragland, 1979; Wambeld and Bailey,

1979; vihitMEin, Mercurio, and Caponigri, 1970). This technology

would certainly suggest that, 'once housed in an integrated
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setting, severely handicapped students could be systematically

taught specific skills and diacriminations necessary to inter-

act bore freguently.and effectively with .their nonhandicapped

peers-. While geheral social interaction curriculum materials dri

exist (for example, Carney, Clobuciar, Corley, Wilcox,,9igler,

.Fleisher, Pany, and Turner, 1977; B..mre-Nietupski et al., .1978),

certainly more Investment is necessary both in the development

of locally appropriate currlculum materials (especially for
adults and secondary-level students) and in the design and eval-

uation of strategies to facilitate opportunities to handicappeL

nonhandicapped interaction during the school day and over the

cOurse of the school year. Reported demonstrations of such

integration (Almond, Rodgers, and Krug, 1979; Wilcox, Carney,

and Fortschnejder, 1978; Bamre-Nietupski, 'et al" 1978) can

serve as the bases for sUch delivery plans. .

It may be that both nonnandiCapped and severely handicapped'

students do "prefer their own kind"; indeed, it. would be hard to

ignore tAe.sizeable social psychology literature that.identifies

similiarity as the basis of interpersonal attraction: Howeyer,

there ie.an important functional and legal point to be made:

refusal by students to interact with one another is'aquite different.

than a restriction on their opportunity to do so. If handicapped

students are not fully accepted by regular education students, as

the literature on mildly.handicapped students suggests (Gottleib,

1978), it does not necessarily follow that they are actively

rejected. /t becomes imperative that teachers systematically

foster the attitudes, . skills, and opportunities for severely

handicapped and nonhandicapped students to interact if the

maximum benefits of integration are to be realized. In this light

it is encouraging to see some recent materials deVeloped for

regular education students to acqUaint them with the impact of

various handicapping conditions (especially Bookbinder, 1978;

Edrington, 1978).

Integration.might be okay-for Young severely handicapOed

students but not junior and senior high aged studops. Older

.students don't have, the skills to cope with the cOmpiexity of

the routine4 with the. activities of a high school, or with

social/sexual intexactiOns that occur. Paradoxically, it is

probably. older students who are more in heed of exposure to and

contact with nonhandicapped agemates-. For them, there remains

.precious little time in-school and very real needs to learn to

handle the complexities of the post-school environment.
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Demonstrations of the effective integration of severelY

nandicapped adolescents and young adults into age appropriate

school buildings and into vocational experiences provides strong

contrast to this dhallenge.

Administrative Challenges

Administrative challenges to the realization of integrated

educational environments for severeiy handicapped students emanate

both from considerations of cost and from the difficulty of over-

coming bureaucritic inertia.

We can't move from this building. No other could'possittly

have the special accommodations necessary for the severely
handicaPped. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act required

that public buildings tie accessible to handicapped citizens.

Since schools are certainly public buildings, the excuse that a

physical plant is.inaccessible, and therefore cannot house
severely handicapped Students, is hardly legitimate. While
Section SO4 is not interpreted to require that every school

building be completely barrier free, it clearly does require

that sufficient numbers of buidings accessi6le so as not to

require the de facto segregation of handicapped students. Mini-

mum adaptations necessary to adcoMmodate the severely handicap-

ped include access to the school building itself and to various

areas within the school such as the playground, lunchroom,

library, and toilet facilities. While all reasonable accommoda-

tions should, of course, be made, there is no need to create

"perfect" environments:. students must be taught to confront and

manage some of the barriers they will encounter outside the

educational setting.

... but the student could not do X in a regular school

setting. Most often, X is taken to equal vocational or home-living

stimulation activites, and so the argument becomes "we cannot move

into a normalized regular school environment because the students

could not participate in sheltered workshop in.the cafeteria in the

afternoons." Though opportunities for training in simulated

settings maybe a component of a vocational or domestic curriculum

sequence, performance in simulated environments is not a

requirement, and is certainly not itself a long-range goal for

severely handicapped students. Rather than being trained to clean

the bathroom in the school's home living area or .to cross a mock

intersection contSined within the four walls of the special

education center, severely handicapped students should be learning .

to cross real. intersections (complete with traffic and other
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pedeetrianal, and nhould learn to make beds and clean bathrooms in

their own domestic environment or as part of.the on-the-job train-

ing for chambermaid or janitorial work.. That there are rarely

elaborate'simulated settings in most schools is not a problemf

their absence may actually hasten the move to train functional

tasks in natural settings.

Students would not have the curricului continuity that

is inherent when all severely handicapped students are housed

in the Same facility. The mere congregation of classrooms of

severely handicapped students in a single school or center

does not automatically produce more consistent, coordinated

insttuction. As a student moves from teacher to teacher with-

in the same 'building, she/he is likely to experience consider-

able discontinuity in instructional objectives and procedures.

Ways to circumvent this variability include (a) developing IEP's

that can be passed from teacher to teacher and (b) organizing

the instructional program around a curriculuh composed of

longitudinal skill sequences in important performance domains.

In neither of these solutions iS program continuity dependent upon

all severely handicapped classrooms sharing the same physical

plant. When there are written records of individualized

educational goals, which are task-analyzed into' short-range

objectives and *accompanied by objective measures of student

performance, or when student performance'is referenced to a Core

sequence of critical objectives, then educational decisions are

left less to the discretion of individual teachers. Written IEP'e

or articulated curriculum sequence's supplant the-need for oral

. 'history. As parents take a mere active role in the educational

programs that serve their severely-handicapped children,..they will

become a major source of program continuity.

Perhaps the most serious challenge to integrated services is

the alarming financial problem facing all the nation's 'public

schbols: One hears, with unfortunate but increasing frequency, of

tax credits for education or of a voucher system that would allow

parents "credit" at the school of their choice. This would in all

likelihood produce an era of private educational corporations with

a resulting loss in population to the public schools. Severely'

handicapped students.might then face the same fate as,other "bene-

ficiaries" of the integration movement: by the time they are

allowed in, everyone else has gone: Though much of the integration

literature has focused on acceSs to public schools per se (Sherr,

1976; Sontag, 1976; WilcoX, 1979), the-two are independent issues..
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If vouchersyStems come to pass, it will be important to ensure

equal access by severely handicapped students to those nonpublic

services. In the meantime one should be alert to the fact that

declining financial commitment to the public ,schoofs in all

likelihood signals declining supportfor special education.

The Challenge of the Adult Service System .

No discussion of LEE in the educational system would be'logi.-:

sally complete without a brief consideration of ,what lies.ahead:

the adult service system. It.is important to recall.that one of the

most compelling arguments for integrated services during the

school years was to prepare severely handicapped children and youth

to participate in the complex, heterogeneous, and 'integrated

postschool environment (Brown et al.,. 1976); a vision .of institu-.

tional adult life would, of course, have validated a model of

segregation and isolation-during the school years (Hambleton and

Ziegler, 1974). Despite the faCt that after 18 or More years of

schooling, future.severely handicapped graduates should be can-

siderably more competent than their counterparts of the pre P.L.

94-142 era, they may nonetheless not enter into the anticipated

heterogeneous and integrated post-school world. Despite the fact

that severelY handicapped youiig adults may have successfully

participated in integrated educational services for many years,

they may not find a comparable opportunity once they leave the '

educational system.

At present, the funding structure of the adult services system :

is likely to result in tiw'assignment of severely handicapped

people.to adult day programs_(Bellamy, Sheehan,,Horner, and Boles,
in press). Despite exemplary, secondary:-level programs which

train moderately and severely handicpped students fer community-

based employient (for example, programs of Lou Brown and Lee

Gruenewald; Keith Larson and Jean Edwards; and Sandra Alper) and

despite demonstrations that in programs with training, super-

vision, and business management, severely handicapped workers can

earn sUbstantial wages in structured employment (Bellamy, 1979),

the current adult services structure aoes not have mechanisms to

support significant and sustained training or follow-up required

for community-based e loyment or to support.structured employment

models that might erve,as enclaves in regular industry or as part

of worker-owned cdo,peratives. What looms ahead, oh"the vocational

horizon at least, i return to trivial and segregated services,

The prospect of segregation in the "next environment" is hardly
exciting. Clearly the contingencies of the adult service system

need to be changed if one is going to take full'advantage of the

foundation built during the school years.
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SUMMARY

Between the idea

and the reality

Between the motion

And the act

Falls the Shadow.

T. S. Elliott

The Hollow Men (1925)

A commitMent tO integrated educational,services for severely

handicapped student6 has significant implications for local educa-

tion agencies, for colleges and universities training personnel to

serve the severely handicapped, and for OSE itself. The impact at

each of these levels is briefly discussed below,.

Implication fot LEA's

The major task of LEA's must necessarily be to design and

implement plans for achieving integrated services. A number of

prototypes are available. One freguentry advocated strategy is to

begin by integrating severely handicapped with their less handi-

capped and nonhandicapRed peers in preschool and.early education

services. In terms of dny type of non-referenced definitions of

degree of handicap, the early childhood period is the point Of

maximum similiarity and minimum discrepancy.between handicapped

and nonhandicapped Children (Vincent, Laten, and Gruenewad,

1979). Beginning with integrated proirams and making every effort

to.keep the cohort grOups integrated allows the publicoschool

system to "grow up" integrated. Despite the obvious appeal of this

logic, the major problem lies in the'evolutionary nature of thifi

strategy and the More reVolutionary needs of the field.

A second .strategy for achieving the school-based integration

of severely handicapped students is to identify their desegrega-

tion as a component of a comprehensive. System desegregation effort.

As many metropolitain areas confront the design of racially

integrated.school serviCes, it would seem oppOrtune to attend

simultaneously to the dispersal of studens in handicapped-only

facilities into integrated programs as near tO their home districts

as possible.

A class-by-class modelplan for achieving integrated services

moves single classrooms of severely handicapped students into

regular.attendance centers as space becomes available -in age-

appropriate School settings. Given .declining enrollments and

school closings in many areas of the country, not only would theta
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be space aVailable but Also regular opportunity to keep neighbor-

hood schools open by the inclusion of a.class or two of more:
severely handicapped students from an area special education
center.

Perhaps the most frequently utilized integration strategy has
been a two-stage.model where all severely handicapped students are
first brought into the public school systeM and their. classes

housed together onAr floor or in a wing of a regular attendance

center.- Systematic social interaction is planned in that setting

and classrooms are re-assigned to more age-appropriate locations
within the building (early childhood. near kindergarten, inter-

medigte handicapped near fourth and fifth grade rooms, and soon).

Classes whose rhembers hgve no nonhandicapped age-mates (secondary-

age stUdents or preschool classes) can be moved into age-
appropriate school buildings as.space becomes available. Such a
two-style strategy has the advantage of immediately providing a

more integrated environment.for all severely handicapped students

but runs the risk of. institutionalizing integrated but age-

anpropriate placements for some portion of the stirdent group. .In
planning to utilize this sort of approach to realigning LRE, care
must be given to planning for the move from the beginning.

A final approach to-achieving integrated services might be

more revolutionary in that all severely handicappled students are

simultaneously moved from segregated to age-appropriate settings.

Naturally, the particular plan adopted by any district will

depend on the present state of setvices in that district, the

general level of enrollment, the availability of space.in regu-

lar attendance centers as well as administrative control over

that space. It is also logical to expeCt that the particular.

systems-change strategy adopted will:be influenced by local ef-
forts in developing residential akternatives to institutional

placement.

While I,EA's certainly have the option of abdicating system-

wide planning for integration in favor of case-by-case determine-

tiOns of LAS, such an approach is not efficient in achieving a

logical product, generating goodwill, or complying with the spirit

of the LRE provision.

Implications for Training Institutions

There cannot be a significant change in.the service delivery

. system without accompanying changes in the' way IHE's prepare per-

sonnel to serve in that system. The movement toward integrated

services for severely handicapped students Would seem to have at

least several.implications for personnel preparation programs.
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First. of all, practice and field-based experiences for

teachers-in-training should take place in integrated programs.

Since any integrated program will have a relatively small number

of sevorely handicapped classrooms, this will sacrifice the ad-

ministrative convenience that practicum supervisors enjoy when all

trainees can be placed at a single segregated, site. However,

teachers-in-training should enfby the benefits of learning pro-

fessional skills in an environment that resembles the criterion

environment. Training programs must work actively with LEA's and

SEA's in an effort to realize LRE for severely handicapped students

and model practicum experiences,for university students. It is

appropriate for training institutions to actively participate in

the design and delivery of services in their local communities.

A.second implication of integrated services for severely

handicapped students is that teacher training must include the

.development of competencies to program systematic interaction with

,nonhandicapped students. Teachers in training.should be required

to design social interaction programs.as well as to design and

implement instruction in self-help, communication, and other

traditional curriculum domains.

Federal-Level Implications

In order to foster integrated educational services for se-

verely handicapped children and youth, several kinds of activity

seem appropriate at the federal level. For conveniences; these

activities are briefly outlined under 'the general headings ,of

enforcement clarification or changes of regulations.and discre-

tionary funding.

Enforcement of P.L. 94142. Quite4obviously, careful moni-

toring of compliance with the LRE provision of P.L. 94-142

is basic to achieving integrated educational services for the

severely handicapped. Gilhool and Stutman (1978) have suggested

the existence of handicapped-only facilities as the index of

compliance with LRE. Other straight-forward measures of compli-

ance would include the building of segregated handicapped-only

facilities, the proportion of the handicapped students served in

regular attendance centers, and the proportion of IEP's that

indicate opportunities for systematic interaction with nonhandi-

capped age-mates. Movement toward integration would be reflec-

ted by no new buildings to serve only the handicapped, by the

closing of existing segregated facilities, by a growing propor-

t,ion of students served in integrated programs, and by the

inclusion of specific interaction targets on student IEP's.
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These data, monitored over time, would serve as an inde& of

compliance with the intent of the law to provide services in the

least restrictive educational environment.

Examinations of RegulatiOns. There are several aspects of

existing regulations that deserve scrutiny in light of,the LRE

provision. Service definitions which identify student groups

.by a nonexpectation for integration may stand as obstacles to

systematic integration. At the present, ihe deaf-blind are

identified as those "who cannot be accommodated in special

.programs solely for .deaf. or blind children (45 pR 121 c.

37(a))" and the severely handicapped as those students who have

needs for ServiCes "beyond those which'are traditionally offered by

... 'special education programs (45 CFR 121.2)." While these

definitions do not preclude the type of integration that is being

advocatedhere, they probably do little to create the expectation

of a right to systematic interaction with nonhandicapped peers.

The regulations for P.L. 94-142 state that handicapped child-

ren shall'not be removed from the regular education`pnvironment'

except when "the nature or severity of the handicap such that

education in regular classes with the use of supplemeirt'ary aids and

. services cannot be achieved satisfactorily (italics added) (45CFR

121a.550)." While the .implication of this statement is clear'for

the' mildly handicapped student, it is not so for the more severely

handicapped. In light of a commitment to LRE, it would seem

appropriate that "supplementary aids and services" be available

'not only when removal from the regular class is at issue but also

whenever a change to a more socially or educationally restrictive

program is being considered. Thus, prior to moving a student from a

classroom for the mildly'handicapped to one for the moderately

handicapped or from a classroom for the "trainable.retarded" to one

for the severely handicapped, additional efforts and resources

should be applied in the cUrrent 'placement and their impact

evaluated. Supplementary services can take many forms (individUal

tutors, modified inatructional materials, teacherinservice, group

contingen6ies, etc.) Snd should be available prior to any change in

program.

A final topid*for consideration is the relationship between

P.L. 89-313 (State-Operated Program for Handicapped Children) and

P.L. 94-142. Pasned in' 1965, P.L. 89-313 provides funds for

handicapped students served in state-operated programs (such as

institutions, state schools for the blind, deaf, and so on). While

the regulations for P.L. 89-313 do authorize the transfer of these

funds t6 an LEA if the student is placed into a local program,
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transfer for the first year is at the optibn of the state program

and dependent upon application from the receiving LEA. The

financial contingencies may.actually support Continued segregated

placement rather-than movement into LEA services.

At any. rate, -the significant changes in both educational

legislation and litigation and-stet. of the art educational tech-

nology since 1965, underscore the need to re-examine the deployment

of P.L. 89-313 funds.

Discretionary Funding. If progress in realizing integra-

ted educational environments ,for aeverely handicapPed stUdents

is to continue, the discretionary funds of OSE

Continued funding Of demonstrations and model integrated ser-

vices axe certainly. neceesary. Additional inveatmenta might

include the. funding of materials development necessary to

support integration (such as "social-studies" materials for

nonhandicapped students, administrative manuals of integration

strategies, handicapped-nonhandicapped .interaction.curricula),

and the undertaking of a comprehensive evaltiatidn of the tmpect

of integration on both severely handicapped students and the

entire service system.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGLES TO IMPROVE
EDUCATICINAL SERVICES FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED PEOPLE

Stan Paine and G. Thomas Bellamy
University of Oregon

The federal investment in education of severely 'handicapped

students "had better pay dividends," cautioned .Meyen (1979), no

doubt summarising accurately both ptiblit And professional nenti-

ment. An important Aspect of,the investment has been the pro-

jects for severely-handicapped, children and 'youth funded by the

U.S Office,of Special Education (formerly the Bureau of Educa-

tion for the Handicapped). .Like demonstration and medel pro-

grams.for other student groups, these projects have been broadly

designed to develop innovative educational practices in a serV-

ice setting and then tO disseminate inforMation about.both the

practices and their effects. This chapter examines the general

model demonstration strategy as a means of federal investment in

improvement of educational services.

-Early investment -dividends are impressive: significant

progress has heen made in applying a wide variety of interven-

tion procedures to the Vast array of problema faced by educators

of severely handicapped students. Improvements have been made

in the design 'of teaching and behavior change procedureS, en-

vironmenta/ restructuring and prostheses, classroom organization

and management, strategies for dealing with multiple Presenting

problems, and conceptual foundations for service delivery.

While this broad progress 'appears to support the strategy, of

investing in innovative practices, the diversity among projects

raises several definitional issues. For example, "innovative

practices" have ranged from simple behavior change techniques to

comprehensive classroom operating procedures; "development" of

an innovation appears to have been interpreted to mean almost

e4erything from eloquent -theoretical justifications to careful

field testing of 'standardized procedures; and "dissemination"

has encompassed such varied activities as program visitations,

newsletters, journal articles, and systematic replication of
total programs.

While such divetsity may have been critital -in producing

initial prOgress, it would appear to limit the focus and, ulti-

mately, the effectiveness of federal funding. Therefore, this

chapter advocates more precise sPecifitation of development and

disseminatien activities. Specifically, ,the chapter addresses
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the.relationShip between levels of development of innovative

practices and .purphaes for which dissemination should be at-

tempted: As a resnit of -this analysis, it is argued that inno-

vative practices in education and behavioral intervention be

classified into three levels which correspond.to three broad

dissemination objectivesr''The chapter proposes labels, defini-

tions, and criteria for each of the three level's of development.

The resulting conceptual framework is then Msed to evaluate.

current successes and suggest new directions An the model pro7

jects for severely, handicapped students that are funded by the

U.S. Office of Special Education (OSE.),

RELATIONSHIP- BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

1.f?

The relationship between development, and dissemination is

essentially a logical one. Before dissemination ie begun,

development activities should ensure -that the practice being

disseminated meets criteria releva.nt to the purpose of dissemi-

nation. It is useful to distinguish.three broad dissemination

purposes:

1. To share information that_particular procedmres can

result in behavior change. For dkample, an article about

the technique might be published n the professional lit-

erature with the expectation that the reader .will adapt or .

incorporate the procedure Into whatever behavior change .

effort he or she is conducting,

2. To generate support for a new approach or program.' A

new Solution to a social problem may be communicated widely

to parents, professionals, legislators, and the community

at large to increase support for and acceptance'of the new.

procedure-.

3. To assist a service agency in adopting and implementing

an innovative practice. In this case, technical assistance

may be given to service providers to enable them to use the.

new program in the manner intended by the developers.

To justify dissemination for each.of these purposes, an in-

novative practice Should meet several criteria during the course

of development. Those differences in criteria:underly the dis-

tinction in this paper betweem three leVels of.deVelopment of

innovative practices: techniques are those practices that meet

criteria for the first listed dissemination purpose; demonatra-
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tions meet.criteria for the second; and modele meet the criteria

for the third. figure 1 provides a schematic overView of the
relationship between dissemination purposes, criteria, and

levels of development. As is apparent in the figure, criteria

for innovative practices are cumulative. The development of a
practice from technique to demonstration to model is a sequen-

tial process that involves meeting criteria, at each level;

meeting' these criteria justifies additional diseemination activ-

ities.

The distinction between techniques, demonstrations, and

models 18 further illUstrated. in Table 1, where the three levels

of development are Contrasted along several dimensions that are

critical to innovative practices. Important differences relate
to the process of 'developing innovations (including issues such

as the dependent And independent variables, research-questions

addressed, and the criteria for development) and the process Snd

purposes of disseminating innovations (for example, the audience

for dissemination,'methods used, and intended.impact on audience

members). The following sections describe these differences and

elaborate the process of developing'and disseminating innovative

practices at each level.

TECHNIQUES

From an educational'perspective, techniques can be defined

as procedures, materials, rules, teacher activities, or other

environmental changes that are used in an attampt to change the

behavior of one or more students. Examples of techniques cur-.

rently used in services to severely handicapped students include

discrete operations such as p.raise, prompting, shaping, and

ignoring; more complex procedures like time-out, over-correc-

tion, and token economies; and.a variety of prosthetic aids.

Since' many of these techniques represent applications of

behavioral theory, it is useful to distinguish between tech-

niques and behavior principles. Behavior principles refer to

lawful relationships between behaviors and classes of.environ-

mental events. Understanding of these relationships is devel-

oped and refined through a process called, the experimental

analysis .of behavior. Considered together; these principles
forM what s known as behavior theory. Behavior principles may

be studied 'and perhaps understood, but not directly applied. It

is from behavior, principles, however, that techniques may -be

derived and generally applied to the intervention needs of,

people in natural settings.' As a result, these derivatOns are

often referred to as intervention or treatment techniques.
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Disiemination Purpose

Techniques are disseminated in order to document to others

that behavior change is possible using the particular pro-

.ceduree.' This dissemination should contribute to ongoing.devel-

dpment of procedural information and provide a potential use Of

the techniqUe with enough information to apply it in a new
.behavior change context. An important feature of techniques is

that, .after dissemination, the purposes for which they are used'

and the details of application are left to the disCretion.of the

user, rather ttan specified by the'developer. As a result,

techniques are described as "value free" (Bandura, 1969).

Criteria.

Before the' diesemination 'Purposes can be served,. three-

dritiria _should be met. First, the technique; should be ,de-

scribed eufficiently well that it can be applied by others ii

different contexts.' 'Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) suggest a

similar criterion.of technological clarity. bi,."technological4"

Baer et al.'mean a description which "...a typidally trained

reader could replicate...well enough to produce the same' results

given only reading of the description (p. 15)." Second, the

behavioral iffect'of the.intervention should be socially signi

ficant in the context of applicgtion. If the technique applied

does not produce an effect which is. large enough to mike a.

difference in the learner's level of fundtioning, it should not

be recommended tel others.. Finally, there should be a convincing

demonstration of a funitional relationship between the technique

and the behavior to which it was applied. To be convincing,.tha

relationship must be supported by visually apparent (Parsoneon

and Baer, .1978) or statistically significant (Kazdin, 1977)

ashociation betweea tbe technique and behavior. ,Two to four

replications of the technique and its' effect are needed to

satisfy the requirements of single subject designs from which a

functional relationship may be inferred '(Hersen and' Barlow,

1976).

Development

_The process of developing techniques is riow well known. as

the applied enalyais of behavior. Tte critical dimensions of an

applied analysis. of -behavior have been described clearly by

Baer, Wolf, and Risley 1968), _and this section draws extensive-

ly, from'thoir review. Briefly, the.process.is deisigned la) to

improve a dependent variable (behavior) that has been judged to

occur too seldom or too often (Azrin, 1977; Wolf, 1978); and (b)
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to dO SO Whil detOrMining the control exetted\by the indepen-

dent varieble (intervention technique) used (Baer, Wolf, :and

Risley, 19611; Deitz, 197.8).

Dependent variables. The dependentvariable in the devel-

Opment of a technique can be any behavior that has social signi-'

ficance for the ueer or the reCipient of service. ,This.social

significance ia the index Whidh Baer et al, (1968) refer,..to as

the "applied" dimension in applied behavior.analys4s. To-meet

this criterion,.a behaviOr must be eignificant in some -natural

context di meaningful to the person te whose behavior the tech-

nique is applied:

Independent variable. The independent variable in develop-.

ment of techniques is always a single intervention or. treatment

procedure. This might be 0 diecrete procedure with a eingle

functiOnal element or A somewhat more complex method with tWo or

more functional parte,- like overcorrection or a token economy.

Basic te the development of techniques is clear .procedural

specification. When techniques are disseminated, this precise

description of their application ot implementation provides

information about ths relationship between the proqedute and'

behavior changes. It is not necessarily a guide.for implemen-

tation by the user, since the purpose and conditions of use may

vary. The use of techniques is not uniform from one instance to

another, but rather the rules or contingencise by whfch a tech-

nique isoapplied are specified by each user.

In-Addition to 'the criterion of clear description, indepen-

dent variables. (techniques) should be comparable with establish-

ed concepte. in the field... That is, the.language used to de-

scribe them should be consistent from one developer to enother.

This facilitates expansion of knowtedge about the.technique and

enables broad.participation in its development. Baer et al.

(1968) labeled thisthe-."conceptual" criterion, suggesting,that

a shared conceptual framework facilitates the development of

knowledge about a technique or procedure.

Research questions. One primary question, that should be

asked about intervention techniques before dissemination is

whether the technique is functionally related to a change in the

behavior to which it is applied. This question, essentially deka

if.the technique resdlts in a.dependable effect on the target

behavior. If atechnique results in a given effect just once,'

little is known about the relationship between the technique and

'the behavior. If the same effect can be obtained a second time
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with the-44Me twO variables, evidence begins to Accrue for the

argument-that application of the technique produced the Affect.

If -the effect can be obtained a third time, .a 'consensus begins

to build that the variables are functionally related, that

alteration of one affects the other (Risley and. Wolf, 1973)..

Subsequent replications that-are procedurally similar strengthen

this Coneepsus while those.that elter one.or more details extend

it (Hetsen.and Barlow, 1976; Sidman, 1960).

Dissemination Process

Since any technique may be applied to behaviors other than

those studied bY its developers, the audience for dissemination

efforts prosees traditional boundaties that segregate service '-

delivery efforts.: The .process of disteminating techniques,

usually.focuses on the developer's professional peers and/or on

service providere who may find tbe procedure.ueeful.

'Dissemination to professional peers usually takes plaCe

thrOugb publicatiOns and presentations; The mechanisms of this

process include writing journal articles, chapters, or books end

presenting. research at professional 'meetings. The itplied

action for the members of this target audience is to pick up on

a line of research,. extend it futther, or incotporate it into,

their teaching or research.

A Becond target audience for dissemination Of teChniques is

the population Of profeesional and paraprofessiOnal service

providers. These groups include .directors, teachers, aidee,

speCialists, group home staff, wOrkshop staff, and othei staff

in programs. for-Aeverely.handicapped- persons. These people

usually are reached _thrOugh service journals, inservice train7

ing, or popular books related to working with handicapped per-

sons. The general purpose Of such disseminatimeis to proVide

ideSs about'ways to deal with certain bethavioris of students or

client groups. The specific applications, of' the educationil

techniques aro left to the service providers themselves.

DEMONSTRATIONS

A demonstration illuetratesO that a. significant social

problem can be solved in a particular way, and Tmints out one

%uccessful method of eOlution. A demonstration is a collection

Of interVention techniques and adminietrative arrangements that

result in'important behavioral changes across individuals who

typically receive a particular kind of service. Demonstrations

are exemplars of a desired service delivery format; rather than

ilolated behavior changes, and ars intended to communicate about

the success of that service to-a wide consumer audience.
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Dissemination Purpose.

'Demonstration prOgram. aro disseminated for two broad

purposes. First, the AnterVention technigues included -ip the

demonstration may themselves be disseminated to communicate that

-a given technique works and is available for Mse. The second

purpose, net shared with techniques, is to show that a partip,
ular service t

objective cari be achieved with 4 given method.

Dissemination for this second reason generally is undertaken tp

change the expectations or attitudes of persons Who are in a

position to usean intervention programor to"enable its use; to'

obtain increased funding for services for 4 target group; to

change laws regarding services; to develop political or popular

support for'services; and/ot to develop new types of programs or

serVices ta, address unmet or inadequately met needs of given

,group of persons. The purpose is to.ShoW that the problem can

be solved by means of the intervention program that is being
disseminated.

In contrast to techniques,. demonstrations Are not value
free. A demonstration specifies a behavioral.outcome, judges

the outcome to be a desirable result of services across individ-

'sals, and illustrates a method _of obtaining-it. AC eement of
dissemination efforts, therefore, is an attempt to persuade

others to make a similar value judgment, An example with par.

ticular relevande to this chapter is the repeated illustration

iS model projects.that severely handicapped students can master

a variety of 'educational tasks when clearly defined goa1av

direct instruction, frequent measurement, and regularly schedul-

ed teaching sessions are used. Communication about these models

has no doubt contributed both to the consensus that such educe-

tional progress is desirable; and.to the development of legisla-

tive and public support5for providing such services.

Criteria for Dissemination

.To effect the above.purposes, demonstration programs should

meet several criteria prior to beginning dissemination activi-
ties. In addition -to the criteria specified for techniqueief,

demonstrations should embody the following characteristicsf

1. The behavioral.effect achieved by the demonStration

program should be importantto society.. Since demonstra- .

tions imply ,successful service acrois indivichials with a

given problem, th4.solution provided by'the demonstration

should'be.perceived as desirable both by the recipients of

service (as is the case with techniques) and .bi those.

individuals who enable the intervention program to'be used.
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2.. The set of intervention proCedures that comprise the

.deeonstration ;mist be described and.siandardised. Without.

clear descriptioli.and etandirdixatimi of use *Cross service

recipient', ovidince.of the utility Of the prOPOsed ap-

preach is limited to defense of specific techniques with

specific individuals.

3. .The demonstration'program must produce the same effects '

with each of several_participants. In other words, 'the

'intervention program m*ut work consistently:when implement- .

ed by developers, This ii e question of program effociiVe-.

hiss. There-leust be- a roplicable functional relationship.'

between implementation of the intervention. prograi 'and

sUbjests1 improvement.

DeveloPment ,

The process-bY which deMonatrations ate developed is pro- ,

grammatic research and development (Risley,, Clark, and- Cataldpi

1976: Walker, Hops, and-Oreenwood, 1976); In thin .process, a

_line of research is f011owed from documentation that a problem

-exists, through documentation that an effePtive interventiOn has

been assemble4, to .demonstration'thit the problem can be solved

acrose individuals. Important features of demonstration pro-

grams are discuesed here as they relate to dependent. Variables,

-independent variables: end research questions studied in the

development proses':

Dependent variables. . In contrast to the development of

techniques where any of variety:of socially significant behav-

iors might be 'studied, :the development of demonstrations re-

quires clear focus on a specific'behavioral problem or outcome.

Azrin (1977) deedribes this difference by 'distinguishiftg between

"probleM-orienteci" ana "method-oriented" reeeirch, .suggeoting

that the solution to human.problems'in applied eleitIngs is more

likely with procedures that reflect a "problem orieniatioo."

Azrin (1977) cautions that a focus: on experimental rigor; which

he calls a nmethod'orientation," Might produce-clean research,,

but is lees likely to leave subjects and:othere sati.ified as

consumers than'is the outcome focus of_the "problem-oriented"

method.

It is.also critical that the behaviors established as goals

in demonstration progrims represent socially acceptable out-

comes. This issue is described in the. literature ai one of

social validation, Aid has emerged in:recent years as an impor--

tent issue in:evaluating intervention programs (Kazdin, 1977;

Wolf,. 1978). Baeically, social validation..refers to the prac-
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tice of Mang the SnhjectiVe jUdgMents of significant others in

the dal:let's natural OW.Fironment to velidate the effects of an
intervention procdure.. 'If. objective data suggest' subject
iMprovement following intervention, but parents, teachers,

subjects themselves, or others do hot believe that such imptove-°

ment hes .taken place, then the.intervention cannot-be-judged to
be Completely sUcCessfUl. If,* on 'the other hand, subjective

rmtings corroborate empitical data, support for the-intervention

is 'strong, and it can bericommended to others.

The fecu s. on social:importance of behavior outcomes in

demonstration programs raises the.iedue o the broader effects
of an intervention: does the impro'lialqpnt transfer across set-

tings and/or behaviors and maintain across time? -This question

seems obvious but is' seldom aeked of.demonstation: program. -

However, the question dhould be posed before a particular inter-

vention program im offered.as.a means of solving socially gag-.

mificant problems, Behavioral improvement which is rot evident

across settings or does.not.ipersist across time can hardly be

considered to be a "cure," which Azrin (1977) describes is the-

critical -test of a demonstration. .A review of the available

literature (StOkes and Baer, 1977) seems to support the admonl-

tions of Baer, yolk, and Risley (1968) that "generalization .

should be programmed- deliberately rather than expected or la-
mented (p. 96) " when it does not-occur naturally. Thus, it

appears that those intervention programs which are successful in '.

-achieving "cures" of the problems they attack will have to

address the issues of genertliZation and maintehance directly:

Independent variables. The independent variable in the
development of demonstration programs is a collection of treat-.

ment procedures designed specifically to change the behavior
under study. As puch, it is distinguished-from techniques,
'which are indiVidual procedures. Three general strategies

appear relevant to the selection of-techniques that are to be

included in.demonstratlons.. First, techniques might be included

'because they increase the effectiveness or efficiency with,Which

the behavioral outcome is achieved. For example, procedures
might be combined to weaken inappropriate responding while

strengthening the desired 'behaviors. Alternately, the demofi-

stration might include treatment components to ..shape a target

behavior and other elements to maintain it.

The-second straiegy-for:combining procedures in demonstra-

tion programm ip to incorporate techniques -that increase the. .

likelihood of success with a range of individuals; Thus, a

demonstration-program-might encourage the use of e variety of
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reinforcing venta, perform task- analyses of target behaviors at

a'.1evel of detail which would allow individuals ,of various

levels to Progress through the program, or include treatments

for a: variety of specific problems
that are likely to occur with

the target behavior.

PineIly, procedures 'often are included in demonstration

programs to assist in the administration of the intervention

program. These include techniques for; (a) publicly posting:

Staff reeponsibilities (Cateldo and Russo,: 1978); (b) increasing

the probability of supervisor
acknowledgement of program results

(Risley and Favell, 1979); and (C). uee of consultants to monitor

program effectiveness on a regular basis (Herbert!...1aCkon,:

-O'Brien,. Porterfield, and Risley, 1977).

Whatever techniques are included in the demonstratiOn,

their use should be standardized across
reciPients of service.

Standardization of procedures is important to ensure that'each -

time the *Progam is applied; it is Used in virtually the same

way. :This, in turn, is important sidce judgments about the

effectiveness of a demonstration can be made only When the

procedures used with one individual match those Ueed, ,with

others. The pUrpose of developing any demonstration.ehould be

to provide a reliably effective means for meeting ipecified

service needs--one Which can be counted on to accomplish certain

results. To maximize the likelihood, that each use.of the prode-

dures will produce the same results, and to establish the de-

peAultbility of the service, standardiiation is essential.

The combination of techniques applied in a demonstration

program should also represent a socially acceptable method of

sOlving the targeted problem. increasingly, legal: and social

constraints.on the use of behavioral techniques limit the op-

tions available to..service providers. Kazdin (1971) and Wolf

(1978) apply the concept of social validity-not only to-.the

restate of treatment programs, as
described above, but also to

the methods used to achieve those results. To be egfective;

demonstrations must rely on techniques that 'are considered .by

society at large as appropriate for, solving the problem ad-

drepsed.

A final characteristic of the independent variable (collec-

tion.of intervention techniqdes) in development of demonstra

tions relates to level of scafe. It .is useful to distinguish

between treatment demonstrations and program demonstrations to

illustrate the potential varbety and scope.' Treatment demon-

strations deal with discrete skill areas such as toileting (Foxx

and Azrih, 1973), language (Guess,' Sailor, and Baer, 1976), or

social behaviors (Hops, Fleishman, Guild, Paine, Walker, and
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Greenw004, 1918, 1 And focus only on the way in which.a specilic
trestment Stratogy is structUted, delivered,- and ,evaluated.
Progrsm deMOnstrations provide a broader scope of serVices which
Usually focuses on a. given setting; target populations, and
service dimenjion rather than on a discrete skill-area. .gx-
amples 'inclUde the public.school servicesTfor siVerely handi-
capped-individuals in Madigan, Wisconsin; the Specialized Train-
ing Program'e vocational service for sevetsly handicapped adults'
(Bellamy, #ornet,- and Inman, 1979); and the University of
Weshington's Down's Syndrome Program Model for preschool handi-
capPedchildren,(Hayden and Her-in:7,-19791. These demonstrations .

share ons common eiement: their' are all Cemprehensive service'
delivery systems whidn include both direct service and progitm
SuppOtt components. .In this" sense they are cbmplete programs
which account for all of the faCtors necessary in prOvidingthe
targeted services tO those who need them.

11-ssearch questions. The process of developing a demOnstra7
tion involves asking at least tWo questions ibout the relstiOn-
shin between Ahese dependent and independent variebies. The
firtt ii analogous tb that asked of rechniqUes: Does the inter-.
vention program reliably and functionally change the behavior of
concern? This.is the purely experimental question. The cri-
teria for answering it.are the same As those fox aniwering it
when techniques' are evaluated: thefl relationship must be func-
tional, the,demonstration of that relationship Must be convinc-
ing; and replications Must be sufficient inmumber.

The second research question relates directly to the cri-
teria .for disseminating demonstrations described earlier: Does
the program ot treatMent work with all Or most 'of the individ7
uals whndisplay the targeted problem? The issue here is one of
generality.of effect across potential recipients of the service.
A variety of group designs are useful -in answering thii ques-
tion, as is cateful -documentation of results with A sSries of
representative subjects.

DisSemination Process

The process of disseminating deMonstration programs gen-.
erally involves brief exposure to theprogrem through the media,
through the popular prees, through visits by members qf the
target audience to. a Program site,- through personal 'contact
(riail, telephone, face-Co-face interactions) or, among the
professional ranks, through publications and/or conference
presentations. The target audiences for these disiemination
processes include subgroups that'are widely divergent but share
the goal of imprOving services for a specific target population.
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They include potential service recipients, parents, other advo-

cates of the eerVice, service providers, trainers of service

providers., representatives bf government agencies concerned with

the problems of handicapped people, politicians, professional

peers (other researchers or service directors); and others.

'Obviously, ..certain of the disseMination prOcesses are inb.st

appropriate with given subgroups. For example, media dissemina-

tion is likely to be. useful in reaching large..numbers .of

non-professional Contacts; site visits and personal contacts

hold the most potential when attempting to reach advocacy..

grcuPa, Service directors, governmental agents, or Pokiticiene:

.and professional publications or presentations are most appror

priate- When attempting- to reACh other researchers or program

developers.

These' processes Of dissemination suggest varioUs courses of

action for the respective audience'members-to whom they are-

directed.- For service recipients, their parents, and their

other supporters,' the action called for is advocacy for.increas-

ed services ori for general servide improvements; fo'r fellow

professionals (developers) the action implied by. dissemination

is to conduct research that will 'provide further' extension,

(i.e., systematic replication)- or additional validation of the

program; for politicians to whom demonstratiOn information is

disseminated, the desired reSponse is paSsags of enabling legisr

lation Or Opropriations measures which enable. application of

.the program on a IArger scale; for government agencies, the

implied action is granting-of additional research and develop-

ment funds to continue development, evaluation, and dissemina-

tion -of -the program.

MODELS

A program model illustrates that a significant Social

problem can be solved in a particular way, and provides a. proto-

type or pattern for replication in other settings where similar

.services could-be provided. Models are similar to demenstrar

tions in thAt they are designed to' achieve defined behavioral

outcomes and involve standardized combinations.of techniqueg And

procedures. They differ from.demonstrations in the additional

criteriA which..'. should be met before proposing adoPtion by

cthers. Prior to dissemination, the use,Of a Model dhould be

supported by field test data showing that the model can be used

successfully in nonexperimehtal settings by.individuals other

than the developers (Mayen, 1979).. This requires, in turn, that

models include precise instructiong for usethat are designed to

-maximize the fidelity.and the effectiVeness of replication.
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Th illlpgrtanco Of model ppograms lies in the potential for

disfeeinatiOn and Utilization of service stretegies of known

cost and ffectiveness. Models could reduce reduodant local

inveitaent in 'program development. sherten the time between

resoUrceHallocatiOnAnd delivery of'eeriiices, and:reduce current

ipensas for ineffective serVices.

-

Purnosi-of Dissemination

./n addition to the diaamination activities which are

poesiblAfor'techniques and demonstretions, model 'programa may

be disseminated for the purpose. of adoption or replication in

other service Agencies. -The primary purpoee of dissemination

activities at the -adoption level -is to increase.the level of .

program usage by nondevelOpers, 1,e.,. .to gain adoptions aod

subsaqUent imprementations of the standardized progtam by poten-

tial users.' Ae euch, dissemination ef servide models is like
that carried out for commercial 'curriculUm materials. The

difference is that there are few methodological:requirements for

the latter.

Dissemination for adoption is' the critical step in increas-

in7 services and service efficiency. It is assumed that :this'

step follows dissemination undertaken to spread information
about a program. The focus on.adoPtion/implementation in this '

step features instruction regarding how to use the program.

Criteria for Dissemination

Since .the levels of program development and use are cumula-

tive or equential in nature, the criteria relating to dis-

gemination for demonstration purposes apply to dissebination for

,adoption purposes as.well. In addition, ai least three other

criteria unique to adoption purposes Must be applied:

1.. A highly detailed, user-oriented deStription of all

procedures in the model should be availabla ta enable high

fidelity implementation. This desci,iption will likely take

the form of a program impleMentation manual which-includes

checklists and.other techniques'of facilitate installation

of program components.

2. Nondevelopers (potential, consumers) must be able to

Zmplement.the program sUccessfully in a controlled context

when assisted by program developers.. This criterion, is

crucial sinoe dissemination efforts are designed.to secure

implementation by others.
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3. .EffectS And Costs of using .the program Must compare

.favorably with thole of other programs oruther approaches

to the same problem. This-is a,comparative -rasearch issue.

Only- those programs whichocompare favorably .with the al=

terhatives 4re likely to be considered seriouslyloy. pOten-

tial users:.

Development' of Models

:The process.uf 'model development begins with a succeesfml '

dehohstration of service effectiveness. and. -involve! ,the

packaging- of procedures-for potential users and field testing by

non-developere in.locations other than that in which the model'

was developed.

Dependent variables: The' primary dependent variable: in

'model. development is the same as tor dimonstrations: a problem

behavior that is viewed as important enough .by Society to commit

resources to its solution.' Other dependent measurem of interest

during field testihg relate to the effectiveness Of alternative

approaches in iolving the Problem and the cost of the. Proposed

.solution,

Independent variables. The independent variables of con-

cerh in model development.inclUde thoee described for demonstra-.

tions ahd additional Variables related to standardization of

procedures. To aChieve standardized implementation of the model

by others,'careful packaging usually is required. Packages ate .

collections of standardized proCedures that include detailed

written descriptions, ,instrhctions, checkliets, and other.print-

ed aids and that often feathre supplementary media compOneots

auch as .slides, filmstrips,# filme, Videotapee, gudiotapes, or

any other methods of relaying infolmlation to achieve.unitormity.

in.implementation. Usuallysuch packages are.supplemented with.

workshop training, technical assistance consultation, or other

forms of support for using technologies in the manner in which

they mere designed. The extent.to which such materials lead to

: accurate implementation of procedures is of critical concern in

model development. .

As is the case with. demonstrations, .it is useful to dis-

tinguish between at, lezisr two levele of scale: interVentiOn

models and Program models. The scope of interVention models is

narrow-coMpared to that of program models. Intervention models

-might include several components; all of which: relate directly

to the.targeted behavihr, rather than any service support func-

tions. Generally, an interventiOn program is designed tO be
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usad. by lin. stAff 'with direct service responsibilities to.

Students Or, Cliente; and it is usually designed to meet.only one
of their reapOngibtlities with service recipients: Frit exaMpls,

Foxx and Aprinie (1973)- rapid toilet training ptograd and the
Telepac booklets for teaching practical skills (Hdfmeister;*
density, Hofmeister, AtRinson; and Henderson,. 1977) are examples
of standardizecrintervention models that are based on' behavioral

.

procedures, Contain several components, ere.designed for use by
direct gervice staff, and focus on one sPecific behavior (e.g.,
toileting) Or- a set of closely related re0on5es within a gpeci-
fic skill area.

In centrest, program models typically specify not only
specific intervention proOedures,,but algo the array of admin-
4strative aid support services required to deliver themeffec-

tively. -,For example, ih the Spedializsd Training Program Model
for epployment of severely handicapped adults (Sellamy and
Horner,. 1976), procedures are included for program Supervision,
staff training, and agenCy'acconnting,. in addition to the Voce-
tional training and supervision procedures that directly affect
service recipients. Similer breadth is apparent in the teaChing
family model for serving 'ado/ascent delinquents (Phillips,
Phillips, Fixen, and Wolf, 1972), ahd the Teaching Research

' detabased classroom .Model (Fredericks et :al., 1975).: ,Such

program models prOvide therapeutic procedures for service re-

cipienté and administrative procedures for servide providers.

Research questions. Two primary research -questions should
be asked as an effective demonstration is developed into a
model:

1. Can the interventien program be.used effectively by

potential consumers ip a natural or field settimil? This.is
the critical, question addressed in field testing. Once a
pro'gram has been judged successful as implemented by the
developers in a controlled setting, ii must be shown.to
work when implemented by nondevelopers in an actual service
setting. At thiS stage of" research, the 'developers might

lend. technical assistance to the-consumers in implementing

the Program, depgnding on the'type of field test being
conducted and on the type of packaging.used to disseminate

the prOgram. lf.the program is designed to be used without

teChnical assistance during ultimate routine use, then the
field test conditiplys should match the eventhal use condi-
tions.
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2. Do ths.relative,costi and.effects When the model pro-

rem IS is Isiented b others com are favOrabl with alter-'

native aPproaches to tOlving'the probleM7 Adoption of

model programs by generic service delivery agencies normal--

1y will be. affected by the ability of these agencies:tn

implement the necessarY procedures .and achieve better"

results.with existimg:resources: Thus,, the program must

ot onlY be effective,'it matt.also be. cost -effioient; and,

this efficiency must.bsdocumented.and repliCehle if local

ox- Otate .funding agencies are to- Consider iti adoption

seriously. .. :

Dissemination"Process
Dissemination of modeL'PregraMs and interventions is aimed

primarily at deliverers of sekvicel(prograM.administittors or

boards- of A4ractore) who can adopt or,iMplement the model. It '

is alto neceseary tnestablieh a metnad:for expanding the model

further,and for .promoting program, eurVival with aVailiblei: re- .

sources. (meyen, 1979). One medhanism :to" do thie, which- is

eeldom used bat.which has thnPoeential for greater impact, is

to link:the model with the:existing state-level bureaucracy for

service delivery programa (ThOmas, 1979r., Timbers; Seligson;

Maloney, and:.Maloney,JanpUblished ManUecript), dis-

eealinition is donn directly_, by the program .develOpere, hat

sometimee it indone by an interMediary.service broker such as.a

state facilitator within the National-Diffueion Network. (NDNL'

or by a speciallytrained technical,assistant.: The ptoceseee by

which standardized programs ate disseminated to providere gen-

'erally include implementationmanuall, pre-implementation train-

ing workehops, and ongoing technical consaltation. Implementa-.

tion:Manuals differ from other dissemination materials .inthat

they are teChnical in =attire :and are wiitten in eutficient.2. 7

detail to allow adopters to replicatnprograM procedures Ond

. obtain Outcomes comparable to those achieved .by developers. In

Short, they.are Precise. "howto-do,-it"'guides which Contain Many

festuree such as sample .fotms, checklists, and criteria .to

facilitate high7fidelity .program implementation. Training

workshops often build on the.skilis presented inthe implemente7

tion manuals and videotape and role playing formata.are fre-

quently used to :demonetrate program procedures end to give

training participants feedaCk -on' their Use of. the:

Ongoing technical assistance might take the form of periodic

Consulting visits by program developeis or their representatives

to the implementing agency, with occasional program evaluations

followed by feedback. Telephone and/or midi contactis usually'



provided On a needs basis. Tbs action* implied for .service
provider* by thee* dissemination activities Are adoption. imple-
mentation,. and institutiobalization of the program within a
servicedelivery agency.

A dietinction As necessary between those.userewho adopt
the model and Implement the Procedures as specified by'the
daVelCpers and those who- adapt the model,, treating it as a

.

demonetratiod and choosing to use:Ainly'some of-the procedures as
they, th users, see,fit. Clearly, A model program that meite

- the.Criteria desCribed earlier Can be.dieseminated for either.
purpose. HOweVer, the:data supporting .the effectiAreneta of the
mOdel should be used only to justify full implementation or.
adoption.

. . .

In full impleMentetion, both the purpose for wh*Oh the
model is used and .the detaile of .use are specified by the de-
veloper. The user is expected to determine if the .model fitv.
the problem with which he/she is fiCed,. and involves.proCedureg
which he/she ckh imp,lement. If so, the model should be umed as
described. If details of use cannot be epecified sufficiently:
to allow an implementation which-conforme to the developer's
intent, then theprogram is not yet sufficiently standardized or
technological (Baer, Wolf,.and Risley, 1960. /f the program is
not used as specified, the probability of achieving sUcCeesful

outcomes can only be surmised. PArtial imPlementation or use of
procedures which are divergent from..those specified by the
developers do not directly represent the standardized. program
and should uot be represented ai if they do. They might be.
components or variationi of the model, but they are not the
model. They might even work, but'that will not be known until
they are tried and repIicAted.. Generally, program users are ,

meldom in a position to evaluate.program components or varia-
tions. To maximize the'-likelihood of achieving successful
eutcomes, program users.should implement the program'as it is
descrAbed by the developers.

Sbecial Issues in Model Implementation

The emergence.of model interventions and model programs is
a.relatively recent phenoMenon in educational and behavioral
eervices. Even more recent is serieus inquiry into the process.

of modeladoption.and implementation, ,This.section reports the
results of a sOrvey.of 20 developers of model programs to ident
*ifYdissemination methods and implementation preblemsAn sten..
dardized intervention prograds. (These data were originally
preaented'hy the first.author as part of a symposium entitled



"USU.* in th* taimeminstion of Standardired Intervention Pro.;

grime" at th* Fifth Attnal Convention of the Association for

BehaViorAnalyeia., Pearborn, Michi*g&n, June, 1979.)

, SurVey. The %survey wasstructured-to provide (a) descrip-

time information About each Program, (b).program replication and

eurVivAl data," (c) lista,of dissemination strategies and quality

control:procedures used, and (d) a list of problems ,encountered

in achieving program adoptions and high-fidelity jrnplementation

potantial.users.

Respohdants. Survey respondents .were identified through

the published litérature.on.their. 'programs, through. reference

.materials supplied by the Office of Education'.8 Joint-Dissemina-

tion Review, Panel (JDR1), .and through a referral processin

. whidi respOndente were asked to identify program' develepers

whose names yore not on initial mailing lists: The number of

developera sampled wasnecesserily small because the huMber of

projects nationwide that meet the criteria for stendardized

intervention programs is small.. Of the 20'developers samOled,

17 respondild'to the questionnaire, s return rate of 85%.

Results

PrOgram characteristics. of the 17 programa from.which

data were obtained,10 were designed for use in school seitings,

5 were intended for home or other residential settings, and 2

,weie work-related. The largest group of persons for whom pro-

grams had been developed are elementary school students, With

four programs each directed towArd their academic and their

socially appropriate behavior. Counting across target popula-

tiont, foUr programs also have been developed for interveninfp

with children in multiple skill areas, such as the development

of cognitivei'social Inguage, and self,help.abilities.

Replication,and survival data. Thirteen of the,17 develop-

ers responding to the sdrvey provided replication and survival

data. Three were'unable to do so because of the, form in which

their programs were made available to Potential users--complete-

ly packaged with no developer involvement in adoption decisions.,

or implementation efforts--and one, reported no replications.

For the 13 programs contributing such data, the adjusted mean

dutber of full program replications achievea to date was 22.3

(standard deviation = 21.2; range = 4-175; median. =
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The MeeP SAKVival:indSX. for these programs Wis 89.11 (standard.

deviatiOn;, 126241 range -..401604;median,- 03.04). 'On the

average, Mil Of all replicatione-achieVed by-these Modele were

still in operation at the time of the SurVey. For the replica-'

Prpjects which ad been teeminated, the mean.dgration of

surviVal Wall 30.2 Monttie or jutt.OVer 271/2.yearli (standard
.

v,i4tion -. 17.4 menths: range - 12-54 monthemedien:- 26.-5 .

MOUths). This tratislates to an average discontinUation.eate of

.,:ope project every 274:menths of the model's existence. Of the

divolopees eesponding..to thesurvey, 92.4% reported that,they :

had Ohlervel *progrem drift". '(gradual deterioration ka the

quality of program i*Plementation) among.one or more of-their

surviving peojects apd.had to work to contain (Preferably to

roverse) it. Only 76144 of the survey respondents repoeted:that

they continued to monitor a sitei program implementation fol-

-lowing initial adoption.. Givan the seaming tendency of programs

to drift away from standardized models, continued Monitoring, is

well as ongoing technical and maral supiort would seem to be

imporiant_determinants of:program Survival.

Disiemination steategy data. From a list pofprogram dis-

semination strategies provided, survey participants were asked

to designate'thoSe which they had used and, based on their ex-

. perience, torate the:effectiveness of each. Not surprisingly,

the practices of using demonstration and training centers and of

providing °long-term training (more than one week) in pregram.

procedures were rated most effective in gettirostandardized
progeams into the field. Also mit surprisipgly, these practices

were'emong the least.frequently'used, perhaps because of costs

and other logistical problems. Shortterm.training, training.
:

films and videotapes, professional publications, and conference

presentations Were among the most frequently used'disseminatioo

strategies, bUt'were all eated somewhat less effective,than.

"live".and/or intensive'ttaining procedures.. Somewhab'surpris-

ingly, professional publications were.rated as least useful cf

the strategies presented, and commercial publiCation,,with its

marketing capability, was used least often. Other strategies

added by resporidents included recruitment'of potential progtam

users and influential others by program developers.

Quality control strategy data. The survey;eequired parti-

:cipants to check and rate the usefulness of each program quality

control Strategy they had used frame list ci Several such prac-

tices. ,Long-term training, uSed by nearly three-fourths of the .



participants, as a'qUality control mechanism, was uniformly rated:

is highly effective (x rating 5.0, s.d. 04 on A 5-point .

scale). Staff consultants, short..term. training, .and data man-

. agement services were the moat frequently relied upon quality

control proceddre5 with, use being reported by as Oftbe 11 sur-

vey resPondents. All strategies on,tbis list received mean

ratings of moderately to highly effective,. a finding suggesting

that, after a replication is underway, almost any reasonable

continued involvement by.the del/elopers will be helpful in 'main-, '

taining high prOgram quality. 'Strategies eddedto the list by

respondents ihcluded payeents to replication personnel for

plementing program Orocedures.with high fidelity, proviaing

regular 'feedback to'imPlementation itaff,.and holding regular.

*eetinls ofpersons with key reOlication responsibilities.

Zmplementation problem data. Prom a list of potential

problems in program use, developers 'were asked to designate the

three problems- which had been the most troublesome to them in

implementingtheir programs with adopting agencies. The problem

which cleerly vials the most Serious to developers was the lack of

sufficient funding to.implement prograMs with maxiMum care.and

precition. Polities of the user agency.and of related regula-

tory agencies were rated-second.and third. The:problem which

was 'cited most often by developerk was regulating program ude by

line staff -.4 ssuring fidelity 'of treatment at the point of

interfaCe between the program and the target population, a most

.basic issue in the implementation of standardized intervention

programs. Other problems identified by respondents included f.

lack.Of strong administrative support lack of desire:oh the

'part of users."to achieve behavior change; and limited time to

bring staff to criterion on critical procedures.

.1
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minmsAt. Ario RECOMMENDATIONS

The -distinctiOn emong techniques, demonstration*, and

models aoa the particular dissemination purpose* 'served by each

ptOvides'a useful frimeWark .fpr analyzing innovatiVe practiceo

in7i4O-Aiducistio11 of seVerely handicapped students. :Thie seCtion

exalitles the effects of the.OSE invesimant in innovatiVe piac-

: tice.and suggests priorities.fOrfuture efforts,

Advancement* in techniques haVe boon the.moOt cOnsietent

montributiOn.of'the projects for everely handidapped,children

and Youth. Ai a result, of project efforts., new or improved

proCedurei ammnowevailable in such areas,as: aaaa o n ment and,

remediation of skill deficits with deaf-blind students; yoga-

time], preparation f scondary itudAnts1 sequencing objective's_

for:.infant interventiOns anOlysie of pUpil progress through

behavioral Measurement ana graphing; And providing functional

alternativei to reading skills.

Strategies; for disseminating these And other techniques

have been equally. creative. Rapid informal distribittion of

ideal and products has been accomplished through encouragement .

of,otaff training in the projects and similar inservice efforts-

'elsewhere; distribution .of working papere and monograph! .by

technique developars; a variety of training efforts Condudted

for others within .innovative program's; creation of,a new profes-

sional journal (AMPS Review);, and coordination between model

projects end many perporinel preparation programe.

The projects for Asverely handicapped children and youth

have also been succeisful in developing demonstrations. Demon-

stration* of effective educational services-to severely handi-

cappod.people have -provided a foundation for a major shift in

professional values that education, not custodial care, is

appropriate for this population.- .At a more detailed level,

demonstrations lave successfully argued for educational objec-

tives that are logically.related to anticipated adult envitor.v.

ments: (Brown, Nietuppki, and Hamre-Nietupski, 1976) and that

educational services can be effectively Provided in integrited

settings (WilcOx and Sailor, 1980). Diesemination activities

have included extensive access tp developers. of 'demonstration

programs, and emphasis on communication about succesii.ful pro-

jects through newsletters and, Other Media.. The successmf. these

'efforts is evidenced by both philosophical commitment and re-

source allocatiOns.. from Congress, the courts, and countless

local education.agenciee....The development and dissemination of

demonstration programs.serving severely handicapped individuali



:

have noW cOntribUtid tO CircuMetances whore educational services

are mandated, for all SW:W.1y handicapped individuals, and

resources tdaccompli.hthiemandateare increasingly aWaillble.

Predisely. because oUthese succeissa, the purposes which

dissemination efforts .shOuld noWbegin:to serve can no.longer be

met :through the :development 'ot techniques and demonitration.

alona. ./n commenting on similar issues in adifferent serVice

area, Laski ,(1974) iuggests thet .althOugh demonstratione .of

servicasuccess could provide the logidel buds, for a legal

Mandato, to extend serWices, these demonstrations do npt provide

needed information forarganiiation and uystsmatic delivery Of

quality Services oh a broed ecale. -Such -is the problem now

fading pregram deve/opers-concerned with the needs of severely

hendicapped persons. The :objective of 'dissemination efforts

shoUld no longer be only to communicate:about techniques and to

argue for pregram gupport. -Rather, significant attention should ,

now he. turned to the development and dilsolthination of"PrograM

-and intervention models in order to' increase the quality and .

reliebility .of educational services nationwide. The standar-

dized and repliceble strategies produced by model!' 'fit'urrent

need* in'at least three important weys, as Hayden and Haring

(1e78) have suggestod

1% Models increase the evaileb1lity of service programs

with demonstrated effectiveness; thus enabling more

efficientuse of limited resource!.

2. Models'provide an alternative to services that are

poor, weak, or of unknown effect.

3. Models enable dispersed servide .programs to avoid.,

continUal rediecovery of effective procedUres.

Because intervention techniques-and pUblic coMmitmeht are ,

now widely available to support educational services ta severely

handicapped students, attention now thould be turned to the'

improvement of quality in theie. program.. This implies- a shift

in emphasis of the projects for severely handicapped children

and youth frOm demonetrations to models: SOch ashift.implies

.
that the federal investment ehould now baplaced in different

kindm of adtivities. Examplesof needed, fhnding efforts are:

1. Providing support to alloW currently successfUl demon-

strations to become models. Demonstrations would use the

funding to develop user-oriented.procedural descriptioni
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and to tOndUtt field'teat, in dispersed sites. TIPlis field

teat intiVity. Could replete pr ocnUr simultaneously with

current dissemination efforts that are based 1pm:success by

the developrs.

-2. Developing a Inechinitimfor ongoing support to programs .

that have adopted & model -:(Emrick and Peterson 1978) in

Order toprovide quality cOntral and.pplIgram eValuation.

3. Esteblishing * federally-sponsored technical issistence

consortium-specifically to support.model develbpment and

implementation activities in services for severely-handi-

capped people. Such a group cOuldbe-composed of indiVi-:

duals with model develoPment experience and could meet such

'needs'as:. .(a) assisting both'Iocel service pograms snd

Model developersin identifying'model idoptiOn posibili

ties; (b) assisting:demonstration programs to prepare. Ma-.

terials for and conduct field tests necessary for Model de-

velopment; (t) conducting'third party evaluations of model

development and Model implementation efforts; '(d) de=

veloping evaluation technologies for assessing likelihood

of sucCesdful model adoption, fidelity-of model implemen-

tation, and model effectiveness; and (d) providing ear
nical assistance to service agencies in the implementation

of model programs.

4. Providing incentives to personnel preparation programs

to include training in available program.models. Students'

could learn how to fill various' toles within a model,

including directing program replications or furthef.did-

seminatjon of the model-

SUMMARY

A. commonlangnage is needed to describe'. important difr

ferences among innovative.practices in: education .of severely

handicapped students. This chapter propOseS use pf thelabel*

techniques, demonstrationS, and models to refer- to' sequentiel

levels of development of innovative practices and to designate

,appropriateness of dissemination for designated purposes.

Techniques 'are materials.' rules, teacher aCtiVitiee, or other

'environmental changes that have been used Successfully to clunige -

nome behavior important to either the developer. or,recipitnt Of

:serVice. Techniques are disseminated to coMmunicate infonmation

aboutoa potentially useful procedure, with both the pUrpose and'



details of US* left to the user. Demonstration* are' illustra+

tionsthat a socially signfficant.pioblam can be reliably solved

when the developers apply a defined collection of teChniqUers.

Demonstrations are disseminated to gain support. for the service'

and its results: .Models ire standardized-'programs that can be

utilized by individuals Other than the developeki tO solve a.

specified, socially important-problem. Models are disseminated

.for adoption or implementation.byqpthers in order to improve the

quality of cervices: .

Iptiyative programs for severely handicapped individuals.

)1ave bikh incredibly
sUccessful ih developing and dieseMinating

techniques- and ,demonstratione, and these *activities should

continue. However, changing needs- of the fleld ,to' provide

effective services- oh a larger scale suggest that educational

researchers and federalinvestord should.begin to turn their

-attention to developing and disseminating program Modelm .as.

well.
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